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In 
Appreciation 

The U. S. National Commission for UNESCO wishes to express its gratitude to 

the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations for arranging the Ninth National Con

ference. The Commission is especially indebted to Mr. Thomas L. Nicholson, Di

rector of the Conference, who took time from his law practice to plan and organize 

this sig~ificant program. A note of appreciation is due to the Council's Steering Corn· 

mittee under the chairmanship of Mr. Robert B. Wilcox for leadership and guidance 
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in planning the many activities; to the Council staff who worked for nearly a year in 

handling the many details of the Conference; and to the various organizations for ' 

their interest and support. 

The Commission and Council would like to thank the program participants 

for giving substance to the Conference; the cooperating midwestem universities; 

those who organized the special school conference; the volunteers for their services 

during the meetings; and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under the direction of 

Mr. Jean Martinon for the special concert which will close the Conference so ap

propriately. 

It would be impossible to mention by name the many other individuals who 

contributed of their time and effort. Their help is deeply appreciated. 
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Finally we would like to thank those whose generous financial support helped make 

this Conference possible: 

George V. Alien 

American Association of University Women 

American Institute of Biological Sciences 

Arm-our and Coinpany 

Bell & Howell 

Senafor Williarri Benton 

Roland S. Bond 

· K. 0. Broady 

Kenneth W. Clark 

Container Corporation of America 

The Denoyer-Geppert Company 

Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund, 
Administered by The Chicago Community Trust 

Mrs. Lillian H. Florsheim 

The Ford Foundation 

The Edith. and William Goetz Foundation 

The Harris Foundation 

Inland Steel-Ryerson Foundation, Inc. 

The lnternadonal_ Harvester F:oundatiOn 

IBM World Trade Corporation 

The Klutznick Foundation 

Lincoln Association of the United Nations 

Albert E. Manley 

Julius Mark 

Benjamin E. Mays 

National Catholic Education Association 

The Northern Trust Company 

National Newspaper Publishers Association 

G. Bailey Price 

Rama Watumull Fund 

Reader's Digest Foundation 

Real Estate Research Corporation 

Mrs. Eleanor R. Richards 

The Singer Company Foundation 

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. C. Smith 

The Society for the Psychological Study 
of Social Issues 

The Spaeth Foundation 

Sunbeam Corporation 

United Shoe Manufacturing Company 

Mrs. Rosalind Wyman 

The Xerox Fund 
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General 

lnformatio11 

Purpose 

of the 

Conference 

The 

Confe••ence 

Plan 

The United States National Commission for UNESCO is required by Public Law 

565 (79th Congress, 2d Session) to "call general conferences for the discussion 

of matters relating to ·the activities of the Organization (United Nations Educa· 

J 

I 
' 

tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization) to which conferences organized bodies / 

actively interested in such matters shall be invited to send representatives ... " 

The Conference will investigate the fundamental changes which have been and are 

taking place in contemporary Europe and the implications of those changes for 

the United States. It will be primarily devoted to the educational, scientific and 

cultural problems which the subject suggests, but some consideration of political 

and economic questions will be necessary to place these problems in context. 

Delegates will be addressed at Plenary Sessions and Symposia by European and 

American leaders. The Conference will have seven plenary sessions and will divide 

from time to time into six symposia sections-A, B, C, D, E, and F. Each section 

will consist of four symposia, and each symposium will have a principal speaker 

and a commentator. 

On Thursday from 4:15 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and on Saturday from 2:45 p.m. 

to 4:00p.m., each symposia section will break into five seminars. Each seminar will 

' 
I 
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Press 
Headquarters 

Locatio11 of 
Meeti11g Boo111s 

ll. S. N atioual 
Co111missio11 
for lJNESCO 

be led by a discussion leader, and the delegates will participate in the discussions. 

Admission to the symposia and seminars will be by ticket only. 

The Press will have its headquarters in Room 500, located on the Fifth Floor of 

the Conrad Hilton Hotel. 

All meetings, including plenary sessions, will be held in the Conrad Hilton Hotel. 

The exact location of each session is listed in the program. 

The twenty-fourth meeting of the U. S. National Commission will be held in the 

Waldorf Room on October 22 and in the Upper Tower on October 23. 

The Honorable George Brown, Deputy Leader of the Labor Party of Great Britain, 

will address the Commission at a luncheon open to the public at 12:15 p.m. on 

Wednesday, October 23 in the Waldorf Room of the Conrad Hilton Hotel. 

Secretariat officers present with functional responsibilities are Eugene Sochor, 

Assistant Director (Public Relations); Alice DeKany, Administrative Assistant; and 

Kathryn H. Langston, Organization Liaison. 

7 
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Registration 

Information 
and Message 

Center 

·? 

Delegates will be registered in the Writing Room of the Conrad Hilton Hotel as 

follows: ( 

Wednesday, October 23 

Thursday, October · 24' 

Friday, October 25 

Saturday, October 26 

12:00 p.m. · 8:00 p.m. 

· 9:00 a.m. · 5:30 p.m. 

9:00a.m. · 12:30 p.m. 
7:15p.m. · 8:00p.m. 

9:00a.m. · 2:45p.m. 

At the time of registration each delegate will be given a Delegate's Kit containing 

his badge, information materials and tickets to certain conference sessions. Dele

gates are urged to wear their badges at all times to ensure admittance to the various 

events. 

The Conference Information and Message Center, located in the registration area 

(The Writing Room) of the Conrad Hilton Hotel, will be open continuously 

throughout the conference. Information on local facilities and arrangements may 

r· 

be obtained here as well as mail and messages for delegates. Delegates expecting / 

messages are urged to check at the Center frequently. 
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Conference 

Offices 

Conference offices are located on the fifth floor as follows: 

Room 532A-George V. Alien, Chairman, U. S. National Commission for UNESCO 

L. Arthur Minnich, Executive Secretary of the Commission 

Room 512A-Thomas L. Nicholson, Director of the Conference 

Room 556A-Administrative Office 

Room 557A-Chicago Council on Foreign Relations 

Room 553A-Volunteers 

Room 509A-Progcam participants 

Room 500 -Press 

9 
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1Vetlnesdau, Octol1er 23, 1963 

REGISTRATION 
12:00 p.m.- 8:00p.m. 

RECEPTION 
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

FIRST PLENARY SESSION 
8:00p.m. 

PRESIDING OFFICER 

INVOCATION 

REMARKS 

INTRODUCTION 

TOPIC 

SPEAKER 

The Writing Room, Conrad Hilton Hotel, 
Second Floor 

Grand Assembly, Grand Ballroom, 
Second Floor, Conrad Hilton 

Grand Ballroom, Second Floor 

George V. Alien 
Chairman, U. S. National Commis,ion for UNESCO 

Very Reverend Monsignor George Herdegen 
Chancery Office, Archdiocese of Chicago 

Lucius D. Battle 
Assistant Secretary for Educational and Cultural A I} airs, 
Department of State 

Thomas L. Nicholson 
Attorney; Director of the Conference 

Ambassador William Benton 
U. S. Member of the Executive Board of UNESCO 

"The Old World and the New Europe" 

Rene Maheu 
Director General of UNESCO 

I 
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ThursdHrJ~ October 24~ 1963 

SECOND PLENARY SESSION Grand Ballroom 
9:15 a.m.- 10:45 a.m. 

INTRODUCTION 

TOPIC 

SPEAKER 

SYMPOSIA 
ll:OO a.m. -12:15 p.m. 

Frederick Burkhardt 
·President, American Council of Learned Societies 
Member, U. S. National Commission for UNESCO 

"The New Europe and the New World'' 

Etienne Hirsch 
President, lnstitut technique de Provision economique et Sociale 
Former President of EURATOM 

A. EUROPEAN SOCIETIES IN TRANSITION 

A.1-NEW DIRECTIONS IN EUROPEAN EDUCATION-Beverly Room 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

Henry I. Willett 
Superintendent of Schools, Richmond, Virginia 
Member, U. S. National Commission for UNESCO 

C. Arnoid Anderson 
Professor, University of Chicago 

Philip J. Foster 
Professor, University of Chicago 

ll 
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B. EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES 

B. I-FEDERATION OR CONFEDERATION IN EUROPE-Parlors A & B r-
CHAIRMAN John Nuveen 

Investment Banker; Former Chief, Economic Cooperation Administration f 
Mission to Greece, Belgium and Luxembourg 

SPEAKER Amitai Etzioni 
Professor, Columbia University 

COMMENTATOR Ulrlch Trumpener 
Professor, State University of Iowa 

C. THE DEVELOPED AND THE DEVELOPING NATIONS 

C.l-THE NEW EUROPE AND THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: IMAGES AND REALITIES 
-Grand Ballroom 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

Vernon L. Sorenson 
Professor, Michigan State University 

Jacob van der Lee 
Director for Associated Overseas Countries; Commission of the European 
Economic Community 

Aristide Zolberg 
Professor, University of Chicago 

I' 
' 



SYMPOSIA 
ll :00 a. m. • 12:15 p.m. 

D. INDIVIDUAL SOVEREIGNTY IN A COMPLEX SOCIETY 

D.1-THE EVOLUTION OF EUROPEAN PARLIAMENTS-Parlor C 

CHAIRMAN Richard Houk 
Professor, DePaul University 

SPEAKER Otto Kirchheimer 
Professor, Columbia University 

COMMENTATOR Jean Blonde! 
Professor, University of Essex 

E. NATIONALISM VS. SUPRANATIONALISM 

E.1-CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND POLITICAL UNITY-Waldorf Room 

CHAIRMAN Lucius D. Battle 
Assistant Secretary for Educational and Cultural Affairs, Department of State 

SPEAKER Francois Bondy 
Editor, PREUVES Magazine 

COMMENTATOR Otto Wirth 
Dean, College of Arts and Science.~, Roo.'iev~lt University 

13 
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F. THE GROWTH OF SUPRANATIONAL COMMUNITIES 

F.1-THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MIGRATION-Private Dining Room 2 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

THIRD PLENARY SESSION 
12:30 p.m. • 2:15 p.m. 

PRESIDING OFFICER 

INVOCATION 

WELCOME 

INTRODUCTION 

SPEAKER 

Hartley Clark 
Professor, Carleton College 

Lucien Radoux 
Director, European Foundation for International Exchanges, Deputy to Bel
gian Parliament 

Sol Tax 
Professor, Urdversity of Chicago 
Member, U. S. National Commission for UNESCO 

United Nations Day Lnncheon-International Ballroom 

"Europe and the Developing Nations" 

James K. Hotchkiss 
Chairman, Mayor's Committee for United Nations Week 

Rahhi Eric Friedland 
Beth Am, The Peoples Synagogue 

Richard A. Daley 
Mayor of Chicago 

George V. All en 
Chairman~ U. S. National Commission, Former Am.bassador to India 

Her Excellency Madame Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit 
Chairman, Indian Delegation to the United Nations 

I 

I 

I 
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SYMPOSIA 
2:30 p.m. • 4:00 p.m. 

A.2-THE NEW EUROPEAN MEN OF BUSINESS-Beverly Room 

CHAIRMAN Alex Seith 
Lord,- BisseU & Brook, Counselors at Law 

SPEAKER Wilhelm Panes 
Director and Head, Foreign Affairs Section, Federation of Swedish Industries 

COMMENTATOR James Hart 
Dean, College of Commerce, DePaul University 

8.2-THE FUNCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ATLANTIC COMMUNITY-Parlors A & B 
CHAffiMAN Theodore Achilles 

Vice Chairman, Executive Committee, The Atlantic Council of the 
United States 

SPEAKER Uwe Kitzinger 
Fellow, Nu!Jield College, Oxford 

COMMENTATOR Milton Rakove 
Professor, University of Illinois at Chicago 

C.2-THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DEVELOPING NATIONS-Grand Ballroom 
CHAffiMAN Howard L. Kany 

Vice President, Columbia Broadcasting System 
Member, U. S. National Commission for UNESCO 

SPEAKER William Clark 

COMMENTATOR. 

Director, Overseas Development Institute 

Robert Clower 
Professor, Northwestern University 

15 
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D.2-THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY-Parlor C 

CHAIRMAN Frank McCallister 
Professor, Roosevelt University 

SPEAKER Alexander King · 

f, 

,_ 
I 

Director_ of Scientific Affairs, Organization for Economic Cooperation and t 
Development 

COMMENTATOR Hilliard Roderick 
Deputy Assistant Director, Division of Research, Atomic Energy Commission 

E.2-THE SOURCES OF UNITY-Private Dining Room 2 

CHAIRMAN Howard Ehrmann 
Professor, University of Michigan 

SPEAKER Altiero Spinelli 
Professor, Bologna Center, John~ Hopkins University 

COMMENTATOR Leon Epstein 
Professor, University of Wisconsin 

F.2-ADULT EDUCATION IN NORTHERN EUROPE-Waldorl Room 

CHAIRMAN Clyde F. Kohn 
Professor, State University of Iowa 

Mrs. Ingeborg Bertha Lyche SPEAKER 

I 

I 
Undersecretary, Office for Art and Cultural Affairs, Norwegian Ministry of ' 
Education r 

COMMENTATOR Cyril 0. Houle 
Professor, University of Chicago; Member, U. S. National Commission for 
UNESCO 
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SYMPOSIA A SEMINARS 
4:15 p.m. • 5:30 p.m. 

Seminar A.1 

Seminar A.2 

Seminar A.3 

Seminar A.4 

Seminar A.5 

SYMPOSIA B SEMINARS 
4:15 p.m. ·"5:30p.m. 

Seminar B.1 

Seminar B.2 

Seminar B.3 

Seminar B.4 

Seminar B.5 

European Societies in Transition 

PARLORA 

PARLOR C 

. BELAIRE ROOM 

WALDORF ROOM 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 2 

Europe and the United States 

PRIVATE· DINING ROOM 3 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 4 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 8 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 9 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 10 

17 
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SYMPOSIA C SEMINARS 
4:15 p.m •• 5:30 p.m. 

Seminar C.1 

Seminar C.2 

Seminar C.3 

Seminar C.4 

Seminar C.5 

SYMPOSIA D SEMINARS 
4:15 p.m. • 5:30 p.m. 

Seminar 0.1 

Seminar 0.2 

Seminar 0.3 

Seminar 0.4 

Seminar 0.5 

The Developed and the Developing Nations 

BEVERLY ROOM. 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 13 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 14 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 18 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 19 

Individual Sovereignty in a Complex Society 

PARLOR 20 

PARLOR 21 

PARLOR 24 

PARLOR 25 

PARLOR 26 
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SYMPOSIA E SEMINARS 
4:15 p.m. · 5:30 p.m, 

Seminar E.1 

Seminar E.2 

Seminar E.3 

Seminar E.4 

Seminar E.5 

SYMPOSIA F SEMINARS 
4:15 p.m. · 5:30 p.m. 

Seminar F.1 

Seminar F.2 

Seminar F.3 

Seminar F.4 

Seminar F.5 

Nationalism vs. Supranationalism 

PARLOR 27 

PARLOR 28 

PARLOR 29 

ROOM 515A 

ROOM 516 

The Growth of Supranational Communities 

PARLOR B 

PARLOR 30 

PARLOR 33 

PARLOR 34 

ROOM 553 

19 
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Friday~ October 25~ 1963 

FOURTH PLENARY SESSION-Grand Ballroom 
9:15 a.m. • 10:45 a.m. 

INTRODUCTION 

TOPIC 

SPEAKER 

SYMPOSIA 
ll :00 a.m. • 12:30 p.m. 

George Beadle· 
President, University of Chicago 

"The Development of European Cooperation in Science" 

Sir John Cockcroft 
Master of Churchill College, Cambridge Univers1~ty, Nobel Prize Winner 
in Physics, 1951 

A.3-REFLECTIONS OF CHANGE IN LITERATURE-Parlor A 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

Hans 0. Mauksch 
Dean, Division of Liberal Studies, lllinois Institute of Technology 

Co]in Maclnnes 
British essarist and novelist 

John Howell Daniels 
Professor, University of Wales 

t 
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8.3-· THE ATLANTIC COMMUNITY. AND THE WORLD COMMUNITY -Private Diniug Room 2 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

Roberl Farwell 
Associate Dean, University of Chicago Graduate Sclwol of Business 

Frank Munk 
Professor, Reed College 

Tbeodore Achilles 
Vice Chairman, Executive Committee, The Atlantic Council of the United 
States 

C.3-THE FORCE OF REVOLUTION AND THE IDEA OF FORCE-Beverly Room 

CHAIRMAN Mojmir Povolny 
Professor, Lawrence College 

SPEAKER Louis Gottschalk 
Professor, University of Chicago 

COMMENTATOR Hannah Arendt· · 
Professor, University of Chicago 

21 
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0.3-THE RESURGENT INDIVIDUAL: REMARKS ON SOME EUROPEAN NOVELS 
OF THE SIXTIES-Parlor C 

CHAIRMAN John H. Daniels 
Professor, University of Wales 

SPEAKER Germaine Bree 
Professor, Institute for Research in the Humanities, University of Wisconsin 

COMMENTATOR Bruce Morrissette 
Professor, University of Chicago 

E.3-THE PSYCHOLOGY OF NATIONALISM-Grand Ballroom 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

Lawrence Zelic Freedman 
Professor, University of Chicago 

Erieh Fromm 
Psychoanalyst 

Nathan Leites 
Professor, University of Chicago 

I 
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F.3-THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVANT AND THE SUPRANATIONAL COMMUNITY 
-Belaire Room 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

FIFfH PLENARY SESSION 
8:00 p.m. 

INTRODUCTION 

TOPIC 

SPEAKER 

Robert B. Wilcox 
Chairman, Chicago Council on Foreign Relations Conference Steering 
Committee; Member, U. S. National Commission for UNESCO 

Kurt Feldmann 
Former German and International Civil Servant 

Lawrence Gelfand 
Professqr, State University of Iowa 

Grand Ballroom 

Harvie Branscomb 
Former ChanceUor, Vanderbilt University, Member, U. S. NatiOnal Commis· 
sion for UNESCO ' 

"An Experiment in Inter-Cultural Education: The European Schools" 

Albert van Houtte 
Greffier of the Court of Justice of the European Communities and President 
of the Board of the European Schaols 

23 
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Satu••day~ Octobe•• 26~ 1963 · 

SIXTH PLENARY SESSION 
9:15 a.m. -10:45 a.m. 

INTRODUCTION 

TOPIC 

SPEAKER 

Grand Ballroom 

Luther H. Evans 
Former Director-General of UNESCO; Member, U. S. National Commission 
for UNESCO 

"Cultural Community and Cultural Diversity of the North Atlantic Nations" 

Geoffrey Gorer 
British Anthropologist and Author 

I 



SYMPOSIA 
11 :00 a. m. • 12 :45 p.m. 

A.4-THE SEARCH FOR IDENTITY IN THE THEATER-Beverly Room 

CHAIRMAN Henry Knepler 
Professor, Illinois Institute of Technology 

SPEAKER Robert W. Corrigan 
Professor, Carnegie Institute of Technology 

COMMENTATOR John Reich 
Director, Goodman Theatre 

B.4-THE ATLANTIC COMMUNITY AND LATIN AMERICA -Parlor A 

I 
CHAIRMAN · Reverend Gerald Grant 

Executive Vice President, United World Federalist-Chicago Branch 

SPEAKER George I. Blanksten 
Profe$.mr, Northwestern University 

COMMENTATOR Herbert S. Klein 
Professor, University of C,hicago 

25 
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C.4--THE DEVELOPED NATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS-Parlor C 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

Mojmir Povolny 
Professor, Lawrence College 

Thomas Hovet 
Professor, New York University 

Harold Jacobson 
Profe.'isor, University of Michigan 

D.4-THE ARTIST, THE ART EXPERT AND THE LAYMAN-Private Dining Room 2 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

Henry R. Hope 
Professor, University of Indiana; 
UNESCO 

G. L. Conran 
Director, Manchester Art Galleries 

George Cohen 

Member, U. S. National Commission for 

Artist and Professor of Art, Northwestern University 

I 
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E.4-PACEM IN TERRIS-Waldorf Room 

CHAIRMAN 

SPEAKER 

COMMENTATOR 

Thomas L. Nicholson 
Attorney; Director of the Conference 

Reverend E. A. Conway, S. J, 
Director, Center for Peace Research, Crcighton University 

fi'rancis Schwarzenberg 
Professor, Loyola University 

F.4-THE EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY (EURATOM) AND THE U. S. 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION: JOINT VENTURES IN SCIENCE -Belaire Room 

CHAIRMAN Hilliard Roderick 
Deputy Assistant Director, Division of Research, Atomic Energy Commission 

SPEAKER RcneFoch 
Director for External Relations, EURATOM 

COMMENTATOR Milton Burton 
Professor, University of Notre Dame 

27 
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SEVENTH PLENARY 
SESSION 

12:30 p.m. • 2:30 p.m. 

INVOCATION 

MODERATOR 

PANEL PARTICIPANTS 

Luncheon, Grand Ballroom 

Edgar H. S. Chandler 
Executive Director, Church Fcd~ration of Greater Chicago 

"In Summary-A Panel" 

Thomas L. Nieholson 
Attorney; Director of the Conference 

William Clark 
Director, Overseas Development Institute 

Rene Foch 

Director for External Rclatwns, EURATOM 

Uwe Kitzinger 
Fellow, Nufjield College, Oxford 

MaxLerner 
Professor, Brandeis University, Author and Journalist 

I 



SYMPOSIA A SEMINARS 
2:45p.m.· 4:00p.m. 

Seminar A.6 

Seminar A.7 

Seminar A.8 

Seminar A.9 

Seminar A.IO 

SYMPOSIA B SEMINARS 
2:45 p.m. • 4:00 p.m. 

Seminar 8.6 

Seminar 8.7 

Seminar 8.8 

Seminar 8.9 

Seminar 8.10 

European Societies in Transition 

PARLOR B 

PARLOR C 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM I 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 2 

BELAIRE ROOM 

Europe and the United States 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 12 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 13 

ROOM 602 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 18 

PRIVATE DINING ROOM 19 

29 
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SYMPOSIA C SEMINARS 
2 :45 p.m. • 4:00 p.m. 

Seminar C.6 

Seminar C.7 

Seminar C.8 

Seminar C.9 

Seminar C.IO 

SYMPOSIA D SEMINARS 
2:45p.m.· 4:00p.m. 

Seminar D.6 

Seminar 0.7 

Seminar 0.8 

Seminar 0.9 

Seminar 0.10 

The Developed and Developing Nations 

ROOM 657 

PARLOR 21 

PARLOR 24 

PARLOR 25 

ROOM 610 

Individual Sovereignty in a Complex Society 

PARLOR 27 

PARLOR 28 

PARLOR 29 

PARLOR 30 

PARLOR 33 



SYMPOSIA E SEMINARS Nationalism vs. Supranationalism 
2:45p.m.· 4:00p.m. 

Seminar E.6 PARLOR 34 

Seminar E.7 ROOM 516 

Seminar E.8 ROOM 553 

Seminar E.9 ROOM 639 

-.· Seminar E. I 0 ROOM 537A 

;t 

SYMPOSIA F SEMINARS The Growth of Supranational Communities 
2:45p.m.· 4:00p.m. 

Seminar F.6 ROOM 515A 

Seminar F.7 ROOM 649 

Seminar F.8 ROOM 655 

Seminar F.9 PARLOR A 

=1 Seminar F.IO W ALDORF ROOM 
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THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE WILL BE SEMINAR DISCUSSION LEADERS: 

ZALMAN ALPER 

Chicago Architect 

CHARLES P. BEALL 

Professor, Eastern Illinois University 

DoNALD C. BRYANT 

Professor, State University of Iowa 

WARREN I. CO HEN 

Professor, Michigan State University 

RAYMOND CoRSINI 

Professor, Illinois Institute of 
Technology 

MARTIN DUBIN 

Professor, Roosevelt University 

H. c. HARLAN 

Professor, University of Chicago 

LEE HERZEL 

Chicago Attorney 

GEORGE !GGERS 

Professor, Roosevelt University 

BURTON JoSEPH 

Chicago Auorney 

JACK JOSEPH 

Chicago Attorney 

GEORGE KISH 

Professor, University of Michigan 

T. A. LARSON 

Professor, University of Wyoming 

RoNALD McCAIG 

Professor, University of Chicago 

FRITZ C. NEUMANN 

Professor, Roosevelt University 

DEE W. NoRTON 

Professor, State University of Iowa 

HEw RoBERTS 

Professor, University of W estem Australia 

JACK RoTH 

Professor, Roosevelt University 

DAVID F. TRASK 
Professor, University of Nebraska 



SYMPHONY CONCERT 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26 
8:30p.m. 

PROGRAM 

SPECIAL ART SYMPOSIUM 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26 
3:00p.m. -4:30p.m. 

PANEL 

Orchestra Hall 
Contemporary European Music 
Directed by lean Martinon 

Sinfonietta, Opus 52-Albert Roussel 
Symphony No. 3-Hans Werner Henze (Chicago Premiere) 
Concerto for Orchestra-Bela Bartok 

Morton Hall 
Art Institute of Chicago 

Pierre Restanjr 
Art Critic, Paris 

Jan van der Marck 
Curator, Walker Art Center 
M inneapolis 

Franz Schulze 
Professor, Lake Forest College and 
Art Critic, THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS 

The panel will discuss some of the movements it considers most significant in contemporary European aft. A very lim· 

ited number of tickets will be available at the ticket sales desk in the Writing· Room of the Conrad Hi/ton Hotel. 
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EXHIBITION: 
October 23 to 
November 12 

Gres Gallery 
156 East Ontario Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

"MODERN ART OF WESTERN EUROPE: 
NEW DIRECTIONS" 

The artists whose work will be shown include: 

PIERRE ALECHINSKY CORNEILLE GUILLAUME DEVERLOO 

KAREL APPEL Lucw FoNTANA 

AUGUSTIN FERNANDEZ ARMAN 
fRITZ H UNDERTWASSER 

AsGER JoRN 
FRANCIS BACON 

YvEs KLEIN 

ENRICO BAJ 
MARTIAL RAYSSE 

GIANNI BERTIN! 
ANTONIO SAURA 

MoDEST CmxART JoAN-JosEP TnARRATs 

ALAN DAVIE JEAN TINGUELY 

I 
The exhibition organized by Mr .. Kazimir Karpuszko is beiug held in connection with the works to he dis

cussed at the Special Art Symposium. 
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SPECIAl" BRIEFING FOR CLUB PRESIDENTS AND PROGRAM CHAIRMEN 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25 
2:00p.m. 

SPEAKERS 

Beverly Room 

Mrs. Leon K. Richards 
Member, U. S. Natwnal Commisswn for UNESCO, representing League of 
Women Voters of the U. S. 

Mrs. Myron Goldsmith 
Speakers Bureau 
Chicago Council on Foreign Relations 

L. A. Minnich 
Executive Secretary 
U. S. National Commission for UNESCO 

Edmond I. Eger 
Executive Director 
Chicago Council on Foreign Relations 

This meeting is designed for club presidents and program chairmen Jor the purpose of explaining opportunities for con~ 

tinned study and programming of the Conference topic. A new listing of speakers especially well qualiji£d to discuss 

European-American affairs will be distributed so that the study of Europe begun at the Conference can be continued 

by individual groups throughout the year. 
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HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH CONFERENCE 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26 

9:15a.m. 

SPEAKERS 

9:30a.m. 

SPEAKER 

International Ballroom 
Conrad Hilton Hotel 

Welcome 

Alex R. Seith 
Cluzirman, High School Y Oltth Conference 
Lord, Bissell & Brook, Counselors at Law 

Clair M. Roddewig 
President, Chicago Board of Education 

The Right Reverend Monsignor William A. McManus 
Superintendent of Scluzols, 
Archdiocese of Chicago 

".The Future oj the Atlantic Community" 

Uwe Kitzinger 
Fellow, Nufjield College, Oxford 

I 



10:45 a.m. Panel Discussion: 

A. "EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES" 

SPEAKER Peter Lisagor 
Washington Bureau Chief 
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS 

B. "THE NEW EUROPE AND THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES" 

SPEAKER Aristide Zolberg 
Professor, University of Chicago 

C. "CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND POLITICAL UNITY" 

SPEAKER 

12:15 p.m. 

2:15p.m. 

3:15 p.m. 

SPEAKER 

Adolph Sturmthal 
Professor, University of Illinois 

Luncheon 

Workshop Discussions 

Ad journmenl 

Edward D. McDougal, Jr. 
President, Chicago Council on Fa reign Relations 
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U. S. NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR UNESCO 

GEORGE V. ALLEN ......••.•••••••......•...•.. . Chairman 

FREDERICK H. BuRKHARDT } 

MRs. HAROLD C. CASE . • ......••..•..•.•• Vice Chairmen 
RoGER REVELLE 

L. A. MINNICH ............•........••••. Executive Secretary 

ROSTER OF MEMBERS 

Organization represented, or the category of membership, is indicated below each 
individual's name. 

GEORGE V. ALLEN 

Member at Large 

ELLIS ARNALL 

Member at Large 

WILLIAM AYRES 

Federal Government 

WILLIAM BENTON 

Federal Government 

MRS. BARRY BINGHAM 

Member at Large 

MAURICE BISGYER 

B'nai B'rith 

KENNETH E. BouLDING 

American Economic Association 

PAUL J. BRAISTED 

Member at Large 

HARVIE BRANSCOMB 

American Council on Education 

KNUTE 0. BROADY 

National University Extension 
Association 

BEN BRODINSKY 

Educational Press Association of 
America 



ELLSWORTH BUNKER 

Asia Society 

FREDERICK BURKHARDT 

American Council of Learned Societies 

FRED R. CAGLE 

American Institute of Biological Sciences 

MRS. LISLE C. CARTER 

National Council of Negro Women 

MRs. HAROLD C. CASE 

National Council of Women of the U. S. 

KENNETH w. CLARK 

Motion Picture Association of America 

H. WALTON CLOKE 

Public Relations Society of America 

HENRY STEELE CoMMAGER 

Member at Large 

FARRINGTON DANIELS 

National Academy of Sciences
National Research Council 

HERBERT E. EVANS 

National Association of Broadcasters 

LUTHER H. EVANS 

State & Local Governments 

HUBERT V. EVERLY 

State & Local Governments 

JoHN H. FISHER 

. Modern Language Association 
of America 

RALPH H. GABRIEL 

Member at Large 

GRACE E. GARDNER 

Department of Classroom Teachers 
LYMAN V. GINGER 

National Education Association 

MARCUS GINSBURG 

American Jewish Congress 

HARRY GoLDBERG 

AFL-C/0 

MRs. EDITH S. GREEN 

Federal Government 

ERNEST S. GRIFFITH 

National Council of the Churches 
of Christ 

W AYNE C. GROVER 

Federal Government 

JoHN W. HALL 

Association for Asian Studies 

Wn.LIAM G. HARLEY 

National Association of Educational 
Broadcasters 
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GILBERT V. HARTKE 

American Educational Theatre 
Association 

L. RoY HAWES 

National Grange 

ANNA L. ROSE HAWKES 

American Association of 
University Women 

AUGUST HECKSCHER 

Member at Large 

RICHARD H. HEINDEL 

Member at Large 

HERBERT w. HILL 

State and Local Governments 

BARRETT HoLLISTER 

American Friends Service Committee 

RICHARD F. HoLMES 

Member at Large 

WAYNE H. HoLTZMAN 

Social Science Research Council 

HENRY R. HoPE 

State arid Local Gover;.ments 

CYRn. 0. HouLE 

Adult Education Association 
of the U.S.A. 

WILEY L. HousEWRIGHT 

Music Educators National Conference 

ELMER HuTCHISSON 

American Institute of Physics 

EuGENE H. JAcoBsoN 

American Psychological Association 

MRS. CLIFFORD N. ]ENKINS 

National Congress of Parents & Teachers 

BARBARA G. JoHNSON 

A ssociatian of the Junior Leagues 
of America 

]ED J, ]OHNSON, JR, 

Collegiate Council for the United Nations 

WILLARD JoHNSoN 

United States National Studenl 
Association 

HowARD L. KANY 

Chamber of Commerce of the U. S. 

LEONARD S. KENWORTHY 

Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development 

FRANCIS KEPPEL 

Federal Government 

I 
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CLYDE F. KoHN 

Association of American Geographers 

T. A. LARSON 

State and Local Governments 

RAYMOND F. McCoY 

National Catholic Educational 
Association 

GALE W. McGEE 

Federal Government 

VERNON McKAY 

African Studies Association 

THOMAS F. MALONE 

American Geophysical Union 

Juuus MARK· 

Synagogue Council of America 

BENJAMIN E. MAYS 

Federal Government 

EDWARD R. MURROW 

Federal Government 

C. JosEPH NuESSE 

National Catholic Welfare Conference 

DoNALD M. 0ENSLAGER 

American National Theatre & Academy 

CANDIDO OuvERAS 

State and Local Governments 

EDWARD PAPANTONIO 

Veterans of Foreign Wars of the U. S. 

]AMES A. PERKINS 

Member at Large 

G. BALEY Pmcli 

American Mathematical Society 

CARLTON S. PROCTOR 

Engineers ! oint Council 

WINSTON 1. PROUTY 

Federal Government 

RoGER REVELLE 

State and Local Governments 

MRS. LEON K. RICHARDS 

League of Women Voters of the U. S. 

HuBBELL RoBINSON 

National Academy of Television Arts 
and Sciences 

GwRIA ScHAFFER . 

State and Local Governments 

WILBUR SCHRAMM 

Member at Large 
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WILLIAM L. SHIRER 

Authors League of America 

GEORGE N. SHUSTER 

State and Local Governments 

HELENA SIMKHOVITCH 

U. S. Committee of the International 
Association of Plastic Arts 

GREGG M. SINCLAIR 

State and Local Governments 

LAWRENCE M. c. SMITH 

State and Local Governments 

MRS. 0TTO L. SPAETH 

American Federation of Arts 

WILLIAM SPAULDING 

American Book Publishers Council 

HAROLD SPIVAKE 

National Music Council 

J. EDWARD SPROUL 

National Council of YMCA's · 

MRs. WILLIAM W. STEWART 

Member at Large 

RAYNARD C. SwANK 

American Library Association 

SoL TAx 

American Anthropological Association 

MRS. M. L. TAYMOR 

Member at Large 

WILLIAM 0. WALKER 

National Newspaper Publishers 
Association 

LAWRENCE WESTBROOK 

Member at Large 

RoBERT B. WILcox 

Member at Large 

s. s. WILKS 
American Association for the 

Advancement of Science 

HENRY I. WILLETT 

American Association of School 
Administrators 

MINTER L. WILSON 

State and Local Governments 

0. MEREDITH WILSON 

State and Local Governments 

RosALIND W. WYMAN 

State and Local Governments 
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In Appreciation 
The U. S. National Commission for UNESCO wishes to express 

its gratitude to the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations for the invalu
able assistance rendered in arranging for the Ninth National Conference. 
The Commission is especially indebted to Thomas L. Nicholson, Director 
of the Conference, who took time from his law practice to plan and 
organize a significant program. A note of appreciation is due to the 
Council's Steering Committee under the chairmanship of Robert B. Wilcox 
for leadership and guidance in planning the many activities; to the Council 
staff who worked for nearly a year in handling the many details of the 
Conference; and to the various organizations for their interest and 
support. 

The Commission and Council would like to thank each of the 
program participants for giving substance to the Conference; the coop
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conference; the art exhibition and Special Art Symposium; the volunteers 
for their services during the meetings; and the Chicago Symphony Or
chestra under the direction of Jean Martinon for the special concert which 
closed the Conference so appropriately. 

It would be impossible to mention by name the many other indi
viduals who contributed of their time and effort. Their help is deeply 
appreciated. 

Finally, we would like to thank those whose generous financial 
support helped make this Conference possible: 

George V. Alien 

American Association of Univer
•sity Women 

American Institute of Biological 
Sciences 

Armour and Co. 

Bell and Howell 
Senator William Benton 
Roland S. Bond 
Knute 0. Broady 
Kenneth W. Clark 
Container Corporation of America 
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G. Bailey Price 
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Real Estate Research Corp. 
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TEXT OF TELEGRAM FROM PRESIDENT KENNEDY 
TO MR. ALLEN 

The Honorable 
GEORGE V. ALLEN 
Chairman, U.S. National Commission for UNESCO 
Hotel Conrad Hilton, Chicago 

I send my warmest greetings to the United States 
National Commission for UNESCO and my best wishes for 
your Ninth National Conference on the vital theme of "The 
New Europe and the United States: New Directions." 

We believe that only a united Europe can be a strong 
Europe and only a strong Europe can be an effective and 
equal partner in the task of assuring the growth and survival 
of the free world. We believe also that Atlantic relations 
are rooted in our common heritage in education, science, and 
culture and are secured 'by a common concern for values 
basic to a democratic society. 

It is therefore fitting that your conference should con
sider how our common heritage can help to develop the neces
sary means and institutions to deal with our mutual problems 
and how the evolving partnership affects the United States 
in a growing and changing world. As we move forward 
with a unity of purpose, together we will forge an Atlantic 
partnership which can become a pivotal force in a free and 
peaceful world. 

JOHN F. KENNEDY 

OCTOBER 23, 1963 



Introduction 
Every 2 years the United States National Commission for 

UNESCO sponsors a national conference. During the past 6 years 
these conferences have focused on particular geographical areas. In 
1957 the national conference was convened in San Francisco with 
Asia and the United States as its topic. In 1959 Denver was the site 
for a conference on Latin America. Two years ago Africa was ex
plored in depth at a conference in Boston. 

In selecting the theme of Europe for the Ninth Conference, 
the Commission realized that the concern for the ancient cultures of 
Asia and the re-emergent cultures of Africa should not overshadow 
our deep attachment for Europe. Seeing great significance in the 
trend of recent events from which European life is evolving, the 
Commission felt a need for Americans to regain closer touch with 
their European colleagues, particularly in regard to educational, sci
entific, and cultural developments. It felt a special need to know 
better the younger generation of European statesmen and intellec
tuals who have been shaping the concept and the structure of the 
New Europe. In short, the Commission thought the time was ripe to 
review and reassess our ties with a Europe which is well known to us 
in terms of past history, yet not so well known in terms of its present 
growth. 

Most significant about the historical relationship between 
the United States and Europe is the fact that although America freed 
itself from Europe and blossomed into a great nation, it retained 
deep roots in the Old World. For more than 300 years Europe has 
been the traditional source of ideas and of the men that have con
tributed most successfully to the coming of age of the United States. 
Continued mutual involvement between the United States and Europe 
in the coming years is undeniable. From its inception, the United 
States has found itself inextricably caught up in the swirl of Euro
pean affairs. Offspring, partner, leader, whatever any transient ar
rangement may be, it is clear that in the years ahead the United 
States will have along side itself not Europe, but rather what the 
present Conference has chosen to call the New Europe. The ensuing 
pages of this report are devoted principally to two questions and the 
light shed on them in the Ninth Conference: What is the New 
Europe? What is the relationship of the New Europe to the United 
States? 

1 



~Courtesy of Chicago Daily News 

The Honorable George Brown, Deputy Leader of the Labor Party of 
Great Britain (left), discusses a point with George V. Alien (center), 
Chairman of the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO and Thomas 
L. Nicholson, Director of the Conference, prior to addressing the 
Commission at a luncheon session. 

Starting with a differentiation of the 
New Europe from the Old Europe, Confer
ence speakers placed the New Europe in a 
world context that is both new and challeng
ing. They examined the more specific ele
ments of the New Europe from books to 
business, from playwrights to parliaments, 
from art galleries to education. Always in 
mind were the elements of change and inno
vation that give credence to the concept of 
the New Europe. 

Recurring throughout the Conference 
was the theme of European unification. The 
concern ror unity has permeated to some de
gree most every national activity. The goal 
of a united Europe has dominated the 
thought and expression of politicians and po
litical scientists alike. The questionable role 
of nationalism and the nation-state came 
under close scrutiny, as did the Common 
Market, the organization in which many be
lieve lies the future of European unity. 

2 

The theme of unity within the Confer
ence was not confined to Europe. Education, 
science, and culture already reflect inter
nationally the new developments within 
Europe. Specifically, the formation of an 
Atlantic Community was examined in detail 
as the focus of future relationships between 
the New Europe and the United States. Like 
a united Europe, the Atlantic Community 
suffers from copious interpretations of the 
means to achieve its realization. Conference 
participants endeavored to evaluate such 
factors and concepts as community feeling, 
equal partnership, and institutional develop
ment as principal elements in the emergence 
of a flourishing Atlantic Community. 

Of profound concern to both the New 
Europe and the United States is the relation
ship between the developed and the develop
ing countries. The Conference accomplished 
examination of this relationship from a va
riety of viewpoints, and it highlighted the 



urgency of eliminating progressively the 
vast economic inequalities between the two 
groupings. 

On these themes the Ninth Conference 
participants concentrated their efforts as 
they investigated fundamental changes in 
contemporary Europe and implications of 
those changes for the United States. 

The National Commission, which spon
sored the Conference in cooperation with 
The Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, is 
an advisory body established by Congress in 
1946 to help the United States Government 
carry out its responsibilities for membership 
in UNESCO-the United Nations Educa
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
As an advisory body to the Government and 
as a link between UNESCO and the Ameri
can people, the National Commission is a 
two-way channel through which the views of 
the citizens can ultimately find expression· in 
UNESCO policies and programs and through 
which information about UNESCO is re
ported back to the American public. The Na
tional Commission is composed of 100 promi
nent citizens appointed by the Secretary of 
State; a majority of them represent prin-

cipal national voluntary organizations inter
ested in educational, scientific, and cultural 
matters. One of the activities of the National 
Commission called for by Public Law 565 is 
the convening of a national conference every 
2 years to study and discuss topics of na
tional interest related to UNESCO affairs. 

In this Ninth Conference, the National 
Commission had the unstinting assistance 
and cooperation of the Chicago Council on 
Foreign Relations, which was responsible 
for the detailed arrangements and planning 
of the Conference. Throughout its many 
distinguished years of service, the Council 
has fostered broad public understanding of 
issues critical to the U. S. position in inter
national relationships. 

This report is based immediately upon the 
wealth of commentary presented by some 
50 speakers in the course of the Confer
ence. Except for brief introductory and con
cluding paragraphs, the views presented 
here are entirely those of the speakers and 
are appropriately attributed, but no at
tempt has been made to identify as such any 
passages or phrases that are quoted ver
batim. 
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The Old Order Changes 
GENERAL REMARKS 

The frame of discussion for virtually the entire Ninth Na
tional Conference was established in two very perceptive opening 
addresses which tied together the Old World, the New World, and 
the New Europe. The first was given, fittingly enough for any Na
tional Commission event by Rene Maheu, Director General of 
UNESCO. To this New Europe Conference, Mr. Maheu brought an 
important bonus by virtue of his distinguished achievement as both 
scholar and man of action. Long known as having a European rather 
than a national outlook, he possessed through his UNESCO service 
some 15 years of experience in dealing with problems in a worldwide 
setting. 

The second speaker was Etienne Hirsch, President of the 
Institut Technique de Prevision Economique et Sociale, and former 
President of the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM). 
To the Conference forum he. brought the intimate knowledge pos
sessed only by those who helped shape from the beginning the com
ponents of the emerging New Europe. 

The Old World and the New Europe 
Speaking on "The Old World and the New Europe," Mr. 

Maheu commented that the Old World was synonymous with Europe 
and that it is quite proper to continue to call Europe the Old World. 
Nowhere else does the present have deeper roots in the past. In 
Europe religion is 2,000 years old. A certain rationalist tradition 
can be traced to the days of ancient Greece. Even the nation-states 
that have dominated Europe's history have existed continuously for 
many centuries. Everything in Europe has some historical dimen
sion. Mr. Maheu described European man as essentially a creature of 
history, a characteristic he did not find in the American man who is 
noted for making history. In this difference Mr. Maheu saw the 
origin of most of the psychological misunderstandings that have beset 
even such a self-evident and widely acknowledged community of in
terests as there is among the Atlantic nations. 

This omnipresent European historical tradition not only dis-

Rem~ Maheu 
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tinguishes Europe in cultural terms from 
other regions of the world, it provides a 
factor of genuine unity on which the unity 
of Europe can be built. Mr. Maheu empha
sized that the cultural aspect is always of 
great concern to the European. The great 
mass media on both sides of the Atlantic 
pour out information daily concerning 
strategic, economic, or political matters, 
but they do not draw enough attention 
to cultural matters. This is a grave error, he 
believed, for people are motivated towards 
ideological allegiances in the final analysis by 
cultural convictions. Europeans need to real
ize that U. S. purposes are conceived and 
justified in terms of culture. In turn, Euro
peans want to be assured that American cul
tural values are historically related to their 
own and measure up to the power and de
termination of the United States. 

Because of the impact of history on 
European interrelations, Mr. Maheu as
serted, Europeans surely have in common 
certain traditions which transcend current 
political barriers. Although Europe may be 
subjected to economic, social, and political 
upheavals, there are deeply hidden forces 
which nothing can affect. Within the cul
tural field, numerous European conferences 
have attested to the underlying awareness of 
a definite European heritage deriving from a 
common history. Even the mechanics of tele
vision broadcasting begin to evidence this 
interrelationship. 

Mr. Maheu concluded that the "Old 
World" title is still pertinent to the Europe 
of today because it is the part of the world 
where the present civilization has its deepest 
roots in the past. It is the part of the world 
where culture is understood as the aware
ness of regional values, where common cul
tural heritage is a unifying force. He again 
emphasized how important it is for the 
United States to take these matters into con
sideration in its relations with Europe. 

Turning to the concept of the New 
Europe, Mr. Maheu stressed three main new 
features-features so new that they some
times surprise Europeans themselves: (1) 
the reconciliation between Europeans and 
the will to do away with the hatred of the 
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past, (2) the deliberate move towards Euro
pean unity, and (3) the completely new rela
tionship which has recently developed b~

tween Europe and much of the world as a 
result of the disappearance of the colonial 
relationship. 

Citing Franco-German relations as the 
most prominent example of European recon
ciliation, Mr. Maheu noted that everywhere 
there is a common will to do away with the 
hatred, the suspicions, and the fears in
herited from the past. As Mr. Maheu put it: 
"How refreshing it is for a European no 
longer to have any inherited enemy!" This 
new harmony springs from the recognition 
in the minds of Europeans that the two 
World Wars were essentially European wars 
and in a sense costly civil wars. The move
ment towards reconciliation has fairly deep 
roots in a number of joint constructive proj
ects; nevertheless, it is still fragile and must 
be carefully treated, encouraged, and nur
tured. 

Noting some of the prime motivations in 
the move towards organized European unity, 
Mr. Maheu explained how the first sense of 
unity had derived from realization of the 
high price paid in the past for disunity. 
From the disasters and humiliations of war 
came the determination to avoid a future 
similar situation. A second cause of unity 
results from awareness that the technologi
cal civilization which sprang from Europe 
has made the earlier political structures com
pletely obsolete. They must be amalgamated 
into bigger ensembles in order to satisfy the 
economic and military requirements of mod
ern civilization. Parallel with the disappear
ance of the old nationalism in Europe is the 
emergence of a new European nationalism 
vis-a-vis extra-European nations. The actual 
construction of the New Europe will neces
sarily entail many problems, such as the na
ture of the New European institutions and 
the geographical boundaries. Of one thing 
Mr. Maheu was certain: Europeans are ap
proaching the problem not from a theoretical 
viewpoint, but in the light of their history. 

In regard to the Europe that has 
emerged from the process of decolonization, 
Mr. Maheu asserted that the New Europe 



has suffered no loss, not even an economic 
loss. On the contrary, its gain has been con
siderable. More important than the pros
perity that has occurred, Europe has gained 
a clear conscience, for a great moral issue 
was at stake. Europe has regained confi
dence in her traditions of liberty. Further, 
the relations between Europe and the de
veloping countries can now be on normal 
footing. He also foresaw a new role for the 
New Europe since European civilization is 
based on the conviction that man is uni
versal. In the colonial era, Europe was pre
vented from exerting this kind of influence. 

Mr. Maheu stressed, finally, the im
portance of recognizing that the New Europe 
is a product of the Old World, a product of 
the vitality of Europe. It is an authentic 
creation, emerging from within itself, and it 
is a good thing for the world at large. The 
need for general balance in the architecture 
of the world does not permit a vacuum in 
such a vital area as Europe. He warned that 
in the many ways in which it is trying to or
ganize and assert itself, this New Europe 
may seem to hurt and embarrass the United 
States, but he firmly believed that the New 
Europe is what the United States wants
namely, a strong and equal partner to co
operate freely in the preservation of a com
mon heritage. 

The New Europe and the New World 
In his address on "The New Europe and 

the New World," Mr. Hirsch emphasized the 
newness of the world in which the New 
Europe is emerging. It is new in terms of 
specific factors, both positive and negative. 
On the positive side, mankind has conquered 
disease, famine and distance, and has har
nessed mechanical energy. Mankind has 
achieved vast channels of communication 
among peoples and has produced a potential 
of progress which is most formidable. On 
the negative side, Mr. Hirsch cited the grow
ing population of the human race, which is 
expected to double between now and the year 
2000. Further, progress has not equally 
benefited all mankind, resulting in an ever
widening gulf between the developed and the 

developing countries. Finally, he asserted 
that never has mankind lived under such 
dread of destruction. 

It is a new world also, Mr. Hirsch con
tinued, because of historic developments. 
These include the development of the Com
munist system, the ascendancy to wealth and 
power of the United States, the termination 
of the colonial era, and the birth of the New 
Europe. 

This New Europe, Mr. Hirsch main
tained, had as its starting point the historic 
Schuman Declaration of May 9, 1950-the 
declaration by Robert Schuman, the then 
French Foreign Minister-announcing the 
European Coal and Steel Community. Con
cerned immediately with the need for recon
ciliation between France and Germany, the 
Declaration was based on the proposition 
that an organized Europe is a necessity for 
peace. It was because Europe did not exist 
that there was war. Europe must be built 
step by step by creating solidarity through 
complete reconstruction. Common institu
tions should be built as the first step toward 
a European federation. Finally, the Decla
ration indicated, reconstructed Europe will 
have an essential task in the development of 
the African Continent. 

The foresighted Schuman Declaration 
contained an invitation, Mr. Hirsch con
tinued, to all European countries prepared 
to discuss and accept these principles. As a 
result of negotiations begun in 1955, the 
European Economic Community (EEC) and 
the European Atomic Energy Community 
(EURATOM) came into operation at the be
ginning of 1958. Both of these Communities 
possess one very essential common charac
teristic: they have European institutions in 
which sovereign powers of the member 
states are vested. 

As a principal component of the New 
Europe, the EEC is much more than a cus
toms union providing for a free exchange of 
goods inside the Community. It is an eco
nomic union also, bringing about common 
policies in such matters as transportation 
and the free movement of workers and cap
ital. And-significantly-the Community is 
outward looking. There is a continuing de-
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velopment of relationships with underde
veloped countries which takes the form of 
tariff reductions in their favor, but which 
also has important political, social, and gen
eral economic implications. 

In tangible results, Mr. Hirsch con
tinued, the Common Market has produced a 
schedule whereby tariff reductions will be 
extended over a period of 12 years. Since 
1958 trade between member countries has 
doubled, but not at the expense of outside 
countries. During the same period the gross 
national product in the community has in
creased at the annual rate of more than 5 
percent. Great Britain's application for 
membership in 1961 further attested to the 
success of the EEC. Mr. Hirsch believed that 
the unilateral ostracism of Britain at that 
time and the resulting rupture was not at all 
permanent. A revolution has been accom
plished in the minds of people and they no 
longer think in terms of national problems. 
They think in terms of European problems, 
Mr. Hirsch asserted, so much so that at the 
present time no political leader can openly 
oppose an integrated Europe. 

Mr. Hirsch stressed the significance of 
the New Europe as regards U.S. relations. 
For the traditional relations between the 
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United States and each individual European 
state, European integration is beginning to 
substitute relations between the United 
States and the representative bodies of 
Europe. The principal objective of the 
United States and the New Europe ought to 
be the building of an equal partnership as 
was proposed by President Kennedy in 1962. 
Obvious areas of cooperation where this 
partnership can be stimulated are trade and 
assistance to the developing countries. 
Though solutions will not always be found, 
Mr. Hirsch regarded as most important the 
spirit in which discussions are undertaken. 
There is an awareness of the challenge, and 
the stakes are too high to fail. To prevent 
failure, Mr. Hirsch called for a strong politi
cal will under which the New Europe and the 
United States could work together to evoke 
the full significance of an equal partnership. 

In his introductory remarks prior to the 
first plenary session Thomas L. Nicholson, 
Director of the Conference, expressed the 
hope that the Conference itself would define 
the New Europe. To a considerable degree 
Mr. Maheu and Mr. Hirsch fulfilled this ex
pectation through keen analysis of Europe 
within the context of the Old and New 
Worlds. 



The Ties That Bind 
THREE INSIGHTS 

Practically every session of the Conference made reference 
to the coalescence of national states and the elements that precipitate 
it. Togetherness, a word that has grown banal in American usage, 
cannot afford to be scorned in the European or Atlantic vocabulary. 
The forces of unity embrace numerous levels of individual and organi
zational endeavor and find expression in various ways. In the course 
of the Conference, three of these approaches reflecting possible areas 
of European and Atlantic unification were covered in three plenary 
sessions. The three subjects are education, science, and culture. Al
though the methods of action described and the conclusions of the 
speakers varied, each was concerned with factors that may serve to 
alleviate the burdens of community building. 

Education 

With the impassioned enthusiasm inspired by close asso
ciation with the European Schools, the Honorable Albert van Houtte, 
Greffier of the Court of Justice of the European Communities and 
President of the Board of the European Schools, presented a compre
hensive report on the successful innovation of official public schools 
in the European Communities. 

The story of the European Schools began in Luxembourg in 
1953 when officials of the European Coal and Steel Community 
(ECSC) pondered what they should do for the education of their 
children. In September of that year a small primary school with 72 
children and 5 teachers opened in Luxembourg with the help of the 
6 ECSC members. Success was such that the 6 parliaments ratified 
a cultural convention in 1957 which gave an official and legal status 
to the European Schools. As the Common Market and EURATOM 
took shape in 1958, there were requests for a European School in 
Brussels. Enthusiasm mounted and in 1962 a new convention was 
signed and ratified by the 6 countries. At present there are 6 official 
schools: 1 each in Luxembourg, Italy, France and Germany, and 2 in 
Belgium. A new school is being organized in Holland. These schools 
together have close to 5,000 students and 350 teachers. Although de
signed for the children of civil servants of the European Communi-
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ties, foreigners and a number of nationals in 
the area have been encouraged to attend. 

What can be considered as new and im
portant in this project of the European 
Schools? To Mr. van Houtte they constitute 
above all a common effort between the gov
ernments. Whereas national schools abroad 
have often tended to emphasize the more na
tionalistic aspects of education and the inter
national private schools have the problem of 
recognition of their certificates by universi
ties, the European Schools have avoided such 
difficulties because of the common effort that 
established them. 

The curriculum has been negotiated 
among the six governments in a way that 
meets the most fundamental requirements of 
education in each country. As a result, cer
tificates awarded by the European Schools 
are recognized by all member nations. Mr. 
van Houtte viewed the present curriculum as 
representing perhaps a synthesis of the edu
cational systems of the six members. De
tailed negotiations solved problems of cur
ricula, particularly in the fields of phil
osophy, history, geography, and language. 

Education in the European Schools con
forms to certain established principles. Fun
damental teaching is given in the mother 
tongue of the children while some of the 
subjects are taught in a second language, 
either French or German. The organization 
of the European Schools is founded on uni
fied programs and schedules. The overall 
educational program fully respects religious 
opinions of the children and their families. 
Mr. van Houtte noted particularly that the 
European Schools stress the humanistic tra
dition in education and aim to develop judg
ment, wisdom, a sense of responsibility, and 
a feeling for solidarity among all pupils. 

In view of the usefulness and success of 
these schools, Mr. van Houtte urged that a 
similar project be undertaken by the United 
States, either in Washington or New York. 

The unity to be accomplished through 
education of young people, Mr. van Houtte 
concluded, is aptly expressed in a text sealed 
in the cornerstone of the first European 
School, from which he quoted: 
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Being brought up in contact with each other 
and freed at an early age from the prejudices 
which divide, initiated into the beauties and 
values of various cultures, they will, as they 
grow up, become conscious of their solidarity. 
While retaining love for and pride in their 
country, they will become world citizens in 
spirit, well prepared to complete and consoli
date the work undertaken by their fathers in 
establishing a prosperous and united world. 

Science 

This ardent plea to bring the world 
closer together through education was rein
forced at the Conference by the parallel ex
amination which Sir John Cockcroft, Master 
of Churchill College at Cambridge Univer
sity and 1951 Nobel Prize winner in Physics, 
made of the more specialized realm of science 
and technology. 

The progressive strengthening of sci
ence and technology is in Sir John's view 
one of the most encouraging developments in 
contemporary Europe. More and more stu
dents are studying science in the secondary 
schools, the universities, and the graduate 
schools. This factor combined with the high 
cost of equipment has necessitated greater 
financial support, which in turn has spurred 
the European governments to allocate 
greater sums to research and development. 

Recognizing that the international na
ture of science will always engender inter
changes among scientists, Sir John reported 
a new pattern of cooperation in Europe 
which enables the participating countries to 
proceed jointly in efforts far exceeding their 
individual scientific resources. The first of 
these developments came in nuclear physics. 
The European Council for Nuclear Research, 
known as CERN, was established in 1952, in 
part through the initiative of UNESCO, and 
some 12 European countries joined in the 
construction of two powerful nuclear accel
erators in Geneva. Since that time many ex
periments of fundamental importance have 
been carried out through effective coopera
tion and interchange of information, not only 
among the European participants but be
tween European and American scientists. 



Sir John pointed out that CERN has re
stored high energy nuclear physics in 
Europe to parity of achievement with the 
United States, thus enabling effective co
operation between both. CERN and its mem
ber countries are now debating whether to 
participate in a still larger mutual effort of 
building one of the next generation of ac
celerators. 

Sir John pointed to space research as a 
second major field for inter-European and 
Atlantic cooperation. Again the cost factor 
was an effective spur to collaboration, and 
action was initiated for the establishment of 
the European Space Research Organization 
(ESRO). Eleven nations have signed the 
convention thus far, and the organization 
is scheduled to come officially into being in 
early 1964. To complement ESRO a Euro
pean Launching Development Organization, 
known as ELDO, was founded. Its primary 
purpose is to develop a three-stage rocket 
launcher for satellites useful to telecommuni
cation and other commercial and scientific 
purposes. Britain, France, and Germany 
will spearhead this work. 

Under the aegis of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) and EURATOM, Sir John con
tinued, European collaboration in the field 
of atomic energy is also linked with the 
United States. OECD has a daughter or
ganization called the European Nuclear En
ergy Agency (ENEA) which presently 
sponsors, but does not administer, three im
portant joint nuclear projects. It also spon
sors study groups on such projects as nuclear 
ship propulsion, irradiation, digital com
puters, and health and safety problems. 

In contrast with the loosely structured 
European Nuclear Energy Agency, Sir John 
described EURATOM as a tightly organized 
unit having the same six members as the 
EEC. It, too, cooperates with the United 
States, particularly the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission. A large part of the EURATOM 
budget is spent in support of projects in the 
laboratories of the six member nations. 

Sir John voiced strong support for the 
proposed International Institute of Science 
and Technology designed to serve the At-
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Sir John Cockcroft, Master of Churchill College, 
Cambridge University, Nobel Prize Winner in Phys
ics, addressed the delegate body on "The Develop
ment of European Cooperation in Science." 

!antic Community. The institute would be 
devoted to graduate and postdoctoral studies 
in science and technology. As yet, however, 
there is no agreement for going ahead 
with it. 

In addition to these many organizations, 
Sir John cited numerous individual projects 
on which various European countries are 
collaborating. The requirements for scien
tific progress, especially the needs for pool
ing manpower, funds, and information, have 
thus constituted a principal element of the 
distinctive New Europe unity. 

Culture 

Whereas education and science are rela
tively concrete subjects, culture is a consid
erably more amorphous one. The cultural 
approach to the New Europe, as presented 
at this conference by Geoffrey Gorer, British 
anthropologist and author, clearly reflected 
this difference. There was no trend toward 
cultural unification identified or highlighted 
in his remarks, nor any current action pro
gram described. On the contrary, Mr. Gorer 
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identified a plurality of cultural areas within 
Europe and the North Atlantic world, and he 
warned against any effort to integrate them. 

But, Mr. Gorer asserted, the diversity of 
cultural groups provides the most solid foun
dation on which to construct an Atlantic 
community, a much more practicable foun
dation than can be provided by nation-states. 
Ever since its creation, the centralized na
tion-state has tended to comprise more than 
one society. In more recent times the bound
aries of nation-states have been drawn arbi
trarily on political or geographical lines 
without regard to the social allegiance of the 
inhabitants. As a consequence, members of a 
single society may be apportioned to two or 
more nation-states. Culture is an aspect of 
society, and therefore the nation-state as 
such does not have a culture. If nation and 
society coincide, then the nation-state is one 
of the institutions of that culture; if the na
tion-state is composed of more than one so
ciety, it will also embody more than one cul
ture. 

In applying these factors to the North 
Atlantic nations, Mr. Gorer emphasized that 
this grouping does not constitute a single 
culture area. He pointed out three major 
culture areas in Europe and North America 
distinguished by the versions of Christianity 
which have been dominant in them: the 
Orthodox societies, the Catholic societies, 
and the societies influenced by the Protestant 
Reformation. He described these three so
cietal groups as embodying three different 
ideals of behavior: the Man in the Truth, 
the Man in the Right, and the Moral Indi
vidual. These three ideals guide the conduct 
of the faithful, mold the climate of opinion, 
and indicate the predominant values of lay 
institutions. 
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Mr. Gorer detailed his views by assert
ing the Man in the Truth depends ultimately 
upon revelation, the Man in the Right upon 
codified laws, and the Moral Individual upon 
his own heart or conscience fortified by the 
scriptures. To Mr. Gorer these three ap
proaches to upright conduct are symptomatic 
of the type of difficulty and mutual incom
prehension which presently prevents a North 
Atlantic community from being more than 
a geographical expression. As an example, 
Mr. Gorer suggested that behind General de 
Gaulle's veto of Great Britain's adherence to 
the Common Market lies the distrust of the 
Man in the Right for the unpredictable 
Moral Individual. 

However, Mr. Gorer continued, local cul
tures are the bricks with which the North 
Atlantic community could be built over time. 
Compared with nation-states, regional so
cieties have a quasi-biological permanence. 
Further, the great majority of regional so
cieties have the historical experience of re
stricted sovereignty, whereas the nation
state by self-definition claims absolute sov
ereignty. 

An Atlantic community is essential as 
a preliminary to the world community which 
must be devised if the human race is to 
continue to exist, Mr. Gorer said. Although 
the nation-state does not seem to provide a 
basis for it, Mr. Gorer believed it is not be
yond human wit, which once devised the 
nation-state, to devise still another form of 
organization. A North Atlantic cultural 
community can be built--indeed, can only 
be built upon the autonomous regional cul
tures of the area, he maintained. Cultural 
diversity is the richest of our inheritances, 
and the one most fraught with possibilities 
of human development and invention. 



The New Europe at Home 
ASSORTED ASPECTS OF TRANSITIONAL SOCIETIES 

Discussion of the New Europe and its relation to the United 
States generally centers upon political and economic cooperation or 
integration. The Ninth National Conference was designed to provide 
increased attention to other factors in the societal framework of the 
New Europe. In a sequence of symposia at the Conference, Euro
pean and American participants highlighted significant develop
ments in education, business, literature, art, and parliamentary in
stitutions. 

Education 
"New Directions in European Education" was the title of 

the symposium in which Prof. C. Arnold Anderson of the University 
of Chicago inquired into three related subjects (1) all-European edu
cational programs since World War II, (2) the distinguishing tenden
cies between European and American educational systems, and (3) 
the recent reorientation in European educational systems. 

Since World War II, Professor Anderson pointed out, there 
has been extensive cooperation in educational research programs, 
marked by the creation of European teams for research and planning 
purposes. As evidenced by certain Scandinavian programs on the 
one hand and plans sponsored and administered by the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development ( OECD) on the other, 
such cooperation has been effected both regionally and on a con
tinental level. These efforts represent a sign of the emerging "true 
European consciousness," which was also evident in a recent at
tempt to standardize university degrees throughout Europe, in the 
opening of increased numbers of all-European secondary schools and 
universities, and in the common European activities for the sake of 
education in the developing countries. Professor Anderson also 
emphasized the resurgence of European confidence which has affected 
European intellectuals and others in many parts of the world. To 
it are due in part the success of American libraries in Europe, the 
establishment of chairs of American studies at European universities, 
and the enthusiasm in some countries for the opportunities provided 
by UNESCO in the field of education. 
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In distinguishing European and Amer
ican educational systems, Professor Ander
son noted that education is a matter of na
tional policy in Europe. This is caused partly 
by the centralized political and administra
tive structure of the European countries and 
partly by the ideological orientation of the 
political parties. European countries make 
greater use of national commissions on edu
cation, which tend to dig deeper than do the 
reports of the U. S. Government. European 
countries are more inclined to educational 
planning, especially as regards the link be
tween educational needs and economic de
velopment. 

Among the reorientations occurring in 
European education, Professor Anderson 
cited particularly the extensive borrowing 
of other nations' educational practices. He 
reported that American practices are being 
copied to a greater degree than ever before. 
There is also a growing tendency to assess 
education from the practical side rather than 
by the intellectual standards that earlier pre
occupied European educators. This 'has led 
to a growing respectability for such prac
tical kinds of education as the social sciences. 
Related to this practicality is the fact that 
education in Europe is no longer seen as a 
preserve of the elite. There is a burgeon
ing democratization of education and a grow
ing sensitiveness to the claims of less ad
vantaged groups. 

In commenting on Professor Anderson's 
address, Prof. Philip J. Foster, also of the 
University of Chicago, pointed out that there 
is considerable variation in the rate of edu
cational change throughout the European 
countries. Two important trends he saw 
throughout Europe were the raising of 
school-leaving age and the deferment of the 
selection process that ends general educa
tion. He felt that academic education con
tinued to be generally restricted to the high
er status social groups, although vocational 
schools were widespread and well developed. 
He hoped general academic education could 
be extended more widely throughout Euro
pean society. 

In the ensuing general discussion from 
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Ambassador 'Villiam Benton, U. S. Member of the 
Executi\'e Board of UNESCO. emphasizes a point at 
a Press Conference which was held at Press Head
quarters at the Conrnd Hilton Hotel. 

the floor, it was pointed out that standards 
do vary among European universities, but 
there is generally a greater homogeneity 
than among American institutions. Europe 
provides more financial aid for students 
than does the United States. Europe has be
gun to experiment with such new techniques 
as educational television. Considerable agree
ment was reached that the economic ap
proach to evaluating educational needs has 
increased the priority of general education. 
Many felt that European educational sys
tems are still the best for producing the elite 
or yeast of society, but they are not appropri
ate for all those now demanding higher edu
cation. 

The more specific subject of "Adult Edu
cation in Northern Europe" was discussed 
by Mrs. Ingeborg Bertha Lyche, Undersec
retary in the Office for Art and Cultural Af-



fairs of the Norwegian Ministry of Edu
cation. As an instrument for advancing pub
lic understanding of general issues and indi
vidual knowledge of specific subjects, adult 
education in Northern Europe has certain 
prominent characteristics. A significant role 
is played by voluntary nongovernmental or
ganizations. Here the population receives 
firsthand lessons about the democratic proc
ess. Small groups are most commonly used. 
These groups often pursue learning through 
correspondence, a form of education neces
sitated by Norway's geography. Mrs. Lyche 
noted also both the need and the desire for 
cooperation among the various voluntary or
ganizations and the state. And there is an 
increasing concern for including the arts in 
adult education programs. 

The general discussion adduced some 
further factors: Attempts are being made to 
establish a more satisfactory working rela
tionship between the small groups and radio 
and television; libraries of various sizes are 
supported by the government in every town; 
and Norway is now experimenting with 
bookmobiles and even with a book-boat that 
travels in and out of the fiords. 

Business 

In "The New European Men of Busi
ness," Wilhelm Paues, Director of the De
partment of International Affairs of the 
Federation of Swedish Industries, high
lighted the changing economic scene where 
the modern European men of business have 
played their part since World War II. The 
postwar condition of European business, the 
Marshall Plan, study opportunities in the 
United States for European executives and 
technicians, and most important of all, the 
growth of European economic cooperation 
have created new requirements, new prac
tices, and new attitudes. The European busi
nessman, long attuned to governmental war
time regulation, had to be occupationally re
habilitated to survive in a free economy. 

The birth of the Common Market, ac
cording to Mr. Paues, provided the great 

new impetus for European businessmen. The 
expectation of no import duties between 180 
million consumers in 1970, as guaranteed by 
the Treaty of Rome, encouraged businessmen 
to plan for this future situation. This led to 
an almost immediate stimulation in the Euro
pean economy and in European trade, even 
under the then prevailing high tariffs. As 
Mr. Paues demonstrated with a most con
vincing hypothetical case study of European 
automobile manufacturers, businessmen 
aided this impetus by the investment they 
felt was necessary to prepare themselves in 
production and marketing for the forthcom
ing tariff-free situation. 

Confronted with the many new factors 
that had to be considered in forming the 
policy of a firm, the older European men of 
business felt uneasy. For small firms it was 
necessary to specialize production in order 
to sell a smaller variety of products over 
an expanded market. For some firms merger 
was a requirement. Younger businessmen 
now received more opportunities and were 
better appreciated by the more conservative 
older generation. Increased contacts with 
firms in other Common Market countries led 
also to closer cooperation among national 
trade associations. 

In the business community, Mr. Paues 
noted, the motives for European cooperation 
were mixed. For very many the political 
consequences of European cooperation were 
considered desirable at the same time as 
the economic consequences were regarded 
with some hesitation and trepidation. 

Mr. Paues argued that the division of 
Europe into two trading blocs is a nuisance 
from the economic point of view. The added 
incentives to trade within each bloc disrupt 
channels of trade that existed earlier. The 
situation is not serious so long as the general 
economic situation remains favorable, but 
it can create great difficulties for outside 
suppliers once a slump occurs. The awkward 
thing is that tariff discriminations could be 
removed easily in good times, but only with 
great difficulty during a slump when dis
crimination really hurts. Also, manufactur
ers are led to set up subsidiary operations in 
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the other bloc in order to avoid prohibitive 
tariffs, which may lead to unnecessary in
vestment, surplus capacity, and even greater 
difficulty in uniting the two blocs at a future 
time. 

Industrial leaders in the three "neutral" 
countries-Sweden, Switzerland, and Aus
tria-were worried, Mr. Paues reported, 
over the cool attitude of the American ad
ministration which increased their difficul
ties in contacting the Common Market. 
Sweden is particularly concerned because 
about 50 percent of the total exports of duti
able goods go to countries of the hypothet
ically expanded Common Market (the Six 
plus Britain, Denmark, and Norway). The 
situation is also very serious for Austria 
and to a lesser degree for Switzerland. For 
Sweden and Switzerland possible economic 
isolation and risk of poverty instead of prog
ress might necessitate a reduction of defense 
expenditures, a prospect, according to Mr. 
Paues, probably not to the liking of the 
United States. On the other hand, however, 
Swedish businessmen reflect only positive 
reactions toward the plan for European inte
gration. Swedish industry has been hard
ened under a very liberal import regime with 
low import duties. It wants to have its 
markets enlarged and to compete with the 
Common Market without any trade barriers. 

In his commentary J ames Hart, Dean 
of the College of Commerce at DePaul Uni
versity, noted that the exuberant self-confi
dence of the new European man of business 
is a testimony to the success of United States 
postwar European policy. He also suggested 
that American support in recent economic 
negotiations was concentrated on Britain be
cause of a United States hope that the Com
mon Market would turn into a political third 
force to which Britain could bring great 
strength. Heavy American investment in 
Britain also affected the United States po
sition. Mr. Hart believed that the peace and 
prosperity of Europe and the world would 
depend on the merging of the EEC and the 
EFTA. 
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Literature 
In the symposium entitled "The Resur

gent Individual: Remarks on Some Euro
pean Novels of the Sixties" Prof. Germaine 
Bree of the Institute for Research in the 
Humanities at the University of Wisconsin, 
expanded her topic to post World War II 
novels. She noted that since the war there 
has been considerable experimentation in the 
novels of Europe which she characterized as 
"anarchistic diversity." She suggested that 
in contrast to the tempo of the times Euro
pean writers have not regarded the aliena
tion of the individual as a major theme. 
Rather than focusing on society and col
lective actions of men, contemporary writers 
see society and its inept rituals as being out 
of touch with life. The primary trademark 
of the European novel is a break with tradi
tion. 

Novelists in different countries are tak
ing different approaches, Professor Bree 
said. In Spain the novelist expresses a deep 
concern for the people and a revolt against 
the sham bourgeoisie and false facade of 
society. In Germany a preoccupation with 
the horror and guilt of the war is coupled 
with a desire for a continuing German-Jew
ish dialog. In Britain the writers express 
petty grievances against the new, less ob
vious caste barriers of society that have re
placed the older, more obvious ones. In the 
Soviet Union the new novelists are engaged 
in a reconsideration of recent history 
through the questioning of official myths. In 
France there is no underlying unity, but 
novelists are experimenting with new struc
tures in the design of the fictional narrative. 

Professor Bree pointed out two common 
elements and two widely used themes in 
modern European novels. In general the nov
elists express a shared attitude of detach
ment toward their immediate past that re
flects a mood of independence. They also 
prefer the concrete with a minimum of ab
stractions. This hostility to verbiage is re
lated to a considerable interest in the form 
of the short story. One popular theme is 
the arrangement by which the world is 



viewed through the eyes of children. In 
such novels one finds a rejection of the adult 
world, an expose of life's absurdities, and a 
portrayal of the futility of contemporary 
society. A second widely used theme is that 
of the detective story. It is often chosen be
cause it enables the author to bring together 
a series of otherwise unconnected events. 

Professor Bree maintained that the 
modern European novel is composed of a 
series of descriptions of encounters between 
individuals. Most important is what hap
pens to the integrity of the individual in 
the multiplicity of events. Large movements 
are not of concern to the novelist. There is 
usually no collective frame of reference. De
tailed descriptions are typical as the neo
picaresque has displaced the intellectual hero 
of former days. 

Professor Bree concluded by suggesting 
that through a humanistic realism the con
tent of individual experience is being ex
pressed in a new, dynamic manner. The 
structure of the new novel itself tends to 
convey a message. It is probably correct to 
say that the contemporary novel is con
cerned with the reconstruction of the indi
vidual in new terms. Professor Bree felt that 
improvements in communication and a grow
ing mutual awareness among European nov
elists may result in the emergence of a new 
European novel. 

In the commentary, Prof. Bruce Mor
rissette of the University of Chicago pointed 
out that although their novels were not gen
erally concerned with political issues, the 

College students interested in the 
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authors themselves were often active polit
ically. Modern authors manifest a general 
refusal to engage in psychological analysis. 
One additional theme of the modern novel 
has been the use of a myth enabling the 
author to establish a tie to the humanistic 
past. 

In response to a question from the floor 
regarding the implications of a new Euro
pean literary movement on the new Europe, 
Professor Bree said that writers have not 
dealt with this theme to any great extent, 
but there is beginning to emerge the reap
pearance of a non-nationalistic literature. 
She felt, however, that it takes a long time 
for universal ties to be regrouped. 

Although illness prevented his attend
ance, Colin Macinnes, British essayist and 
novelist, submitted a paper entitled "Re
flections of Change in Literature." Mr. Mac
Innes believed that British authors could 
be doing much more than they are to re
flect the rapid pace of change in contempo
rary society. Valued primarily as enter
tainers, authors are not much encouraged 
to deal with pressing current issues. Only 
the theater reflects extensively the vitality 
of the era. Citing the global nature of the 
English language, Mr. Maclnnes made a 
strong appeal to all to say farewell to artistic 
nationalism. 

Prof. Robert W. Corrigan of the Car
negie Institute of Technology examined pres
ent-day drama in his discussion of "The 
Search for Identity in the Theater." In his 
view the main stream of the modern theater 



has not concerned itself with the search for 
identity. Insofar as it has dealt with this 
matter, it has done so by noting modern 
man's failure to search rather than searching 
itself. 

Professor Corrigan pointed out that 
since the war the theater has been following 
the lead of such novelists as Proust and 
J oyce. It has considered concepts of char
acter artificial because they fail to capture 
the flow and change of being. Thus the 
modern playwright who sees everything 
wrecked and confused abolishes the tradi
tional linear plot. He seeks to dramatize a 
condition. Action he considers contrived, for 
in life there are no central actions. Nor are 
there great figures or anyone like a hero in 
the plays of the recent past and present. 

Professor Corrigan emphasized that the 
new playwrights are interested in the drama 
each man has within himself rather than in 
particular men in particular world systems. 
They search for metaphors of man left face 
to face with himself, stripped of social, eco
nomic, political, and religious baggage. They 
do not bring us to the theater to show us 
someone doing something, to show us a crisis 
resolved in such a way that we can say that 
life is good or life is bad. They seek to 
express the fundamental fact that life is, and 
that it is problematic, discontinuous, and 
complex. They seek vertical depth rather 
than horizontal movement, and they have 
come to be known as authors of the "theater 
of the absurd." 

Using Beckett and Ionesco as his prime 
examples, Professor Corrigan charged the 
modern playwrights with abdicating their 
responsibilities as artists in the theater. In 
his view the modern theater has not at
tempted to express the modern situation. It 
has simply followed directions taken in the 
other arts. He allowed, however, that the 
helplessness of the modern theater is prob
ably a reflection of the condition of modern 
man. 

In Professor Corrigan's view the con
dition of modern man is characterized by the 
absorption of individualism by the collective 
society. He saw the root of this problem in 
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the standardization required by industrializa
tion that leads to anonymity for individuals 
and then to alienation from themselves. The 
manipulation of people by the bureaucracy is 
likewise characteristic of the industrial col
lectivism under which modern man lives. As 
a result of these two forces, man is divided 
and transformed from an individual to a so
cial personality. One's function tends in
creasingly to be the source of one's identity. 

Professor Corrigan contended that the 
result of this condition of our times is that 
we have a new hero in our age, the hero of 
surfaces. Role-playing is the new prerequi
site for greatness. It is one of the easiest 
ways to adjust to anything, and it is given 
new emphasis by the specialization of our 
age. Like Iago modern man is only the par
ticular reality he is playing at the moment. 
For Professor Corrigan the theater has lost 
its subjects. In the face of the modern con
dition of man the playwright is expressing 
a sense of helplessness. 

Nevertheless, Professor Corrigan con
cluded, playwrights still find human action 
significant enough that they engage in the 
act of writing thus denying to some extent 
the prevalent pessimism and despair. 

In his commentary John Reich, Director 
of the Goodman Theater, wondered if Profes
sor Corrigan's analysis was not too pessimis
tic. He suggested that a countermovement 
was already on the way, and he recalled 
hopefully that the age of Socrates and Plato 
followed an Egyptian era where collectivism 
was more extensive and more severe than it 
is today. 

Art 
Speaking on "The Artist, the Art Ex

pert and the Layman," G. L. Conran, Direc
tor of the Manchester Art Galleries, concen
trated on the exercise of correct judgment 
in the management of public galleries. In 
centuries past, he noted, English art galleries 
depended heavily on wealthy benefactors, 
and the taste of the benefactor determined 
the choice of acquisitions. The advent of 
government support and involvement in the 



management of art galleries opens up the 
possibility of a direct choice of art by politi
cians. Mr. Conran examined three alterna
tives, although none of them provides a 
clearcut solution. There is the possibility of 
allocating a sum of money and then giving it 
to an "expert" to use in selecting art. How
ever, this only means that instead of deter
mining excellence in art the government 
must now determine excellence in experts. 
Another possibility is the use of an artist as 
curator. Not being known for a lack of emo
tionality, artists are likely, however, to ac
quire whatever art is pleasing to their own 
prejudices. A third alternative would be to 
give a recognized expert control over the col
lection. Still, Mr. Conran recalled, even the 
experts have made blunders in the past. 

To improve the system of art acquisition 
in England, Mr. Conran advocated greater 
freedom for the director. In his view the gal
lery director is the one person who should 
be in a position to reconcile the conflicting 
claims of the past and present, of dealers and 
collectors. An autonomous fund is needed. 
Governmental bodies are inherently slow, 
and the acquisition of certain finds requires 
speedy action. Mr. Conran also expressed his 
admiration for the American tax system re
garding art. A wealthy man is able to pur
chase a costly work of art, promise to will 
it to a gallery, and then keep that work of 
art in his own home until his death without 
paying taxes on it. Mr. Conran noted that it 
was unlikely that the British tax structure 
would follow the American system. 

George Cohen, artist and Professor of 
Art at Northwestern University, commented 
that a major function of an art museum is to 
educate the experts by providing collections 
of good art that cannot be seen elsewhere. 
The art expert must come between the artist 
and the viewer. The expert must uphold the 
past, and the artist must uphold the immedi
ate present. Generally both must work to
gether against the taste of the majority. 
Contrary to the situation in England, Mr. 
Cohen believed that current taste in Ameri
can art seems to be influenced more by mass 
media than by museums. 

Mr. Cohen noted that experience in the 
early part of this century has had a some
what undesirable influence on current mu
seum acquisition policies. Because the ex
perts failed to secure the contemporary art 
which was later regarded as outstanding, 
some present-day curators acquire a little 
sampling of most contemporary art to avoid 
repeating the earlier mistakes. 

Museums today are taking over a new 
function, according to Mr. Cohen. They are 
becoming major customers, and artists are 
doing work with the express intention of 
selling it to a museum. The lack of wealthy 
art patrons has transformed the museum 
into a kind of contemporary art critic. It is 
noteworthy that whenever a museum ac
quires a work done by a contemporary artist, 
the market value of other works by that 
artist rises. 

Parliaments 

In the symposium entitled "The Evolu
tion of European Parliaments," Prof. Otto 
Kirchheimer of Columbia University pointed 
initially to a current, well established opinion 
decrying the declining effectiveness of par
liament as a political institution. To Profes
sor Kirchheimer what at first glance looks 
like deterioration is seen to be simply a con
sequence of the thoroughgoing process of 
democratization. The process started during 
the last third of the 19th century and came 
to full fruition during the post-World War II 
period. It is a story of changing historical 
needs and dimensions. 

Democratization swept away electoral 
restrictions, Professor Kirchheimer said, and 
removed the barriers between parliamentary 
job and governmental office. At the same 
time, commingling representative and gov
ernmental function produced something like 
a new layer between the parliament and the 
government-the political party. The 20th 
century European mass party closely corre
lates subdivisions, organizes elections, re
cruits members, contacts backers and sym
pathizers, and does the parliamentary work 
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to either support or dislodge the government. 
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What does this mean for the parliament 
involved? In fulfilling its function of elect
ing a government, the parliament, according 
to Professor Kirchheimer, must bend to the 
will of a majority party or a combination of 
parties which can form and support a work
able government. More often than not this 
entails an act of abnegation. The govern
ment needs more consistent support, and 
both party and government need more steady 
footing to present their case to the country. 
Thus comes the necessity for the parliamen
tary party to curtail its commitment to the 
principle of parliamentary discourse and to 
play down the natural antagonism which in
variably marks the relations between gov
ernment and parliament, between actor and 
overseer. 

As one result, Professor Kirchheimer 
continued, and by necessity rather than by 
choice, many European parliaments have be
come populated by second-stringers-party 
secretaries, journalists, and liaison men to 
interest groups and professional organiza
tions. These men constitute transmission 
belts between political leadership and both 
organized groups and the unorganized 
masses. 

The traditional parliamentary legislative 
function has also changed in character, Pro
fessor Kirchheimer stated. While parlia
ments retain the prerogative to initiate bills, 
the great mass of legislative spadework is 
done in the ministries. Proposals are then 
coordinated with other interested ministries 
and, if needed, submitted to cabinet arbitra
tion. Only after these processes are complete 
is a proposal thrown into the legislative hop
per for final clearance. Therefore, as regards 
the legislative function, Professor Kirch
heimer concluded that parliaments fre
quently put their stamp of approval on work 
originating, thought through, fought over, 
and bargained for somewhere else. 

Professor Kirchheimer saw a similar 
change in parliamentary budget control. 
Today the budget hearings in European par
liaments retain only a symbolic meaning. 
What remains of the budget ritual is the op-
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position's purely perfunctory picking on 
items long singled out as political footballs. 

Finally, the parliamentary function of 
supervision and criticism of the administra
tive apparatus continues to be highly im
portant. In this the opposition must repre
sent the parliament. Professor Kirchheimer 
noted that many parliaments, conscious of 
the precariousness of this function, have now 
emulated the British experience by having 
a question hour as a control device. Yet spot 
control rather than systematic item-by-item 
budget control hearings is a game of skill. 
There has been little movement among par
liamentary assemblies to establish investi
gating committees. Despite being the most 
vital function, parliamentary control over 
the administration represents, in Professor 
Kirchheimer's view, the weakest spot on the 
record of the European parliaments. While 
the area to be supervised has mushroomed, 
parliaments have generally neither pushed 
old techniques energetically nor developed 
new ones to meet the challenge. 

Professor Kirchheimer concluded that 
when all is said and done European parlia
ments are still fulfilling a number of useful 
functions, and can become more prominent 
with some proper reforms. Though parlia
ments have yielded the leadership to the 
major political parties and the permanent 
bureaucracies, they do continue to provide 
the constitutional framework and the neces
sary legitimacy for installing cabinets. The 
test of the feasibility of any governmental 
combination lies in an open vote by the par
liament. If the majority dislocates, it is the 
parliament as a corporate body which must 
take care of the new political arrangements 
to be made. Parliamentary assemblies clearly 
still have important roles to play in legitimiz
ing cabinets and statutes, guaranteeing free
dom of discourse, and possibly overseeing 
administrative actions as well in a demo
cratically ordered mass society. 

Professor Kirchheimer deliberately re
frained from analyzing the European As
sembly which now sits as parliamentary ac
companiment to EURATOM, the Coal and 
Steel Community, and the European Eco-



nomic Commission. The Assembly has yet 
to acquire the identifying characteristics of 
an established parliament. For this very 
reason, Professor Kirchheimer pointed out, 
the current problems of European parlia
ments affect in even stronger form whatever 
might become their legitimate successor. 

Although Prof. Jean Blonde!, University 
of Essex, agreed in his commentary on the 
individual points just made, he took a more 
optimistic view based on parliament's role in 
focusing public attention on current issues. 
He felt that mass media and the political 
parties had taken over some of the functions 
of parliamentary debate, but he suggested 
that where the members of parliament ear
nestly confronted each other on major ques
tions, the mass media assisted both sides in 
presenting their arguments. Parliamentary 
debate in its ideal form results in a clarifica
tion and simplification of issues which would 
not otherwise occur. 

The general discussion reopened the 
question of the European Parliament of the 
future. Essential to it would be political 
parties organized on a European level. Pres
ently the European Assembly is preoccupied 
with national concerns, and the identifiable 
factions tend to represent national interests. 
Indeed, the legitimacy of the Assembly 
comes from individual sovereign states not 
from the people, and members of the As-

Two Commission Vice Chairmen discuss a matter 
during a break in the Conference. At ]eft is Dr. 
F'rederick Burkhardt, President of the American 
Council of Learned Societies and, right, Dr. Roger 
Rc,·el1c, Dean of Research, Unh·ersity of CaJifornia. 

sembly represent governments rather than 
popular constituencies. There will eventually 
be a European Parliament, Professor Kirch
heimer believed, which will derive its legiti
macy from the European people and will 
feature political parties formed at a Euro
pean level. The constituents of the members 
will have much more diverse interests than 
do the constituents of any one national par
liament, and the Parliament of the future 
will be the better for that reason. 
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The Atlantic Community 
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A CONCEPT WITH IMPLICATIONS 

The concept of an Atlantic community has become ingrained 
in the vernacular of the countless discussions of postwar United 
States-European relations. As individual words, Atlantic and com
munity provide no particular problem. When placed side by side and 
given capital letters, they challenge precise definition. The Atlantic 
is simply the ocean that unites North America with--{)r separates it 
from-the European continent. A community by definition is a group 
having common interests or organizations or living in the same 
locality under the same laws. Unfortunately the juxtaposition of the 
two words permits neither so simple nor so acceptable a definition. 

Some aspects of the problem were identified by the Honor
able George Brown, deputy leader of the British Labor Party, in his 
address to the National Commission shortly in advance of the Con
ference. He asserted that there is considerable disarray in the At
lantic alliance, but that there is no substitute for it. A European or
ganization of whatever form could be an effective part of that alliance, 
yet it must be part of a larger whole. For this reason he clearly re
jected General de Gaulle's advocacy of a political force independent of 
the United States. 

Mr. Brown believed it is an urgent matter to create within 
the Atlantic alliance some form of political consultation or organiza
tion which would enable an effective sharing of responsibility for 
policymaking. Consultation could overcome the unhappy lack of 
mutual confidence among members of the alliance which has resulted 
from the existence of nuclear weapons and the fears and strains to 
which they give rise. All partners need somehow to feel that they 
have an effective part in those vital decisions involved in what is 
presently called "trigger fingering," 

Regarding the United Kingdom's status within a strength
ened alliance, Mr. Brown first saw a need for a change of climate 
which would permit the European community to expand withou break
ing up. The failure of Britain to gain admission into the Common 
Market was, he believed, the end of a chapter which could not be pur-



sued. Other nonmember European countries 
are also concerned with joining the Common 
Market, hence the problem of climate is not 
limited to British status alone. Britain is 
helping to create such a climate by building 
up the strength of other European countries 
as well as her own and assuring an overseas 
competitive position. The Commonwealth 
commitment of the British is far from being 
an alibi, he concluded; it is a valuable insti
tution which should be preserved for the sake 
of all concerned with international coopera
tion. 

The Atlantic "community" or the 
"Atlantic Community" 

In the symposium entitled "The Atlantic 
Community and the World Community," 
Prof. Frank Munk of Reed College viewed 
the Atlantic community as a crucial test for 
two divergent tendencies. One aims in the 
direction of community development and the 
other toward the proliferation of national
ism. 

By whatever criteria chosen, Professor 
Munk contended, the Atlantic community 
today is the most developed and most ad
vanced of all supranational groupings. It is 
seminal in ideas, in organization, and in 
achievement. It has developed modern sci
ence, pioneered democracy, proclaimed (if 
not always practiced) liberty, cradled the 
nation-state, hatched socialism, and produced 
at least relative affluence. It has forged the 
way in the development of regional organiza
tions: OECD, NATO, EEC, ECSC, EFTA and 
EURATOM are but the initials of Atlantic 
creativeness. 

The scope of the Atlantic community 
can be affirmed by glancing at such possible 
variables as the extent of the community, 
its geographical core or cores, its structure, 
and the kind and degree of institutionaliza
tion. It is possible, according to Professor 
Munk, to think in terms not of one kind of 
Atlantic community, but of a number of al
ternatives. For instance, after World War II 
an Atlantic community was known of which 

the United States was undisputed leader, 
spokesman, defender, and economic sup
porter. In 1962, President Kennedy launched 
the concept of an Atlantic partnership based 
on two pillars, the United States and a united 
Europe. Clarence Streit has long advocated 
a Federal Union of the Atlantic nations} 
Many other concepts will no doubt appear, 
and some may become reality. 

Professor Munk affirmed that as the 
situation now stands in the West, there is 
an Atlantic community with a small "c", but 
if there is to be real Atlantic unity, an At
lantic Community with a capital "C" must 
be created. Initially much depends on what 
the institutional form of the community is 
to be. He believed that President Kennedy's 
proposal for an Atlantic partnership is very 
different from a real community. Dual 
unions do not work, and a community cannot 
function properly if it is bipolar in nature. 

The extent of the Community raises 
many questions, Professor Munk continued. 
Does the Atlantic community include only 
the present North Atlantic Treaty Organiza
tion (NATO) countries, and if so, should all 
of them be counted including Portugal, 
Greece, and Turkey? What about Sweden, 
Austr-ia, and Switzerland? Under what cir
cumstances would Spain be included? Should 
not a place remain open for such countries as 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, or Hungary, which 
are traditionally oriented toward the West? 
Are not Australia and New Zealand as close 
to the way of Western life as Canada? 
Should Israel be permanently excluded? 
What kind of ties should bind the North At
lantic community to the South Atlantic com
munities of Latin America or perhaps South 
Africa? Should there be agreement with 
President de Gaulle that there exist two At
lantic communities, one Anglo-Saxon and the 
other "European"? The one important con
sideration related to all these questions, Pro
fessor Munk stated, is to keep the Atlantic 
Community open and outwardly directed. 

In terms of internal structure, Mr. Munk 

1 Clarence K. Streit, President of Federal Union, 
Inc., a pioneer of the Atlantic Union concept and 
author of Union Now. 
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suggested, the Community may conceivably 
be organized someday as a single political 
system consisting of subsystems such as 
North America and Europe. It may be plu
ralistic with separate organs for military, 
economic, cultural, and other spheres. It 
may strive for a political organ which would 
coordinate all the different aspects of com
munal concern. Each of these solutions 
would greatly alter the external as well as 
internal relationships of the Community. 

Most important to Professor Munk was 
the question of the degree of integration, the 
relationship between member nations and 
the central organs, the confederal or federal 
principles of union-in other words, the ex
tent of supranationality. The organs of de
cision-making ought to be centralized, he 
believed, if there is to be a real Atlantic 
Community, although it can be argued that 
institutions are not as important as func
tions, processes, and policies. Functionalism 
is no panacea for all possible contingencies, 
as witness the political exclusion of Britain 
despite Common Market functionalism. Ideo
logically, Professor Munk sees presently in 
the Atlantic Community the common de
nominator of a mild brand of democratic
liberal-welfare state thinking. 

Above all, Professor Munk concluded, 
the progressive development of the Atlantic 
Community must be characterized by a will
ingness to be more outward-looking and a 
determination to be more than an alliance 
or a confederation. 

Although he agreed with Mr. Munk's 
view of the difficulties currently being ex
perienced by regional organizations, Theo
dore Achilles, vice chairman of the Executive 
Committee of The Atlantic Council of the 
United States, was confident that the forces 
for unity are stronger than the forces for 
disintegration. The current disarray seems 
to be a mere dip in the longer range trend 
toward unity. Mr. Achilles felt that the At
lantic Community is at this time the only 
international community both large enough 
and small enough to make substantial prog
ress. A strengthening of the United Na
tions, desirable as it may be, seems unlikely 
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at present given its worldwide basis; the 
notion of a closed European union is too 
small, especially in terms of resources. He 
saw six requisites for progress in going from 
Atlantic community with a small "c" to Com
munity with a capital "C". There must be 
harmonization of national policies, through 
real consultation on such areas as economic, 
military, social and industrial problems. 
There must be an effective unitary decision
making power on the really vital questions. 
Machinery for assuring implementation of 
decisions is needed and might be provided by 
g:·:.;;,ting operational power to the central 
decision-making body. Coordination of mili
tary, economic, and political fields does not 
presently exist in either the Atlantic Al
liance or the European Communities; it needs 
to be done. Democratic control of the de
cision-making and deliberating body is an
other requirement. Lastly, safeguards for 
individual liberties and national rights must 
be guaranteed. 

In terms of immediate concrete steps, 
Mr. Achilles suggested (1) a more active 
role for the Atlantic Committee of the NATO 
Parliamentarians' Conference and (2) the 
appointment of a United States govern
mental commission to propose reforms and 
new institutions that may be required. 

The Atlantic Community and Current Issues 

Speaking on "The Functional Develop
ment of the Atlantic Community," Uwe Kit
zinger, Fellow of Nuffield College at Oxford 
University, identified three vital issues fac
ing the world today. One is the problem of 
population, poverty, and race or in geograph
ical terms the North-South problem. An
other is the political East-West problem. The 
third is that of organizing the Western 
World in terms of economic and mental 
growth and political stability. This last 
problem and its solution greatly affect the 
approach to the two others. 

European unity is not enough to solve 
these issues, Mr. Kitzinger stressed, nor is 
Atlantic unity enough. The very notion of 
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partnership means two centers of power and 
decision-making. There is no such power in 
Europe which could be a truly equal partner 
with the United States. Further, partner
ship implies two independent security sys
tems, ·particularly a proliferation of nuclear 
weapons. 

Hather than any of these suggestions, 
Mr. Kitzinger urged solution of the third 
problem through creation of an Atlantic 
Community-a true community in which 
smaller units must be willing to make sacri
fices for the community as a whole. In mili
tary terms, Mr. Kitzinger saw a necessity 
for the United States to give up its finger 
on the trigger and on the safety catch. In 
like manner, the Europeans must realize that 
they cannot and ought not rely on American 
financing of the Atlantic Community. 

Hegarding the North-South problem, 
Mr. Kitzinger believed that free trade is not 
enough to provide a solution. In world agri
culture, the Atlantic Community must ex
tend beyond the Atlantic area and there must 
be firm commitments to the developing coun
tries. 

Mr. Kitzinger saw the Atlantic Com
munity as performing an important role in 

terms of the East-West problem. Like Pro
fessor Munk, Mr. Kitzinger stressed that the 
Atlantic Community must be outward-look
ing and extend beyond itself. In this way, 
the rationale of Atlantic supranationalism 
may eventually lead to the inclusion of areas 
beyond the Atlantic and perhaps even to 
some sort of world community. 

Mr. Kitzinger noted various approaches 
that might be made to these problems of 
community building. A regional alliance, 
much as President de Gaulle has outlined, 
seems to result only in a superstate, not a 
supranational state, and it is heir to all the 
difficulties of the nation-state. To organize 
on any ideological basis such as opposition to 
the Soviet Union involves self-evident dan
gers. A third and feasible alternative, Mr. 
Kitzinger pointed out, is that of functional 
organization, based on performance of com
mon tasks of limited character. The per
formance of tasks creates situations which 
suggest and virtually compel an ever-increas
ing realm of cooperation. Through such a 
snowball effect can come the creation of a 
true Atlantic Community. 

A sharp but realistic note of caution was 
interjected at this point in the Ninth Con-
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ference by Dr. Milton Rakove of the Univer
sity of Illinois. Under a current cold war 
stalemate between Russia and the United 
States, the way is open for efforts such as 
President de Gaulle's to create an independ
ent Europe led by France to hold the balance 
of power. Enduring serious problems must 
be faced and overcome before much progress 
can be made towards a world community. 

The Atlantic Community and Latin America 

Prof. George Blanksten of Northwest
ern University, in his address "The Atlantic 
Community and Latin America," emphasized 
the ambivalent position of Latin America in 
relation to the Atlantic community. Latin 
America is considered a part of the underde
veloped world both by outsiders and by some 
of the native population as well. At the same 
time the Latin American countries, unlike 
many of the underdeveloped nations in Af
rica or Asia, have drawn their cultures in 
the main from Europe. 

Latin America is torn between these two 
worlds, Dr. Blanksten stated. Despite their 
problems of economic and political develop
ment, the Latin American nations do not 
like to be compared with the emergent na
tions of Asia and Africa on that score. Nor 
would they consider their cultural positions 
comparable. Further, in dealing with West
ern problems, the Latin American nations 
have been regarded as the "poor relations," 
and an attitude of condescension has fre
quently prevailed in consulting Latin Amer
ica on questions of international organiza
tion. At the same time the Latin Americans 
can point out that their approaches to in
ternational organization have frequently 
been more in accord with realities than many 
of the plans of the North Atlantic countries. 
The Organization of American States began 
in 1902 with only social and cultural func
tions. Today it has increasing economic func
tions, and it is on the threshold of ex
pansion of political functions. The problem 
of ambivalence is not peculiar to Latin Amer
ica, he added, citing Canada as evidence. 
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Professor Blanksten concluded that the 
people in the Western Hemisphere are in a 
period of transition in international organi
zation-a transition from the regional to 
some type of universal organization. Latin 
America has always emphasized the func
tional framework of regional organization. 
He predicted a decrease in regional emphasis 
within the Organization of American States 
( OAS), resulting in a healthy development 
of international organization on a much 
broader base. 

Prof. Herbert S. Klein of the University 
of Chicago, emphasized the intimate eco
nomic connections between Latin America 
and Europe. Latin Americans see in the Com
mon Market what they want to achieve in 
their own area, and they look upon it as a 
model. At the same time, the Common Mar
ket constitutes a threat to the traditional 
markets of Latin America. Fortunately, the 
European members of the Common Market 
recognize the problem and are trying to cope 
with it. 

On the basis of the strong economic ties 
along with the cultural ties which both he 
and Professor Blanksten identified, Profes
sor Klein foresaw great opportunities for 
vastly increased cooperation between Latin 
America and an outward-looking New Eu
rope. Indeed, he concluded, Europeans 
rather than North Americans have the great
est potential for leadership in this aspect of 
Atlantic Community development. 

The Atlantic Community and Functionalism 

In a statement substantiated through
out the conference Mr. Kitzinger main
tained that one hardly need argue the ob
solescence of the nation-state today. A more 
important question is concern for what is to 
replace or supplement the nation-state. As 
the United Nations is capable of little more 
than handling general problems of peace and 
economic development, it is not a sufficient 
substitute or addition to the nation-state. At 
another level many people have spoken of a 
united Europe as a more viable political en-



tity. But even more modest are those, Mr. 
Kitzinger said, who have conceived the prob
lem more pragmatically-the functionalists. 

Mr. Kitzinger characterized the func
tionalist method as the "community method" 
of creating unity. Functionalists recognize 
the reality of the nation-state. They do not 
believe that common institutions set up in a 
vacuum can somehow create a common in
terest. It is their firm belief that these insti
tutions must be developed concurrently with 
common interests. They must interact with 
them, intensify them and thus make addi
tional institutions both necessary and prac
ticable. As a result, the functionalists use a 
pragmatic, functional technique that ex
ploits particular tactical situations. 

Mr. Kitzinger cited the Home Treaty as 
an excellent example of the functional ap
proach. Not only is it irreversible, but it is 
also progressive in increasing the commit
ments-agreements to agree in the future-

of the member nations. The treaty estab
lishes community institutions independent of 
the member governments, from which re
sults a gradual relinquishing of sovereignty. 
Herein is the core of community develop
ment. The point of the Common Market is 
not that it has built a new bloc of its own in 
the old balance-of-power game, but that it 
has pioneered a new approach designed to 
transcend power politics as such. What mat
ters is not so much its regional as its func
tional character, not the unit it has con
structed, but the process it has set rolling. 

Speaking on "The European Atomic En
ergy Community (EUHATOM) and the 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission: Joint 
Ventures in Science," Hene Foch, Director 
of External Helations for EUHATOM, pre
sented a specific manifestation of the func
tional approach. According to Mr. Foch, the 
two primary objectives of EUHATOM are 
the promotion of European integration and 
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the fostering of the peaceful uses of atomic 
energy. He viewed EURATOM as an ex
ample of the use of science to reach a political 
objective, in this case, European integration. 

Mr. Foch cited two joint boards of rep
resentatives from EURATOM and the U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission as examples of 
Atlantic partnership. The work of these 
boards and the agreements reached have 
been very successful despite certain prob
lems. One of the joint boards has so far ap
proved 50 European proposals, 40 U.S. pro
posals, and 9 joint proposals out of some 400 
submitted to it. 

Mr. Foch drew four conclusions from 
the almost 6 years of cooperation between 
EURATOM and the United States. The re
lationship has revealed that science is one 
of the forces that can pull together different 
nations, even "enemy" nations. Results have 
shown that the more fundamental the field 
of research, the easier it is to organize and 
coordinate it. Collaboration to be success
ful must be a two-way affair in which both 
partners are contributors. And European in
stitutions find it easier to work well with 
United States institutions if both are or
ganized on similar patterns. 

The inadequacy of the traditional "seal
ing wax and string" for modern scientific re
search constitutes a powerful stimulus for 
integration of effort not only in science but 
also in other fields of endeavor. Alexander 
King, Director of Scientific Affairs for the 
Organization of Economic Cooperation and 
Development ( OECD), told the Ninth Con
ference participants that there is a· growing 
recognition in European countries of the 
need for a policy for science and an under
standing of its interrelation with other ele
ments of national policy-defense, economic, 
trade, health, and even foreign. In turn, 
there is a growing recognition of the im
portance of international science policy. The 
OECD is one of numerous organizations 
pressing scientific development on an inter
national cooperative basis. With its mem
bership drawn from both sides of the At
lantic, and with its outward-looking purpose 
of assistance to developing areas, the OECD 
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thus constitutes a highly significant mech
anism in the functional approach to an At
lantic Community. 

Fulfillment of scientific needs, Mr. King 
emphasized, requires cooperation between 
politicians, civil servants, scientists, econo
mists, and sociologists. In the formulation of 
an effective science policy, consideration 
must be given to the extent of research neces
sary for national aims, to balance between 
fundamental and applied· research and be
tween defense and civilian requirements, to 
manpower and educational aspects, to prob
lems of communication and application, et 
cetera. On both national and international 
scales the new techniques of scientific in
quiry, like the new technology of industrial 
production, outrun the resources and capaci
ties of nation-states subjected to political 
fractionalization. Recalling the remarks of 
Sir John Cockcroft, Mr. King also stressed 
the high cost of modern scientific research, 
and he identified various cost-sharing proj
ects being accomplished through OECD, UN
ESCO, EURATOM, CERN, and related or
ganizations. 

Individual scientists working in relative 
isolation in university laboratories have for
ever lost their monopoly of research and dis
covery, and governments have now estab
lished their paramount interests. Mr. King 
assessed this change as something to wel
come rather than to fear. The individual 
scientist now has the prospect of sufficient 
resources (when adequate policies for sci
ence are established) and society as a whole 
has the boundless promise of eliminating 
poverty, raising standards of health and wel
fare, and giving to man an understanding of 
himself, his society, and his destiny. 

Whether the Atlantic area will progress 
from "community" to "Community" through 
functionalism such as Mr. Kitzinger urged 
and Messrs. Foch and King described, or 
through political will as Mr. Achilles 
stressed, remains an unanswered question 
for Conference participants. But they can 
have no doubts as to the challenge to the 
peoples whom the Atlantic has historically 
connected. 
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. · Develop, Developing, Developed 
FORMS OF AN ACTIVE VERB 

The New Europe and the developing nations, the At
lantic Community and the developing nations, the developed nations 
and the developing ones, Common Market and development, science 
and development, international organizations and developing nations
the list of relationships as discussed at the Ninth Conference is al
most endless. No matter what relationship may eventuate between 
the United States and the New Europe, the needs and aspirations 
of developing nations will condition the outcome, and the search 
for a satisfactory plan for development must be pressed. 

The New Europe and the Developing Nations 

Concern for the developing nations has been a congenital 
attribute of the New Europe, for the older nations brought with them 
historic ties to the others. The progress of relations between the two 
groups was traced by Jacob van der Lee, Director for Associated 
Overseas Countries of the Commission of the European Economic 
Community in the symposium entitled "The New Europe and the 
Developing Countries: Images and Realities." Although the issues 
began to take shape at the time of the Schuman Declaration in May 
1950, formal discussion of the subject was not undertaken until the 
EEC negotiations of 1956. At that time the French, because of the 
distinctive trade arrangements within the French Union, demanded 
assistance for developing nations dependent on the member states 
of the EEC. Otherwise the established outlets for their products 
would be endangered. 

The French proposal was particularly unpopular with the 
Germans and the Dutch because both feared that such a system of 
association would develop into a system of discrimination towards 
other developing countries. Through compromise, a system of asso
ciation was reached for dependent countries which was based on two 
factors: (1) preferential trade with the EEC, and (2) financial as
sistance from the EEC for economic and social development. 

The year of African independence arrived in 1960, and the 
new countries (or ex-colonies) demanded continuation of their as-
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Left to right: Louis Gott.c;chalk, Hannah Arcndt~ Professors at the 
University of Chicago, and :Mojmir Povolny, Professor, Lawrence 
College, participate in the symposium "The Force of Revolution 
and the Idea of Force." 

sociation with the Common Market. The 
EEC decided that the existing arrangements 
would continue through 1962, just as pro
vided in the original 5-year agreement. 

Mr. van der Lee noted that the 5-year 
agreement had caused criticism of the EEC. 
Since the associates were to have free run 
within the EEC, it was argued that third 
countries, and particularly Latin America, 
were being discriminated against. The fact 
is, Mr. van der Lee emphasized, that trade 
between nonassociated countries producing 
tropical products and the EEC has increased 
more than trade between the EEC and the 
associates. 

The relationship with the new nations 
was carried further when in 1962 the 6 EEC 
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nations and the 18 associated overseas ter
ritories came together in Brussels for a joint 
examination of the situation. Four provisions 
emerged from the extended negotiations. 
The preferential trade system was altered by 
a reduction of 25 to 40 percent in the ex
ternal tariff on tropical commodities. The 
European Investment Fund was increased 
from $581 to $800 million for the next 5 
years and provided more flexible ways for 
granting loans and technical assistance. With 
a view to the Commonwealth countries and 
Latin America, opportunities for association 
were made available to other countries in 
similar economic situations. Institutions 
were established whereby representatives of 
the EEC and of the associated overseas 



countries sit together and administer mat
ters in a parallel system. 

Looking to the future, Mr. van der Lee 
saw need for closer coordination of aid pro
grams to developing countries. If there is 
to be partnership there must be discussion, 
and the discussion should take place within 
institutions of sufficient authority. The EEC 
and the OECD can serve this purpose well. 

It can be noted here, as Prof. C. Arnold 
Anderson of the University of Chicago 
pointed out in his address on education, that 
common European activities in the field of 
education have also proved beneficial to the 
underdeveloped countries. Such programs 
are administered through the United Nations 
and the EEC in addition to bilateral ar
rangements. The EEC has made a particu
lar effort to help train specialists from the 
associated countries by providing scholar
ships and organizing courses. Significantly 
enough these programs are by no means 
limited to former colonial areas of the EEC 
countries. Furthermore, considerable educa
tional aid is provided by European countries 
which receive students in their own lands. 

Mr. van der Lee believed that Nigerian 
interest in the EEC might prove to be a 
test case for the future of relationships with 
the developing countries. Should the NiC 
gerian negotiations be successful, in con
trast with the break with the British, the 
New Europe would prove itself sufficiently 
imaginative and vigorous to solve problems 
inherent in the relationship with the de
veloping nations. 

The Atlantic Community and the Developing Nations 

In his address on "The Atlantic Com
munity and the World Community"1 Prof. 
Frank Munk of Reed College looked toward 
the developing nations from the viewpoint of 
the Atlantic Community. In their relations 
with developing nations, he stated, the At
lantic countries paradoxically have been 
burdened with problems arising from their 
we;llth, strength, and intellectual vigor; they 

1 See page 23. 

have been admired, imitated, opposed, 
showered with requests for aid, and casti
gated for alleged neocolonialism. 

Professor Munk pointed to the associa
tion of members in the Union Africaine et 
Malgache and the successful negotiations of 
India and Pakistan with the EEC as models 
or test cases for some future relationship to 
the Atlantic Community as a whole. The 
Eurafrican arrangement pioneered by 
France and similar developments vis-a-vis 
Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco go beyond 
granting these countries preferential tariffs 
or free entry of their products into the Com
mon Market. As already seen, France and 
the EEC as a whole play a major role in the 
economic development of these African 
states. In an even larger framework, an 
Atlantic Community could furnish aid on a 
massive scale since its members represent 
nearly every affluent society in the world and 
they possess the most efficient industrial and 
agricultural organization. 

Professor Munk contended that bene
fits other than direct financial aid could be 
reaped by the less developed countries from 
a more highly institutionalized Atlantic 
Community. No infusion of outside capital, 
private or public, can solve the pressing eco
nomic problems of the developing countries 
unless something is done about the relative 
terms of trade of what they sell and what 
they buy. These terms of trade have been 
moving to the detriment of the producers of 
raw materials and tropical agricultural prod
ucts ever since shortly after the Korean war. 
Unlike their African counterparts the Latin 
American countries are dependent on selling 
at world prices. As a result, they have lost 
more by declining prices received for their 
exports than they have gained from com
bined economic assistance from all sources. 
Since no single country is able to stabilize 
prices on tropical goods, a coordinated effort 
of all major free countries is necessary. But 
this is unlikely as long as each country must 
regard the others as competitors. Only an 
Atlantic Community, Professor Munk con
cluded, properly organized and equipped, 
would be able to guarantee producers of 
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tropical products stable markets with stable 
prices. It would be illusory to expect the same 
results from a global organization, he added, 
because the Communist bloc shows no in
terest in stabilizing conditions in the develop
ing countries. 

William Clark, in his plenary address, 
proposed that we should look to joint ven
tures in the field of development as the 
mainspring of the Atlantic alliance just as 
mutual defense has been its mainspring dur
ing the last 15 years. Both concepts have 
the common factor of attempting to prevent 
a future that is contrary to all our ideals: 
a world dominated by a crusading autocracy 
is no worse than a world where the abyss 
between rich and poor is permanent and 
widening. He saw the prevention of such 
a cheerless world and the creation of a more 
healthy world community as good and suffi
cient ideas for grouping nations together. 

The Developed and Developing Nations 
and the United Nations System 

The gulf that separates the developed 
and the developing nations can often be 
most lucidly discerned in the world arena 
of the United Nations. Prof. Harold Jacob
son of the University of Michigan, in the 
symposium entitled "The Developed Nations 
in International Organizations," analyzed 
pertinent trends in the United Nations and 
found important implications for the At
lantic nations. 

Independence for former colonial areas 
has brought significant changes to the United 
Nations, Professor Jacobson said. The ac
cession of Asian and African states has ex
panded to the stage that non-Western coun
tries now account for approximately 80 per
cent of U.N. membership. Concurrent with 
the emergence of the African nations in 1960 
was a decline of Western strength in the 
United Nations. 

Proceedings within the U.N. organs have 
taken on a different tone and temper. Gen
eral commentary has clearly been much more 
vociferously anticolonial. Representative of 
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this attitude is General Assembly Resolu
tion 1514, which affirms that colonialism 
must be ended with all due haste, that inde
pendence should not be precluded because of 
a lack of educational, economic, or social po
sition, that racism must disappear, and that 
political independence must not be threat
ened by possible Balkanization or neocol
onialism. 

The Congo crisis in all its complexities 
produced another new aspect in the con
temporary U.N. pattern, Professor Jacobson 
continued. The U.N. operation in the Congo 
has been characterized as the biggest ex
periment ever in "preventative diplomacy." 
He stressed three related considerations: (1) 
the presence of the United Nations in the 
Congo was tantamount to deep involvement 
in the politics of the area; (2) the Congo 
operation demonstrated how dangerously 
costly such an operation can be for the world 
body; and (3) the civilian role of the United 
Nations plunged the Organization into the 
field of state-building. Clearly evident in 
the Congo operation were both the potential
ities and limitations of the United Nations. 

As far as the future is concerned, Pro
fessor Jacobson expected that the United 
Nations and its specialized agencies will con
tinue to be used as a lever to force further 
decolonization, with continuing difficulties 
for the West. 

How should the West face up to its new 
status in the United Nations? Professor 
Jacobson believed it would be a great mis
take if the West were to deemphasize inter
national organizations because of the recent 
trends. Withdrawal would not only slow 
down the pace of decolonization, but it 
would serve no real purpose. It is more 
valuable for the West to continue to partici
pate in a dialog with its critics. The West 
cannot afford to ignore the issues, and West
ern concern cannot always be best expressed 
in Western organizations. Western interest 
in postcolonial developments within the 
United Nations is a good basis for further
ing such activity. 

In summary, Professor Jacobson stated 
that the changes within the United Nations 



do not indicate that the West ought to aban
don or deemphasize the organization. On the 
contrary, he stressed that the U.N. system 
should be given an increased but not ex
clusive role. 

A number of interesting points were 
raised in open discussion. The Director of 
the Conference, Mr. Nicholson, pointed to 
the critical question involved in a major na
tion committing its national policy in im
portant areas to an organization that can be 
dominated by the developing nations. He 
pointed out that many of the issues that 
concern the developed nations are not consid
ered important by the developing nations. As 
an example, he referred to the Jack of con
cern among them regarding the resumption 
of nuclear testing by the Soviet Union. 

Karl Feldmann, a former German and 
international civil servant, expressed con
cern over the present U .N. voting system. 
As an alternative to the existing "one na
tion, one vote" system, he described a scheme 
that would reapportion voting arrangements 
according to population. Professor Jacobson, 
however, thought the present system would 
not be altered. 

Considerable discussion revolved around 
the multiplicity of approaches to the prob
lems of economic development, and ex
ponents of bilateral and multilateral aid 
jousted with each other. Professor Jacobson 
was cautious about multilateral aid for sev
eral reasons. He pointed out that where the 
donors and recipients mutually participate 
in shaping multilateral action, it is more 
difficult to project hard advice. Also, the 
Soviet Union considers development activity 
as something to further Western aims, hence 
too much emphasis on the United Nations in 
these matters will encounter problems. By 
supporting aid programs in such Western 
institutions as the OECD, Mr. Jacobson as
serted, the benefits of the multilateral ap
proach will be achieved, the difficulties of 
the bilateral approach will be avoided, and 
the United Nations will not be overburdened. 
Finally, Mr. Nicholson believed that the im
portant factor was the experience of West
ern groupings as compared with that of the 

United Nations in the intricacies of aid and 
development programs. 

Obligations of the Developing and the 
Developed Nations 

The feature address at the Conference 
on the subject of development was given by 
William Clark, Director of England's Over
seas Development Institute, before the great
ly enlarged audience that attended the spe
cial U.N. Day luncheon. Mr. Clark shifted 
the focus from the donor nations to the re
ceiving nations, emphasizing that they are 
not merely nonparticipating observers. They 
too have responsibilities in the dialog of de
velopment. 

Stressing the fact that one-third of the 
United Nations Development Decade has 
gone by, Mr. Clark asserted that progress 
has not been satisfactory and that the mini
mum goals of the Decade are not being met. 
Conversely, the gap between the rich nations 
and the poor is actually widening. The 
amount of aid which is being given has 
doubled over the past 5 years, yet no one can 
pretend that development is progressing 
twice as fast as 5 years ago. There is a sense 
of disappointment, a feeling that extra effort 
is bringing no extra return, which is causing 
an unquestionable slackening in enthusiasm 
for aid and development among the donor 
countries. This trend towards disengage
ment from the development battle is one of 
the most dangerous possible trends in the 
world today. If it progresses, Mr. Clark 
warned, more than likely the permanent divi
sion of the world into rich and poor would be 
accepted by the rich countries. As it would 
never be accepted by the poor nations, the 
West would be faced by a growing hostility 
on the part of two-thirds of the world's 
population. What can be done to prevent 
this sort of catastrophe? In Mr. Clark's 
view, the answer lies in a much more effec
tive and efficient partnership between Aid 
and Development where immediate results 
will foster its perpetuation. Such a partner
ship will make considerable demands on both 
the donors and the recipients. 
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Mr. Clark noted that the verb "to de
velop" is a reflexive verb in the current 
meaning of the word. It is not possible for 
a country to be developed he said; it can only 
develop itself. Outside aid may be crucial, 
but it is always marginal. 

The poorer countries, Mr. Clark stated, 
must put development and the enlargement 
of their national wealth very high on their 
list of priorities. This is not an easy thing 
to ask of any nation, particularly a newly 
independent, newly developing nation. Dur-

ing this period any nation will want to flex 
its political muscles, to assert that after 
years of being governed by others it should 
now govern its own people with their best 
interests in mind, and to make the rest of 
the world realize that the new nation is a 
nation on its own. Mr. Clark suggested that 
this realization is most easily and most 
quickly brought about by development. 

To give a really high priority to develop
ment means to draw up a sound plan for 
growth and then to stick to it. The new na-

Third Plenary Session-A capacity audience attended the U.N. Day 
Luncheon at which Willinm Clark, Director, Overseas DeYelopment 
Institute, Great Britain, spoke on "The ResponsibiJitics of the De
veloping Nations." The luncheon was heJd in conjunction with the 
Mayor's Committee for United Nations Week, the American Associ
ation for United Nations, and the Council on Foreign Uelntions. 
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tions will often have to sacrifice glamorous 
or pet projects that are unassociated with 
economic growth and development. Hard 
"political" decision may be necessary, such 
as concentrating first on intermediate educa
tion rather than on the more appealing, 
democratic, universal primary educations. 
It is not enough just to put development at 
the top of a list of priorities. Developing 
countries also need to have strong govern
ments, just as in wartime democracies need 
to have governments with extra powers. Mr. 
Clark counseled restraint in some of the easy 
criticism directed toward countries which 
are not necessarily adopting -exactly all the 
democratic forms of checks and balances. 

The most difficult of all the tasks for 
the developing countries, according to Mr. 
Clark, is the recognition that independence 
is followed by interdependence. The new 
countries cannot lift themselves up by their 
own bootstraps, but will need a helping hand 
so often from the very people from whom 
they are still celebrating their independence. 
Cooperation between the rich countries and 
the poor is essential. It cannot be one-way 
cooperation. For worthwhile results, some 
of the plans of the poorer countries will have 
to be tailored to the availability of resources 
instead of to the perfect model for economic 
growth. And it is also going to be necessary 
for the developing nations to cooperate with 
private enterprise. Realistically, this is one 
of the great sources of investment wealth 
among the major donor nations, but creating 
a climate for private investment is difficult 
in most developing countries. Austerity is 
the keynote, profits are looked at with anx
iety, foreign investment is suspect, social
ism is often a slogan, and capitalism a term 
of abuse. 

The developed nations, Mr. Clark empha
sized, have responsibilities closely corre
sponding to those of the developing states. 
Just as it is imperative for the recipients to 
give development a high priority in their 
national programs, so it is for the donor 
countries. The object of aid programs should 
be to speed development in the underdevel
oped countries, not to promote trade, not to 

cement alliances, not even to win the cold 
war. Raising standards in the poorer two
thirds of the world needs to become a joint 
venture by the richer nations. 

In shaping an effective plan for develop
ment, economic growth, and social change in 
the developing countries the developed na
tions have a duty to provide expertise. In 
doing so, Western Europe and the United 
States must recognize that it is hardly rele
vant to draw on experiences within their own 
borders. The important thing is the experi
ence the experts have had outside their na
tional boundaries. A practical "science of 
development" is very much needed. 

Concerning the crucial problem of inter
dependence, Mr. Clark stated that at least 
half the burden rests with the West. The 
developed countries must accept the respon
sibility for seeing the job through. In 1947 
the U.S. Congress accepted the broad respon
sibility of seeing the Marshall Plan through, 
and its impact was astounding. The same 
sort of impact could be made today, Mr. 
Clark asserted, if the Western powers were 
to accept, for example, the responsibility of 
providing the necessary external aid for the 
third Indian Five Year Plan. Private enter
prise and investment must be brought into 
the picture mainly because it is the chosen 
method of many of the richer countries. If 
it is to be accepted readily by the poorer 
countries, many new disciplines will have to 
be adopted in accordance with the austerity 
that should characterize a developing coun
try. In the immediate future the poorer two
thirds of the world are not going to provide 
the most profitable return on capital. How
ever, if capital consequently fails to flow in 
that direction, the West should not be sur
prised if the developing nations decide that 
private enterprise is not relevant to the great 
problems of their world. 

If the necessary actions are taken by 
both the developed and the developing na
tions, Mr. Clark concluded, then the end of 
this colonial century will truly mark the 
opening of the Development Decade and a 
long period of prosperous growth. But there 
is not much time to spare. 
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E Pluribus Unum 
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EUROPE APPLIES A MOTTO 

As evidenced in the preceding pages, the element of unity 
in the New Europe-present or future-was put frequently under 
discussion during the Ninth Conference. The search for European 
unity encompassed cultures and nations, functions and institutions, 
trends and events, specifics and generalities. Just as unity implies a 
multiplicity of components, so the approach to unity in this confer
ence involved a variety of routes. 

The Political Source of Unity 

Speaking on "The Sources of Unity," Prof. Altiero Spinelli 
of the Bologna Center of Johns Hopkins University stated that the 
need for broader and more integrated political communities has made 
itself felt in Western Europe, in the Atlantic alliance, in the so-called 
socialist area, in Africa, and in Latin America. Although the idea 
that Europeans ought to be united within a single community is not 
at all new, the fact that such an idea has become a real and popular 
goal is new. Suddenly after World War II, in several European cOUil
tries a number of men who were contributing to their countries' 
policy-making decided to use whatever power and influence they had 
to promote European unity as today's solution to today's problems. 

Mr. Spinelli agreed that such change within some sectors of 
the European political conscience was an obvious, challenging answer 
to the depressing and humiliating experiences of the European peoples 
before, during, and after World War II. Nevertheless, the unity move
ment flourishes even after the completion of postwar rehabilitation. 
Europeanism is not an expression of economic interests. It has a life
force of its own and has shown itself adaptable to changing situations. 

The real source of the European venture, said Professor 
Spinelli, has been those men who wanted a European policy and who 
have discovered the perspective of European construction. These of 
course include Messrs. Schuman, Monnet, De Gasperi, Adenauer, and 
Spaak among others. They have dreamt of the fulfillment of Euro
pean unity, they have seized some favorable opportunities, and they 
have started translating the vision not only into fleeting political 
deeds, but into permanent institutions as well. But some of them 
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I have had also the responsibility of lead
ing the rehabilitation of their individual na
tions, and they have necessarily been limited 
in pressing their Europeanism. 

Professor Spinelli stated that the per
severing foe of Europeanism is represented 
by an omnipresent, powerfully rooted na
tional habit. This is the habit of conceiving 
laws, solidarities, interests, and policymak
ing in the traditional, well-known schemes 
of the nation-state. To act in accordance with 
such habits creates a sense of fullness with 
which European activity must compete. 
European activity does not move among 
time-honored institutions, but has to build 
them. It does not enjoy well-outlined political 
alternatives expressing themselves in definite 
European political parties, but has to dis
cover them. It does not even have an estab
lished political language, but has to invent it. 
Professor Spinelli emphasized the paradox in 
European political life. On the one hand, 
there has been full restoration of the nation
states and of certain national myths and 
taboos. On the other, there has occurred the 
establishment of supranational institutions 
and policies. 

Professor Spinelli identified three dif
ferent trends within the unification move
ment: federalism, functionalism, and con
federalism. 

The federalist approach, he explained, is 
manifested by the concern for building the 
political institutions of a European democ
racy. It entails taking away certain delib
eration, decision, and execution powers from 
national governments, parliaments, and ju
diciaries and entrusting them instead to a 
European government, parliament, and ju
diciary. These institutions must draw their 
autonomous authority from the direct assent 
of the European citizens and exercise their 
powers directly on these citizens. The fed
eralist purpose of European union must rest 
essentially on the creation of a political so
ciety committed to building a modern, demo
cratic way of life among peoples not here
tofore united. 

The functionalist approach involves the 
building of a European bureaucracy by en-

trusting the administration of some positive 
public activities to a European civil service, 
independent of the national civil services 
and able to act from directives given by the 
member states. In functionalism, the forms 
of political life are a less important super
structure than is generally believed. The 
functionalist purpose of European union is 
the slow, progressive coagulation of habits 
and interests around a European bureauc
racy-the Eurocrats-more efficient and 
farsighted than the national ones. 

The primary concern of the confed
eralist approach is the building of a league 
of states in order to achieve permanent in
tergovernmental cooperation. In such an ar
rangement, each state retains its own sov
ereignty, but the governments are engaged 
to take common decisions in some particular 
matter which have been recognized as being 
of common interest. The confederalist pur
pose of European union is to find once more 
at a European level the glory, the power, and 
the grandeur which the European national 
states have enjoyed in the past and which 
have been lost as a result of two world wars. 

In detailing the course of developments 
since World War II, Professor Spinelli 
pointed out a sequence of pressures for one 
or another of these three trends. First came 
the British effort for establishment of con
federate ties under British leadership. It 
resulted in the Brussels pact, the Organiza
tion for European Economic Cooperation 
( OEEC), and the European Council. But 
British leadership was inadequate to further 
development. Then a functional break
through occurred with development of the 
Coal and Steel Community under a supra
national High Authority. Soon a federalist 
breakthrough appeared, when the several na
tions entrusted to a European assembly the 
drawing up of a constitution for a political 
community. It fell by the wayside, however, 
when French nationalistic pressures led to 
the demise of the proposed European De
fense Community. A new confederate effort 
was then pressed again by the British, in the 
form of the Western European Union, but it 
failed to develop political substantiality. 
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Lucius D. Battle, Assistant Secretary of State for 
Educational and Cultural Aff.3.1fs, addresses the 
members of the U. S. National Commission for 
UNESCO at a meeting which preceded the Confer
ence. Mr. Battle also participated in the sessions 
of the Conference. 
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Functionalism moved forward again, despite 
opposition of federalists and confederalists, 
with the formation of EURATOM and the 
Common Market. At the beginning of 1963, 
some insuperable limitations of the func
tional approach began to appear. Important 
political problems emerged, needing to be 
faced on a European basis, but requiring de
cisions which exceed the powers of the func
tional Eurocrats. Most recently the confed
erate approach has been resumed, this time 
by President de Gaulle, with a view to 
French rather than British leadership. 

In the final analysis, Professor Spinelli 
contended, the essential requirement is po
litical will. Functionalism is a dead end. The 
choice is between federal and confederal. 
He urged federal for the reason that con
federal inevitably involves undesirable domi
nance by some one nation. 

The Cultural Source of Unity 

Fran~ois Bondy, Editor of Preuves 
Magazine, explored culture as an element of 
unity in the symposium entitled "Cultural 
Diversity and Political Unity." Mr. Bondy 
believed that outlooks and attitudes have 
altered in Europe at such an amazing speed 
that change rather than permanence of na
tional characteristics can be considered as 
the dominant factor. Hereditary enmities 
supposedly buried in the collective psyche 
have dissolved overnight. Conceding that 
contemporary Europe is less divided than 
was the Europe of the past two generations, 
he contended that efforts must nevertheless 
be made to recapture what was valuable in 
recent historical instances of cultural di
versity. 

In an eloquent plea for true cultural 
unity, Mr. Bondy stressed particularly the 
roles of historiography and the universities. 
History with a strong national bias is an 
important source of cultural intolerance and 
plays a major role in forming a nationalist 
mentality. Happily, great strides have been 
made in Western European historiography 
since the end of World War II. 
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Erich Fromm, noted psychoanalyst, 
receives congratulations from a 
group of enthusiastic delegates 
after his speech on "The Psychol~ 
ogy of Nationalism." 

Not so with the universities, Mr. Bondy 
reported. The European intellectual com
munity of the medieval universities ceased 
to exist long ago. Th~re is presently a pro
tectionism in European universities against 
foreigners which narrows considerably the 
scope of the emergent new European intel
lectual community. Foreigners are not read
ily called to university teaching posts as in 
the United States, and students are not en
couraged to spend a year or two studying 
abroad. As long as this attitude prevails, 
cultural diversity fails to become an enrich
ing experience for students. This protec
tionism may maintain some cultural di
versity, but at the price of nationalistic con
formity within each country and of the lack 
of varied experiences beneficial to all Euro
peans. 

Mr. Bondy noted among young people 
particularly a decline of interest in ide
ologies. There is a "consumer attitude" both 
to ideas and to political events. The progress 
of European cooperation is not the result of 
any fierce ideological movement fighting 
with equal passion the fanaticism of na
tionalist and Communist ideology. Cultural 
diversities as traced in the educational, legal, 
and administrative systems of European 
countries seem less responsible for this lack 
of European militancy than the new psy
chology which characterizes the outlook of 

the new generations across frontiers. Nor 
have the opponents of European unity been 
able to produce much public echo of their 
protests. 

Mr. Bandy asserted that cultural di
versity does not constitute an important ob
stacle to the formation of a European com
monwealth. Such cultural differences be
tween nations as may possibly be identified 
do not permit any logical deductions as to 
any national posture toward or against 
unity. But rather curiously, he pointed out, 
there is a striking cultural similarity be
tween "protectionists" of different nations; 
nationalists of different countries may hate 
each other deeply and yet show a remark
able identity of outlook and even of vocabu
lary. Contrariwise, both France and Ger
many, for instance, have given effective lead
ership to the unification movement despite 
asserted national cultural differences. Cul
ture is not static; cultural traditions have 
changed in the past and will change in the 
future. No part of our cultural heritage is 
immune to change. What is needed, Mr. 
Bandy concluded, is further development of 
cultural diversities-perhaps on a regional 
basis within present national areas-in ways 
which can stand the free wind of knowledge, 
of contact, and of interaction. The goal is a 
more open European intellectual community 
in which each can be instructed and enriched 
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by the diversity of knowledge, of back
ground, of temper of the others. 

Nationalism as Social Narcissism 

In the symposium entitled "The Psy
chology of Nationalism," Dr. Erich Fromm, 
psychoanalyst and author, pointed to the rise 
of nationalism as the central historical fea
ture of the last 400 years. Based on a senti
ment of unity among a people, the sov
ereignty in which they are united and their 
collective economy, the national state seems 
to have been turned into the highest of moral 
principles. 

Psychologically, Dr. Fromm suggested, 
roots of nationalism lie in the phenomenon 
of narcissism, which so far has been studied 
only in individuals. The extreme examples 
of narcissism are the small infant and the 
insane person, who have in common the in
ability to perceive reality outside themselves. 
To the narcissistic person only the subjec
tive, his feelings and thoughts, are real. 
Lack of objectivity, a tendency towards fan
aticism, irrational sensitivity to criticism, 
and intense fury-such are the symptoms 
when the narcissistic image is wounded. 

Dr. Fromm stated that the individual 
narcissistic orientation can be transferred to 
the group, clan, nation, race, religion, class, 
political party, and ideology. The madness of 
self-glorification, the lack of objectivity in 
value judgment, and the fury which follows 
the wounding of group narcissism are no less 
intense than those found in cases of extreme 
individual narcissism. However, the patho
logical character of these reactions is often 
more hidden. Thus it is less subject to cor
rection because that on which millions agree 
seems reasonable by the very fact of the 
consensus. 

Since the end of the Middle Ages, Dr. 
Fromm continued, two tendencies have mani
fested themselves: ( 1) humanism with its 
emphasis on the unity of the human race 
and (2) nationalism with its narcissistic 
group inflation. In the modern era of nuclear 
weapons, group narcissism and its inherent 
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pathology endanger the life of the human 
race. To guard against that eventuality, 
there is urgent need for a renaissance of the 
humanist position both intellectually and 
emotionally. The object of narcissism will 
have to be enlarged from the group to man
kind. Further, social and political changes 
will also be necessary so that the degree of 
narcissism within the individual is reduced 
thus enabling him to experience greater re
latedness with and genuine interest in the 
world outside. 

Dr. Fromm concluded with an admoni
tion stemming from the relation of his thesis 
to the current problems of European unifica
tion. He felt that it is quite possible that a 
new "European bloc" nationalism could 
emerge and provide its members with a feel
ing of superiority over the American, the 
Soviet, and the Latin American blocs. In 
essence this would be nothing but a new and 
more modern manifestation of the old-fash
ioned nationalisms of Europe. The new 
Europe could, in fact, produce a European 
nationalism which would be as dangerous as 
the separate nationalisms of the past. 

Additional Sources of Unity 

In the symposium entitled "The Signifi
cance of Migration," Lucien Radoux, Direc
tor of the European Foundation for Inter
national Exchanges and Deputy to the Bel
gian Parliament, brought into focus the 
value of exchanges of persons among na
tions. Supplementing the historical work ac
complished when treaties and trade agree
ments are signed, exchanges of persons can 
provide one of the surest means of combat
ing mistrust, intolerance, or simply an
tipathy. But a long effort over a whole gen
eration is necessary, making full use of 
direct contact, bringing people face to face, 
and establishing spontaneous conversation. 
Above all, exchanges must be thoroughly pre
pared and organized to be more than super
ficial in result. Followup is equally neces
sary, but is not yet adequately accomplished. 

Mr. Radoux emphasized exchanges on 
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an occupational basis. People will discuss 
their wages, their standards of living, the 
comfort of their homes, their social security 
systems, their trade union memberships, the 
access of their children to educational fa
cilities, and so on. They soon become aware 
of the similarities of their destinies. From 
this there is quickly born an awareness of the 
community of their destinies. 

Mr. Radoux reported encouragingly that 
hundreds of private and public organizations 
have undertaken exchange programs in the 
past 10 years, reacting against the na
tionalist barriers erected during the 19th 
century. 

In conclusion, Mr. Radoux made a plea 
for a similar sort of exchange between the 
United States and Europe-that is, an ex
change of persons exercising the same pro
fessions. Such a program should be set up 
for different categories of workers and fi
nanced by private initiative and the govern
ments, for this sort of exchange of persons 
will become increasingly indispensable in the 
march toward interdependence. 

A group of delegates with smiles 
and interest as they meet near the 
Commission exhibit on UNESCO 
in the registration area. 

In the symposium entitled "Pacem in 
Terris," Rev. E. A. Conway, S.J., Director 
of the Center for Peace Research at Creigh
ton University, analyzed Pope John's his
toric encyclical so titled. In a detailed com
parison of the official Latin text with several 
translations of it, Father Conway showed 
how the encyclical was an even stronger 
force for peace and unity than the first 
translations revealed it to be. Although the 
encyclical was to have launched an enormous 
drive for peace and unity, controversies aris
ing out of the translations considerably di
verted attention away from the real intent. 

Prof. Francis Schwarzenberg of Loyola 
University emphasized in his commentary 
that Pacem in Te,.,·is was not a rejection of 
the principles of John's predecessors, but 
rather the application of permanent prin
ciples through new methods. The encyclical 
was truly universal, addressing itself to all 
men of good will, not just the faithful. Its 
validity does not depend on Catholic tenets; 
rather it appeals to all men who accept that 
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man is endowed with intellect and free will. 
Pope John laid stress on freedom both as a 
goal and as a method reflecting the intel
lectual freedom within the Church. 

In "The International Civil Servant and 
the Supranational Community," Karl Feld
mann, a former German and international 
civil servant, discussed another factor that 
has become a source of unity. He noted that 
within the three European Communities, the 
EEC, the ECSC, and EURATOM, there are 
now employed about 7,000 civil servants. 
The EEC has passed a statute dealing with 
the European civil service. Members are 
usually appointed for life, and most of them 
live and work in Brussels. 

In the civil service of the European 
Communities there are four categories based 
on the educational level reached by the indi
vidual. The highest or "executive" career re
quires a university degree. The second 
highest or Hadministrative" career requires 
a secondary school education, which is gen
erally equivalent to 2 years of college in the 
United States. Candidates must write com
petitive examinations, and a successful can
didate must be skilled in one other European 
language besides his own. There is no dis
crimination on the basis of sex, religion, or 
race. In actual practice promotion depends 
primarily on efficiency ratings made by su
periors. Recruitment is to be conducted 
equally among the member countries, even 
though this practice may affect the quality 
of the service. 

Mr. Feldmann believed that this body of 
European civil servants will play a sig
nificant role in the progressive integration 
of Europe. As a unit, the civil service has 
manifested a political as well as technical 
impact on the movement toward European 
unity. -

In commentary, Lawrence Gelfand of 
the University of Iowa noted that the exist
ence of an international civil service dated 
back at least to the early years of the 20th 
century. He cautioned against the danger of 
members of such a service losing track of 
important social and economic developments 
in their own countries. 
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Unity Through Federation and the Common Market 

In the symposium entitled "Federation 
or Confederation in Europe," Prof. Amitai 
·Etzioni of Columbia University examined 
the EEC as a manifestation of the federal 
approach to European unity. He noted that 
in the last 100 years the attempt to aug
ment the nation-state through alliances has 
taken on the somewhat new characteristic of 
permanence. This has been and still is a 
slow process of transition in which the inter
national or supranational organization comes 
to serve the national needs of the various 
countries involved in the agreements. These 
new types of permanent agreements are 
characterized by each nation maintaining 
most of its autonomy in terms of decision. 

The Common Market, he said, is an at
tempt to supersede this early type of inter
national arrangement by gradually central
izing more and more the process of decision
making for the members as a group_ The 
main question facing the Common Market 
as an international decision-making body is 
one of how far can the Common Market go 
toward centralizing the process of decision
making? Other pertinent questions are: Can 
anything more than decision-coordinating 
take place? Will there be one common or six 
coordinate units of decision-making? 

In viewing the situation at present, 
Professor Etzioni stated that there is not yet 
a truly central decision-making authority. 
There exists a Council of Ministers and a 
Common Market Commission. The members 
of the Commission are pledged to serve the 
union, not their respective nations. How
ever, recruitment to the Commission is by 
national quota rather than by merit alone. 
Each member nation must also have an equal 
number of Commission members in each 
grade of the hierarchy. Additionally, no 
citizen of one nation may serve as the im
mediate supervisor of another member from 
the same nation. All this is a guarantee or 
safeguard built into the central authority of 
the union that one would not think to be nec
essary if the central authority were empow
ered with a decision-making function_ 
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Above the Commission, and exerc1smg 
control over it, is the Council of Ministers 
which makes the ultimate decisions. Made 
up of the Foreign Ministers of the six 

. member nations, the Council has the power 
of. approval or disapproval of the recom
me'hdations of the Commission. In effect, the 
Commission is supranational, while the 
Council is international. 

The third Common Market body is the 
European Parliament, consisting of members 
appointed by the national governments from 
the national parliaments. It is not a legis
lative parliament, but rather it passes reso
lutions and recommendations. In Professor 
Etzioni's view, the European Parliament has 

· thus far not carried much weight even 
though it is trying to increase its power in 
terms of federalization of the Common 
Market. 

Professor Etzioni cited questions of 
agriculture, monetary fiscal policy, and po-

litical interrelationships which create in
ternal difficulties and test the strength of the 
organization. He was not optimistic regard
ing the prospect for European political 
union, for DeGaulle France and post-Ade
nauer Germany are unsympathetic. 

How far can the Common Market go in 
serving economic, security, and other needs 
without the creation of a pure supranational 
element-a federation? As a sociologist, 
Professor Etzioni suggested that when inter
national cooperation is increased, critical 
problems are bound to increase. At this point 
there must exist a sufficient community senti
ment that people will make sacrifices. For 
this sense of community to emerge, the Euro
pean union must go beyond confederation to 
federation. Whether success or failure will 
attend the present effort to build a com
munity of nations in Europe cannot be safely 
predicted on the basis of existing evidence, 
Professor Etzioni concluded. 
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Highlights and Sidelights 
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National Conferences of the U.S. National Commission have 
traditionally been of a character considerably different from what has 
been indicated thus far by this report on the substance of the New 
Europe discussions. Participants in the previous conferences have fre
quently associated with those events a spirit transcending the con
tent of the addresses and discussions carried on within the confer
ence rooms. "Extracurricular" attractions, associated events, per
sonal conversations between meetings, and even the general hustle and 
bustle of a large conference have combined to give a special flavor to 
the product of the formal meetings. 

So was it with the Ninth Conference. Reflecting the thought
ful preparations made especially by The Chicago Council on Foreign 
Relations and by the Conference Director, Thomas Nicholson, there 
were a variety of events designed to increase the total meaning of 
the Conference. 

One of these, occurring just prior to the Ninth Conference, 
was the opportunity many of the speakers had for examining the 
New Europe intensively in a small 3-day seminar at the University of 
Chicago. The insights gained through that intimate discussion greatly 
enriched the presentations made at the Ninth Conference. 

In a special address before the U.S. National Commission 
and other guests, also prior to the formal opening of the Conference, 
the Right Honorable George A. Brown, Deputy Leader of the British 
Labor Party revealed much of his own thinking and that of the 
Labor Party on problems affecting relationships among Britain, 
Europe, and the United States.1 Although the press of affairs in 
London precluded further participation in the Conference, his dy
namic remarks carried over into subsequent proceedings. 

Of a different nature but equally inspiring was the special 
concert of contemporary European music presented by the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra under its new Director, M. Jean Martinon, who 
had only recently come from Europe to this post. A feature of the 
concert was the American premiere of Hans Werner Henze's 

l See page 22. 



Symphony No. 3. The Orchestra also played 
Albert Roussel's Sinfonietta for String Or
chestra and Bela Bartok's Concerto for Or
chestra. In this demonstration of cultural 
bonds between the New Europe and the 
United States, the Orchestra's stirring per
formance and the audience's unrestrained 
acclaim gave to the Ninth Conference a 
highly appropriate "final curtain." 

An art exhibition, "Modern Art of West
ern Europe: New Directions," was organ
ized by Kazimir Karpuszko and presented in 
Chicago at the Gres Gallery, Inc. Works of 
the following 17 European artists were 
shown: Pierre Alechinsky, Karel Appel, Au
gustin Fernandez Arman, Francis Bacon, 
Enrico Baj, Gianni Bertini, Modest Cuixart, 
Alan Davie, Corneille Guillaume Deverloo, 
Lucio Fontana, Fritz Hundertwasser, Asger 
Jorn, Yves Klein, Martial Raysse, Antonio 
Saura, Joan-Josep Tharrats, and Jean Tin
guely. Of the 43 works shown, only 7 ante
dated 1960. Most of them reflected the 
known international styles of collage and ab
stract expressionism with surreal and figu
rative subject matter. In connection with 
this exhibition a special symposium was held 
at the Chicago Art Institute to discuss some 
of the most significant movements of con
temporary European art. Panelists included 
Pierre Restany, Parisian art critic, Jan van 
der Marck, Curator of the Walker Art Cen
ter in Minneapolis, and Franz Schulze, Pro
fessor of Lake Forest College and art critic 
of The Chicago Daily News. 

The United Nations Day luncheon, ar
ranged in cooperation with the Chicago chap
ter of the American Association for the 
United Nations, was an event significant in 
its own right as well as being the Third 
Plenary session. Her Excellency Madame 
Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, India's chief dele
gate to the 18th General Assembly of the 
United Nations, made a special trip to Chi
cago for this luncheon even though the state 
of her health compelled her to cede to Wil
liam Clark the assignment of making the 
principal address.' Nearly 2,000 people were 

:) For Mr. -Clark's address on the Decade of De
Yelopment, see page 33. 

on hand to welcome Madame Pandit, to ob
serve United Nations Day 1964, and to par
ticipate in this part of the Ninth Conference. 

Reaching out in still another direction, 
the Ninth Conference provided the impetus 
for convening simultaneously on the final 
day a high school youth conference attended 
by hundreds of students from Chicago's pub
lic and parochial schools. ·At a general ses
sion Uwe Kitzinger, Fellow of Nuffield Col
lege at Oxford University, presented an ad
dress on "The Future of the Atlantic Com
munity." Following this, three speakers de
livered brief remarks and participated in a 
panel discussion. The topics were "Europe 
and the United States," "The New Europe 
and the Developing Countries," and "Cul
tural Diversity and Political Unity;" the 
speakers were, respectively, Peter Lisagor, 
Washington Bureau Chief of The Chicago 
Daily News, Prof. Aristide Zolberg of the 
University of Chicago, and Prof. Adolph 
Sturmthal of the University of Illinois. In an 
afternoon session students and teachers as
sembled in small groups for workshop dis
cussions of the questions raised by the con
ference. Many of the participants, it was ex
pected, would ·subsequently provide leader
ship for parallel discussions in their re
spective schools. 

For some of the Conference partici
pants, the occasion provided something of a 
Chicago reunion. William Clark, for in
stance, had served as the United Kingdom 
Consul General in Chicago two decades ago. 
For Ambassador William Benton, who intro
duced Director General Maheu at the open
ing session, it was an opportunity not only 
to revisit the city with which he had long 
been identified, but also to be helpful to an 
old interest (the Chicago Council) and to a 
current one (UNESCO). And Mr. Kitzinger 
at one point found himself on the dais be
tween two speakers with whom he was asso
ciated closely in Europe at one time or an
other. 

In addition to the 55 principal speakers 
and commentators, the Ninth Conference 
drew upon the experience and interests of 
countless others. The Department of State 
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interest in this examination of European
United States relationships was appropri
ately expressed by the Honorable Lucius D. 
Battle, Assistant Secretary for Educational 
and Cultural Affairs. President Edward D. 
McDougal, Jr., of The Chicago Council on 
Foreign Relations made the Conference par
ticipants extremely welcome to the city. The 
international and academic pivots of the 
Conference were clearly evident in the co
operative arrangement the Chicago Council 
developed with 16 academic institutions in 
the area : Chicago Teachers College North, 
DePaul University, Illinois Institute of Tech
nology, Lawrence College, Loyola University, 
Michigan State University, Northwestern 
University, Roosevelt University, Wayne 
State University, University of Chicago, 
University of Illinois at Chicago, University 
of Iowa, University of Michigan, University 
of Minnesota, University of Notre Dame, 
and University of Wisconsin. By coinci
dence, the international-academic alliance 
was reflected in the persons of the outgoing 
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and incoming Chairman of the U.S. Na
tional Commission- former Ambassador 
George V. Alien and Dr. Harvie Branscomb, 
Chancellor Emeritus of Vanderbilt Uni
versity. 

One of the last thoughts expressed in 
the Ninth Conference concerned the im
portance of what participants might them
selves accomplish to effect widespread un
derstanding of the need for cooperation be
tween the New Europe and the United 
States. Even during the Conference this 
effort was begun as members of the working 
press interviewed speakers and reported con
ference developments in their newspapers. 
TV, too, was engaged in the effort as three 
of Chicago's major discussion-type programs 
featured panels of Conference speakers. 

All of these items and others-some 
tangible, some intangible-thus helped to 
form the total Conference atmosphere. Each 
of the participants could look to one event 
or another, or perhaps to some particular 
comment as most worth remembering. 
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Summary 
For an interpretation of the meaning of the Ninth Confer

ence as a whole, Director Nicholson brought together in the Seventh 
(final) Plenary Session a distinguished panel of four: Rene Foch, 
Director for External Affairs at EURATOM, Max Lerner, author, 
journalist, and professor at Brandeis University, William Clark, Di
rector of the Overseas Development Institute, and Uwe Kitzinger, 
Fellow of Nuffield College at Oxford University. 

Mr. Foch drew the conclusion that the Atlantic partnership 
of Europe and the United States cannot be just the harnessing of 
European efforts to existing policies. Instead, it must be a continu
ing dialog between equal partners who share the same ideals, who 
must together shape common policies, and who certainly possess the 
means necessary to fulfill them if they stand together. 

Development of the relationship can best come in a prag
matic manner, through solution of existing problems such as those 
connected with tariff negotiations and monetary policy. 

The present status of the relationship, Mr. Foch said, is one 
where the postwar honeymoon is over, yet the more mature relation
ship remains to be built. Building it depends on good will and per
haps enthusiasm, but mostly on a more realistic knowledge of each 
partner and of common problems. The United States must recognize 
the achievement of what has been termed the European comeback. 
Europe, for its part, must recognize its own responsibilities, some of 
them arising from the very success of its comeback. It must find the 
constitutional means of carrying out these responsibilities. Further, 
the New Europe has responsibilities toward the United States in 
such matters as the monetary and tariff policies just mentioned. It 
also has a responsibility towards the rest of Europe. This will require 
consultation between the partners for policies looking to the relaxa
tion of international tensions and the encouragement of any trends 
towards a liberalization of the political regimes in Eastern Europe. 
Finally, both partners have a responsibility towards the newly de
veloping countries, and there should be closer cooperation between 
them. Just as the New Europe is playing a vital part, side by side 
with America, in assisting the Indian plan for development, so might 
American capital join with European in African development, and 
European capital with American in the Alliance for Progress. 
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Focusing attention on the movement 
toward unity within Europe, Max Lerner 
cited the need for an impetus-an elan-as 
the critical element for any further leap for
ward. There exists a real need for a forward 
leap, but Europeans do not seem to feel the 
need. Historically, great nations have come 
together not because of idealism but because 
of common danger and under stress. After 
World War 11, Europeans had a great sense 
of guilt which resulted in the measures al
ready taken towards unity. No longer do 
they have that sense of guilt, nor do they feel 
themselves under stress or in grave danger 
as Americans do in regard to the risks of 
nuclear war or the possibility of totalitarian 
triumph. 

Mr. Lerner believed that any future de
velopment of European unity would come 
through the creation of a transnational set 
of relationships. These would cut across na
tional boundaries without being hardened or 
rigidified into definite supranational struc
ttn·es. Although the elan for such a develop
ment is not presently at hand, it might ap
pear either from the aspirations of Jean 

Edward D. McDougnl_. Jr., President of the Chicago 
Council on Foreign Helntions (left), and l\1ax Lerner, 
noted journalist and author, seated at the final ple
nary session in which Mr. Lerner participated in a 
Jlnnel discussion. 
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Monnet and his associates or from President 
de Gaulle's efforts. There is a "mystique" in 
the work of both of these men which could 
produce the necessary impetus. Unfortu
nately, the DeGaulle mystique has a negative 
element as well as a positive one. While his 
talk of a Europe from the Atlantic to the 
Urals is positive, Mr. Lerner said, he is en
deavoring to reach Europeans with the nega
tive mystique that freedom for Europe 
means freedom from America. Hence his 
efforts hold little promise for an Atlantic 
Community. 

With the departure of many great 
European leaders-Schumann, Adenauer, De 
Gasperi, Churchill- from the European 
stage, there remains something of a vacuum 
in political leadership. Mr. Lerner believed 
the vacuum would have to be filled by schol
ars. If they can overcome the protectionism 
noted by Mr. Bondy, they might well provide 
a genuine leadership towards what is pos
sible in the European dream. 

Despite Mr. Lerner's distrust of idealism 
as an animus, William Clark in his summa
tion reasserted the possibility that altruism 
could provide a sufficient animus. As Gen. 
Ge01·ge C. Mm·shall stated in his historic ad
dress at Harvard, the objective of the 
Marshal! Plan was not to defeat any nation 
or group of nations but had as its common 
enemy only hunger, poverty, disease, and 
ignorance. This common enemy, Mr. Clark 
believed, will provide a unity to the com
munity of nations. The essential challenge 
to Europe and the United States, to the pres
ent European Economic Community and the 
possible future Atlantic Community, is to 
make the right decision in facing the revo
lution of our times. The fact that two-thirds 
of the world's population is in nations now 
emerging onto the world's stage constitutes 
the revolution of our times. Two-thirds of 
the world's population is now determined to 
be heard and to play their part in the world, 
making demands that are not easily met, 
making suggestions that cannot readily be 
agreed upon. This revolution, Mr. Clark as
serted, is in fact the focal point of the Ninth 
Conference. The required decision for the 
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ParticiJJating in the final plenary session (left to right): Dr. Harvie 
Branscomb, newly elected Chairman of the U. S. National Commission 
for UNESCO; Thomas L. Nicholson, Director of the Conference; 
Hene Foch, Director for External Helations, EURATOM; Uwe Kit
zinger, Fellow, Nuffield College, Oxford; H.obert 'Vilcox, Chairman of 
the Council's Steering Committee. 

developed countries is to resolve to try to 
cooperate with the emerging nations, to find 
some way of regarding these people as new 
potential partners. ln doing this, it will not 
be sufficient merely to make the sacrifice of 
putting to use the wealth at hand. For sac
rifice we are prepared, Mr. Clark asserted, 
but sacrifice is not enough. Like patriotism, 
what is wanted is sacrifice with good sense. 
There needs to be a careful study of how, in 
fact, economic growth and social change to
gethe?· can speedily be brought into being in 
two-thirds of the world's population. In ef
fect, there is need for a science of develop
ment which UNESCO and National Commis
sions for UNESCO can help to shape. With 
sense and science, and with political will, the 
great revolution of out· times can be achieved. 

In his brief final summation, Uwe Kit
zinger stressed the role of the Conference 
and its participants. By the very evident 
civic responsibility shown by the participants 

themselves, he was encouraged to believe 
that there are forces at work-ferments of 
change, as Monnet called them-at work in 
American society which may yet allow us to 
overcome the existing immense difficulties. 
Within the Conference discussions he saw a 
convergence of vievv·point carrying promise 
of earlier cooperation across the Atlantic 
than might otherwise be hoped. 

Man's history is coming to a crucial 
breakthrough, Mr. Kitzinger predicted. We 
are at a moment when not just the degree 
but the kind of world relations is changing. 
He was confident in the achievement of both 
the political audacity and the intellectual re
ceptivity to deal with the deep problems that 
presently divide the world. With success in 
meeting the problems there can be a trans
mutation of the structure of world politics 
and even a transmutation of the very quality 
of power and responsibility in a world in 
which we may not have much time to lose. 
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THE SOURCES OF UNITY 
by ALTIERO SPINELLI 

INTRODUCTION ~ 
The ~roader and more integrate]jpoli tical communi ties 

the ones existing at present has made itself'felt not only in 
ofJ,r 

Western Europe, but within the Atlantic Aliliiance, in the so-called 

3 

Socialist area, in Africa and in Latin America as well. But, where-

as elsewhere and up to now, all that has been done ;k; te remain~at 

the ~ -:ft preliminary disc~ssions and @@::3:l'!ll!l!~e-es.;;;'"...e.snPi!;;t:i;:' ~~ll:~r- formal 

gesturejstege, the unification experience in Western Europe, and 
~;r.uv-
theVEconomic Communities, 

' 
more precisely among the six countries of 

has been carried forward with continuity f~ some fifteen years 

age te dn1;Q. 

It would~ exact vor "''Ot:tld it l;e- fair to consider the 

Economic Communities as a true fulfilment of European unity, but 

the Communities, through their instimatmnns, through their supra-

national actton programs, through their daily activities have 

represented, beyon~ubt, a noteworthy-~ toward) uni

fication. Not only have they had deep effects on the economic 

and political lives of their member countries, but they have also 

set aos;trohg impact <lie wel"lE on the political 'imagiJ1ation of· the 

countries l~ying 

It is~ 
outside the Communities themselves. 

u..A 
natural thin, f= ah industrial and commercial <ft 

center as large as the Common Market ~ force~ the U .o-4p and the 

u.s.s.R., the U.K. 

and South American 

and the· Commonwealth countries, 

~~~ Countries il-t'l el ee~ke sometimes 
J 

agonizing, 

,. 

--· 

' I 
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fLt~ 
reappraisals of their individual trade policies. ~(i~ more im-

bb\ h ol, ~;,u_ tl . 
portant for us to s.:t:rses ~ another aspect of the influence ~"ci.. 
,y/.v,.,..A L~ ~ ;.,..._ dkJ-
~~~~ the European experience: as a ~tts~o£ fae~ the Communities 

~uf~·.,_--~ 
have also been felt as a stimulating model for other ~i~ 
""'i~~;_ ... _?C 1<r-.-fh-'- ~.~t..~ r g,· {.'""" e ~~4' . 
9aseo -'bf :tntebJ. a~ . 

~ k,_v~,L 
.LA 'ilhh .is tiue, ~d....Li.r:rJ;!su.t<--<;Qk!f,---;a;,.,l""J~, -Lf.oo.;;.;r__,ttf"aree Atlantic Alliance ~ f 'f 

od'of:;:;;f~{::yef'.PS RG."J~o;;ssg 1ly, fines it.~elf in a situation 

of permanent 

~ 
:br Whiefi the 

crisis, and wl!ie1'! is getting ~ close to the 
11") k 

treaty which hit& created fis slates. to expire. 

moment 

On 

E'' ~-? both shores of._t~~ Atlantic Ocean: an Atlantic ~ommunitY'' is often 
. ~ . 

spoken of ;l which should somehow avail itself of some institutional 
, ~. u-:o 

experiences of the Eupopean Communities. The ~ Latin-
,_,.....,..__" ___ _ 

American and African poli ticalvanA/or economic union draw as well~ 

.,.,i"bho~;t Elottb4;.,. their inspiration from the European experience. 
4<r._ . 

The Soviet Union taems~ves, would like to transform the hardly 

workable and not so profitable Come con into a true supra-na.tional 

~nstrument, making out of it a Socialist version of the Western 

Common Market. 

Nationalism and Suprana tionalism:
1

j t is prefsPable fiel:'ha13s t<~. 

{:g attempt a case-study of the ideal and political sources which have 
~ k.<rUF 

~' and areVfeeding.at this time-, 
.t4- ~',.....-~. 

deavour -a-t- overcom~ the old states l'lations. 

"""cl. 

the European en
~-. ..,~_;/ 

An ~ of 1-f...t. Cf .... , 
"/~. I . ,_ 

forces~ institutions should be helpful in understanding the 
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chances of success ex:+st:in~ for such an experi- as well as in 
~ 8-e 

establishing to wll::ieh extent it is possible or convenient toVin-
,rf,/J-t. 

spir~ cmeoelf ~ it 1 in o:rde:r to promote brea@el' integrations tll:aa-

.the Ea:r:o}lema integration or the noB Earopoan enes. 

ttL tf;~ ~t:"""") II 
C~a~ges0n the B~e~ea~ £Olitical conscience. 

The idea that Europeans, although divided in~several nations 

and many states, ought to be united within a single community is 

not at all new. It has been roving as a ghost in the history of 

Europe for the past fifteen hundred years, ~. in ~r~e~e€ ever 

since the fall of the Western Roman Empire. 
1 • 

~0 . ~u 0 
'{IJk-Jli& ~ew, fl.'!r the end of World War II, hag :Seen a;aoteete! the fact 

that such an idea has become a real purpose. ·.U l of :o, judden~, 1 
a number of men h!llve ±nei\II!I.IU::se aJlpearea in several European countries 

who, each to a greater or lesser degree, directly or indirectly, 

were contributing to their respective countries
1

policy-making)a!l.Q.. 

~ decided to use whatever large or small power and influence 
p-,d,A- . 

they had, not just to £~ee!e European unity within a far and 
j,_,-.~-J:v/L:. \,..~ef/ ~'o-h,_ 

indefinabl-e future, but to promote its ~lf:ilmon'li, :if unl)i:: !la:Ftial:., 

~,as today's solution to today's problems. 
0 

New also4 was the 11-

fact that, after a century or longer of systematic and increasling 

nationalistic brain-washing inflicted upon the various peoples, 

the idea of European unity has become very popular within a very 
. 1t ~ -li>.o...L b4f) &> . .f.~<>¥~ fl.U.Vrv::lr.l1 

short period of time. ~o elementary popular thrtl:ehs haoe4alreR 

£,., ~ ~ ~~-4~ L~ -e.,.C;:;_ ~~ 6 
~~ txue ~ ~ strong ancl: a~e press11 

'L1 
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%CCh CX€1 bed boVv&I d. -=2!1ttpra 

natill'Riill B.Rif:i..Ga hell., nor could such '1-

c~~aditions, institutions and political language itself vvete laelrin!§ 
. , . 
which ~re necessrlry for the public feelings and interests to crystal-

lize themselves and to become a political force. The popular favor 
1 « ..._; f<.( '-£1/-<--''t<-

enjoyed by the E<.u?efJeaJ< ideaVhas been, up to now, I relatively 

passive~ and inert,~ but still spread broadly enough to give 
. ~~-w-e.-~u.t 

constantly to the ~eli~ieiaB& f~e t~ European unity, the feel-

ing that, while many and powerful obstacles against the fulfilment 

of their purpose are ranged ~ in front of them and even witl\tin 

them~, there is no outright hostility or even lack of under
~«-'-~ 0---- ~_, w---t..«.<'JJ 

standing on the part of the!~, c:ney-~1 tirr.es, 
t.,jf-&t 

on thn-eon:t:J:S.X.;y:, that the idea of Europe is \fP"opular, :;,~.eng the Et:tropea-1w.... 
'tl'l-....t<.,t~<YY\-

Such t'id±n · 6e cL.tnge which has taken place within some sectors 
J,L,, 

ofVEu~opean political conscience was an obvious challenging answer 

to some depressing and humiliating experiences of the European 

peoples before, during, and after the war. 

Nationalism had destroyed, in its fury, ·~democratic insti-

tutions one after another and given rise to tryanni.es; the proud 

~.v.L 
states nation , after having pretel:1aeil and obtained the most complete 

t,;.;.Y..e.J.._ ' 
loyalty from their citizens, had ellumb:t~ ignomiruously and, in the 

L-.Mf-4 . 
case of Germany, even cover~ itself with Vcr ime~ .of Gno:vmolis magni-

~. r.v>~;J 
Lastly,\,/ after their lj.beration, theiUif(scaces were in such a 

condition of economic, social, political and military break-up that 

were able to.stand on their feet thanks only to outside U.S. 
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aid in the West and to the ouside Soviet terror iri the East. All 

thefcircumstances menti&.J;;Jed al3o>,<o had reducedt to very little indeed, 

customary respect toward one's own~~ and opened "ffie 

~ ... J.:I~ ,v..; 
witfiia the s!J· it~ to\lchange in favor of the European unity. 

the 

way 

4.~-~-1- '!.-~.~' .u:_, «, 
It is m~ftil ths.t the Bfihl:s-irer-s-, Swed,.es and Swiss, who 

have overcome the trial of ·:;orld War II vyi thout h~:;.ving lost their 

respect for their respective states, are also the countries in which 
~t~ ckl rv..o+ 

~he Europe an e~aage J· e" '" •tft~kep place. at the end of the war, either 

""' ........ ~the political class ot ~ the people. 

It is very probable that a similar change would have manifested 

itself within the Eastern European countries as well. But, aaviRg 
< t...-·-'1- i) !:. E tJ) 

theklatter co~sorbed in the .very different Communist ex-
u· 

~~JI -..-v-ht...<. 
peri'f!WM" under Moscow:' s imperial leadership, tbey have "been unable 

to participate in any manner ~ the movement aimed at the unification 

of Europe. It should be mentioned here, if only for the sake of the 

record, that
1
notwithstanding their declared internationalism, .up to 

now the Communists have not been able 

national union for the countries they 

to find any 
.P~ 

rule~ 

form of supra-

the impertal 

of direct dependency of the single states on the Sovjet state. 

It is easy to understan~ h~wm ... such ~eing the case, the fie~d 
i>.J..JY"" .,.:.A.:~ un.l:Vh.C/.J:J c:/ t .t.u-c-c-,_,,./;·~c 

o;f action of Europ.e~ has been'fthe solo '[lel'tis f,:rsiJe voh:ieh 

Ew.-~ ~~ •·s~:x,,.~ 
h~sn':;a.~oeratie, afl:El ffl:ero preG;i sel ~r, fir et o£ all* tBese 

"""'-,;_ . 

tion on GreeceV'Turkey, ~on England as well as on t~ other EFTA 

zs 
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countries 
c~~e~t~ 

andYspain. 
~~.._/;.~~ I 

renovating }~·Lal.£0 8 ~ <\ln the poli ticq.l conscience of This 

many Europeans has demonstrated itself,:t:_:,o~,·a short-lived 

only ar~.c:artentative emergency phenomenon, Had Europeism been 

answer given to an emergency situation, it would have dissolved 

itself~ long ago, because the internal and external con-

ditions of Europe are far different today from those which were 

prevailtng at the end of World War II. Eur·opeism has shown it-

self, on the contrary, to be a political and doctrinal behavi·or 

capa-ole of adapting itself to differen't situations anil. determined 

to supplying with European answers ~poor ~~PGF~ as well as a~~ 

Europe 
1 

e:aj eyi :ag well bc:i:n§.. a politically powerless Europe as well 

as a Europe which has become an important factor of world politics, 
;ttf.t~~~~, 

a cold war Europe, as well as the Europe of aiBiieneisE:. 

Contrary to the affirma tions by -the doctrines, which consider 
tf...t 

as prime sources of the political ventures of the peoplesVgreat 
' ~ 

E:ameleee forces of popular feelings or of economic interests, the 
~ lYl- ~-u.ee.. 

European venture has had its start before any :l39J"'';U !?:.l:' p~r~e~sf,s2u~r~e~~~~ 
f!;1;e:ro::.::t, • •!1_' '. lGJ l; ~ economic forces. ~~~ =u 
~~h~~ing on European poi;;;Y~Jdiscovered the per

spective of European con?t~uction, have dreamit its fulfilment, 
5~) 

~ave been capable of g~J, if not all, at least some favorable 
wtvo 

opportunities, andYhave started translating 

into fleeting ~xopea:a political deeds, but 

well. 

this vision not only 

i~tutions as 

2f 
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I • 

The very fact of having been able to create some institutions, 
·ft.; 

although incomplete and inadequate, has been basic forVEuropean 

~$construction because, as <Jean Monnet recalled when inaugurating 

the first one of them, it is only through the institutions that 

• transmitted throughout the t~mes~ ~ experiences are gathered and 
~·.,....._ 4-14. v-f

6 
t ~

~ §ince the E.C.S.C. 
( -1<-"'-CL) ' 

institutions, and even mor~ee(the VKA~ 

o-f- 14 Common !ifarket ones, have been 

Co\'IST~uC..i''f;t no longer depend~ the 
1\ ~ 

in existence, the policy of European 

rhapsodical initiatives of Europeist 

poli tici~ns, but ratl:l:s.r on the daily activity of the eommunid:ariilan(o,; 

buli.eaucraey and on the stable existence of economic forces which 

have now found, in the Common il•arket, their normal field of action 

as welL 

Europeism has.had in the past, just as it has now, both allies 
~ , . .:--~ 

and foes, J3eFha:pB eveR very important ~ngent.,;';';"'YS U.S. 

support, Soviet aversion, understanding on the part of the Catholic 

political forces, Socialist lukewarm attitudes and Communist oppo-

I 
sition have contributed to a remarkable extent to determin~ Europes 

course over the last twenty years, but~ ;;{f!~,{;:~::::t_!~ 
~ ~F~i ~::;:!2:;!:::J:1i~\ r:;t;:-:;~i'>· 

Europeism has not had as its true and permanent foe in the 

past, nor has it at this time, nationalism, genuine, determined to 

establish once again, for its country, the apartheid of the twenties 
' 

and thirties. 
. L1 ~-

That·sort of nationalism died with the war and~ 
c.v..t~ ~ 
beer± kept ali1e ~o this day only by ~~ few ~w~h~o~a~r~e~e~t~i4l4l nostalgic~ 

J\.ell"",_w""' of that era. The permanent, persevering, proteiform foe is repre-
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. (M~L4) 
powerfu~oote~ .eus'!io;a;; ~h exis~ ~-sented, iri fact, by the 

though supported by a very stimulating political vision, appears 

to be, and is in fact for the time being, necessaril~ull of gaps, 

obscure, uncertain~ as to what is to be done, lacldng the support 

"'~ vA£~~z 
of all those traditional rules a~d references which 1/si ve. ::~-e±Jhi b;)i rr ~ 

• to him who acts. European ~does not move amongst time-

w4 
established institutions, but Hltts·:!i.·:;:~:e:'liheF build them; it does not 

enjoy well outlined political alternatives expressing themselves 

..£"'-'1 .4.r 
iri definite European political parties, but ll.ttv h. I s.'lihor discover 

them; it does.not ev.en have an already formed political language, 
.;_,_~ Lv.J 4 

but !!Buii !l'ls:~hel!' invent it. The political forces which h'", a b lP 'ill'! 

over the leadership of the Western European countries after World 
( 7r>MlCLt~~ ,) J 

War II have been very sensitive toward the Eu~s_:> eha:age (Some "<!-"' 

aY<eR,; their leaders, ~ m:<tte;p gf feet, 

Adenauer, 

::t Ba i; s 

Beyen and Spaak have been among 

Ea• e bl±uagirL is coneerned, a* 

O:l'9J:i GIS Schuman, De Gasperi, 
~· 

the £ 7 ;p sli; Fal'lk leaders, o{~ 

, =!Slat §la reg Bs Fvreps•ua 

action. This notwithstanding, to rebuild the~tate(natio~ meant 
~ 

fory'all to move within what was well known, whereas to build Europe 

meant sailing into unknown,..-eP at leas b dar~ ,waters. This explains 



.. - e -
;.) 

~~ 
·(why they have carried out, or at least tried to carry out, European 

activities under exceptional circumstances, but also why the full-

~ 
ness of their daily political labors -~~been devoted not so much 

-~' ·~. ~ ._; 

to the construction of Europe, but rather to restoration of the 

former states-nations. 

National reconstruction and European construction however, 

o.:J-
were complementary only to the point ~ which some problemJor ~ 

VI-I'V<~ .J; 8 e ~ A.ok 
H!li!l'tj tu61.e of problems were reached for which a iJ:ggj gig:e was Fe 
~-MJ. 
~Y~~eg ts e~ablio~ whether they were to be confronted on either 

a.) . ~ 
a national or (European J?lGuae: Beyond such a point the two activities 

~-~; WBJ.>. 
became altePaai;i·r,o. en ea. the one smother~ or at least, ii:: an ob-

stacle to the other. Nevertheless, European political life has 

had as its prominent feature this very paradoxical and contradictory 

~ 
motion: on one hand~restoration of the(state~natio~ and there~ 

~.....A-'~ 
fore of ·she V<il'j_eus myths and taboos

1 
eam1ected ~her eile., B:ft& on the 

other hand, establishment of supranational institutions and policies. 
S:o ·f-evv 1-t..t. &..!.MY 

l~ te ~{te,VEuropean construction has not yet occupied all the field 

that it should reasonably occupy, nor has it been able to establish 

an effective supremacy~ the Community over the single states, 

not even in those fields in which the pre-eminence of the European 

pgi~t ~f ¥ae~ over the national viewpoint is formally acknowledged 
~'d. 

and accepted by the states. ThisVproblem remains still open. 
~~~~~- ~ 
\ In order to evaluate, with some exactness, ~ ~~ polit-

f /1 . .f..<0 ~ -frr,._,_. ~ 
ical momentum ~PPU-European constructio we shall now ta.lEe iats ee:e 

the political directives which have been followed so far. in this 
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construction, as well as the directives which might, or should, 
. ~ 

be_ followed in the R~apes~ future. 

-ril-~ Alternatives offered to Europeism. 

Throughout the last twenty years the European unificatiotllpro-

cess has drawn,and keeps on drawing, its inspiration from three 

different trends! Federalism, Functionalism and Confederalism. 

~ i~ ~ a.u-v~ 
Such trends ~ u~ 1& clea~(a~es and then b€eoffie confused, now 

11\.&W- ~A~ .V..~ ~e~~r~ ~ 
r:;;g~f~s;;;;;d ~allied; ~~fGs.t ·wiaa1fo6£ +s;r- . 
~dt:tal(}nstitutional approach to European construction, at "'o 

ev---J :3) 
VII; the ideal purpose which they assign to Europe

1 
Eli"9 ·1elr.~ A!!l ~ the 

sociological positions of thnse promoting them. 
!Y-i_____:J ~4/.._ 1/~ ~--A-~ ~~,/J/1 t ~~~")' 

. ~-~:ixaee _ · "' rnay e defj_ne follows: for 

~ 
the Federalists it is a matter, above all, to ~u•eet the political 

AWA'f 
institutions of a European democracy,,taking ~J certain doli-

beration, decision and execution powers from national governments, 

parliaments and judiciaries, and :fntrusting them instead to a 

European· government, parliament and judiciary t:~n'!= ·~ 1 ,<;~ 
~~t-... t.~~~~-~ gp:ect:i:'\I.G(author~ ty from the cl!I ect assent o~e European citizens 

and ~~Xeh tt> exercise~irect~their power~ on Europe's citizens~ 
For the Functionalists it is a case, first of all, of building 

a European bureaucracy, entrusting the administration of some 

~~ positive pu15lic activities to a European civil service, 

ai=~he ?ational civil services and ~l'J.~ay act.; 
Jv..c~-4<-J..J. fk1~L ~ ~ 

to common direc ves ~by the natiea states, by 

according 

means of 

special treaties and further intergovernmental decisions. 
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' .,PrtA;..,'\ ~ 
For the Confederalists it is a matter, first of ~±±4 of 

building a =a7!!:-/::/:;/:f:;lt; 1::-:P':r t:;;;;:;::1n~-
~/;....( t</-~t.;cY"\-, E-Acf..d~ llf: /; . 
pell!lai'i9Rt lelague of 'll2~es-, ~(fetain!~ its own sovereighty, v--- ~ 

eet~=somm;tted to acting in SJJCh a 11ay Lhcc:l> tfieir ind:i:vi8:1o<al 
( M.t ~~ 1-rV ~ 

~governm~on decisions in iihe::':le particular matters 

which have been recognised as being of common interest. 

A "'·'iaeilly. differen~~:0ion of the c0mmon .::://1.~-r-' t..Rl.-., 

new European community)"··~ (have( corresponds to u.~ . · app-

roach~. It may even be affirmed, as a matter of fact, that it is 

the very vision of the 
(j~ 

en~ 

purpose which leads some to choos~~ ~ app-
~ 

roach and ssmeeBe-= 21 go to }3itSltil'lg ::t}? another one. 

The purpose of European union must, for the Federalists, rest 

essentially on the creation of a 

building a modern democratic way 

capr ana Lienal le·.<~ have so far 
~ ~·1:.-e....e-t. VI._) 

political society committed to ~ 

of life :-t peoples w~,_..-at; the 

"'t U..e-~~ 
been able only to live

1 
~- · ~~ \-

~~~me of actual apartheid or of war • 

.Ao faP ~ i!~Functionalists are- ~neer;agg, 
I 

litical life are a~{:ss important superstructure 

the forms of po
',;1.-

than is generally 

I . believed, and the pur:;Jose of the Euro:9ean un~on shall, for a long 
~~ .......... 

time to come, be the slow, progressive Aifhs of habits and in-

terests around a European bureaucracy, more efficient and far-sighted 

than the national oneJ. 

The purpose of the European union is, for the Confederalists, 

that of finding once more, and at European level, the glory, the 

power and the grandeur that the European national states have en-
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t/Lf/1~ ~ 
joyed in the paat and whioh"'-.,.. ae a 'ecult of ~"":,-t 

<talee.u phgto i¥J.;ping the last-laalf eeRw~ve oeeh J As the 

old states-nations have "been the natural trustees of that glory 

they cannot forget the basic mark of their rank: sovereignty. As 

we are living, however, in an era in which the political scene is 

d S "'R ~V'~ ruled oy colossi such as the U.S.A. an the U .• o •• , the states 

are forced to associate themselves in a League or Confederation 
' " 

in order to be able to make headway against the latter ones. And 

lastly, since no League made up of states completely equal among 

themselves has ever been able to function, iR the ]:laSt., it is nec-
{.4,4. 

essary for bhege in the 

state :..!!long theHJ. having 

European confederation ~at there be one 

a~·~ over all the others. 
<(j~~----('. 

Either a Europe conwitted to building up the liberties of the 

multinational European people; or a Europe committed to living 

qu,iet and prosperous under the silent but efficient leadership 

of those modern mandarins, ~e Eurocrats; or, lastly~ a Europe 

calling for a revival of old nationalism5around a new European 

nationalism. 
~d,~ 

These are the three purposes l"" olri ~ -p the three 

institutional approaches. 

This link between approach and purpose in the three trends 

eh.>~ 
appears more eviilzJ t if the sociological and political position 

of the supporters of each of them is taken into consideration. 

The Federalist trend appears simultaneeously during the war 

in all the countries within the 
~~ 

organlzes itself
1
immediatly 

?e~~s~afig~ democratic left wing~~ 

after the end of the war as a 
I 



' 

,, 
' :r 

.l 
i~ 

"grass roo~' movement. . 
c..o-v~ 

In given circumstances it has e~etted a nun=·•Pt), gibgle in-

fluence on ·~ European action. Its supporters, as a rule, have 

not. occupied positions from which decisions were taken but only 
~ 

positions from which suggestions could be ~; <l!!:. The European 

federation is fof them an important aspect, even a deci~iN'~one, 
(}\.-

but still always an aspect of the vision of ~ new democratic 

society to be established in Europe and not of old societies to 

be restored. It is not difficult to recognise the well known 
..uA~ 

mental attitude of radicalism, which isYto be found 1'1!!13ittldHj Ets Cl.h ~ 

creative thinking, at the orie:tn of all democratic revivals and 

progresses. 

The Functionalist e&J.3ilialiei; trendit< has had its most 0riginal 

and strongest expression in the personality of Jean UTonnet, a high 
.vn.. 

French official, with a long experience~ international offices 
.or 

both in peace and war, andYhas found its natural field of expansion 

among -:;-:e_ modern high offic~ of the national adrninistration!lwho, 

having been able to overcome their narrow national horizons, envision 

the European problem with the tej_ocratic contempt for the political ·u. cw 
institutions and extreme tec~ocratic confidence in the administrati~ 

institutions. ;,·,onnet has found himself in a position Jn certain 

~ f). }.. 
decisive moments of theVEuropean~~ to avail himself of 

a very strong position within the French administration and of a 

very large influence on some political men. The crucial proposal! 

of the S~an plan, of the Pleven plan, of Euratom, all bear the 

I 
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seal of his mentality: to create solidarities of~concrete interest 

in given sectors around European admj_nistrations; Europe would 
(.)~ (l.NJ~ 

have been ~ by the bureaus almost withoutVbeing aware of it, 

even if then the credit should have been abusively stolen by some 

political man or party. l'IIonnet did find at first4 some intelligent 

and willing partners in the diplomatic delegations of all the coun-

tries who were elaborating the treaties of the Communities and then 

in the officials of the Communities in whose hand$that much of 

Europe which has been created so far is to be 

wrongly, have been called •~'~ the meaningful 

crats. 

found and who, not 

neologism '7!11< Euro-

It has happened, as a. rule up to know, that the proposals ad-

e.;_~~~~ 
vanced by -eiiihe:r Functionalists Df Federalists have fl'agmen'iieil: thefl-- ' -J 

"*'tves or)at~ea~n ~or partially blunted j_J3: f/:mb of l 
the active or passive resistance of the 
~~~~ ~ 
r;a~ieations have ~lways attributeil: the supreme power . 

4.-ecisions to a Gouncil mail:e 11'1" of national ministers. ~~ral 
solution appears, at first sight1 aRly, as the limit~~~ 

federalist~ or f.=nalistj success, the point ~ compromise 

has taken placet~ates have accepted that common decisions be 

taken but have ~e~L~uted the power to decide ~a supra-national 
~ ~fl-<~~-t-t~ 

body/1 ;!;hey have retained it for themselves. But this is '"-* ill-bi 

~{/.~~-:) ~~ ...... ~~) 
-Rura Le GOnll!ederalism, ~l'lg unly ii:?{!!_impasse in the con-

struction of Europe. The true Confederal thought is the one ex-

pressed by this or that statesman who believes and hopes in the 
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b 
possibility of an association of states under -Ghe leadership of ~ 

own. The two statesmen who have had the vision of~urope~S.e 'J-'13 

~ Confederat~ign states under the leadership of their re

spective countries have been Churchill, and De Gaulle. The first 
~ 

one has -fePHllll:;li;eS. the idea with ;l;he entl'iA'FiSII't aRel the $toric pe-

culiar to the :British, the latter with%+igi<il 1 iem tHi~ the ret}pric 

peculiar to the French, but in reality the twn versions differ~ 

~gve all in the fact that while one entrusts to London the leader-
-~1-, _()- 4-o 

ship of th~Confederation, the latter 4ess the s?wi ·ith Paris. 
$'t,,.;u.. f:>Jl,O~f-., A-Rt-~ ~-< po-w<A-

..!.:£. the objective of such pi e~ts is\ a will te J?v'\"leF-, they aro.se 
~~ ... 

sympathies and gatheF eel'l!lil@I<tlil, above all, among those political 

cvu~~~-lrr 
currents whichr mare than o bJ>eFe, l'l:ave the cult of power. 

I 

I 
I 

1 

I 



IV. 

An Out/line of the Development 

Such are the leadin~ ideas and men that most contributea 
to determine tae course of the European construction. 

Taeir influence can be summarized in the followin~ way, 
From 1947 until 1950 the political scene is dominatei by 

Churchill's propaganda and .oevin's initiative. En~lish states
! aen aim ~~-~%8~ decisively at the creation of Eurepean ties 

. 
I 

of the confederate type under British leadership. The Brussels!, 
pact, the O.E.E.C., and the European Council are the ~esults 

r.---l.vY 
of thts policy. Since, however, ~n~lish leadership is~mOre -an illusion of the rulin~ class in the united Kin~dom than a 
reality, all these or~anizations turn out to be rather ineffective. 
They produce excellent studies and debates; at tiaes they even 
reach common decisions, but these decisions lack consistency and 
fail to ~enerate any sense of community. Europe continues to 

i be dtvidei. Durin~ this period the supporters of the federal -and of the functional approac~)kive point to their ideas, but 
they remain obsuured by the shadow of the Coyj~.&er~ 115~f Uhurcllill 
and Bevin. 

In 1950 and 1951, ah u e I!I¥Ujrtbi !lf; 1:l.ae.,, the 'break-throu~P;h 
of the functional approach takes place. Under the influence 

Se. I"' "' iiiV . of Monnet;A3'E • proposes the creation of a ~ommon Market.for 
steel and c6al under the supervision of a supranational ~i~h 
~uthority, and after a:few months Plevenpzwp proposes the 
creation of a common bUropean army to be or,anized and armed 
by a supranational commission. Great ~ritain refuses to accept 
either proposal, but they are endorj~d by six states. Lonc.and 
complicated diplomatic XK&ix&K5Bi%ax- ne~otiations be~in in 
order to tr~nslatepthose projects into international treaties • 

.se.. ., """a n I 01 ., 
The . becomes a rea~ity in the fall of 1952. 

' In 1952 and 1953 the breakthrou~h of federalism takes place. 
The difficulty inllerent in creatin~ a common ara;r, without a 
common politi•mi power to which that army may be attached, 
constrains the ~overnments to accept the federalist request. 
They entrust to a EUropean assembly the drawin, up of a 
constitution for a political community,without even awaitin~ 
the ratification of the treaty of the E. D. c. 



, 
In 1954 the resistance of Frenca nr,tionalistic traditions 

leads to the fall of~.c. and with it~e downfall of the 
politiaal community. But ~uropeanism is by now ineradica~~e 
from the political life of western Europe, and phoenix-like 
it rises a~ain from its om ashes. cl 

Once more the new cl} e is initiated by an English confeAerate 
. -

plan. In 1954 and 1955, the Eden ~overnment succeeds in creatin' 
the W.E. U. in place of the E.D.C. Since, hwwever, the ~n~lish 
~overnment is again not capable of exercisin~ any true ~uropean 
leadership, the W.E.U. also demonstrates the same political 
unsubstantiality as the other confederate attempts of five ot 
ae4 six years earlier. + 

With the Messina conference in 1955, a ~ new functionalism -
imptilse is ..._ born. Between 1955 and 1958 the six ~overnments 
slowly and overcautiously elaborate the mechanism of ~uratom and 
that of the 6ommon Market. +• t~e f~~,.ndt 

o-\ 1-l.e c.,.. "'o" M a:;_--""'\ 
Xii:z:t.imZIUKIIKIII.lUIIm _.... J .., 

IOIAijt"~S ;!i 

rll!!!!ll·--~.! a All the En~lish manoevres ,directed '••• ,.. OPJ!IOl3l.Il~A 
~~! ____ (_~confederate scheme for an area of free exchan~e,._ .... ~~~ .... ~ 

AW._ .. _._._.~_. .... ~~~~~fail. Even more unsuccessful are 
the federalist• criticisms directed to constructing not only ~ 
a European bureaucracy but also,and above all, a Eur~peaa ~ 
political power, The six ~overnments write into the treaty a 
precise pro~am for a ~raduated B±xsx customl ~H1 o 0 ZR±t; in the 

I 
same treaty, they exchan~e formal promises of ~radual ecoaomic 
HB±~ unification,and they entrust to a &a•m±sxza (ommission, 
sap~xa:tzmzx supranational but appointed by themselves, the task 
of overseein~ the implementation of what is already a,reed upon 
in the treaties and of what is to be uli decided later by t he 
council of National Ministers. 

between 1958 and the end Of 1962, while the iXS E. c. s. c. 
and Xke Euratom demonstrate very stron~ limitations 1 in their 
capacity for expansion, the ~.E.C., usually called the Common 
Market, enjoys an enormous success. The 11JfJ£ power to decide, 
that is, the real political power, rests in the hand~ of the 
Council of National Ministers, but durin~ this perioi the Council -accepts the fact that initiative for proposals must come from 
the .l!iuropean Commission. This method of working-- Buropean proposals,, 
nationll decisions, European implementation, or at least 
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~~£ (~ 
implementati-qn controlled by a European or@;anization-~~called 
the method o~tional dialogue," and it seems it should become 

l,..,jl.l-'"1 the chief way to the cons~ruction of ~urope. Politics seems, in 
effect, to be redu:ed to ~omethin~ ~f secondary x., .. importance 
in respect to the continu~work of~opegn Civil service. 

At the be~inning of 1963, the insuperable limitations of 
the functional approach suddenly appear in various ways. The 
success of a Common Market has created a very stron~ interdependency 
among several ~Upopean countries, and thereby reinforces the 

l tendency to see a whote series of important political problems 
as Pro kleMS -Jf" to be raced on a ~' European basis~ut the decisions to be 

etceecl f'o«>e..-,s >· il-="&t..t..v 
taken !§Q !lf!ll 'b'i'U!d the e;cr acilL §·or he Eurocrats. 

Some of these problems, such as the agricultural policy and 

the Kennedy round;~· are consequences of the internal 
development of · .! ;.~ ~coaomic communi ties, but for each of 
these problems the solutions, in one way or another, depend not 
on XkH preferrin~ this or that technique of integration but on the 

w.~?-;L to, assi~n1 t~is or that general ... ~~ to the /·Ill ~;!tr-
• It ~a;iJ: to be decided whe~eff\economllf Baz ope must · 

have a high de~ree of self-sufficiency in a~riculture or a high 
degree of interdependence. In this matter the ~ ~uropean Civil 
Service has no authority to speak. It must stand by, cap in hand, 
and accept the choice made by those who have the power to maRk 

make XkK political choices. 
Other problems are eompletely external to the development 

of economic inte,ration. The entrance of Great Britain into the 
Common Market, the reform of the Atlantic Alliance alon~ the 
lines of ~uro-American partnership, the question of the the 
nuclear limcc:li:t'a deterfent--national, Europe~, or Atlantic--
are all XJm problems which show even more xcx clearly that the 
political goal~of Europe~•s decidin~ powers determines the 
answers to be given. The Common Market as a whole, with its 
Eurocrats and its complex of interdependencies, can be embedded 
Br liDI in and em]:lloyed by one oNJUIDI: another of these ~oals. 
b: 
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The entire functional edifice was founded on the hypothesis 
of the efficacy of the "supranational dialogue," that is, on the 
hypothesis that the power to decide would certainly remain in 
the hands of the governments, but that in the meantime, the 
European Civil Service would have created a concrete solidarity 
of interests and would,. therefore, u in increasing measure, 
condition the decisiqns of the governments • 

. 1.1 ~ ~- 4 f,L, ..--,.---+.) 
,.---;~;-~..5-' \v>;, When, however, . . - · (Of~w political llie choices, 

~ { h o'V"' 'l."":s C'.0>1 ~ ""-hc.o..s 
·--~- '§ · rati · · es r.aiee <lQr choices made much 

earlier, the "international dialogue" h!:a::i.i:lllli no longer worked, 
G/hcl, ~st-o~;,te.d P•y~~~ 
~ the governments 1" 1 ''llji g ibMAattention to the 

• I~ 1.11"" ~I< .... ~-./ proposals of the Commission ~Auegan~t • I 3 decisions by 
themselves. The French government began its dissent over the 
question of British entry into the Common Market because that 
entry did not coincide with its ~~ conception of the new ~urope. 
The German government followed suit on the question of ~ixxx 
farm prices becauses 
agricultural policy. 
·occur. 

they were not compatible with its national 
~~rr---4 

Other:a:Vihstances ef opposit~ll may yet 

In .X order to get out of this inevitable dead end of the 
functional approach, two alternative policies are taking shape 
in Europe today. 

On the mmi one hand, DeGaulle has resumed the confederate 
approach with tenacity. He hopes to unite the other rnmJ!l111Hi::t:ie:s 
countries of the community in a x confederate association under 
l!'rencb. guidance, and this with the aim of reachin!; the "rank" of 
a great world power. Nationalistic resentment, autarchic dreams, 
authoritarianism, contempt for democracy, and nuclear militarism 
are the inevitable ingredients of such a policy. 

On the other hand, although in a less obvious way, we observe 
H±:t within the ~~eies of the ~uropean democratic left, a revival 
of the federal ~.x approach; one hears of a ~urope of the people 

Wk · 
to opposev& ~urope of states and aations, of aiRE:a:tta:a: aversion to 
the ~urope of DeGaulle, of ~uropean elections, of supranational 
political power. 
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~oth these appDoaches have by now put aside their old quarrel 
£ 

the functional approach. Both accept the EUrocrats and their -
~uropean Civil Service. M&tk But both propose to subordinate it 
to a political powere-in one case to a federal government, in the 
other to a council of states ruled by~e~emonic power. 

In what way this dispute for domination of the Common Market 
and its institutions will end is still quite uncertain. • It is 
certain, however, that the victory of either approach will 

~
.two iln•Jhlarg~·~~8'tte very different)uem ..the ethep. 

tt"-~ (~. 
co.nclusion 

result) f/ 

This ~ examination of the ~uropean experience demonstrates 
at least, that the process of supranational unification may take 
on many forms and many meanings. It is complex; it is slow; and it is 
likely to establish itself only if there is behind it a pf~manent 
tendency toward the creation of political ~:;;~tll~ 

If this tendency is lackin~, the most interesting plans have 
no chance of bein~ realized because there will be no one to support 
them. 

If, for example, we examine the problems of the so-called 
Atlantic Community, it is not difficult to see similarities and 

0 0 0 J.e+~<~ee" 0 dM J,_ 0 dissim1lar1t1es ~fl1t ~the European GPmmun1ty. 
The organization of the Atlantic Alliance is of the confederate 

rather than of the functional type. It was effective only~ solon~ 
as there was strong American leadership of it. It entered a crisis 
~ when this leadership was no longer uncon\~;ed and uncontestable. 

The common interests ~e United States and 
Western Europe push toward the discovery of new forms of cooperation. 
~ut in the American political world there is no tendency to limit 
American soverei~nty either by adopting the functional or the 
federal approach. As long as this attitude remains unch~nged in 
America, it is useless to 
its transformation into a 

propose to the A~lantic Alliance, as a ~oal, 
Sit;~/.11-TV rJ, community,fwi 1diR the European comm~nit;y:• ,

16
. 
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The most sensible :~~roposal today is that which suggests the 
-f/,e j>rese,, 't 

transformation of .a h:k J !If military confederation ruled by 
American he~emony, increasin~ly difficult to maintain, into a 
partnership between the United States and·an authentic ~uropean 
supranational community. 
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I have been asked to contribute to this debate some remarks on the theme "cultural 
diversity- political unity in·Europe". I will. not venture to enter the field of 
national psychology and national cultures not only because I have no special competence 
in this domaine, but also because I am ever less assured wether these differences are 
relevant to the problem of political unification. Outlooks and attitudes have changed 
in Europe - especially in Genoany, France and Italy - at such an 8118zing speed, if not 
quite as rapidly as the economic and social structure of these nations, that we may 
consider change rather than permanence of national characteristics as the dominant 
factor. This prevalence of change over continuity is itself no complete novelty. 
Throughout the whole 18th century and part of the 19th century we find the image of the 
Genoan as a timid and peaceful "Biirger" who prefers his "Zipfelmiitze" to a helJnet, 
wile at the same time the Frenchman is usually considered as martial and reckless. 
This changed only during the Bismarck era. During this century again, the attitudes 
of German youth, between 1914 and 1963, have so much changed that we can hardly speak 
of an identity of nation&l character. Hereditary eom:l.ties, supposedly embedded in the 
collective psyche, have dissolved over night, less perhaps through better understanding 
of the neighbour than through a shift of interest and emphasis. 

Opinion polls show that a majority of Frenchmen believe that they can cooperate 
better with the Germans than with the British.1 

Nati?nal traits have to do with a sense of tradition, with a feeling of the unity 
and the meaning of a national History, In his report on an international discussion 
"Europe and the Europeans" Max Beloff writes (page 74): 

"In the 18th century and after the French revolution, historians seemed to regard 
the nation as the essential historical reality treating its past as though it were a 
form of biography in which the living being could be seen to pass through several 
stages, from infancy to IIBturity, with its essence unaltered." 

A perfect example of this type of 19th century historiography is constituted by 
H. T. Buckle's famous "History of Civilisation in England" which has appeared a little 
over a century ago and from which I quote the following characteristic passage: 

"In the character of a nation, inconsistency is impossible. Such, however, is 
still the backward condition of the human mind and with so evil and jaundiced an eye 
do we approach the greatest problems that not only cO!JliiiOn writers, but even men from 
whom better things might be hoped, are on this point involved in constant confusion, 
perplexing themselves and their readers by speaking of inconsistency as if it were a 
quality belonging to the subject which they investigate instead of being, as it really 
is, a measure or' their own ignorance. It is the business of the historian to remove 
this ignorance by showing that the movements of the nations are perfectly regular and 
that like all other movements they are solely determined by their antecedents. If he 
cannot do this, he is no historian." 

One may contrast with this the f~ remarks, written one century later 
by the German historian Michael Freund: 

1 Opinion poll by the "Institut Franca.is d 'Opinion Publique", end of september 1962, 
on the question wether France's fUture relations should be closer either with Greet 
Britain or with Germany, 4~ have answered: with Germany; 25'f, with Great Britain; 
35~ had no opinion. 

2 "Historische Restbestlinde in der europll.ischen Politik" in "Studium Generale", 
March 1953. 
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"our time seems to be predomill8.lltl,y a-historical. It has j\lllll?ed out of his 
historical rails and people have lost the historical ground under their feet. A
historical epoche are epochain which a great lot of History does happen, although this 
my sound paradoxical. The history in being is yet unformed, in ferment, in flux, It 
does not give people a yardstick for their behaviour, In such times man does not find f 
his path from past through the present toward the future, Historical "ratio" fails. 
The territory inhabited by Germans is now roughly what it was in the years 900 to 1000 
A.D. A millenary of History has been wiped out. A millenary of destruction has been 
wrought by the Reich which indeed called itself "tausendjBhrig", Traditional, 
historical categories are insufficient for the description of such events , " 

Michael Freund then shows that in such an epoch we find simultaneously a complete 
flux and the petrifaction of some unrelated fixations from the past, both factors 
together - the flux and the petrifaction - creating a sense of discontinuity, In the 
work of other formally tradition-bound Germany historians and scholars after 1945, 
such as Friedrich Meinecke, Alfred Weber, Ludwig Dehio, we find this same awareness of 
a profound change and even of a conqllete break with the past, 

Until the thirties, a national state meant to its citizens the prevalence of law 
over crime, of order over disorder, of security against invasion, rape, looting and 
foreign rule. But States could become, like the Third Reich, criminal agent8 outdoing 
everything which mere private initiative has ever achieved in the spheres of murder 

. and robbery and national States have broken down under invasion as their cities crumbled 
under bombs, leaving whole populations expelled from their territory, stripped of their 
belongings and totally unprotected by any government of their own. 

Even today we can easily trace the differences in approach and collective feeling 
between nations who have lived through this frightful experience - like the Germans, 
French, Italians, Dutch - and people who have not undergone this experience and were 
able to go on trusting their awn government to secure internal order and external 
security, such as Great Britain, Sweden, Switzerland. 

If we move from collective psychological reactions to the psychology of leading 
individuals, we are struck by the fact, which has been often noted, that the three 
political leaders who have been hailed, or abused, as architects of European unity -
Robert Schuman, Alcide de Ge.speri, Konrad Adenauer - were all three born and brought up 
in frontier-regions: Lotaringia, Trient, Rhenania, with a quite special experience 
of what either war or cooperation across frontiers has meant, De Ge.speri has been a 
deputy in the Habsburg enqlire; Robert Schuman has studied in German universities. 
During the debate starting from the Schuman plan, German nationalists from right and 
left have attacked A~uer as a Rbenan1a.n. separatist, unaware of national interest 
and alwe.ys ready to submit to French desires, while in France Robert Schuma.n was 
pilloried from extreme right to extreme left, as a traitor to French interests, as an 
agent of Germany. The atrict parallel of the hostile arguments on both sides of the 
frontier, reveal one important fact: the dangers to European unity came less from 
cultural and psychological differences between the spirit or "VoD<:ageist" of the 
European nations concerned, than from similar yet mutually hostile traditions of 
nationalism. 

Nationalism itself has not been a specifically "national" trend, but a European 
movement crossing all boundaries, like romanticism. Nationalists of different 
countries may hate each other deeply and yet show a remarkable identity of outlook and 
even of vocabulary. The·rhetorique with which Italian, French and German nationalist 
professors have insisted on the absolute superiority of their own culture, in contrast 
to other "inferior" cultures, is as similar as the language in which ilmates of various 
lunatic asylums will tell you, each of them, that he is Napoleon. While cultural 
diversity has often made for interest, attraction and cooperation, this identical 
aberration among intellectual leaders of various nations has been an element of European 
disruption. The cosmopolitical character of nationalism is aptly symbolized by the 
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trinity: COUDt Gobineau, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Richard Wagner, in their influence 
on extreme German nationalism. 

However, the remarkable aspect in the crucial year 1950 and after, has been the 
weakness, the lack of echo of the combined assault led against the beginning of European 
Conmn.mity by the coalition of "vested interests" and the two ideologies of chauvinism 
and of Moscow-led conmn.mism. Neither the fears nor the ideological passions nor the 
prejudices have been able then to prevail against the new European cooperation. If we 
take into account how little education in the new European spirit had been attempted, 
in the schools as well as in the press, and how much education and information had been 
directed in the opposite sense, we may admit that national feelings have profoundly 
changed under the impact of great historical upheavals. 

Has this change been conditioned, at least partly, by the pressure toward greater 
uniformity, toward the leveling of cultural and national differences in the modern 
industrial nass societ=(1 T. S. Eliot, in his essay from 1944, "The man of letters and 
the future of Europe" has, quite on the reverse, attributed the extreme fanatical 
movements of ~his century to the pressures of industrial society: 

"The cultural health of Europe, including the cultural health of its component 
parts, is incompatible with extreme forms of both nationalism and internationalism. 
But the cause of that disease 'Which destroys the very soil in 'Which culture has its 
roots, is not so much extreme ideas and the fanaticism 'Which they stimulate as the 
relentless pressure of modern industrialism setting the problems which the extreme 
ideas attempt to solve." 

Against some trends of historiography, in which the search of totalitarian ideology 
is traced to the millenarists, to Rousseau, to Marx, to religious and intellectual 
traditions of some kind, we do -well to bear in mind this realistic consideration, that 
the upsurge of extreme fanatical ideology has been, to a considerable extent, the 
reaction to breal<downs in the fabric of society. 

Now, however, this same - or rather not quite anymore the same - industrial society 
seems to press in Europe in the sense of a decline of ideologies, of a "consu:ner atti
tude" to ideas as -well as to political events. Thus, the consent to European collabora
tion, has not been carried by a fierce ideological movement, fighting with equal passion 
the fanaticism of nationalist and coJIIIllllllist ideology. Some Europeans, who had a sense 
of urgency, of an opportunity which might be lost, have suffered from this gentle, but 
rather passive consent to their ideas, from this lack of European militancy and of 
"passionate intensity" among the best. However, the withdra-wal from attitudes of 
fanatical political faith has been a najor factor in our new European welfare societies 
and it has helped the overcoming of nationalism. 

In an opinion poll of 1962, 'Whose results have been presented by the French 
publication "Sondages" (N" l, 1963), one may note the readiness for European unity, 
combined witb. the lack of passion for the European cause. Persons from Western Europe 
'Who have answered to the question, 'Whether they think about Europe "very often or rather 
often" in the follcrlr1IIS -way: 

l 
Reprinted in "The Intellectuals 11

, a controversial portrait, G. de Huszar, Free 
Press in Glencoe, Ill. 
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AIIDng persons aged between 

20 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 65 and over 

% % % % 

Federal Republic ••••• 40 43 46 41 

Belgium. • ..•.••••.•..• 25 31 35 28 

r'rarlce • •••••••••••••• 28 37 35 36 

Italy . ..............• 29 34 24 22 

Netherlands ••..•••••• 37 46 51 55 

Another poll shows, however, that persons who travelled abroad are, on the whole, 
more in favour of European unity than persons who have not left their country and youth 
furnishes the largest contingent among the first group, the 11 travellers 11 

• This is an 
obvious contradj_ction. The ansver seems to be ... tha.t the young are less nationalist, more 
positive toward European .unity. At the same time they are not much concerned with it 
as a problem calling for thought and action. Taking Europe f'or granted, they are more 
aware of its reali-ty than of its yet unsolved difficulties. \lith full employment at 
home and the abolition of travel restrictions on monetary and other grounds, they live 
inside a 11 holida~r Europe1

:, while nnnual worlt.ers from less developed regions, like 
Southern Italy and 0pain, live in a Europe of nearly free movement and establishment. 

Once ~v Eu:oopearr federalists used the argument that the single European countries 
would live for a long time in a wrecked economy, with little hope of progress, except 
tilrough the cree.-Cion of a political E:ropea.n cormnunity. This argument has become 
obsolete. At the same time, fears about security have diminished since the death of 
Sta.lin and the chat).t;es which have occurred since then on the international scene. Youth, 
by and large, tru:es prosperity, open frontiers, security for granted and enjoys Europe 
rather than participating toward its further progress. Only a small minority realizes 
the necessity for a "leap forward", for new political institutions, for a difficult 
fight against the still strongly entrenched national sovereignties. The majority 
which does not feel this need IIBY be wrorig, since we cannot even be sure any more that 
the Common ~larket is an irreversible step, as so many of its leading Administrators 
have stated. But this feeling is an important psychological factor. 

It may be worthWhile to add here, that we do not quote the results of opinion polls 
as if they constituted an imperative indication of 11 popular 'Will11 

1 which governments 
must obey. In e. French opinion poll of December 1957 to the question, to which 11 Camp 11 

France should belons, the answers have been respectively: 2l'f, - France should belong 
to the Western camp; 3% - France should belong to the Eastern group; 31% - France should 
belong to neither, while 25i had no opinion on this matter, No French government could 
feel obliged by this poll to choose neutrality. However, there is a relevance in the 
opinion polls: they show, for instance, the falsity of the claim, made by nationalists 
and communists, that public opinion would never accept a Gei"IIBil-French alliance and 
other steps which nee.n a break with the past. These polls indicate that in their 
relation to national opinion, governments may have a much wider room for action than 
they think and that timidity of governmental action cannot be all the time excused by 
the pretense that the najority is not yet emotionally ready for a new situation. The 
11 negative 11value of opinion polls is therefore of great importance. 

For this lack of European militancy, eultural diversities as we can trace them 
in tbe educational, legal and administrative systems of European countries, seem again 
less responsible than the new psychology Which characterizes across frontiers the 
outlook of the new generation. It is not active defense of cultural and political 
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singularities, but a widespread lack of awareness that Europe will be lihat we Europeans 
mal<e of it. That it is not a thing which "exists" as the national States exist, in 
which we have been brought up. 

If, however, we approach now - with great hesitation - the field of cultural 
diversity taken in this narrower sense of educational, legal, administrative traditions, 
we find that these differences do not lend themselves easily to any clearcut deduction 
concerning the attitude of nations toward the concept of a European Commonwealth or 
Federation. We IMy, for instance, take for granted, that the Gel'llllnS are used to an 
"Obrigkeitsetaat", an Administration which is invested with some feeling by mystical 
superiority toward the simple individual citizens. Even now, one rray hear in a Gernan 
discussion, that a 11Bee.mter11 should renain a 11 Mensch 11

, which im;plies that normally a 
Bee.mter is something higher or, at any rate, different. We also find in Germany the 
tradition of idealistic philOsophy, alien to an empirical and moralistic approach, 
which we think "anglosaxon", and leading to the sense of a "totality" in which the 
destiny of the single human component becomes rather negligible. 

However, we find that the GeriMn Federal Republic has been e.ll the time disposed 
to concede parts of its sovereignty to some superior body, to prolong the historical 
division of sovereignty between Dander and Federal Republic one stage fUrther to a 
Federal Europe. It is, of course, a historical experience of this division of 
sovereignty rather than any cultural tradition which has predisposed GeriMns to this 
new step. To this we !My e.dd their lack of confidence toward the new State. The lack 
of prestige of a State, which even recently a leading politician in Berlin could call 
with contempt a 11 Rheinbund11

, a mere Rhenanian League. 

Looking to France, we note that most initiatives toward European unity have come 
from here, that names like Jean Monnet, Robert Schuman, Pierre Uri have become symbols 
of a new European political approach, while the greatest resistance in the name of a 
traditional outlool< and the dogna of untouchable national sovereignty has equally come 
from France • 

These two opposite attitudes have both deep roots in French history and political 
thought. The belief in untouchable national sovereignty has to do with the w.y in 
which France has gradually grown, in which the Crown with its legal advisers has 
created an administrative linguistic unity, perfected by the Revolution as the "one an 
undi visible Repubill<" and which appears as a pure crystal rather than some .common ore 
to be thrown in the European melting pot. But from Sully, the minister of Henry IV, 
onward through the centuries we find French political and legal thought which conduces 
to European commonwealth. According to which trends out of rrany we care to isolate, we 
could show that the French people is especially incapable or, on the contrary, renark
ably well prepared, for entering into a larger European Community. There is no 
possibility for unequivocal deductions from cultural collective traditions. General 
statements about which European nations are gifted for a new form of European community, 
are very much like argtllllfints about which European people are gifted for democracy. 
All such arguments, based on an allegedlY unchangeable mentality, too often reflect 
merelY prejudices, the conditioning of the mentality of those 'Who propound them. I 
rray quote as a very recent instance from a review on a book about the Gel'llllnS , written 
by that most stimulating and cosmopolitan British intellectual, the Labour M.P. 
R.H.S. Crossrran: 

11 
••• In other countries the minority of conscientious objectors, eccentrics and 

other opposition-minded groups is the salt which gives democracy its savour. But in 
Germany, since the time of Heine, the good Germans have been rejected as traitors by 
the rest of the community, and as a result the salt has lost its savour .•.• 

It is on1Y when we study the plight of the good oe= that we realise why Gerrrany 
can never become a true democracy." (The Observer, August 18th, 1963) 
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In the following issue of The Observer, a rebuttal appee.red, written by another 
M.P., Mr. R.W. Sorensen, from which I quote: 

" If this is his belief, then I can enrula.te him by adopting a similar process 
to demonstrate how incapablt' of true democracy are France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, 
Russia, Poland, Bulgaria, Albania, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Rt.umnia, Greece, Turkey, 
China, Pakistan, Burma, Ghana, some Latin-American States and other dubious areas, for 
all these have badly tree.ted their "good" nationals and have had, or now have, 
lamentable lapses from true democracy - quite a large proportion of the earth's 
population ••• 

How strange it is that from the same primal conn:10n human stock have arisen its 
branches, some endowed with the capacity for true democracy and others foredoomed to 
wretched alternatives~ It would seem there is something to be said for apartheid after 
all. Or are we simply suffering from subjective myopia?" 

It may be possible to show that all such definite generalisations about the in
capacity of collective groups to learn or to change do not revee.l a knowledge but an 
intention, and should be examined as such. 

If, nevertheless, the relation between cultural diversity and political unity 
should be pursued, it might be of special interest to study the types of education 
represented by the schools and universities in Europe - and not only their tee.ching, 
but their specific atmosphere. One might examine their spirit and their functioning 
under one special aspect: In what way can a European intellectual community be promoted 
now? Such a community has existed, without the benefit of any special new "European 
University", through the l<!iddle ages, but it does not exist now. He should enquire 
which elements of education can be put in common, through the stressing of coomon 
traditions which ree.ch beyond the ne~< national States as Mr. Eliot wants, and simul
taneously through an a'WB.reness of common new problems and perspectives. We find 
valuable indications for the st.udy of this problem in the Colloquium "L'Universit~ 
Europ~enne", held in !·larch 1962 and published by the Institute of Sociology of the 
Brussel's \Jniversity. Georges Goriely, a sociologist, has spoken in this Colloquium 
on Universities as breedinG grounds of nationalism and fascism. But one should also 
consider the rebuttal hy Mr. Cereti from the University of Geneva. We might examine 
why German University students had been more nazi than the average German population, 
while the French University has served in the main the cause of tolerance and humanism. 
But we shall not forget that after the War, the University of cOttingen - teachers and 
studentr united - has forced the resignation of a neo-nazi education minister of Lower 
Saxony and in the protests against arbitrary government proceedings against the 
news magazine 11Spiegeltl, again University teachers and students have played a prominent 
role. 

But quite apart. :from the 11 Spirit of the universities, "Which may have been in some 
countries more disposed toward nationalism and fascism than in others, there is the 
factor of protectionism nowhere stronger than among liberal professions and the schools 
which lead to them. Swiss Universities, for instance, who have hardly been noted for 
politically dangerous trends, have been nruch more protectionist in the last thirty 
yee.rs than a century ago and have missed, in contrast to the United States, the 
opportunity of attracting some of the best Gernan non-nazi tee.chers after 1933. The 
readiness to call foreigners to University tee.ching posts as it exists in the USA, is 
not to be found anywhere in Europe, just as little as the readiness to draw into the 
academic -w-orld writers, artists a.nd other ''non-academic'! intellectuals. 

This protectionism against outsiders and foreigners has considerably narrowed the 
scope of the emerGent new European intellectual community. European intellectuals do 

1 Compare Science and Freedom, N" 31 Au(lUSt 1955: "cOttingen versus Schluter". 
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not seem sufficient:cy aware of this inferiority of their present academic systems, 
compared to the American tradition. It is t'1e, we have moved since the War to a 
somewhat closer European community of minds, but just a.s the centers of learning 
remain national strongholds, the equivalence of diplomas and the riGht of exerting 
liberal professions in the Colll!IlOn Market-countries ha.s not progressed in a w.y which 
could be compared with the growing freedom of movement for r.l!Ulual workers. Traditions 
of protectionism, centering on professions of the highest prestige and influence, 
remain considerable and are, or course, quite understandable. J.!any Europeans, who 
speak w1 th eloquence on the need of European spiritual unity, may react differently 
when this deep-rooted protectionism seems threatened. But, is it national cultural 
tradition in its diversity which iS thus protected? 

As long as Universities in Europe remain strongly protectionistic our cultural 
diversity fails to become an enrichiDS experience for students who are not generally 
encouraged, to spend at least one or two years of their studies abroad. This pro
tectionism may maintain some cultural diversity, but at the price of nationalistic 
conformity inside each country and of the lack of experience of this diversity itself 
for all Europeans who might benefit by it. 

We try in this gathering to form for a few days -a kind of intellectual community, 
in which each of us hopes to be instructed and enricheol by the diversity of knowledge, 
of background, of temper of the other participants. Europe, today, lacks the presence 
of a real cultural community which could embody this kind of experience continuously. 
At a time, when in the political domaine not much immediate progress tow.rd unity seems 
likely, it is worthwhile to consider what we could do in our various fields to promote 
a more open European intellectual colllllltlili ty. Should not today ever./ student in Europe 
be obliged to spend at least one year abroad a.nd to aaster at least one more language, 
an achievement which is already natural to the citizems of our smaller countries? 
Should we not promote an intellectual climate in which other steps leading beyond 
nationalism will appear at once more necessary and more feasible? This could be the 
way of ma.l<ing of our diversity a living part of our culture, ·But is it not legitimate 
to consider cultural diversity a.s a fragile and unique achievement which has to be 
protected by the States in its specific character? I wuld not deny that there is 
something va'lid in sUch preoccupations. There is a specific flavour, a unique quality 
linked to each single language and each national tradition. The great Dutch scholar 
J. Huyzinge. ha.s stressed more tha.n onc2 the different nuances of even the most general 
conceP'\s according to each language. 

1 Compare Minerva, Vol._ I, ~ 4, Summer 1963; Pierre Auger: "Scientific Cooperation in 
Western Europe11

• 

2 J. Huyzinga: "Schriften zur Zeitl<:ritik", Zurich-Brussels 19118, p, 36o: "Die Sprache 
setzt dem richtigen Verstl!ndnis des Fremden und Abweichenden immer wieder gewisse 
Grenzen. Unser Ausdrucksverm<igen ist in za.hlreichen Hinsichten national begrenzt. 
Stets gibt es Abweichungen in der Aequivalenz der verschiedenen Sprachen, sodsss es 

-unmoglich ist, jeden Begriff und jedes Wort einer Sprache mit volll<ommener Genauigkeit 
iD eine anderen Gprache wiederzugeben. l~erkwUrdigerweise tauchen die unaufhebbaren 
Divmgenzen gende bei den f'lmdamelrtalsten lllld offenbar 1111iversal notvenciigen 
Begriffen e.uf. Beispielsweise entspricht in der Wortreihe 'raison 1 , 'reason' , 
'Vernunft' und 1rede' kein Wort sanzlich dem anderen. Ebenso ist der Begriff des 
englischen 'evil' im Niederliindischen auf die Begriffe 'kvaad' und 'boos' verteilt, 
und '8.hnliche, unUberbriickbare Divergenzen trennen das franzosische Wart 'salut' 
vom niederlBndischen 'heil' oder die englische Bezeichnung 'salvation' von dem 
deutschen Ausdruck 'ErlOsung' • " 
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Huyzinga,. however, wa.a no nationalist. His works on the culture of Burgundy or 
on Era.smus indicate how he traced European culture yet unbounded by latter poll tical 
and cultural units. It is true tha.t words do never ha.ve quite the slime "atliKIBphere" 
in di:fferent J.ang\la€es • This appears even for some words between Germany and Gernan 
speaking Switzerland, To be aware of such infinite "nuances" can lead, in the extreme, i 
to the belief tha.t no lang\lage is really translatable - and all poetry shows the truth 
of this. However, communication of thought through translation has always been possible 
and if the poetric truth would be pushed into its extreme consequences, from a partial 
truth it would turn into a total nadness • 

Some cultural diversities between nations can be matched by cultural diversities 
between regions inside the present national States. 

Already now we can see how bilingual frontier-regions - Alsatia, Catalogna -
acquire a different significance through the movement tawe.rd European unity than they 
ha.d in the epoch of the fight between national States for hes->ny, The real opposition 
to European Community springs, it seems to me, from cultural narrowness, provincialism, 
ignorance. Just as the Communist Parties have opposed for several years every step 
tawe.rd Europe with arguments appealing to the different chauvinistic rhetoriques of 
each country, even the non-political traditionist opposition, claiming to safeguard 
precious differences, appears remarkably similar everywhere in its langllage and its 
motivation. Those cultural diversities which can stand the free wind of knowledge, 
of contact and interaction, will benefit by the change which the limitation of national 
sovereignty I!DlSt bring. It is obviously true tha.t nany aspects of European traditional 
culture will change with the diminution of the role and impOrtance of the national 
States. But nany aspects ha.ve already changed through fascism, national-socialism, 
chauvinism - in :Eastern Europe through Conmrunism - and often with the result of awful 
mutilation, impoverishment and degradation. Culture will also change spontaneously 
through the pressures of nass society which in Europe we call

1
orten "americanisation" 

and it will change regardless of the politics which we adopt. There is therefore no 
part of our cultural heritage immune to chan&e. We cannot guarantee that a European 
Federal Comnrunity will mean no significant cha.nge for the diverses national cultural 
traditions. These traditions are themselves the product of many wrldwide influences 
and cross developments and they will have to change even more if they shall not become 
some pieces of petrified foll<lore. Let us be aware that a culture which through jealous 
overprotection of its specific tradition turns into foll<lore, becomes an exhibit in a 
show case, a tourist attraction, since this is not a way for a singular culture to live, 
but to die. 

1 An example for a positive appraisal of this change may be found in the special issue 
of "Chronique Sociale": "L'Europe des personnes et des peuples", the protocoll of a 
Colloquium in Strasburg 1962, for instance in the lecture of Prof. Jean Rivero: 
"L'E:.rope et les J!ations" from which I quote: ", .L'unifonnisation doit aller plus 
avant dans le concret; et il nous faut d~ncer ici la tentation de ce que j 'appel
lerais 1 'Europe foll<lorique; il est des fonnes 4e particularisme, - 1es plus voyantes 
peut-etre -, qui ne sont en Mfinitive que le r&.ultat de l'in6galit~ des niveaux de 
vie; le pittoresque sicilien peut charmer le touriste plus que le confort banal de 
1 'Europe nordique: si l' ~l~tion des niveaux de vie tend a remplacer les ha.illons du 
lazzarone par le complet veston standard, tant pis pour le .Pi ttoresque t Aligner les 
sous-aliment~s sur les peuples riches en calories, les Ilots insalubres sur lea cit& 
modernes, les villages 00. l'isolement perp~ue lea formes de vie ~i~le, sur lea 
villages int~gr&. au p~sent, c'est uniformiser l'Europe; nais cette uniformisation
lA, qui fait reculer la mis~re et l'analpba.b~isme, qui sert la personne, qui done 
oserait la d~plorer? La diversit6 des g~ies euro~ serait una bien pauvre chose 
si elle ne pouvait survivre au r~t des niveaux de vie et si elle ~sidsit 
seoulement dans les coiffea, les cornemuses, les nantilles." 
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·The.brea~down of the Brussels talks and above all the manner in which they have 
broken down -not because technical solutions could not be found to economic problams, 
but because a political veto was interposed ·by the President of France - these events 
have perhaps more than anything else highlighted the ambivalence, indeed the diverging 
ultimate objectives of the move towards European unity since the second world war, Tbe 
different strands which have run through this European Movement, which have together 
contributed to ita - let·ua admit it -astonishing success, and which, having reached 
a parting of the ways, are now opposed in deadlock, Three strands above all must 
be distinguished: Firstly the conception of a world system of 1rder, or world 
government; secondly the notion of an Atlantic partnership, be~ween Ametica·and Eu·rope; 
and thirdly the concept of Europe as a new independent third force in the world, 

Let us begin with the first of these strands of thought, At the end of the 
seeond·world war progressive opinion all over the world looked for a new world order, 
for the abolition of force as a method of diplomacy,.the abatement of national 
sovereign•y and for international law worthy of the name 'law' pronounced and sane- · 
tioned by a world authority. Measured by these hopes the United Nations, for all its 
value, proved a oad disappointment, and by 1947 it was clear that more intensive co
operation would be possible only on a less extensive front: a tighter bond could be 
forced only between a smaller number of nations, Failing progress on a world scale, 
the federalists in Europe in particular felt that it was their responsibility to set 
an example, to embark on a pilot project for wider institutions, 

Some of them began this task with the same misconceptions, the same false hopes 
with which the world federalists had been cursed: the illusion that by creating common 
institutions you could somehow permanently paper over real clashee of interest and real 
divergences of outlook, Calling as they did for a United States of Europe to be set 
up more or leas at one otroke, they, just like the world federalists, were in for 
speedy disillusion, Federalism had its virtuea in the eighteenth century and there 
may be parts of the world for which it'o eminently suitable even today, But the 
people who have built the new Europe - even though some of them have called themselves 
federalists - have in fact tackled the problem in a totally different way. 

These new 'Europeans' are being far more practical, far aore eBpirieal, far more 
gradualiat in their approach, They recognize the reality of the nation state and they 
don't believe that common inetitutions set up in a vaeuum could somehow create a common 
interest: they believe that common institutions must be developed concurrently with 
common interests and must interact wit~ them, intensify them and thereby make further 
common institutions both necessary and practicable, So they used a pragmatic functional 
technique, exploiting particular tactical situations in order to oet up new institutions 
which have helped solve other problema but have also in their turn themselves raised 
new problems which could be resolved only by further onowball progress along this same 
road. 

The process of European integration has in fact taken the form of a dialectic, 
of theais and antithesis that could only be reconciled by a new imaginative step 
forward onto a .higher level of integration each time, It started from the bottom 
upwards with the problem of the Ruhr, The A~lies after the second world war were 
determined that Germany must never regain control of her coal and steel resources, 
But one could not discriminate against any one country forever; any attempt to do 
that would breed precisely the sort of resentment, precisely the sort of new ex
plosion which'it was designed to prevent, And to this antithesis was only one 
synthesiet that other nations should abdicate the same measure of control over their 
coal and steel resourceo which they intended the Germans never to regain, This 
precisely was the achievement of the Schuman Plan, 
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The institution of the Coal and Steel Community really had two main effects. The 
only territorial dispute between France and Germany at the conclusion of the second 
world war was over the saar - a territory that only mattered beeause of the coal and 
steel it produces. Once coal and sted were pooled anyway between France, Germany 
and other Community partners, this bitter dispute suddenly became not so 1m1ch solved 
as dissolved: the shift in the whole context of Franco-German relations made the 
quarrel over coal and steel meani.ngless, and so the path lay open for further agree• 
merit between these two hiStorical enemies. 

The other effect of the Coal and Steel Community consisted not in the problems 
which the Community solved, but in the new problems which it raised--consisted in 
fact in the planned anomaly of this partial economic integration itself, How could 
there be a common policy for coal when there wasn't one for oil or for natural gas, 
or for atomic energy, when there was no harmonisation of transport and no harmonisation 
of labour policy? And if transport rates and labour policy are harmonised for coal 
and for steel, how can the rest of transport and labour policy continue to diverge? 
Again it was progress by a dialectical process; and from partial integration the 
Six went forward to their general EconOmic Community. 

At this point one must look for a moment at the institutional technique of this 
Community method integration, It has, I think, three outstanding features, 

Firstly, each Treaty setting up one of the three existing communities - Coal and 
Steel, EUratom and the EEC- each treaty contains a rigid backbone of precise commit
ments - in the case of BEC a detaile4 twelve year plan agreed in advance, signed, 
sealed and delivered come what may. (It's laid down for example that the common 
external tariff for dead poultry and edible offals thereof (except liver) fresh, 
chilled, or frozen, will, as from the 1st January 1970, be 18 per cent,) 

But then, joined to this rigid backbone of precise commitments there are what 
I'd like to call the muscies: agreements, not matters of substance, but simply 
agreements - to-agree, agreements - to-agree on common policies hereafter by certain 
procedures and by certain deadlines, If all the problems that might be encountered 
in circumstances as yet unforeseen had been debated in the detailed way attempted 
in the recent Brussele negotiations, - if they had been debated before the Rome 
rnatr wu ·~· tile clraftillc r ... l.t -1c1 .Ull " colag • tet~ar. As it 1s the 
agreed backbone of precise obligations does two things. On the one side it forces the 
pace for further mutual commitments as time goes on, it steps up the need to agree 
on joint policies, On the other liafid it also facilitates such further agreements 
through the oheer passage of time, through consolidating mutual confidence between 
the countries working together within the Community, and through increasing the 
congrtience of their substantial intereats, 

tfien, ~fiirdiy, the Treaty sets up Community institutians independent of the 
member governments, It's they who propose the policies, it's they who act, if I 
may continue the metaphor, as the brain which directs the muscies within the limits 
set by the skeleton Treaty, SUch Community policies can and must be framed, not to 
recanciii the different national pbiicies (which are designed to solve partial problems 
or even to deflect them an to the next country) but to deal with the problem itself 
as it presents itself at Community level and deal with it from a Community point of 
view, in the interests cif all the Community's citizens regardless of their nationality, 
But the final deciaions on these major policies are not taken by the Commission of 
the Commur:ity itsc.lf, but by the national governments in the Council of Ministers. 
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In this Council, at the beginning, any one Govarnment could veto the COmmission's 
proposals. But as time goes on votes on a vast range of subjects need not be taken 
unanimously any more: a qualified majority is sufficient, so that it takes at least 
two governments (not counting Luxembourg) to veto a proposal, and even all three 
Benelux states can be over-ruled. The date from which a qualified majority of 
Governments is sufficient to decide on the Commission's propo•als varies with the field 
of action concerned: on cartels it was January 1961, on ter&lga trade it will be 
1966, on a whole range of other matters, 1970. The Treaty thus commits the Governments 
not simply to a scale, but to an escalator of supranationality. Here again this is 
not a federal structure but a Community system~ generis, in which the Community 
organs propose but the national governments dispose according to voting rules drawn 
up with a time dimension, rules that progressively limit the veto power of any one 
State alone. 

So far then, I've tried to make two main points on the Community technique. 
First that the Community method of integration with its permanent dialogue between 
national governments and Community organs is quite different in its constitutional 
ideas and objective from the notion of federation; and secondly, that, in its 
method, so far from setting up once and for all a definitive constitution of any 
kind, the Community technique has shown and is still showing a continuing dynamic of 
its awn, and has advanced in intensity over the past and for that matter - in spite 
of any temporary lull before ue - looks like advancing further in the future by a 
dialectical process. Now thirdly, let us ask how far this Community technique 
differs from federalism not only in tending to increase in intensity with time, 
but also in its capacity - or even its tendency - to expand in extension in space. 

As we have Hid there were even in the forties important divergences on this 
question of extension within the European movement, and indeed it is to a dramatic 
resurgence of them that we owe the present crisis. The United States of America 
was welcomed as an ally by most of those who sought to unite ~rope; but they were 
far from united on the policy which Europe should pmrsue toward America once it was 
united. Same advocated political unity as a means toward a more equal partnership 
with America in a strong Atlantic alliance; others wanted a United ~rope to play 
a more independent part in the world as a kind of "third force". · 

There was a similar ambiguity in· the economic aims. Economic unity wa.s advocated 
as a means of redressing the balance of dollar payments. But for some the first 
objective was to form a racional block embracing only ~rope and the colonies or 
former colonies associated with it overseas; while others saw the discriminatory 
removal of tariff barriers as a purely temporary move, to strengthen the economies 
of Europe and to pave the way for fRll convertibility of cu~ncies and to free 
trade for the whole world. 

The Rome Treaty, setting up the ~ropaan Economic Community, is itself an 
economic document and is understandably enough silent on these questions of ultimate 
purpose1 though the coanon external tariff which the CCXIIDUnity is now proposing 
to apply does represent a certain lowering of Europe's trade barriers towards the world 
at large. Now as it happens, tbe C alty dialectic looks as if it is already 
beginning to operate outwards from EUrope, involving wider circles of the rest of 
the world in the process of recognizing common responsibilities that can be met only 
by joint action. Britain's application -and it's noteworthy that one can say this 
regardless of its present failure -Britain's application seems already to have 
triggered off irreversable political processes. The Brussels negotiation began 
as an attempt to fit Britain into the ~ropean Community, but thanks to our 
overseas connections it very quickly turned into a consideration of how to fit the 
European Community into the structure of the world economy. 
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In discussing Commonwealth food exports, in discusoing the import of Asian manu
factures, in discussing the position of sterling, Britain and the Community had their 
noses rubbed in far more general problema: dil.,.....s which, though they may present 
themselves in bilateral guise can be dissolved only if they are treated in global 
terms; difficulties which, though they may have been posed today in static terms, 
are capable of solution only if they are extrapolated into a rapidly evolving dynamic 
world framework. And from this antithesis between intra-CaBBonwealth preferential 
arrangements and extra-Community non-discrimination there could be only one logical 
way out: to submerge Britain's preferential demands for trade and commodity guarantees 
into world-wide solutions to world-wide trade and commodity problems. 

Now one might say - all the agreements that were reached in Brussels are provision
al, or rather they are conditional on Britain's entering the European Community. So, 
formally, they are. And now that that old opponent of the Europeaa Community, Pres
ident de Gaulle, is attempting to usurp it and bend it to his own purposes, to make 
it a 'maseede manoeuvre' untrammelled by links with what he calls the Anglo..Saxons 
and a third force in the world, now that he is claiming that same right to a foreign 
policy independent of the Community which we always claimed and is using the national 
veto still allowed in the Rome Treaty on the admioaion of new members--surely, one 
might say, the whole exercise of applying to join has been in vain, Aren't we 
right back where we started from? 

Certainly not, And that not simply because, in this country, after a decade 
of never having had it so good we've suddenly acquired a new super-ego, an image 
of ourselves as "outward-looking" which !light help us shortly to become that; 
but also because, on the continent too, there is no turning the clook back, The 
British application has served as a catalyst - and five of the Six are now coming 
to realize that you cannot apply the Community spirit inside one half of Western 
Europe and still continue to bargain in the old balance of power terms with the 
rest of the western world. We must hope that the divergence of attitude between 
France and the rest uncovered by the British application, will not impede the 
economic progress of the Six; for we need a strong and united Europe to stand 
alongside the Anglo-saxons in the world tasks to which we are begimaing to turn. 
That means I am sure that we are right, for example, not to try to build a London -
Rome entente to counter the Paris-Bonn axis. 

But what we can do is this: President de Gaulle says we are not mature enough 
for the Community. Surely we can show ourselves far more ready to adopt a Community 
approach than he. The Political Union planned by the Six cannot be realized while 
President de Gaulle maintains his present stand. But is it too fanciful to suggest 
that we should propose a similar or even more far-reaching consultation on foreign 
affairs and co-operation in culture and education with any European countries willing 
to take part? Can we not, after our expiatory experience of knocking at the door 
and being turned away, can we not take up the Community method ourael vea and see for 
example if it can be applied in Europe also to conventional defence. Could we not 
also think through the implications of the Community approach to the control of a 
Western deterrent? And even if we don't join BBC, why not proceed with the world 
commodity agreements, with industrial free trade, with the re-organization of world 
payments arrangements and with a real world plan for economic development, along 
Community lines? 

There is no apace here to elaborate such notions in detail, and in a sense it 
would be self-contradictory when advocating a Community approach also to define the 
exact stages to be gone through or the precise shape of the final solution--indeed 
perhaps even to believe that there could be anything like a "final solution" in our 
lifetime. The whole point of the Community approach is ita flexible step-by-step 
characte r1 and as Dag Hammarakjold onee said, ''Working at the edge of the 
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development of human society is to work on the brink of the unknown". But what is clear 
is that the functional attack on all these problems--just like the Economic Community 
in Europe -will have political implications, this time on a far wider scale. Commodity 
arrangements and world development plans will require institutions to group together the 
interested industrial and developing countries on a basis of equality: and the more 
such important problems are dealt with by Community-type institutions, the more urgent 
will their democratic supervision become. We can thus see the existing Community 
institutions with their links to associated Africa, can see Commonwealth institutions 

and other existing regional bodies re-constituted along Community lines, and see even 
revamped organs of the United Nations all form a network of overlapping circles, untidy 
perhaps, but with an untidiness that reflects the functional character of esch body, 
tailored in composition and structure precisely to fulfill a particular concrete task. 

Here it seems to me lies the answer to President de Gaulle's trend of thinking, 
which tries to pervert the functional Economic Community and solidify a continental 
regional bloc. Of course he may well (as some people think) have a far-sighted political 
strategy in mind: the conception of a Europe some day stretching from the Atlantic 
to the Urals, in which Soviet Russia would take her place in meeting the threat from 
Red China that de Gaulle - and perhaps now Khruschev - see as a threat to Eastern and 
western Europe alike, SUch a conception of Europe as a Third Force between the United 
States and Communist China may well pre-suppose the exclusion of the Anglo-Saxons from 
the continental unit. But the real problem isn't even whether, in the short run, 
one-half of western Europe has the resources to pass through the intermediate phase 
of only loose links to the Anglo-saxon world; the real problem is what sort of a 
partnership it could be, between Russia on the one hand, and France, Germany and their 
allies on the other; and even thereafter in the long run, whether the ultimate problem 
of eo..unist Chiaa can really be best approached through building a third larger 
European bloc. SUrely, if we want to speculate that far ahead, the Soviet Union 
will find it far easier to work with non-Communist countries gradually on a functional 
basis in different wider organizations in which common interests are involved than 
in joining a European regional unit? And in the last reeort surely it will be easier 
to work with Communist China on a similar functional basis organized on a world scale? 
Not the least object of this whole construction of interlocking frameworks is, after 
all, pree1sely to soften the crystallization of the world into sharply defined power 
blocs, 

Perhaps we don't quite yet have to look that far ahead--though it is always worth 
leaving open the way for one's next move but one. But what is immediately relevant to our 
situation is this: we may not be able to join the Common Market, but that doesn't 
exhaust its challenge to our political creativity. The point of the Community ie not 
that it's built a new block of its own in the old balance-of-power game (and that we're 
now excluded), but that it pioneered a new approach designed to transcend power politics 
as such. What matterS is not so much its regional, ~s its functional character, not the 
unit it's built, but the process it has set rolling. This process must not be hemmed 
in and confined to one half of Western Europe, nor must it exhaust itself in a purely 
Atlantic framework, 

The Community dialectic has never worked by historic inevitability but has at each 
stage required hard effort of intellectual planning and of political will. It could be our 
greatest task today to work with all those--and there are thousands of them wielding gov
ernment responsibility in Western Europe today -who reject the formation of a new larger 
sovereign continental-unit, and who work on the contrary - and far more eorrosively-- for 
the dissolution of uniquely independent sovereign units to supplant them by functionally 
orientated, democratically controlled and geographically interlocking institutions as the 
basis - indeed in large measure also the form -- of a higher, more civilized, more humanely 
responsible world order. 
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This year, ladies and gentlemen, a sinister event occurred to me: I became 49 
years old. Now, to be fifty is really rather splendid: dignified, one rre.y hope, 
assured - a junior eider statesman of the literary scene. Or to be 1,8 has also a 
kind of decayir.c; glsmour: one rray no longer be young, but at least one is not lliLlf 
a century old. But 49 ••. well, 49 is a kind of limbo in which one must both look back 
upon a vanished youth, and forward to approaching naturity (or maybe senility), With
out being able to feel that ~ne really belongS to either of these two human conditions. 

Yet perhaps an advantage of this peculiar age, for a writer, is that at it one 
rray survey in retrospect the litemry scene that one remembers, and speculate on that 
which is to be.· And this, ladies and gentlemen, is '\that I shall try to do this 
morning: to tell you, that is, of the changes I have Witnessed in English literary 
life, and to try to define the fUture courses it !!By ta.'<e. I hope you Will excuse 
me if I deal almost exclusively with England for, despite my intense admiration for 
many Continental European and American writers (and indeed those of Africa and 
Asia too), this is the world of writing I know best, 

Now, from one point of view the status of the writer in my country is a 
favoured one - or rray seem to be so. Publishers are eager to enlist new authors 
and will consider seriously almost any typescript about almost any theme whatever. 
~lagazines and newspapers press you to write for them, and radio and television 
producers freqi!Citly call you on the telephone. It is by no means impossible for 
rrany an English writer to live exclusively by his pen by writing simply what he 
wants to, and this even applies to not a few writers '\the are very young indeed. 
In our country, for example, Miss 3hclagh Delaney has seen her first play, written 
'\then she -was 19, produced in London, on Broadway and elsfthere, and a filln made out 
of it by John Osbome's company. Two of Mr. Allan Sillitoe's novels - which did well 
in themselves - hsve reached the cine:a. l·liss Muriel Spe.rk hao risen like a rocket, 
in but a few years, as she thoroughly deserves to by the macabrely scintillating 
quality or her novels. Even writern :rom our former colonies and dominions, as 
l·lordecai Richler from canada, or Dan .racobson from the Union of South Africa, or 
Vidia Naipaul from Trinidad, or Chinua Achebe from Nigeria, have won recognition, 
and relative affluence, with considerable rapidity. 

Also, by the conunmity, our WI'iters have been much honoured. Neither Bernard 
Shaw, nor \<ells, nor Rudyard Kip ling received official honours from the State • 
not, perhaps, because these were not offered, but because they felt; in those days, 
thst to be Nr. Shaw or 1-lr. Wells or Mr. Rudyard Kipling was an honour to which little 
could be added. But today, a najority oi' our more established WriterS are publicly 
garlanded. ~lr. T. s. Eliot holds the Order of Herit, one of our highest distinctiOnS, 
Hr. E. M. Forster is a CompaniOn Of Honour, Dr. Edith Sit'\tell iS a Da.me and C B Ea 
and 0 B Es (please, ladies and gentlemen, excuse me from explaining these esoteric 
English honorific abbreviations) - these abound among literary figures. Even our 
Queen, as you nay have heard, holds informal luncheons to '\thich are invited not just 
the high officials of State, but artists also. And thanks to television, figures 
like Mr. Somerset Ha1J€ham, or Mr. John Betjei!Bn, or Dame Edith Sitvell herself, 
would be recognized in any English pub or bus (supposing, that is, that they 
ventured into such places) • 

Then what is missing? Why, in conditions so advantageous, do writers feel a 
certain ml.&ise about their sit"UB.tion, their relevance, even their use? Chiefly, 

.. ) I believe, becaune writers are regarded as entertainers, as •personalities 1 , more 
than as disturbinc, original creators. Now in one sense it is true that Writers 
are entertainers: both in the immediate sense tllat Shakespeare was, '\then he was 
iiilactor..-,ager, or Dickens when he gan his pUblic relldings, and also in the 
deeper sense that a book, however serious in intent, must grip the reader's erring 
interest and thus, to this extent, 'entertain'. Yet surely, ladies and gentlemen, 
the chief purpose of a writer is, or ought to be, to bear Witness to his times, t• 
reveal the inner nature of their society to his fellow creatures and then, in h<Never 
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modest a way, try to alter and improve ·what he may find defective in this situation. 
In this task, at present, I cannot say I feel we writers in England are very successful. 

Before I try to explain what I believe to be the social and political and artistic 
reasons for this relative :failure, may I first refer to material changes which, in 
the past two decades, have greatly altered the writer's activity and even his very 
nature. For the kind of work a writer does, ladies and gentlemen, is determined as 
much by the naterial conditions in which he operates, as by his inner thought and 
deeper artistic purpose. Shakespeare, for instance, apart from his sonnets and long 
poems, created in i'lmetion of the theatre as he knew it - in function, I mean, of 
an actual building, the Globe Theatre. JJallM singers stopped v.riting ballads (or 
v.rote :far less of them) when printing and literacy made direct speech less indispens
able. The art of Charles Dickens was greatly influenced by the necessity of his 
stories' appearing, serialized, in current periodicals. 

Now, if I look at the first contract I signed for the first book I vrote -
back in the 1940's - I am astonished, todsy, by its simplicity. What my publishers 
were trying to put on the market - and what I myself was trying to write - was a 
novel to be published betweea hard covers and sold in the bookstores directly to 
the public. But by 1963, the scene has altered. The original hard-cover book has 
become, so to speak, the raw material out of which dozens of other 'rights' may 
very well emerge. A current contract, for example, envisages the rights that may 
derive from ~io, television, theatre, films, and overseas and paperback editions, 
to awne but these. And as any publisher will tell you, unless he had some hope of 
some, at least, of these rights being taken up, he could never afford to produce the 
hard-cover novel in the first place. 

Well - splendid! Why shouldn't the writer - and the publisher : who have taken 
the risks together, have hopes of these additional benefits arising from their 
joint endeavour? No reason at all ••• except that there will be a severe temptation 
to the writer to produce not the bool< he really should - I mean some true expression 
of his vision of society - as a volume that can most easily be transformed into one 
or another of the subsidiary media I have mentioned. And what is insidious is that 
this process nay become almost unconscious. That is to say that even an honest 
artist may, without willing it, write the 'book of the filln' before the filln is 
made, rather than write, as he should, the book itself. And this is the more so 
when one reflects that in England - and I have no doubt here in the U .s. as well -
the filln rights of a book may ee.sily be ten or twenty times in value what the writer 
nay hope to earn from a simple hard-cover publication. 

Of cc:urse, ter.1ptations are made to be resisted, and the devil has always found 
'WB.J."S of deceivinG writers - as all hunnn creat~es - long before films or television 
were invented. It is also true that some of these subsidiary media can be irmnensely 
beneficial, artistical-ly, to the 1rriter - :for example the paperback re-edition 
enables him to reach a w-ider public that would never buy the original hard-cover 
edition at all. All the same, there does remain a danger. For there cannot be 
nany writers ·who, today, in the sllence of their work-room, have not suddenly had 
visions oi' film c&llCl"'B.S and stage liDJ.Sicals for which their supposedly autonC~~DCNa 
work of art 'WOuld be no more than ·the convenient raw naterial. 

To digress a moment (since all English writers love talkinG about money, rather 
than about writinc -thereby differing, I am quite sure, from wriJ~ers in the u.s. 
and elsewhere) - to digress, I do think, so far as money goes, ·that the best condition 
fer a writer is not to have too little or too much. Too little means worry and 
-wasting mental energy that ought to go into the work. Too much leads to vanity, and 
often ends by divorcing the artist from wrlds of experience that provided, when he 
w.s poorer, his best raw mterial. The trouble, today, I thinl~, is that writing is 
either too little rewarded or too well. I, for example (you '<ill e:.:cuse my speaking 
of myself, since r:::ne is the case, after all, I know best - and 1·7hich certainly 
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This yrer, ladies and gentlemen, a sinister event occurred to me: I became 49 
years old. Now, to be fifty is rrelly rather splendid: dignified, one may hope, 
assured - a junior eider statesman of the literary scene. Or to be 1,8 has also a 
kind of decayir.g glsmour: one my no longer be young, but at least one is not llr.lf 
a century old. But 49 ... well, 49 is a kind of limbo in which one must both look back 
upon a vanished youth, and forward to approaching ll8turi ty (or maybe senility), with
out being able to feel that ?ne really belongs to either of these two human conditions. 

Yet perhaps an advantage of this peculiar age, for a writer, is that at it one 
nay survey in retrospect the literary scene that one remembers, and speculate on that 
which is to be. And this, ladies and gentlemen, is what I shall try to do this 
morning: to tell you, that is, of the changes I have witnessed in English literary 
life, and to try to define the future courses it nay ta.<e. I hope you will excuse 
me if I deal almost exclusively with England for, despite my intense admiration for 
many Continental European and American writers (and indeed those of Africa and 
Asia too), this is the world of writing I J:now best. 

Now, from one point of view the status of the writer in my country is a 
favoured one • or may seem to be so. Publishers are eager to enlist new authors 
and will consider seriously almost any typescript about almost any theme whatever. 
Nagazines and newspapers press you to wrl.te for them, and radio and television 
producers frequrrtly call you on the telephone. It is by no means impossible for 
nany an English writer to live exclusively by his pen by writing s:Ullply what he 
.,..nts to, and this even applies to not a few writers who are very young indeed. 
In our country, for example, Miss Shelagh Delaney has seen her first play, written 
when she -. 19, produced in London, on Broad.,..y and elallllbere, and a film 118de out 
of it by John Osborne's company. Two of Mr. Allan Sillitoe's novels - which did well 
in themselves - have reached the cinei'B. Hiss Muriel Spark haG risen like a rocket, 
in but a few years, as she thoroughly deserves to by the nacabrely scintillating 
quality of her novels. Even writers C'rom our former colonies and dominions, as 
t·lordecai Richler from Canada, or ran .racobson from the Union of South Africa, or 
Vidia Naipaul from Trinidad, or Chinua Achebe from Nigeria, have won recognition, 
and relative affluence, with considerable rapidity. 

Also, by the cor:um.mity, our writers have been much honoured. Neither Bernard 
Shaw, nor lvells, nor Rudyard Kipling received official honours from the State -
not, perhaps, because these were not offered, but because they felt, in thOse days, 
that to be Hr, Ghaw or 1.\r, Wells or Mr. Rudyard Kip ling \laS an honour to which 11 ttle 
could be added. But today, a najority of our more established wri'.;ers are publicly 
garlanded. Mr. T. S. Eliot holds the Order of' ~!erit, one of our hi[lhest distinctions, 
!.\r, E. M. Forster is s. Companion of Honour, Dr. Ed1th Sitwell is a Dame and c B Ea 
and 0 B Es ( plee.se, ladies and gentlemen, excuse me from explaining these esoteric 
English honorific abbreviations) - these abound among literary figures. Even our 
Queen, as you nay have heard, holds informal luncheons to which are invited not just 
the high officials o1' State, but artists also, And thanks to television, figures 
like Mr. Somerset Haugham, or Hr. John Betjenan, or Dame Edith Sitwell herself, 
would be recognized il1 any English pub or bus (supposing, that is, that they 
ventured into such places) • 

Then what is r:U.ssing? Why, in conditions so advanta.geot1."3, do yriters feel a 
certain malaise about their situation, their relevance, even their use? Chiefly, 

.} I believe, becaune writers are regarded a.s entertainers, as 1 personall ties 1 
, more 

than as disturb :in{;, original creators. Now in one sense it is true that writers 
are entertainers: both in the inmediate sense that Shakespeare was, when he was 
an s.ctor-mnager, or Dicl<ens when he ge.n his public readings, and also in the 
deeper sense that a book, however serious in intent, must grip the reader's erring 
interest and thus, to this extent, 'entertain'. Yet surely, ladies and gentlemen, 
the chief purpose of a writer is, or ought to be, to bear witness to his times, te 
reveal the inner nature of their society to his fellow creatures and then, in h""ever 
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modest a way, try to alter and improve what he may find defective in this situation. 
In this task, at present, I cannot say I feel we writers in England are very successful. 

Before I try to explain what I believe to be the social and political and artistic 
reasons for this relative :failure, may I first refer to naterial changes which, in 
the past two decades, have greatly altered the writer's activity and even his very 
nature. For the kind of work a writer does, ladies and gentlemen, is determined as 
much by the naterial conditions in which he operates, as by his inner thought and 
deeper artistic purpose. Shakespeare, ·for instance, apart from his sonnets and long 
poems, created in :t'lmCticn of the theatre as he knew it - in function, I mean, of 
an actual building, the Globe Theatre. llRllBd singers stopped wr1 ting ballads (or 
wrote :far less of them) when printing and literacy made direct speech less indispens
able, The art of Charles Dickens was greatly influenced by the necessity of his 
stories' appearing, serialized, in current periodicals, 

Now, if I look at the first ·contract I signed for the first book I wrote -
back in the 1940's- I am astonished, today, by its simplicity. What my publishers 
were trying to put on the market - and what I myself was trying to write - was a 
novel to be published betweea hard covers and sold in the bookstores directly to 
the public. But by 1963, the scene has altered. The original hard-cover book has 
become, so to speak, the raw material out of which dozens of other 'rights' may 
very well emerge, A current contract, for example, envisages the rights that may 
derive from radio, television, theatre, filllls, and overseas and paperback editions, 
to III9Jlle but these. And as any publisher will tell you, unless he had some hope of 
some, at least, of these rights being taken up, he could never afford to produce the 
hard-cover novel in the first place. 

Well - splendid! Why shouldn't the writer - and the publisher = who have taken 
the risks together, have hopes of these additional benefits arising from their 
joint endeavour? No reason at all. •• except that there will be a severe temptation 
to the writer to produce not the bool' he really should - I mean some true_ expression 
of his vision of society - as a volume that can most easily be transformed into one 
or another of the subsidiary media I have mentioned. And what is insidious is that 
this process may become almost unconscious. That is to say that even an honest 
artist may, without willing it, write the 'book of the film' before the filll1 is 
nade, rather than write, as he should, the book itself. And this ia the more so 
when one reflects that in England - and I have no doubt here in the U .s. as well -
the film rights of a book may easily be ten or twenty times in value what the writer 
my hope to earn from a simple hard-cover publication. 

Of coorse, ter,\ptations are nade to be resisted, and the devil has always found 
ways of deceiving writers .:. as all ll'unnn creatures - long before films or television 
were invented. It. is also true that, some of these subsidiary media can be innnensely 
beneficial, artistically, to the ·wTiter - for example the paperback re-edition 
enables him to reach a wider public that would never buy the original hard-cover 
edition at all. F.ll the same, there does remain a danger. For there cannot be 
many writers vho, today, in the silence of their worJ.:-room, have not suddenly had 
visions oi' fi:l.Ja carnera.s and stage nrusical.s for which their supposedly autoDCIIIDCJ\Ia 
work of art wuld. be no more than the convenient raw rraterial. 

To digress a noment (since all English writers love talkinG about money, rather 
than about vritinr; - thereby differing, I am quite sure, from writ-ers in the u.s. 
and elsewhere) - to digress, I do ·Chink, so far as money eoes, that the best condition 
for a writer is not to have too little or too much. Too. little mea.ns worry and 
wasting mental enerc;y that ought to go into the work. Too r'rucil leads to vanity, and 
often ends by divorcing the artist from worlds of experience that provided, when he 
was poorer, his best raw naterial. The trouble, today:, I .think, is that writing is 
either too little r<marded or too well. I, for example (you 'till e>:cuse my speaking 
of myself, since r::ine is the case, after all, I know best - and 'Hhich certainly 
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interests me the most) ••• I then, for what I consider to be my best novel, had, in 
1952, a global sale of 1,200 copies and only tw reviews in the entire world press. 
On my fourth, which I am far from considering the best, I did ver;,· well - in fact 
I think too well, far better than it deserved. 

It is because of this - and because a writer's early good wrk is often 
neglected in favour of later wrk that is less good - that I greatly envy the conditions 
in the u.s. whereby writers are awarded grants and scholarships by universities or 
foundations. It is true that in England there are a few literary prizes -.but ver; 
few, and amounting in value only to a few hundred pounds. (There is also "8;, mysterious 
fund called the Queen's Purse - doubtless founded in the days of William ·t-ne 
Conqueror - which I once nanaged to raid on behalf of an indigent poet o:i: my 
acquaintance, But that is about all. Now, wenever I meet an J\merican colleague 
tourl.ng :la Europe - for that mtter in America - it always seens to be at the 
expense of some splendid Foundation or other; or else he is spending a few months of 
the year at some university, teaching Creative Writing (llhatever that may mean). 
But in ~d, they do uS the honour of nil.kin.g us earn every penny of our livings. 
Well, that is flattering in a way, since we are clearly treated as ;>rofessionals 
wo can look after themselves; but all the sB.L.,, wen I see the vast sums lavished 
by our State on English ballet. or theatre, or music, or on !J".inting, I do feel a 
little jealous of these fellow-artists. For though, as I have said, it is possible 
to earn a living as a 'Writer, one nay often f'ind that the reputation a particu1ar 
writer enjoys is by no means reflected in his standard of living - and in those, 
even more, of his poor wife and children, 

But to search for the profounder causes of the changes in our literary scene, 
one must look deeper than mere mtters of lilOney: for artists, wo are tough because 
they have to be, have a way of surviv-ing against the vorst adversities. Now in 
England, in the past 20 years, it is not only the literary scene tllat has altered 
profoundly, but the wole of English life itself. I suppose one could fairly say 
that the chief problem of America during the same period has been the assumption 
of 'WOrld power within a single generation, whereas the rise of England a century 
ago took almost as long as that to be completed, Well, in the sane brief period 
we, in England, have seen an equivalent contraction of our global influence. Even 
in my own lifetime, the change has been prodigious. When I was born, England, 
though already in decline, ruled a i'ifth of the globe and, despite atrocious living 
conditions for a majority of the population- both at home and in colonial territories
we were still a r!l!.,jor economic power. But since World War II, the shrinkage, both 
economic and political, has been as rapid as decisive. 

But at the same time, in a quite different sense, there has been an increase 
of actual well-being. It is true that we, like you and everybody on this earth - even 
the Chinese, though they do not S<'cm to realize it yet - are all menaced by the 
Bomb. But apart from this (if one can ever say 'apart from this' wen thinking of 
this constant danger) the conditions of life in England have certainly improved so 
far as the comfOl't and happiness of its people are concerned. I can well remember the 
1930s wen we had 3-1/2 million unemployed (about a sixth of the total labor force) 
and the London street3, at night, were scenes of Dickensian misery and despair. I 
can remember when hospitals were places of fear and not, as they are now, of 
reassurance. I can recall when, for the working-classes, wo are still the immense 
majority of our population, the achievement of material prosperity was no more than 
a dream. All this has altered for the better. And although class divisions in my 
country are still powerfUl - largely, I believe, because we have a monarchy, which 
sets the tone of social stratification - among younger generations these are rapidly 
breaking down. Educational opportunity, though still inadequate, is far greater. 
Health is better. Sexual life is less guilt-ridden and more healthily adjusted. 

Thus it is that one can, of the past two decades in my country, speak of the 
Decline and R1-' of the English people. But these two tendencies have involved 
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enormous psychological readjustment in the nation. On the one band, there is certainly 
an immense nostalgia - and I think a rather sterile one - for past imperial gr5tness; 
and as the wide support the government had at the time of Suez dem:>nstrated, this 
hankering for old glories was general to all classes: I mean, it is not, as is often 
supposed, merely the former governing classes who lament their empire, Then, on the 
other hand, there is the decline of the influence and relative affluence of the 
literate middle classes, and the rise to economic - if not yet poll tical - power ot 
the working-class majority. All, these have meant that Englishmen and women, in the 
put twenty years, have never quite been sure what, so to speak, they actually are. 
We all know we are changing, but find it hard to assess the true nature of the change. 

Now, it is true that societies are always in a state of flux - that beneath 
apparently immobile stablity, alterations in the social pattern are constantly 
occurring. The 18th centurJ, for instance, which to all of us both in the Americas 
and England nay now, in retrospect, seem a period of calm, was in fact one of 
profoundest social and political upheaval. There vas the American Revolution, to 
begin with, not to mention the French, and the beginnings, in England, of that 
Industrial Revolution that vas to spread over the entire globe, Yet even so, I 
do think the speed of social change in the past two decades. had accelerated 
enormously. ~from the point of view of writing, this is a situation which suits 
same writers, and inhibits others. 

For if ve think of great writers of the past, I think we are bound to see that 
conditions of relative social stability - or, at any rate, the appearance of it -
did help their art. One can hardly, for instance, inagine Janes Austen writing her 
rural moral idylJl; in the conditions of 1963. Dickens, though he was writing of a 
society that was in a state of violent motion, could at all events treat of a social 
order that was gathering .-nentum rather than, as at present, contracting in it. 
Proust analysed a decadent society also in a state of flux, but it vas a flllx from an 
earlier position of 19th century bourgeois stability. As recently as this century 
we CNl see Kipling, for example, preaching his gospel on the assumption, shared with 
all his readers, that despite change, certain moral and social values were immutable. 
But in conditions like the present, the kind of writer whose temperment best leads 
him to analyse a more or less identifiable social order - I mean identifiable to 
his readers as much as to the writer - is at a considerable disadvantage: which has 
the consequence that Writers of this kind - as in England Mr. Anthony Powell or 
Miss Ivy Compton-Burnett - tend to describe a social order which has large.J.¥ ceased 
to exist or, at any rate, ceased to be relevant and meaningful to what is happening 
outside snall, closed areas of social. life that have been left behind, so to speak, 
by the tide of Beneral change. 

But of course, there also al-ways have_,,.._ writers who delighted in describing 
social change; and writers, too, of an inaginative stamp whose artistic preoccupations 
were not chiefly with the momentary social order, but with mankind seen in his relation 
to eternity. In the latter group I think of Melville, who could perhaps have written 
in any epoch - he would surely, for instance, been quite at home among the ancient 
Greeks; and in the former category - of those who delight in social flux - I think 
of D. H. Lmirence who not only approved of clange, but Sllght by his writings to 
accelerate its motion. And for such recorders of chaotic change, or for such 
inaginative visionaries, one would have expected the past twenty years to be a very 
fruitful period indeed. 

Well, all I osn say is that these opportunities, in our COWltry, have not been 
seized by very nany writers. Of inJaeinative seers, I think or Mr. William Gelding, 
yet do not believe that he, or any other visionary English writer, can be compared in 
quality to Nathaniel West. Of the chroniclers of social change - poetic chroniclers, 
I mean, and not merely documentary - I think, sq, of Miss Muriel Spark., .yet cannot 
find that in this sphere of writing we have any voices as powerful as those of 
James Baldwin or of Nornan Mailer. so that if we are to inagine someone a century 
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from now wishing to discover what English life was in the forties, fi'fties and 
sixties, I don't think this hypothetical enquirer would get much help from the current 

English novel. 

Why is this so7 I really do not know the answer, and it my perhaps, ladies and 
gentlemen, be one of the purposes of a Conference like this one, for us all to try to 
discover in what ways current writing has, or has not, revealed our times to us, and 
in what ways it still could. And at this point, I might venture to suggest that part 
of the failure lies not just with writers, but with their multitudinous readers. 
Readers today, I think, are lazier than they used to be: anxious for the latest volume 
that will 'give s.ll the answers', but not so ready to tackle the harder kind of book 
that s.sks some of the right questions. I regard, for example, Nathaniel West s.s one 
of the most. visionary American writers of our century; yet it has indeed taken very long 
for his work to be appreciated, and even now one could scarcely speak of him s.s a 
I!Dleh-loved writer in your country. Or if, in England, I think of IIIIf own contemporaries, 
I remember how the most penetrating analysis of colonial decay I know of - surely a 
topic very relevant to English thinking - which appeared in the novels of V S Naipaul 
from Trinidad, did not become acceptable until after the achievement of Trinidadian 
independence. Writing, ladies and gentlemen, is a two-way performance: we my sing 
and dance s.s best we can, and even try to make our song authentic and reYealing. But 
if you will not hearken - or if you prefer singers and dancers whose only intention is 
to flatter you - then there hs.s been a failure of communication and a I!Dltual loss. 

You will perhaps have heard that our theatre is far more vital than it used to be 
twenty years ago, and in England I would say that IliOre light hs.s been thrown on our 
society by the dramatists than by the novelists - perhaps for this very reason that the 
theatre, even today, is a dermnding place - or can be - so that a message cf some 
significance may be delivered in it which the larger public for novels will no longer 
accept in the fictional medium. Thus, if one is thinking in terms of poetic social 
realism, I do not think many novelists can equal in quality the dramatic portrait that 
the playwright Berns.rd Kops has painted of the relation between Jew and Gentile in the 
changing London scene. Or if it is intuitive, imaginative apprehension of our spiritual 
dilenmas we are seeking for,. I can think of few books to equal in poetic intensity the 
plays of Mr. Harold Pinter. And IIIIfSelf, although a novelist, I rejoice in this shift 
of emphasis from the bookstall to the theatre. For though English literature is often 
thought s.s being chiefly glorified by its great novelists, we my remember that its 
true origins were in the drama, from the religious moralities of the middle ages to 
·the great Elizabethan and Jacobean periods and their aftermath. 

Perhaps, at tl).is point, our two themes - that is, the material and the spiritual 
factors that encourage, or inhibit, the best kinds of writing, may be seen now to 
coalesce. We have technical innovations that endanger the seriouSness - if I JIBy use 
so old-fs.shioned a term - both of writer and of reader. We have a swift change in 
social scene that both bewilders reader and writer, and engenders in both a reluctance 
to study, or to create, works of art that truthfully reflect this social confusion. 
Much, then, is against good art. beilla createQ J.n our day. But as ooon as 1 &&;y 
this, I reflect that I!Dlch hs.s always been against great art in any era. Socrates died 
by hemlock in the world's most illustrious democracy; Voltaire was banished by its 

• greatest modern artistocracy; the prophetic tones of Rimbaud were not heard in the 
rich capitalist bourgeoisie than later ensued. In Europe today, and I believe also 
in America, it is still not easy for a lone, penetrating voice to make itself heard, 

~ and this despite the apparent growth of interest in the arts, and the vast prolifera
tion of new artistic media. Perhaps the struggle to tell the truth - the wr1 ter' s 
task - and to see this truth, if it E! true - the reader's - in an eternal struggle. 

So if I JIBy venture, ladies and gentlemen, to leave a final thought with this 
Conference, it would above all consist in an appeal to every reader to be as individual, 
and as personal, and even s.s bold, s.s I think the writer also ought to be. The world 
is full of pundits, and we would do better to hearken our own inner judgment, and form 
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our own opinions. A mss readership my oi'ten be wrong, but a mss of thinking indivi
duals will more usually be right. This leads me to my second thought, which is to beg 
readers to be patient of new writers who my seem to UMm, initially, 'difficult': either :{1 
hard to assimilate by the strangeness of their theme, or by the style in which it is 
expressed. All creation, so Picasso has said, is ugly·- and there is much truth in the X-
idea that birth is accOIIIP!Ulied by paia and, with its glory, ugliness. My last thought 
of all - and one I believe to be appropriate to an international gathering of this 
kind - is that we should say goodbye forever to artistic nationalism. I myself, for 
instance, have been as much influenced by French and American writers (and even by 
African) as I have by English, and I see nothing astonishing in this since art, though 
rooted initially in time and place, is also timeless and universal. And this is 
especially so when one thinks of American and of English writing: for out of the very 
differences in our shared la.ng1lage, I think we can both learn something. language, in 
one country alone, has always a tendency to ossify, to become conventional and thus 
less expressive. But today one B'Ay say that there are at least six 'English' languages -
English English, American English, Caribbean English, African English, Indian English 
and what I might call International English used for politics, commerce and social 
intercourse all over the globe. And with the possible exception of the last; all the 
five others are true languages, not dialects, that borrow from one another and cross
fertilise each other. And speaking now as a Briton, I would say I believe that the 
unique fact for 'Which my people will be remembered by forsetf'ul time, is not for our 
past cOIIIIIIeTcial or imperial glory, but for this DBgical invention, by only a few million 
people, some five hundred years ago, of a flexible, poetic, vivid speech which seems 
to have the inner gift - the same gift that writing also ought to have - of constant 
and effective self-renewal. 
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The concept of science policy is relatively new for the simple reason that until 
quite recently there was no need for it. Scientific discovery was a matter for the 
few research scientists, mainly working within the universities, who, possessing a 
strong sense of vocation, were free to follow the line of their own genius. Such a 
situation made no great demands on society or the econ""'Y• Research scientists, like 
other academic people, were supported from the normal end-.ents and grants of the 
university augmented to some extent by foundations or the cultural funds of Govern
ments. Their discoveries, interesting and exciting in the extension of knowledge, had 
no apparent or major importance in the daily life of people generally. Industry 
indeed began to find the work of research chemists, metallurgists, and finally physi
cists of some value and although classical economists paid little attention to science, 
or indeed to technological innovation which was usually regarded as springiag from 
the interaction of economic forces, nevertheless by the outbreak of the second World 
War great industries had arisen on the basis of new scientific knowledge and the whole 
pat tern of industry and trade was changing rapidly. 

At this stage, application of research to the economy was mainly due to the 
engineer and to the vision of the entrepreneur; the scientist himself (with exceptions 
of course) was aloof from the exploitation of his results, although rather proud of 
it nevertheless. By 1939, however, the practical uses of the natural sciences were 
becoming more clearly obvious to industrialists (although not yet to politicians or 
civil servants) and a change in the nature and conditions of scientific work had set 
in. 

Since the second World War, this change has become massive and indeed explosive, 
yet it is only now that the institutions of science are being seriously reshaped to 
the needs of a new, frightening, technological world of bourrlless promise and chal
lenge to the human spirit which has already profoundly changed our whole way of life, 
There is, then, general recognition of the importance of science to our society, both 
as a threat of universal doom arrl as a means to eliminate poverty, to raise standards 
of health and welfare, not only ill the industrialised countries but throughout the 
world, to give to man an understanding of himself, his society, and his destiny, The 
absolute importance of science to defence, even more than to the economy, has been 
followed by an appreciation not only of its direot political significance but also of 
its world prestige value to the nation which cultivates and exploits it. Governments 
everywhere have becane interested, although they have not always encouraged a wise and 
balanced approach to scientific effort and its application. Nor have they yet 
fostered it in the best interest of their peoples. .Research scientists themselves 
have often had a somewhat ambiguous attitude towards the application of their dis
coveries and hence have been greatly swayed by fashion in the direction of their work, 

There are other major changes in the nature of scientific work in addition to , 
this recognition of it" importance on the part of government and industry. Firstly, 
there has been a very great expansion in the total amount of research undertaken and 
hence in the number of scientists involved and in the cost of their work. Science is 
no longer, alas, the strongly individualistic and vocational business of the past - it 
has become professionalised - and while the genius of the few remains dominantly 
significant, there is now a professional array of scientific ""rkers with attendant 
assistants, engineers, maintenance auxiliaries, and information men, while team work 
has become normal, In many fields also, greatly increased research costs are due not 
so much to expansion in aotivity as to greatly increased unit costs, especially in 
subjects of research and development such as high energy particle physics, radio 
astronomy, and space. With the replacement of the proverbial "ceiling wax and string" 
by synchrotons, radio telescopes, and space satellites, the scientist can in the long 
run look for support only to governments and, taking the taxpayers money, accept the 
responsibilities which accompany his expensive privileges, 

~ lltiiLtor_a .. uational science policy 

The con1equence of all this at national level is that research and development 
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now represent a significant part of the budgets of in::lustrialised ani scientifically 
advanced countries, and, furthermore, the promise of research both fundamental ani 
applied for long te:m ani immediate influence on security ani welfare is such that 
this expense, desirable in the national interest, is becoming progressivel¥ greater 
than resources available or which might become available, Such a state of affairs, 
which is most noticeable at present in the smaller scientificall¥ advanced countries, 
is fast becoming general ani requires a policy approach invol\'1.ng priorities in the 
allocation of resources to science, 

This situation is particularly clearly observed in Europe, where high levels of 
social, economic, and scientific development combined with political fractionation 
into smaller sovereign states, necessitates a careful use ani management of scientific 
resources ani manpower. Recent moves towards economic integration are by no means 
unconnected with technological developnent, The canplex business of modern iniustry 
with its large minimum unit plant size for economic production ani heavy research and 
developnent intensity, requires large markets ani hence calls for economic integration. 
Equa~ such integration, once achieved, will greatly favour technological developnent 
ani the science pure and ·applied on which it is based, 

There is, therefore, a growing recognition in European countries of the need for 
a policy for science and an understanding of its inter-relation with other elements 
of national policy - defence, economic, trade, health, social, ani even foreign. 
Existing scientific institutions are largel¥ inadequate ani have no means for the 
development of a scientific strategy, The average national research council, for 
instance, is merel¥ a means of persuading governments to provide money for more re
search, an objective certainly desirable in itself but not necessarily compatible with 
new tasks of allocation of resources in a broad sense in relation to scientific promise 
on the one harrl, ani national, econanic, and social needs on the other. There has of 
recent years, however, been a political recognition in some countries of this problem 
and hence a consideration ss to how science policy might be developed in the national 
interest, There are now Ministers of Science in the United Kingdom, France, ani 
Germany; in Belgium and Sweden science policy councils report directl¥ to the Prime 
Minister, whil10 in most other countries other approaches have been taken to problt!lllls 
of scienctO co-ordination and development through Ministers of Education, In no 
instance, however, is there as yet a deliberate, coherent., ani canpr<Ohensive policy 
and strategy for science fully related to the balance of national needs. 

A national science policy would, of course, have many facets; it would have to 
consider not o~ the extent of research necessary for national aims and the desirable 
balance of effort, but also manpower ani educational aspects. It would have to 
encourage the provision of accurate ani comparable research ani development experrli
ture statistics, to consider the balance between fundamental and applied research, 
and between defence ani civilian requirements, how to revivify neglected. fields of 
research, how to attack problems of cammunication and application, to regard experrli
ture in international schemes as a complement to that of national programmes, to 
relate natural sciences, technology, srrl the social sciences, to determine optimum 
conditions for scientific creativity - to mention o~ some of the most obvious. 

Such an approach requires co-operation between politicians, civil servants, 
scientists, economists, arrl sociologists; in most cases existing scientific organisa
tions are able to encompass o~ a fraction of what is necessary, but recentl¥ there 
has been the beginning of a strong move towards the evolution of Ill unambiguous science 
policy in a f- countries. 

International science policy 

Even in thtO absence of a comprehensive science policy, it is already evident that 
for all but the very largest countries, resources cannot meet national needs for 
research, srrl it is especia~ difficult for small advanced nations to enter the netl, 
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expensive, fashionable, scientific fields in any significant sense. One possibility 
is, of course, to concentrate research facilities on a more limited range of experi
ment, but this can at best be a half answer since the advanced (arx! often expensive) 
furx!amental research of today often becomes the key to new developuent within a decade, 
arx! it is only by actual participation in new lines of advance that the scientist of 
a country can have a sufficiently intimate knowledge of new techniques and discoveries 
which may have eventual significance for application far irx!eed from their point of 
origin. Without this detailed knowledge of the whole texture of scientific discovery, 
industry can be ill advised arx! capitalised for obsolescence. 

An increasingly utilised solution is to share costs through international co
operative research and this has been developed as a major activity in Europe this last 
decade. Some sciences of a world scope (the envirormental sciences) which cannot re. 
~et political frontiers have always suggested international co-operation; for example, 
oceanography, meteorology, and astronomy, whia the United Nations special agencies 
with their canprehensive membership, and especially UJ11!SC0, have usefully developed 
such co-operation and extended it to fields of wide environmental common interest, 
e.g. through the arid zones and wet tropics research programmes. In Europe, regional 
organizations play a considerable role in science, so that NATO with its fellowship, 
summer institute and research support schemes, encourages general and not merely defence 
sciences. O.E.C.D. is properly concerned with science and education as a dynamo for 
economic growth and development , while the Council of Europe deals with the health of 
university and other research, mainly in a framework of cultural policy. Specialised 
organisations have been created for co-operative work in different fields and especial
ly those which are expensive. The European Council for Nuclear Research (CERN), which 
was created by UHESCO, gives access to high energy particle physics to countries which 
would not be able alone to provirle the basic equipment. While the economic arguments 
for co-operation here are very great, the success of CERN through intellectural cross
fertilisation has been exciting. In the nuclear energy field, too. both the European 
Nuclear Energy Agency of O.E.C.D. (E.N.E.A.) and iiJllAT<M, whose members are countries 
of the Common Market, have important progra111rnes of research for peaceful uses of 
nuclear energy. The individual projects of E.I.E.A. such as the Dragon arx! Halden 
reactors have as participants those O.E.C.D. countries willing and anxious to contri
bute; their scientific programmes are independently supervised, but for financial 
negotiation as well as political and legal questions, attachment to O.E.C.D. is maintain 
sGIIISIII!et analogous to CERN are the new European Space Research Organisation (ESRO) 
and the launching body (ELDO). For inherently less expensive topics, the co-operative 
research scheme of the O.E.C.D. provides a forum on which experts can meet to discuss 
the desirability of common activity on specialist topics, mainly applied, proposed 
officially by their countries. The result is a group of projects in which a common 
programme is established by the experts in each subject, arxl each participant labora
tory takes responsibility for a particular element of the programme. This functional 
approach, to which O.E.C.D. contributes only promotional and co-ordinating expenses, 
aims at providing a very greatly increased yield from existing resources and at a 
modest cost with international overheads at less than 1%. It also constitutes a net
work of research, some 300 institutions co-operating, involving the work of about 
1500 scientists. 

These and many other experiments in practical scientific co-operation, which have 
developed since the War, now offer to their countries various practical means for keep
ing abreast of new discovery and of extending the effectiveness of their limited 
scientific resources. To the smaller countries, they already represent a major arx! no 
longer a marginal proportion of the total scientific effort, and with the tendency of 
these organisations to grow, they present bigger bills every year. Control of the 
programmes and, hence, of the finances is difficult, and in some instances the results 
are of limited value in the absence of complementary work at home. It is to be 
admitted, however, that in the balance-of-payment situation which results, some 
countries attract considerable amounts of international. money. The somewhat rarx!om 
proliferation of these bodies is another difficulty, especially as each has its 
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representation and policy shaping from different departments of government of a 
particular country, often decided in the absence of a national science policy and 
without a common framework and balance. 

O.E.C.D. and science policy 

Appreciation of these problems encouraged o·.E.C.D. to un:iertake a detailed study 
of the nature of national science pclicy and of the need for it as well as its inter
national counterpart. The Secretary General therefore set up a group of experts to 
advise him on the subject, consisting of eminent scientists and econonists, who had 
been associated with national policy consideration, hut who were advising O.E.C.D. as 
individuals. Their report, which has recently appeared, discusses science and pclicy 
from two angles - the influence of science on other eleroents of national policy and 
the need for a policy for science itself. One conclusion of the repcrt is that nation
al science offices or other mechanisms should he set up in each country, supported by 
a staff able to un:iertake studies and. enquiries on the basic problems. An immediate 
result of this meeting has been the convening by the O.E.c.o. Ministerial Council of 
a meeting of Ministers of or for Science, which will take place at the beginning of 
October, and the results of which will he available therefl'<llll for repcrt by the time 
this paper is presented. The agenda of the Hinisters of Science meeting, the first 
of the kind to be held ever, is restricted to three items - the nature of and. need 
for a science policy in each country, international science pclicy and the prolifera
tion of international scientific organisations, and finally science in relation to 
economic ~licy. In each case a number of issues are clearly stated, debate on which 
should encourage national developments on the basis of exchange of experience and of 
clear formulation of necessary stU<iies and information for decision. 

Science and planning 

A recent feature of ~~pean change has been a greater and growing recognition 
of the need for coherent economic planning and admission of planning methods as tech
niques, not necessariq incompatible with a free society. In particular, work of the 
French Commissariat Gt~neral au Plan in its economic planning by consent, and of the 
Swedish integrated labour market pclicy, are indications of a growing concern on the 
part of Governments with the need for rational consideration at a single place of the 
economic and social complex, with its direct reprecussions on living standards, wages, 
employment, expert pattern, expansion rates, and inflation control. 

Acceptance of education and science as influential contributions to growth, and 
their consideration in terms of investment means inclusion of such investment in the 
overall national planning as an item which, if out of balance, could preju:Uce the 
attainment of national objectives as a whole. 

EquaJ.:cy, on the international level much progress has been made in improving 
methods of assessment of educational needs in the attainment of high growth rates, of 
national economic targets, and social objectives, The O.E.C.D. Mediterranean Regional 
Programme, by a partnership between the Organisation and six individual countries of 
the European Mediterranean (Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, and Yugoslavia), 
is making available to decision makers in each government assesements of the invest
ments in education which will be necessary up to 1970 and 1975 if economic expansion 
targets and social goals are to be achieved. This new approach was unanimously 
endorsed by the European Ministers of Education meeting in Rome in October 1962, while 
an educational investment programme launched by o.E.C.D. for countries outside the 
Mediterranean scheme has now found participation by the great majority of Member 
countries, and experiments in the new educational planning are un:ier way. 

Investments in technology and. research, necessary for the success of economic 
planning targets, are a much more complex affair and as yet only a start has been made. 
Teams of scientists, economists, and engineers have, however, been created in some 
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O.E.C.D. countries with a view to establishing methods of assessing such needs. 

Where national economic plans exist, either in a detailed classical sense or in 
a more flexible and advisory context, it is evident that science policy considerations 
will have to be related, This is already the case in France, where excellent collab
oration arrl reciprocity exists between the "Plan" arrl the "Delegation Gen€rale 'll la 
Recherche Scientifique. • 

Scientists arrl policy 

At first sight, the planning of education, the establishment of national policies 
arrl especially the unpalatable introduction of concepts of priority seem to run con
trary to the methods of scientific errleavour, arrl to tenaciously held ideals of 
academic arrl research freedom. 

Scarcity of resources in relation to proposals for research, as well as the very 
high cost of contemporary scientific work makes some such awroach, however, inevitable 
in the long run. The real problem is how this can be done with the co-operation of 
the scientists themselves, and in such a way as to preserve arrl, irrleed, to enhance 
the creative satisfaction, status and value of their work, Any wise science policy 
will recognise the need to preserve freedom of choice in fundamental research arrl will 
resist a~ attempts to ·impose a rigid direction. National priorities for scienca on 
which allocation of scarce resources are made, will be restricted to bread attempts 
to achieve a balance or effort arrl will not be applied within such allocations where 
research programmes arrl their management must remain under the choice and control of 
the professional scientist. It is a paradox that fundamental research is probably the 
greatest national investment of all, but. that its dividends do not necessarily accrue 
in the place where the investment is made. Without freedan of choice of topic and 
method by the irrlividual scientist, such research becanes quickly sterile. Since the 
exploitationpf the results of fundamental research often appears in technological 
f'ields and in:iustrial sectors far removed from the original discovery on which they 
are based, Governments and industry must irrleed, as a matter of policy, "throw their 
bread upon the waters• if the high yield is eventually to appear. Even on economic 
grounds, therefore, no Government would at tempt to regl.inent or coerce such an 
activity, The presence of leading scientists together with economists and policy 
makers on national science councils should make such matters evident to those who 
decide and execute policy and allocate funds. 

The scientist himself has litUe to fear from a clear integration of his activi
ties within the fabric of national policy, The situation here is very similar to 
that on educational investment planning, which appeared initially to ma~ educators 
as a somewhat repulsive and materialist approach to an essentially cultural problem. 
Already they have fourrl, however, that on the contrary this approach gives them better 
arguments than they have ever possessed to obtain adequate funds from Ministers of 
Finance to enable them to carry out without restriction activities which are properly 
undfll' their control, The same will certainly be true when adoquate policies for science 
are established. 
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The psychological roots of nationalism lie in a phenomenon which so far has 
been studi-ed only in individuals, and which has been called n~rcissism. The extreme 
examples of n~rcissism .are that of the small infant, and that of the ins~ne person. 
They have in common the inability to perceive reality outside of themselves - in
tellectur.lly and emotionally. To the narcissistic person only the subjective, his 
feelings and thoughts are real. In the extreme cases mentioned above, the inability 
to perceive outside reality is almost complete; there are many less drastic examples 
of n11rcissism in which thiS· inability is rnf>rked, yet not complete. In the more 
m8rked cases of narcissism we find the following pathology: lack of objectivity; 
a tendency toward f~naticism; irr~tional sensitivity to criticism and intense fury 
when the nercissistic irnege is wounded. 

~,Thile the cliniccl date of individual narcissism have been thoroughly studied, 
what h~s not been studied .is the trensformE'tion .from individuel to social narcissism. 
The narcissistic orientation does not occur only in the individual. It becomes trans
fered from the individua 1 to the. group, to the clan, net ion, race, re 1 igion, class, 
political party and ideology. Not the individual but the group becomes the object 
of narcissistic inflation. This transference of narcissism, however, does not 
change its dynamics. The madness of self-glorification, of lack of objectivity in 
va ltle judgment, the fury which follows the wounding of group narcissism, are not 
less intense than those found in cases of extreme individual narcissism. On the 
contrary, the pathological character of these reacti9ns is often more hidden 
(And hence, less subject to correction) because that On which miilions agree aeems 
reasonable by the very fact of the consensus. 

Since the .end of the Middle Ages two tendencies have manifested themselves: 
1) humanism, with its emphasis on the unity of the human race, and 2) nationalism, 
with its narcissistic group inflation. In the last decades political parties End 
iJeologies h~ve often replaced the older forms of religious and nationalist nar
cissism. 

In the period of nuclear wePpons, eroup nsrcissism and its inherent pathology 
enclanger the life of the hur.1Fn rrce. The w;.y out is seen in a renaissBnce of the 
hum1.1nist position, intellectud ly ;~swell es en1otion;;lly. If the individucl can 
feel a n.:·rcissistic prir1e in the hum:::n r.;:..ce as such, Pnd in his being part of it, 
the dang,ers of narcissistic pc:thology will be smflller than if different nations, 
r~ces, relili.ons e>nd politiccl id~ologies offer themselves as idols and objects 
for individusl nrorcissism. This, however, will not be enough. It will be 
necesscry that the cleGree of n.~rcissism within the individual is reduced, and 
th.?t he is able to experience grec:t.er relatedness with and genuine interest in 
the '"orld outside. This requit·es social and political chE.:nges which pennit an 
ever-increasing number of indi,:idu.;.ls to give up their narcissistic solipsism 
by he coming genuinely engc;ged and interested in the world outside. 

One word with regard to the problem of European unification. It is, of 
course, desirable that old nBtion8listic antvgonisrns like that between France 
and Germany dis.,_ppear. But one must not lose sight of the fact that na_tionalistic 
narcissism rtoes not prin1ar i ly depend on the size of the group, but on the nar
cissistic D.ttitude of eech person. It is quite possible that a new "European 
Bloc" nationalism couh1 emerge which gives its members El feeling of superiority 
over the America, the So"iet, the Latin American blocs, and which would be nothing 
but a new and more modern manifestation of the old-fashioned nationa"lisms of Europe. 
The New Europe, in f.:.ct, could produce 2 "European" n~tion.:::lism which is as 
dangerous as the French a.nd the Germf!n nation~lisms of the p.?st were. 

The lecture '"ill develop in detc;il the dynamics of individual and group 
narcissism, its biological, sociologicel function, rnd the confliCt between 
narcissism and the spiritual values of humanist, religious Eond philosophical thought. 

.. 
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When I think of European Parliaments today, some odd inBges come to my mind. The 
hordes of school children who regularly invade, almost as if on a conveyor belt system, 
the sprawling buildings of the Bundeshaus in response to an earnest, if somewhat super
ficial, effort of the German authorities to implant the importance of the parliamentary 
institution in the still unformed mind of the young. Or, the deserted halls of the 
Palais Bourbon where so IIBilY fruitless schemes were hatched during recent years to 
domesticate the monster of Colombey Les Deux Eglises. Or, the smll trickle of members 
sent Off by their respective houses to the European Parliamentary Assembly where they 
work earnestly and laboriously to reserve a place for themselves in competition with 
the bustling Eurocrats. \!hat does it all add up to? 

There seems to be by now a well established opinion decrying the declining effec
tiveness of parliament as a political institution. Let me give you the bill of 
particulars which has recently been collected by the London Times (August 1, 1963, p.ll, 
col. 2). Though culled from British experience, it -might have been said anywhere else 
in Europe. " ••• that it has sWlk in public esteem, that it retains only vestigal control 
over the administration, that the populace knows less and cares less about what is 
going on there, that its procedures are time-wasting and obsolete, that it is out of 
touch, that 11; is hag-ridden by the Whips, that it is unsuited to grapple with, or even 
identify the real problems confronting society, that it is almost wholly deficient in 
scientific understanding, that the quality of its members has declined, and that they 
lead a dog • s life anyway." 1 

This is quite an indictment. In order to examine it I will first tell you how and 
why European parliaments have changed on the long journey from our grandfathers' tiE 
to ours. I will then tell you what has happened to the UBin job of parliaments in 
contemporary Europe. How do they now relate to the rest of government? What has 
happened to their legislative powers? How do they rul the job of overseeing the 
current administrative work? If they have failed in some respects where lies the 
remedy? What at first glance looks like deterioration is seen to be simply a conse
quence of the thorough-going process of democratization. This process started during 
the last third of the nineteenth century and has come to full fruition during the 
post-World War II period. It is a story of changing historical needs and dimensions 
rather than one of personal failure. How could it be different, as identical observa
tions have the came pertinence for one country after another. During the first two
thirds of the nineteenth century most of the Western parliaments had ·a representative 
but not yet a governmental function. They received grievances from the ranks of the 
population. They debated, assented, bargained for, ·and modified legislative proposals. 
They voted annually for the budget. In some advanced countries such as England, they 
selected the gentlemen to be entrusted by the Queen with the affairs .of state, while 
farther East in Prussia or Austria parliaments had to accept whoever the Emperor or 
King saw fit to impose as Chancellor or :Minister. But, whatever the local situat:Lon, 
Jmgland apart, parliament was not an -integral part -of the -governmental structure. 
Government mee.nt the ·Officers, the bureaucrats, the JDOnarch. The .state ,power might be 
protective or oppressive or alternatively .either, but neither the .people at large nor 

1 
For the corresponding Italian criticism, see a report on •an Italian TV series 
featuring an inquiry in the shortcomings of the Italian ParJ1ament, "Proposte di 
specialistici per migliorare l'efficienza del siati!!IB parlamentare," IJ. Messagero, 
August 4, 1963, page ll, col. 3· See also,the thorough study on the Italian 
Parliament edited by Giovanni sartori, Il Parlsmento Iteliano, 1946-1963, 
Napoli (1963), 386 pp. 
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the assembly members, selec~ by a .severely restricted electorate, fonned part of 
the official state apparatus. 

Democre.tice.tion swept away electoral restrictions and removed the visible and 
invisible barriers between parl.ia.meritary job and governmental office, between the 
apparatus of the state and society. Yet, while 118king parliamentary and governmental 
office freely excha.ngeable, commingling represEiltative and governmental function, at the 
same time it produced something like a new layer between the parlie.ment and government: 
the party. Of course, the political party was not altogether a new organization. But 
there is a world of difference between today's permanent organization and an e.d hoc 
electioneering organization put up to support a single candidate or even a club of 
elected politicians, drawn towarde. each other by 11n1tue.l political s,_thy. The 
twentieth century European I!II.Ss party closely correlates subdivisions, organizes 
elections, recruits members, contacts backers and sympathizers, and at the same time, 
does the parliamentary work to either support or dislodge the government. Especially 
if a party obtains a najori ty, as now frequently happens in nany European countries 
(England, Sce.ndine.vie., sometimes Gernany and Italy, and now even France) the party 
leadership cadres will be catapulted into governmental office. 

What does this mean for the parliament involved? One hundred years ago Walter 
Be.gehot referring to Parliament's job characterized it "to elect well a government." 
To do so in om· days, it nrust bend to the will of a najority party or a combination of 
parties which not only can form a workable government but are able to support this 
government in its major pursuits. More often than not this entails an act of abnegation. 
The more sprawling the affairs of state, the more all-embracing the commitment which the 
party has nade to its voters and backers, the more necessary it is that the parliamentary 
party curtails its commitment to the principle of parlie.mente.ry discourse and plays 
down the natural antagonism which invariably narks the relations between government and 
par lie.ment, between actor and overseer. In order to be effective a par lie.mente.ry 
najority llnlSt -- all talk about the separation of executive and legislature notwith
standing -- invest the state, but, at the same time it will inevitably be captured by 
its necessities. A parlie.mentary assemb~ IIBY be sluggish and hesitant; its najority 
members JJBy well perc:ei ve the shortcomings, dangers, and inconsistencies inherent in a 
policy decided on by the government; they nay, in the privacy of the caucus room, 
besiege the party's government members with their doubts or they may communicate their 
hesitations to their favorite journalist, ofr the record; but, when the vote is called, 
they will in most cases support the government. Does this mee.n, as the English critic 
says, to be hag-ridden by the Whip and does it imply the llnlch lamented depersonalization 
of politics, sounding the death-knell of the independence of the member? If so, it is 
only part of the story. 

The French experience of the Third and the Fourth Republic has shown that the local 
member owing his election to purely local combinations and factors, who, in Paris, 
Joins a loose political grouping does not form a strong enough parliamentary backbone 
for the operation of a modern government. The government needs more consistent support 
and both party and government need more steady footwork to present their case to the 
country. By necessity rather than by choice, JJBny European parliaments therefore 
become populated by second-stringers -- party secretaries, journalists, liaison men to 
interest groups and professional organizations -- who constitute transmission belts 

1 
As to the question or hov far Parliament 11&11 representative of the people at large, 
the Burkean turned neo-liveral in our times will wistfully adduce the theory of 
virtual representation, an idealization of a state of affairs which is supposed to 
have provided our forefathers with quality parliamentary gentlemen rather than with 
professional politicians. The historian will remember more accurately, however, the 
nineteenth century liberal alternating between fear of the mob and fear of the ruling 
class. between a ronantic and somewhat theoretical love for the people and an ambiguous 
~'Wile towrde. the authorities which kept him in check, but also protected his 
P1 opei ty against the all too ardent embrace of the JJBn in the street. 
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between political leadership a.nd both organized groups and the unorganized asses. It 
is difficult to kn017 exactly whether the stream of col1il1Wlication flow more frequently 
downward to the clientele or up to the political leadership. But, anyway, a new job 
has been born: the professional politician. 

While he takes his natural plece in parliament as homme de liege of the political 
leader, his operations must necessarily extend beyond its precincts. Does that mean 
that the quality of the membership needs necessarily to go down? Or, that parliament 
has no longer room for, or could not attract the intellectual, the scientist, or the 
businessnan? Evidence in this respect is neither clear-cut nor very meaningfUL 
Members of parliament have at all times been selected tor a number of qualities. 
Depending on the time and on the society, steadfastness, loyalty, personal reliability, 
and sociability aave played as decisive a role as intellectual acumen for those making 
the selection. 

Before enterinG judgment on such points, it is important to look at the jobs 
incumbent on parliament in addition to the one already discussed: electing a govern
ment "Well -- and, as we my add, sustaining it in the .,.. of the opPosition opposing 
it. These further traditional jobs of parliament concern legislation and supervision 
and control of the adminiatraticn. 

As to legislation, constitutional powers and political practice are t"WO quite 
different matters. France offers the greatest novelty: it has rearranged legislative 
powers so as to take a goodly part of them out of the hands of parliament by handing 
them over to the exeeuti ve. The division is both by subject natter and level of 
detail. There are fields where only the principles are left to the French parliament, 
With the fillins-in explicitly reserved to the government. Moreover, when bills ree.ch 
parliament the government has acquired a set of new pO"Werful procedural weapons to 
force undiluted passage on parliament. In spite of the continuing theoretical omni
potence of the British Parliament, there too the cabinet calls the tune, carrying its 
legislative program to victory via its secure parliamentary majority. For quite 
different ree.scns, parlisment does not fare much better in a country such as Austria, 
where for all practical purposes a steering committee of the two najor parties deter
mines the legislative program, all.cllr.IDg legislation to be introduced by one of the two 
najor parties only in the rare cases when the parties have agreed to disagree. Of 
course, if the najority party is of a divided mind, split as the Italians call it in 
different correnti, and Willing to coalesce With parties outside the government, the 
picture nay look different. In such a ease the final shape of a bill might eventually 
be determined by parliamentary bargaining tactics. This nay even happen in a country 
where the government musters a secure majority but where, in order to smooth popular 
and administrative acceptance of legislation, it lays stress on securing maximum 
participation of the social groups mostly represented in the minority party. 

But whatever 1;he amount of legislative po"Wer effec1;ively retained by parliament, 
its exercise brings up 1;he ques1>ion of 1>he relations between the bureaucracy and parlia
ment. While parliamen1;s retain the prero8!'1>ive to initia1;e bills in their own midst, 
1>he great nass of legislative spade "WOrk is done in the individual ministries. Pro
posals are then coordina1;ed With other interested minis1;ries and, if needed, subm11;ted 
to cabinet arbi1;raticn. The fUnction of cabinet arbUration is often the most vital 
part of the legislative business because various ministries, more than political 
parties, mirror the d1fferen1; needs and priorities of 1>he various sectors of 1>he com
muni1>y. Only after these processes are complete is a proposal thrown in1;o the 

·, legisla1;ive hopper for final clearance • 
• 

The type of projects tha1; are fed in1;o 1;he hopper varies from country to country. 
The bureaucxv.cy may retain large ordinance-naking powers, because a working parliamen. 
tary sys1;em such as 1;he English one does no1; vant 1;o be bothered Wi1;h de"l;ail but rather 
re1;aina the right to strike down bureaucra~c enactmen1>s laid on 1>he mble of 1>he House 
vi thin a state!' ·'me limi1;. Another approach, used in the pas1; in Germany and France, 
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is that parliament rmy endow the bureaucracy with vast decree-making powers for a 
limited t:iJne for just the opposite reason: because it is WJabls to reach an agreement 
in its own midst. Or a parliament my, to its own detriment asin contemporary Italy, 
wade through a rmss of the most detailed legislation, either in full assembly or in 
committees endowed with legislative power. The formulas vary greatly but the 
embarrassment rermins the same wether it does too IIIIlCh or too little: no parliament 
is able -- and I would even venture to say no parliament should try -- to mtch the 
bureaucracy in specialized competence. Theirs should be the job of naking political 
decisions, not the perfecting of technical arrangements. The dividing line is often 
misjudged and as a reaction my then lead to the drastic French solution. 

But of course even political decisions presuppose some knowledge of the impact and 
consequences that alternative technical proposals will have. Therefore, the parliament 
wich contains a mixture of professional politicians with what we might call experts 
(even if the experts sometillles turn out to be interest group politicians) is clearly 
better equipped to handle legislation than a parli.81!1ent of the famous 19th century 
type of independent minds, who upon closer inspection turn out to have been bureaucrats, 
intellectuals, and property owners'" " 

Even if it is not forrmlly nade into a rubber stamp by a government backed by a 
cohesive majority and exercising full control over both the legislative time table and 
the content of the bills, the European parliament's legislative position is insecure. 
Much of the substance of the job has gone to the bureaucracy dealing directly with the 
various interests concerned. A great p&Tt of the bar~ining involved in securing final 
acceptance has become the job of the minister or the cabinet or the chancellor. 'Where 
they fail or where parties are not cohesive or were a uajority is unstable, the 
European parliament still fills a traditional role. But frequently they put their 
stamp of approval on work originating, thought through, fought over, and bar~ined for 
somewhere else. 

Between legislation and supervision of the administration lies the paaoliamentary 
budget control. Today, the budget hearings, which were 19th century liberalism's 
proudest device for enforcing parliamentary control over taxation and expenditure, 
retain in European parliaments only a symbolic meaning. Even if the overwhel.ming 
uajority of individual budget positions had not long since become fixtures, how can an 
outsider form a meaningful opinion about bureaucratic efficiency and needs unless 
saneone gives him inside infonzationt What rermins then of the budget ritual is the 
opposition's purely symbolic picking on items long singled out as political footballs, 
such as "special funds of the Prime Minister's Office," etc. 

If the budget debate renains little but a faint echo of parliament's 19th century 
preoccupation, supervision and criticism of the administrative apparatus remins one 
of the most vital functions of a parliament. The more cl.earcut the division of parlia
ment into a big government block and an opposition srmller in nunbelrs though not 
necessarily in wisdom, the more conspicuous becomes the opposition • s role not only as 
critic of policies but also as a watchdog over sprawling administrative empires. 
Countries like England, Geruany, Italy, and possibly France in recent years, come to 
one's mind rather than those with more or less all-embracing coa.lition governments 
such as Austria or Belgium. If the uajority stands for the paaoliament as a whole in 
the business of electing and upholding a government, the opposition represents the 
parliament in its critical and supervisory capacity, Plainly, parJjamentary control 
and check by the opposition will take on different fo:nllll according to the degree of 
DBterial well-being of a country. How do the various oppositions IIIIIBSure up to the 
rol!!1 Right at the outset we encounter a happy paradox". The more satisfactory the 
state of affairs of a country in general, the more prosperoua its citizenry, and the 
more undisturbed its soc:l&l peace, the less the degree of corresponding claas, religious, 
and ideological discord and the greater the national unity and resolve in face of 
possible external threats, the srmller becomes the differential between parties in 
r•rd to essentials, The present state of affiLirs in Great Britain, the Federal 
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Repul)lic of Gennany, or the northern Europellll cOWltries come easiq to mind. Here 
uajor social organizations will work out their problems sometimes with the help or 
under the prodding of the government in a peaceful and a.micable uanner. Domestic 
prosperity apparently increases the propensity for bargaining and understanding rather 
than for internecine fight, thus materially limiting the occasions for parliamentary 
conflict. An additional factor works in the same direction. Not only have the 
dimensions of foreign military policy drastically cbanged, frequentq overshadowing 
and at the same time determining domestic social and economic lines of action; but 
uany phases of these policies, as for instance the entire intelligence field, do not 
lend themselves to parliamentary treatment. Whether a security DBtter becomes known to 
a member of parliament via unidentifiable contacts or whether he hears of them as a 
trusted member of the establishment via semi-official channels, the end result is the 
same from the viewpoint of parliamentary treatment: since these l!Btters form part of a 
whole complex of subject natter ex:cluded from parliamentary discussion by explicit or 
implicit agreement, remedies for shortcomings must be sought via other devices. 

But if the ex:clusion of entire blocs of subject matter from parliamentary super
vision has become unavoidable, this only serves to highlight the fundamental problem: 
what does parliamentary control of the administration .-n in an age where a medium
sized state of 45 to 50 million population employs from a million to a million and a 
half civil servants and state employees? H011 can the parliament, twice removed from 
the actual scene, exercise .-ningful control? The cabinet minister and his personal 
staff, if they do not shun the trouble, the 'W&Ste of energies, and the enmities in the 
administrative ranks, nay call for the files, summon the professional administrative 
echelons and, as a last resort, transfer or discipline recalcitrant personnel. The 
members of parliament may make a critical speech, discuss departmental problems on the 
days set aside for the discussion of the budget of that department he nay elicit 
specific information during the questioning hour or -- when a pattern of misconduct or 
gross inefficiency in public institutions is suspected -- may band together with other 
members to introduce either a formal interpellation of the government or suggest a 
form of public inquiry. But the • 'e! of parliament alw.ys remains an outsider to 
the precincts which he may want to police. Even if he should be an unusually intelli
gent man with good technical or bureaucratic background, 'Where will he find the 
information to exercise his office as supreme controller? Many parliaments, conscious 
of the precariousness Of their supervisory function have n011 emulated the British 
experience and have nw a question hour as a control device. Yet, spot control rather 
than a systematic item by item control provided in the theory of budget hearings is a 
game of skill. The questioner more often than not has little to go on: pieces of 
minor complaints furnished by an aggrieved or disgruntled voter or party friend -- the 
phone not yet installed after a year of w.iting, a military transfer under conditions 
causing special hardship, a new piece of road not yet available in spite of much 
prompting, or a person having been given a job in spite of a dubious record. The 
member might try to enlarge on the particular incident and unearth a faulty policy, 
negligence, or a case of corruption. The minister's or the under-secretary's brief 
will try its best to keep to the minute detail and not offer an entering wedge for 
further inquisition. Or it might try the opposite w.y and ovenlllela the questioner 
with a lot of technical detail which the member will rarely be in a position to dispute. 
While such tactics are deemed perfectly legiti:oate there is one bOWldary line: no 
minister nay lie with a straight face in specific statements to parliament. The case 
of Profumc 'Who lost job and seat and that of Franz Josef Strauss, eased out of his job, 
though by no means of parliamentary politics, have brought that fact to mind in recent 
daye. 

If it is hard to establish meaningful l!ldministrati ve supervision via the pecking 
process during question hour, one might think it would pay greater dividends for parlia
mentary assemblies to establish investigating cOlllllli tteee. Discussions of entire 
problem sectors (employment, social security, JDQnopolies) would not only open new 
vistas ibr the future but would unearth uany anxiousq secreted administrative pr&ctices • 
Yet, the field of nationalized industries apart, where some rather modest beginnings 
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be.ve been nade with such inquiries both in Great Britain 11.11d also in France before the 
days of the Fifth Republic, there ba.s been little movement in this direction. In 
Englll.lld, the field is covered outside the parliamental"J precinct via royal coiiiiilissions 
or in case of nalfeas11.11ce by tribunals of inquiry. I confess I do not know how far the 
Italians were able to get with their plans for a searching parliamentary investigation 
of the Sicilill.ll Mafia. But I do know that in the Gennan Federal Republic coiiiiilittees 
of inquiry have quickly degenerated into a device for l!IUtual mud-slinging over various 
incidents of corruption with an inquiry on economic concentration shunned off to a 
completely stymied coiiiiilission of experts and the various projects for a thorough-going 
reform of social insurance never even being exposed to the procedure of a thorough 
public parliamentary inquiry. Parliamentary control over the administration, I would 
therefore say, represents the weakest spot on the record of the European parliaments. 
While the area to be supervised and examined has mushroomed, parliaments, with exception 
of the institution of a special coiiiiilissioner called Ombudsnan still to be discussed, 
have neither pushed old techniques energetically nor developed new ones to meet the 
job at hand. 

What then can we, in conclusion, say about the present position and the future 
prospects of the Europe11.11 parliaments7 When all is said and done the European parlia
ments are still fUlfilling a number of useful functions and with some proper reforms 
could take a more definite though probably not a pre-eminent place on the European 
political scene. This prinary place they have cl.earl.y had to yield to the leadership 
of the major political parties and the permanent bureaucracies. Yet, parliaments do 
continue to provide the constitutional framework and the necessary legitinacy for the 
installing of the cabinets. The voice of the voter may have spoken unmistakably 
designating the new incumbents, leaving parliament only a confirming role. But the 
outcome of the elections nay have been less than conclusive. Eargains, 'Whether between 
organizations or between politicians nay have to be nade in order to procure a necessary 
majority or to tol.erate a minority government. The test of the feasibility of the 
combination as well as the legal sanction is again provided by an open vote in the 
parliament. During the lifetime of the parliament the najority nay dislocate, the 
artful combination nay break; again, it is the parliament as a corporate body, assuming 
ever so l!IUCh more public importance 'When cabinets weaken and loose their grip, 'Which 
must take care of the new political arrangements to be nade. 

Parliaments on their own do not produce a functioning political opposition; their 
existence and degree of efficiency depends on the particular social and political condi
tions prevailing in a given society. There also my show up some more persistent 
critics, inveterate foes of.the establishment, forcing the majority or those 'Who carry 
officially the titl.e of opposition to strain their wits and think harder and faster. 
Some countries such as the Federal Republic have no such cri tics at all and clearlY its 
parliament is none the better for it. Others, such as Italy, might have too nany for 
comfort. But once these often =comfortabLe guests do show up, the nachinery of the 
parLiamentary organization protects their freedom of expression and, at least in the 
precinct of the parliament their freedom of banding together. Wnether they get into 
parliament as a group of their own by courtesy of the electorate and the electoral. 
J.aws or 'Whether, more likely, they act as a dissenting voice from within an ol.d 
establ.ished group, parliament will. honor their claim to represent a fraction of the 
eLectorate as l!IUch u that of their less obstreperous colleague, 

As to the control of the administration, the concern over having to fight a losing, 
if vital, battle is nearly l.Uliversally recognized. At least this is how I interpret the 
nearl.y =iversal ~~tor the gift of the Scandinavian co=tries, the OIGJD51181l 
as a kind of -watchdog for the public with the right to receive complaints, inspect 
files, and nake recommendations. The OMOOrSnan nay work as a sort of patron saint 
for the pensioneer 'Who gets nowhere with his somewhat complicated and forlorn social 
security claims. He takes the quarrels of the snail fry from the hands of the busy 
pol.itician and hands them over to somebody willing and able to follow them up more 
effectively. While this is a cl.ear gain for the snail uan it nay not necessaril.y be a 
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ma.jor profit for the parliamentary politician. While he economizes on time and energy, 
<his ;direct contact with unaffiliated constituents is further reduced to the handshaking 
il.evel. Moreover, having banded over the sma.ll fries :a.dministrative troubles to a 
.special agent hardJ,y a-1111 parl.i.llmentary insight ·and control over ·admlnist·rati ve 
.procedures; nor does the instalJation of the OMBUOOma.n help to tackle the more vital 
job of how to associate parliament With ·the solutlon of the long term problems of 
·society. ·.Granted this ·my 'be dl:ff±ctilt in ·fields ·suCh .as ·international ana foreign 
affairs, the occasions for such-participation remain open in the economic and·social 
policy fields, and here the degree ·of public interest is fully commensurate with 
_parliamentary means of action. Today., more often than not, parliament receives 
economic and .social policy proposals for legislative action in the last or near to the 
last .-se, with the solutions worked out elsewhere, With timetables for action laid 
down both by the pressing need of the moment and the prestige of the cabinet whiCh has 
-underwritten .specific -solutions.. :Why mot then use the medium ·of the parliamentary 
inquiry, let .us say on the problem of social insurance reform or redundant coal mines, 
problems whiCh have to be -solved in ·the next few years, ·to auaw parliament to share 
tmre .intima.tely in -those Chores -.of ,government ·-whiCh J!Btter to large sections of the 
population. They"1itiiild thus .not only ·gain in public esteem but they might be able to 
hold ·their own when meeting bureaucracy and interest groups in the formulation of the 
public interest, thus making them again effective rather than haphazard partners in 
the legislative and administrative process. 

I have not yet touched on the beginnings of a European Assembly now sitting as 
parliamentary accompaniment to three still separate European agencies: Euratom, the 
Coal and Steel Community, and the Hallstein European Economic Commission. With all 
their shortcomings, European parliaments are creatures of the direct democratic 
voting process. They do choose governments and in some fllshion influence their course. 
None of these conditions apply at the moment to the European Assembly; it would there
fore uake little sense to reiterate that probably for this very reason the problems of 
:Em-opean parliaments affect in even stronger form what ten years from now might or 
might not become their legl tima.te successor. 

What lesson do European parliaments hold for the legislative branCh of the U. S. 
government? On the face of it, the situation of the European parliaments which have 
to fight to find a continued useful place in the sCheme of contemporary democratic 
government and that of the omnipotent American Congress with its electoral position 
entirely independent of the ·mcecutive and With its nastery over legislative, budgetary, 
and investigatory machinery Beems quite different. Yet, below the facile powerlessness
omnipotence antithesis ··there are -sane basic similarities rooted in the social structure 
of indUstrial nass •. society. First and foremost the capacity of the Congress to pierce 
through ·the .armor of the ·bureaucratic and military establishment, if it ever thinks of 
.doing so in a sustalned .rather than a ha~ fllshion, seems as questionable as that 
of its European colleagues. On 'the surface the staying power•of the Congress in face 
of the ·Presidency •- never to 'have been tmre significant and appears quite retmte 
from the slow .and steady erosion .. of :Em-opean parliamentary power. ·But, ·would an 
emergency show that industrial mass ·society and its equivalent -- the administrative 
·state --:assigns .a ·secondary place to all parliamentary assemblies by sheer necessity? 
·However that may be, •poli't':lrcal 'assemblies, as I have tried to shw, still have important 
roles to play in legitimizing cabinets and statutes, guaranteeing freedom of discourse, 
and possibly overseelng :administrative actions as well, in a democratically ordered 
mass soclety. Recognizlng both their usefulness and their inherent limitations will 
help them to keep their appropriate place in the .POlitical sCheme of our society. 
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Let me start this short introductory talk with some remarks on the setting of 
thc:;t European stage on which the new European men of business play their part. 

There are about 20 national states, the smallest counting 130,000 inhabitants, 
the biggest slightly over 50 million. The geogr;;~phiccl area is one third of that of 
the United States, Which makes it exceedingly handy transport-wis.e. J'-he sea shores 
are long, the c;;~nals numerous cmd the rivers often .navig~bl-e. The long i:nl~nd trans
ports in America c~n easily be avoided in Europe. 

In the fi-rst cct of our _play you see the afte-r:ma-th of the Second World war. 
Executives h;~d 1-ec.rnt how to produce under the worst possible cc:;mditions except 
for one - too much money had been chasing too few goods and the sales department 
had only had to r;:tion products to old customers. Production and productiVity 
were down to unbelievably low levels. 

Enter the good sam~ritan from the \.Jest t.Jing. t-larshall aid ~or reconstruction 
Wi'S supplen:ented with ;mother measUre which would become the ;fir,.st s-t::imulus to the 
creation of a new kind of European businessman. Executives and technicians from 
most European countries were invited to study the United States. Numerous prc.>duc
tivity working p.;rties crossed the ·Atl;-ntic and came into contact with the explosive 
possibilities;of e> non-regul~ted ~nd competitive economy. Th·ese visitors found thet 
most firms - even in the United St;-tes -were too small to exist without fr.ee inter
change of ideE's end infonnat ion r·nd thvt there was no premium on secrecy. The con
frontation of different nntionals in the Working pElrties introduced a new technique 
of confidence and co-operation which was new. for most Europeans. 

Act two. The European Coal ~nd Steel Community storts "'orking in 1952. It 
is an experiment in Internation;~l and supr;;nationcl control of the sector in the 
economies of the war-ridden countries on the Europea.n continent7hich· wa::i the basia 
for a war potential. The playwright had, however, been a little too ambitious and 
his plans did not become quite real. Private businessmen had to pl~y extras in a 
puppet show where the High Authority pulled the strings. You might consider if not 
the dirigisme of the CECA loJas the last part of a hangover from the controll~d ~ar 
economy. 

Act three. Pari-s in July 1957, the hemicycle .o.f the -French nat;_c;mBl Assembly, 
rather late at night. The counting of the votes shows thet ·France has app,roved the 
Treaty setting up the Eur.opean Economic Community. T~~ other member.s o'f tl:te Community 
pass the same ratification documents. Some parliament-s in the Commot:t ~larket .countr-ies 
even set up as a firm wish or even as a condition t!_lat ·tl~e -nego.tiact.i·ons for an .all
Eur"opean free tr8de area should be ·brough-t ·to a su~ces·s-ful co_riclu:;;~on. 

Act four, f~rst seen~. The free trade erea neg9t~ations br.eak down at the end 
of 1958. EFTA ... is··s·eT···up ·uniting seven Eur.opean cou1_1tries and associates Finland 
through a special -treaty. 

Second scene. Ne"' negoti~tions for a unification of Europe st-art in the fall 
of 1961 .Pnd break down in Janu~ry 1963. 

Let me first say that the first act hardly created a new .European businessman. 
The work which h::~d to be done can be described rether BS occupational -r.ehPbilitation. 
Manufe~cturers hed to remember ;1gein - if they were of pre-W?r vintege - h.ow to cal
culate costs P.nd prices - .and the neophytes h:Jd to learn it for the first tin1e. Price 
control and all kinds of gover.nment reg-ulations hf1d corrupted free eriterprise and not 
t=~ll of the corrupted liked the harsh winds of compe~ition. 

Import liberalization wp;s cre~ted through OE·EC and gradually Europea.n trade beg.en 
to flow more freely. GATT hrought f~rth e c.ertai~ reduction of outrageously high 

tf.'!riffs. 
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The most progressive businessmen in Europe began to discover that 2. ffi<"Xket of 
10 million people, or even of 50 million, WPS too small -considering the purch.:Jsing 
power- for the rational· production, of some goods. Efforts to export were partly 
successful, but high tcriffs cut down on the economic incentive. Mcmy Europec;n 
countries did not hove a higher export shc::re thc.n 15% of Gross nationfll product. 
Producer.s for the nation,;!. home rn(';rket could feel fairly safe in their own toriff 
fortress. There w.;~.s really very little. need for r: new kind of businessrnen. The 
"silver be[;ords'', as the grandfether entrep.reneurs we_re called, could still run their 
firms as p?.triC~rchs. The young men who can1e out of the new business schools, set up 
in ~:bout the SAme way as your Americr.on business schools, did not climb as fast as 
they hoped, or as they deserved, to responsible positions. Many of· t.hem were 
frustrated in inferior jobs. Some of them had received a very good but also very 
theoretical tr.eining on mathemcticlllly. computed demand curves etc. and hed become 
wh;,t we Europeans now call technocrt~te. They he:d learnt by learning and not by 
doing- they despised the administrAtive methods of the silver beards and these, in 
their turn distrusted the intellectual technici~ns of business. 

The signature .and comi~g into force of the Treaty of Rome gave businessmen 
not only in the Common ~larket and the rest of Europe but also in other parts of 
World a new impetus. Let me try to describe_ how the thinking went. "-

the 

In normal cases a businessman knOws very little about the future. He might be 
able to see one year ahead with a certain clearsight.edness .. But the prospects and 
possibilities five years ahead are FJlrer:dy re.ther dark. If you try to estin;ate the 
economic situation - with all- possible changes in technology., currency policies etc. 
13 year!? ahead (the period between l 957 and 1970) - everything looks de1rk cmd im
pene.tra.ble. If you in this darkness of uncertainty light up a sign saying: no 
import duties between 100 million consumers .anJ. six countries .in 1970, businessmen 
can start, planning. 

There migh:t be earthquakes or .w_;~rs to come, but they are incalcul8ble anyhow. 
The firm time-schedule of the tf'lriff disrr.antling in the Rome Treaty gave businessmen -
I .;dmit only one factor out of meny thllt are of importahce - but thct factor was a 
firm commitment on the part of the six governments, The natural _and inevitcble 
consequence wf!s th£.t those businesstnen who wr.nted to plen for the future set their 
rudder on this light. Many might hcve given it too much weight in their calculations, 
but they found - for the first time in many years - it pos'sible to plCln wit.h some 
certain facts. 

The second outcome of this firm time-table was that many people started to 
discount the final stage in the transitional -period of the Common Mark.et. l-'.1ay I 
take an imaginary case and be ex.cused if I use real n.:n1es to. make the example easier 
to follow. 

In summer 1957 the director geperal of the Volkswagenwerke in Germany sits and 
takes a look at the Treaty of Rome. He thinks thAt he would like to go into the 
French market with his cars. But the import duty in FrBnce on motorcars is 30 
perce~t ad valorem and he doubts that even·a Volkswagen could climb such e tariff 
wail and st'ill be competit'ively priced against the French cars. He can be 'imagined 
to look at a diagr.am of this ~ind. 
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Re considers thllt he would like to wsit with going into the French market until 
Year 6 when the French duty h.;;s been hr,lved according to plan. At ll talk his pro
duction mcn£ger points out th;:~t the s;.les to Frehce might demand the building of a 
new pl.e:nt which will tilke two years. In order to be ready he has to start building 
in yeflr + 4. The export E'nd marketing mancger po.ints out that the signing up of 
new distributors t<nd repPir shops etc. mE!y take four years. The director general 
01sks the marketing depc.rtment to sign up these new agents already in year + 2. But 
protests cowe i it would be ridiculous to sign up distributors in year + 2 if they 
would not get any cDrs until year 6. So the conclusion is that a few cars will 
have to trickle over the frontier already in year + 2 to give the new distributors 
some chcmce of survive 1. 

But now the director general hP.s all the facts for 2 static analysis, he has 
worked only within a laid-down time schedule. He starts pondering and sees the 
looming competitor of Fiat. The Fic>.t people have the scme facts and might analyse 
the tariff situation the same way as Volkswagen. But imagine - the Volksv..•agen boss 
ruminates - that the Fiat people do not wait until year + 2 with the acquisition 
of new distributors and repair Shops. If they stert already in year + 1 they 
and not we might sign up the best people in each town or village end they will 
get the edge on us in introducing their ccrs. They m~y even get the last 
ovRilable displaYwindow in Champs Elys~es ;:nd that is El social "must" for a 
c~r manufacturer. So the Voll<swagen head considers that other people's reaction 
to the expectations may be more rapid than his own - to his disCJdvantage. He 
concludes that he dP:res not,wait until year+ 2. He has to get in first. So 
he started his first measures Plreedy in ye;;r - 1. 

But if mBny mcmufRcturers in the Common Me1rket h;;d to sell to other countries 
in order to get a foothold before their competitors did, they had to p&y the high 
duties th;:~t still ren:r.ined in 1950, when no tariff cuts htd been made. So it wc;s 
only reasonab'•le thAt they shoulO w;::~nt to cut these inv~:~sion costs as much as 
possible. ··rhe nnturf'l conclusion wcs thAt the tr~nsitionCll period ought to be 
cut so that ·the tPriff costs of going into the other EEC countries would be 
reduced. 

Some of the silver beards found thct the shepe of things to come appeared 
rather complicated and hazllrdous. So mr-ny new factors h;;d to be brought into 
the equations for formulating the policy of Cl firm that they felt rather uneasy. 
It became evident thot even a sn1al 1 fin11 had to specialize its production and 
that was a hard dectsion to make if some of the lines to cut had been taken up 
by the founder of the firm who was also the great-grandfather of the present 
president. It would be necessary to sell fewer products over an increased market 
where people used other and strange langue1ges. Sometimes the firm was so small -
and that is quite often the case in Europe - that it would have to merge with 
another firm or be tElken over itself to be viable under the new conditions. 
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There is no doubt th<"lt the fe;;,rful to:nd unusu,;l sspects of the new development 
frightP.ned m;;ny older or not so well trcined compeny presidents in the Cowman ~JaL·ket 

;;nd rr . .:·de then1 undert;>ke whet John Foster Dulles eel led .c.n agonizing re.?ppraiso 1 of 
their own and their firm's futt1re. The younger men were receive·u with wore under
st;;mding. If they "Were sons end if the)' YJere good ·they were .?ppointed president 
even before their fathers died. If the:! son did not look too promising someone frorfl 
outside w;;s taken into the family firm. You must realize the_t such a chemge was ;; 
revolution in the attitude of the older generation of businessman in several European 
countries. 

Another consequence of the Common 1'-lerket "-'as th:ot firms got a new relotive sil;e. 
If one firm in Belgium had been .:ble to supply 40 % of the 11eeds of a certain product 
in Belgium it woH_ld only· be responsible for 2 '7:~ of the probable needs of the Con•mon 
t-·iarket. A firm which had been dominating and fl price-setter in e smDll country would 
find itself in a dr;stically different and l.Jeaker position in the Common 1'-i~rket. 

The need for contects "''ithin the own country and with similar firms in other 
countries of the Common i'Jarket incre<·Sed. The isolvtionist 2ttitude had to change 
into something which might be c?.lJe_d togetherness. The i."lctivity of the Comrr.or1' 
i'iarket Commission instituted rne~·sures which would be ::pplied si\llultzneously as 
CoTT'munity law in cCJll the countries. NCl.tion.::Jl trf.lde cssociations felt a need to 
establish contacts with their opposite numhers in the other member countries to 
check on attitudes and clec:r policies in the new situ<'ltion. Very early the in
dustrial federations of the six Cor.rr.on t-Jarket countries formed their interno?.tion8l 
EEC federction. N~tion<)] trnde [JSSocir-tions followed suit cmd today there are about 
800 different tr.;;rle ~ssociP.tions on Comtl·.on MCJrket level. The activity is remarkable. 
Some o.f them cP:n h~ve suhcorr,TT'ittees :_:nd working p<lrties and the centr:::!l council of 
such an EEC .:,ssociation mf<y 111eet :>S often as once ;:, month. 

1Jet n'e ren·.:rk .here thf-t the ;:_,tL<Osphere in Common t-1arket business circles is 
not entirely 'iornin:>ted by business considerations. Behind the ide;:> of forming 
this Community Wf>rP. deeply felt m~eds for a conciliation between peoples who had 
been regul;-rly ;:,t to.'.f<r for & thousand years. It wes a feeling which prevailed 
not only c::mohg politici.;.ns but colso by a great nurr:ber of citizens in all walks 
of life. In the business cormuunity the tr•otives for European co-operation were 
mixe.-i - for very many the politicel consequences of ;; -European co-opervtion were 
consic1ered desirable C~t the same time CJS the econmr.ic consequences were regarded 
with some hesitation end trepid.<tion. 

The political Hspects were, however, sold in a very soft way when the Treaty 
of i~onte wers written, as its authors remembered the refusal of France to ratify the 
Europe.::.n Defense Community a few ye.:-Jrs earlier. The European Economic Community 
wes presented as ;;n econon•ic rneasure in many of the six pBrliaments when it came 
up for ratific<::tion. Only when it had been ptossed its originators <.la red to 
emphasi~e its political character. 

The fo;:-mcttion of EEC had called forth the Free Trade Area negotiations in 
1956 which broke down at the enrl of 1958 and which were followed. by the formation 
of EFTf1. In 1961 there were started new negoti~tions for a unification of Europe. 
ThP. US c>dministr;·tion wes very much in f.;:ovor of the Common l'-1ar-ket ~nd EJctively 
supported the arlhesion of.Britc-in at the smne time as it looked only disinterestedly 
et the ~pplicvtion of Denu,;:;rk Pncl Norw.:.:·y who were only srr,qJler Nsto powers. In 
Sweden we received cCJt least the feelinf~ thet the State Depertment almost frowned 
on the applicvtions of the three neutrel C:FTA n1embers, "Austria, Switzerland end 
Sweden, for association to the Cou~mon t-larket. 
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Whc.tever the posit'ion was on the future membership of the Common 1-'larket, the 
problem -became of only acadernic chnracter in the beginning of 1963 when France told 
the other negotiating p2rties th2t she could see no nseful purpose in continuing the 
talks. 

Fron: the Americ~n point of view the breP.-k-up of these negotiations brought into 
the open the many different cross-currents and cnimosities that had existed for 
hundreds of years between the Anglo-SFxons cnc1 the continental Europeans. The effort 
to circun·,vent these politic.;"~! differences by economic ~rrangements had failed when 
polities surfaced. 

Let us fE':ce the fact that the division of Europe in two different trading blocs 
is ;;. definite nuisflnce frofTl the economic point of view. It is not that the Common 

}1c>rket on the whole introduces higher tariffs than before - the Common external 
tariff lies about the former Dver.sge of the n::tion.:>l trriffs. It is not that EFTA 
does not ch~nge its external tariffs ~t &11. The nuis~nce stems from the added 
incentive to trcde within the own bloc nnd so to disruption of the channels of trade 
thrt existed earlier. As long as we ~re riding high on ~ good economic activity 
there c.re few reasons to be re;lly worried. We c<:n see th~t the i.ntern,gl tre~de 

of both EEC .;:nd EFTA increQ.ses very rapidly E:!Od rr1ore than imports from 
outside countries into each of the blocs. But 'imports from outside countries 
hc:;ve not gone down but also increr·sed e.t a much slmver rete. i.Jhat we have to 
fe~r ere the consequences of D slump when the differences in tariff treatment 
prob;.1bly will hit outside suppliers severely. The .?wkwc;rd thing is that it would 
be fairly easy to remove discrimin£tion during good times when it is not felt very 
mucht but that it will be extretllely difficult to do it when a slump con:es anli 
discrimination really hHrts. 

More far-reaching and long range consequences c;m be expected from this 
division of Europe. !-·lanuf.scturers in one of the En~E;s will sometimes need to set 
up subsidi8ry operations in the other in order to esc.?pe the prohibitive effects 
of import duties. There is a certcin risk that this may le.:Jd to unnecessery 
investments snd to the rcise of surplus CPpecity which might make a future join'ing 
up of them more difficult. 

I have been asked to say son1ething about the reactions in those three EFTA 
countries which are neutn:l, thflt is Austri.a, Switzerland and Sweden. I can of 
course only express wh~t I know of the ~ttitude .Jf private industry. 

Let me tell you quite fr:onkly thp-t we \vere rcther worried by the cool 
;.ttitude of the AmericE:!n .?dministr.::tion which increesed our difficulties in 
conte~cting the Con1mon r-Jarket. There ~,,.,s f! risk thet for inst~J.nce Sweden would 
not have be~n c~ccepted as tm rtssoci~te of the Common }Jarket. Not less then 
<?bout 50 % of our totfll exports of dutiable goods tod.:-y go to the Common 
J.vJBrket, Britein, Demn,:~rk f:lnd Norwc.y. If we would ha,·e been excluded from this 
enle;rged Comn:on !'irrket our economic situation would hc;.ve been very serious 
indeed. The situetion is <'llre.:;dy very serious for Austria who has its grec.test 
tr.<'de with the Conm1on r-:arket. For Switzerland it is already troubling even if 
the speciBlized export products of thet country 2re ;:~ble to climb considerable 
t~riff walls. 

For Stveden and Switzerlvnd such P. development of economic isolation anJ 
risk of poverty instead of progress would be extremely serious, Even if these 
two countries are neutral their. defense expenditure is considerable cmd very 
high per head of population in cornpe.rison ·with some of the European Nato members. 
Would these ttvo neutrnls be able to continue paying for their own anned forces 
and their weapons? \.Je do not know exactly but it ought to be stated that there 
is a definite risk th~t a hDrwful economic arrangement of Europe may hamper the 
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defense effort and weaken the defense ability of these tl-10 countries who ~re good 
friends of the United StBtes, who pay for their own defense withOut cmy oUtside 
grants B.nd for a thousand ye;Jrs h£ve defended their own freedom. 

None of these countries wents to pley the gr.me of con•binert brinkmanship ~:nd 

bleckm;;il of the United Stctes which h~.s become so populer 2mong sotne countries in 
the Horld. 

From the point of view of the business community in Swerten I have eXperienced 
only positive reactions towErds the plen for European integrc;t.ion. Our rel&tions 
with the industries in the Common 1'-larket are very good cmd friendly and we co
operate closely in all mc:tters of common interest and are engaged in positive 
efforts to bring the two b-locs together. Swedish industr;' hEs been hardened 
under a very liberal import re_gime with low import duties and wonts to hnve its 
markets enlarged and compete also with the Common ~arket without :my trade barriers. 
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I approach the subject of your deliberations as a social anthropologist who has 
specialized in what has confusingly come to be called National Character. What my 
colleagues and I study and attempt to make coherent are the motives, the predis
positions, the a1~ciculate and inarticulate values that the majority of a society 
manifest or assent to at a defined period of history; for as anthropologists our 
unit of study is the society, and not the nation-state. In our tl~itional field 
of study, the technologically primitive societies without literacy and without 
any sources of power except human and animal muscle, wind and '·l!l.ter, the distinction 
between society and nation~state rarely arises. The very simplest societies have 
developed no state apparatus; in the somewhat more complex ones the geographical 
boundaries of state and society coincide. But ever since the inventio~ of the 
centralized nation-state in neolithic times at either end of the Asiatic land-mass, 
the nation-state has tended to comprise more than one society - a dominant society 
and subjugated or conquered societies. In the more recent histO'JT of the last 
century or so the political frontiers of nation-states have been drawn arbitrarily 
on political or geographical lines, without regard to the social allegiance of the 
people inhabiting the land through which the frontier is dra\m. As a consequ~nce 
members of a single society may be apportioned to two or rrnre nation-states - recent 
examples which have been discussed are the Somalis and the Armenians; but their case 
is by no means unique. 

This distinction between society and nation-state is basic to my argument. To 
the extent that we are using 11 Culture11 in its anthropological significance as 
the learned and shared institutions and techniques of a people, culture itself is 
an aspect of societ,y, and what has been called national character is an aspect of 
culture. I thin!' I can speak for all anthropologists in s•cating that the nation
state, as such, does not have a culture. If nation and society coincide, then the 
nation-state is one of the institutions of that culture; if tne nation-state is com
posed of more than one society, it will also embody more than one culture, and 
nanifest more than one type of national character. A simple eXB.r.lple is my own country 
of Great Britain, or the United Kingdom; we are one nation-state but we embody at 
least four cultures - the English, the Scots, the Welsh and the Northern Irish; and 
nobody with any experience of these peoples would question, I fancy, the fact that 
they manifest four differing and, in some points, strongly contrasting national 
characters, To discuss so complex a concept as the Cultural Co!1ll1lUility of the North 
Atlantic Nations we must get our definitions straight; and I intend to restrict my 
use of the terms "culture" or "cultural" to the technical anthropological meaning. 
Culture, as I shall use the term, is an aspect of society; and a cultural community 
must imply a coJillllUllity of societies, and not - at least in the first instance - of 
nation-states, 

I should confess that I only reached this position gradually. The arliest work 
on the national character of complex societies was undertaken during the last war 
to be of use in various aspects of psychological warfare; and the studies of the 
Japanese national character were studies of a nation. So too were most of the other 
studies of Asian societies with which I was then associated. In my book The 
American People the title is too inclusive even though in the preface and-rin the 
English edition) in appendices I excluded the Southern States, and, to a lesser 
degree, Texas, rural New England and Cc.J.lifornia. 

When I came 1D write, with the late John Rickman, The People of Great Russia, I 
emphasized even in the title that I was dealing with only one of the societies in 
the U,S,S,R.; and silllilarly with the title of Exploring English Character. These 
are the only North Atlantic societies on which I have published. I took part in 
a study of French culture, meaning the dominant culture of central France; and 
during the war I participated in some fairly superficial studies of German societies 
which attempted to emphasize the differences between Prussian, :Bavarian and Austrian. 
Fbr the other members of the North Atlantic Community my information is confined 
to that derivable from a fairly wide reading and such observations as an alert· 
tourist (in many of the countries) can make. I think I am aware of the gamut 
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of the traits exhibited by the national characters of the numerous societies which 
make up the North Atlantic .Community; but there are several soci~ties within this 
community about which I have no specialized knowledge at all. 

In all the studies in which I have_been involved the emphasis has been placed 
on the uniqueness of each culture; and of the national character which is its 
psychological expression·. Although there are .few, if any, traits __ customs beliefs Or 
values which are unique, confined to a single society, the combination and pat~ern of 
the totality of traits, customs beliefs and values of any society is always, as far 
as we know, unique. I have conceived as an important task the pointing out of the. 
differences which e_o frequently underlie superfic.ial similarities_. If I may quote 
from my study "The American People", the chief difficulties in Anglo-American · 
relations arise "because -English and Americans share varients of the same language, 
the same religions, the same political ideas, the same laws _and. the same physical 
types ~nd tperefor~ each group expects the other to be a near replica of itself, 
and is continually being disillusioned and distressed when this expectation is 
proved to be unjustified 11

• 

This type of contrast is a constant feature of societies with a shared 
historical origin; for example between the Spaniards and the Portuguese, or between 
the Norwegians and Swedes. Indeed it could be said that for members of many 
societies their sense of their own id~ntity depends essentially on a negative or a 
complementary definition. You know you are a Norwegian because you are not a 
Swede or a Dane, and conversely; and this sense of identity, of defining-oneself as 
a member of a given society, would seem to be a basic necessity for the psychological 
well-being of peoples in advanced, technically complex societies. As far as the 
records can guide us, this sense of self-identity through membership of a nation
state defined geographically and politically is, comparatively speaking, very recent; 
earlier self-identity was defined in terms of kinship, wherever one's kin might 
happen to live by religion, or, at least in the case of the Greeks of the classical 
period, by language. In much of Africa today the problem of identity is the cause 
of very much political disturbance and distress in the contest between identity as 
a member of a tribe, and therefore ultimately through kinship, or identity as an 
adherent to a supra-cultural· religion, and identity as a member of a geographically 
defined nation-state. The opposition to the merging of nation-states into a larger 
community, such as the North Atlantic Commun~iy, would seem to stem in larg~ part 
from a fear of the loss of identity, one of the basic fears induced by large-scale 
urban civilization; I would hazard that this fear of the loss of identity is a 
greater obstacle to the forming of a larger community for most people than are any 
of the overtly political complications. 

The unique characteristics of each society with its culture and the resultant 
national character is, as far as is known, universal, an aspect of the social life 
of homo sapienE; but the discernment of the differences of culture and national 
character is, to a great extent, a question of perspective, of observational view
point. Anthropologists are professionally trained to look at every society as 
closely as possible, irrespective of its size and political importance and to 
analyze its unique variants of the universal institutions which every society 
manifests; and nearly all human beings have a quasi-anthropological attitude to the 
customs, speech and values of those societies which are nearest to them, either 
physically, as neighbours, or culturally through the sharing of common history, 
traditions or institutions; nearly every adult can be articulate about the 
differences between "us" and uthem 11 in the next region, canton, tribe, on the other 
side of the river or the frontier, and so on. But habitually this ability to · 
discriminate Only applies to the nearest neighbours; the Scots or the Welsh, for 
example can be most articulate about the differences between tbemsel ves and the 
English and will lump all Continental Eurppeans together. And I woncter how many 
of the people here, who could tell me with great precision the differences between. 
the citi~~· of the United Stateij on on~ ~ide of the lake and the citiz~ns of C~nada 
Qn the p~ r, nevertheless conslctE;!r tha lfhe vno4,-e of Amer1ca soutn ot· t.h~ .H~o vrand.e 
1s 1Dbab~ ed by one amorphous soc1ety o Lat1ns 1 
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This question of perspective is an important one. Anthropologists group the 
unique cultures which are their primary object of study into "culture areas". To 
date, this concept has been most clearly elaborated in the sphere of material culture; 
the types of objects which are made or traded do tend to group discrete cultures into 
larger whales. Since material objects are easier to study with precision than are 
institutions, customs and values, the most precise delineation of culture areas has 
been in terms of concrete traits; but underlying such expressions of aspiration as 
"United Africa" or the "North Atlantic Community" is the hope that these geographical 
descriptions are already, or are capable of becoming, single culture areas with 
sufficient shared values, customs and institutions to m&intain coherence. 

I myself do not believe that the NOrth Atlantic Nations constitute a single 
culture-area. As far as my knowledge goes, I would assume that there are three major 
culture areas in Europe and Northern America; and that these three culture areas may 
be conveniBntly, though probably not quite precisely, distinguished by the versions 
of Christianity which have been dominant in them in recent centuries; the Orthodox 
societies, the Catholic societies, and the societies influenced by the Protestant 
Reformation. · 

It is a question of the greatest complexity, which I am not competent to answer, 
whether the differing versions of Christianity were adopted, or prevailed, because 
they were congruent with the predispositions, values and character of the peoples 
assenting to them; or whether the prepOnderating influence of the churches in govern
ment and education, until very recent times, transformed the character of the peoples 
into congruence with the values of the dominant sect. The only clue I possess is a 
slight knowledge of pre-Reformation English literature; and this does tentatively 
suggest to me that the English had Protestant characters before they had Protestant 
dogma. 

Tncse three confessions emphasize three different means by which the faithful 
may be apprised of God's Will and guide their conduct, which in turn represent 
three different types of character. Fbr the Orthodox, a Pentecostal illumination 
will show the 1ruth to the group, or, exceptionally, the individual earnestly seeking 
it. The pious Roman Catholic will keep in the right by scrupulously following the 
rules laid down by his spiritual superiors who, in their turn, are bound by 
obedience to their superiors, and to the minutely codified laws which bind the con
duct of layman and priest alike. The Protestant prayerfully searches his own heart 
and stuJies the scriptures to ascertain whether he is following the Lord's will, 
wheth•3r his COnduct is moral. 

These three approaches embody three different ideals of behaviour: the Man in 
the Truth, the Man in the Right, and the Moral Individual. And these three ideals 
not only guide the conduct of the faithful and identify the characteristics they try 
to elicit in their children; they also inform the climate of opinion, indicate the 
pr0dominant values of lay institutions, from government to education, for the 
societies in which th2se creeds have been dominant, whether or nctthe majority of 
their members consciously subscribe to the creeds in which these values were embodied. 
And in many ways these three attitudes to human nature have, till now, been mutually 
incompatible, each convinc~d that they alone are correct and that the other approaches 
are mistaken or sinful, This mutual intolerance still persists, though the ch:or 
cause for disdain has shifted from religious to political ideology. We all claim 
to b~ d~mocrats and to live in a democratic society, as earlier we all daim2d to be 
Christians and· to live in a Christian society; but our version of democracy, as 
form~rly our version of Christianity is, we maintain, the only one which really 
descrv~s that honoured name. 

Because they are inarticulately held, these three different ideals of upright 
behaviour, and the type of s·ociety and institutions; which will advance th~:!m, would 
se~m to be a major cause for the mutual incomprehension and intolerance within th~ 
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geograpbical area which might constitute a North Atlantic community. The Man in 
the Truth depends ultimately upon revelation •. The Truth exists, for him, in 
perpetuity; it can be discovered by exceptional holiness or by exceptional historical 
insight, by the study of the Gospel according to St. John or of dialectical 
materialism according to Marx, Engels and Lenin. When the Truth has been revealed, 
the duty of man is to live in the Truth as completelY as pos·sible; even the slightest 
deviation runs the cataclysmic .risk of the descent into the abyss of total untruth, 
•of Sin. Societies based on the revelation of Truth inevitably tend to rigidity; 
although different aspects of the Truth are revealed over time, at any one moment 
there is only one Truth and an infinity of perilous errors. Compromise on any sertous 
point is, inevitably, a dereliction from the Truth. 

The Man in the Right depends ultimately upon cod:i1'1ed law. ._ledge, 
precedent, foresight, reason, precise definitions employed with the greatest clarity 
and intelligence available will produce the code of laws under which the upright 
man should live. He may interpret the letter of the lBW with all the ingenuity of 
which he is capable; but· the body of law and precedent, whether of church or state, 
is superior to all those who live und.r the law. The law'ltll contain provisions 
as to how it may be modified or added to in detail; but the law, as a whole, can 

. only be overturned by violent revolution, by temporary anarchy from which a more 
perfect ·law will subsequently be evolved. Revolution may occasionally be necessary, 
but _it is deplorable in itself 1 a last resort; and, except in times of revolution, 
the man. in ·the Right should live under the law, should submit himself and his 
interests to the regulations and interpretations made by the specialists who are 
by definition his intellectual or spiritual superiors. 

· The man in the· Right has contempt for those who do not acknowledge the· rule of 
law; th'.::Y are, in the precise sense of the term, uncivilized and therefore 
unreliable. One can, indeed one must, negotiate with people who are not in the Righ~ 
who ·do not demonstrate their allegiance to the letter of the law; l;>ut one cannot 
rely on them and so should not get involved too deePlY· Tbey may suddenly appeal 
against the letter of the law in the light of a new revelation of the Truth or, 

, what is even more unpredicatable,_by an appeal to natural justice against the letter 
of the law. 

The Horal Individual, and the societies he composes, places comparatively little 
reliance on revealed truth or on codified law. The source from which the MOral· 
Individual derives the knowledge of upright conduct is from his own heart of 
conscience fortified by the scriptures; he believes deeply that every human being 
has natural capacities for discerning true justice and the proper way to forward 
this obviously desirable goal; if he communes with himself with sufficient 
earnestness and sincerity he will learn the Will of the LOrd or the moral course 
of action more accurately than by reliance on any other source. Moral Individuals, 
and societies composed of moral individuals belie.ve that every individual has both 
thee capi\City. and the duty to "make up his mind for himslelf'' on all questions of mo~al 
importance. He should take into account revealed truths, or truths held to be self
'.:vi<.icmt; he should not unwittingly flout the law, for ignorance of the law is no 
cxcus~; but the ultimate fount of authority and the individual's true guide to 
upright conduct is the innate sense of justice, fairness, equity which each 

.. 

individual possesses and can gain access to. For moral individuals comp~omise is 4-/ 

desirable, if no principles are betrayed, if it is in accord with both parties' 
sense of natural justice; to refuse to compromise is to be rigid, or legalistic, 
both terms of opprobrium for the moral individual, each a term of commendation for 
the man in the Truth and the man in the Right respectively. 

I have dwelt at some length on these three approaches to upright conduct which 
I think characterize the three culture-areas of the North Atlantic Cbmmunity because 
I believ8 that these are symptomatic of the type of difficulty and mutual 
incompr,:hens ion which prevent the North Atlantic Community being more than a 
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geographical expression. While the people who practice one approach to upright 
conduct consider that any other approach is not merely misguided but wrong and 
dangerous there can never be that delegation of authority, of sovereignty which must 
precede the transformation of the North Atlantic Community into a cultural as well 
as a geographical expression. I believe, as I have written before, that behind 
de Gaulle 1 s veto of Great Britain 1 s -adherence to the European Economic Community 
lies the distrust of the Man in the Right for the unpredicatable Moral Individual. 

Together With the differing approaches to upright conduct go differing 
definitions of the high abstractions which men value and wish to achieve. You will 
forgive me for recalling that in the second world war President Roosevelt and 
Winston Churchill launched a slogan to subsume our war-aims: The Four Freedoms -
Freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from want, freedom from fear. Once 
this neat slogan vas launched it vas found that it could not be neatly translated 
into any other language; in no other language that I~v of does a single vor4 
carry the two connotations of not-being-prevented-from and being-protected-from. 
All agree that Freedom is good; but there are many differences as to how this 
good is rightly defined. And so with all the other goods men value. 

I stress the understanding of the goods, the goals men strive for in the 
differing cultures and culture-areas which comprise the North Atlantic Nations; for 
a viable North Atlantic Community can only be built on the best aspirations, not the 
fears, of the peoples who will compose it. Fears can make, do make, a temporary 
alliance; but when the fears diminish the alliance disintegrates if there are not 
also shared aspirations. A detailed and objective study of the implications of 
the 'high value abstractions in every language would be a most useful preparatory 
work for all multi-cultural associations. 

I have been discussing cultures and culture-areas, ratlser .than nation-states 
in the last few minutes for a number of reasons. The first is my conviction, to 
which I shall shortly return, that a North Atlantic Community can only be built by 
a coalescence of societies and their cultures, not by an alliance of nation-states. 
The second is that, owing to relatively recent historical events, some nation-states 
contain within their boundaries more than one culture and, on occasion, representatives 
of more than one culture area - I will witness the u.s.s.R. and Belgium, among many 
others; and in a few cases in Europe, and many more in other parts of the world, 
members of' one culture are divided by a national frontier. 

To the best of my knowledge, there does not exist a comprehensive map of the 
cultures of the North Atlantic Nations. There are linguistic maps; and where there 
is a difference in language, there is prima ~ evidence for difference in 
culture. But the converse does not hold true. The same language may be shared by 
people of strongly contrasting cultures: the English-speaking peoples are a 
striking example of markedly differing cultures sharing the same language. The 
same would appear to be true of the German-speaking people, the Italian, Spanish 
and French speakers. Accent and minor turns of phrase or vocabulary will distinguish 
Prussians, Bavarians and Austrians, Milanese, Romans and Sicilians, North country, 
Midlands and Southern English, Middle West Americans, Middle West CBnadians and so 
on; but with varying degrees of intensity these speakers of variants of the same 
language will identify themselves with their local culture and its geographical area 
rather than with the nation-state in which this culture is enclosed. Most members 
of regional societies have also loyalty to and a strong sense of identification with 
the nation-state to which they belong and, in confrontation with other nation-states 
will sink their regional loyalties in patriotism. When there is no suGh confrontatio~ 
they tend to consider themselves Bavarians or Sicilians or Southerners, and so on, 
in the first place; only secondarily, most of the time, will they consider themselves 
Germans, or Italians, or citizens of the United States. 
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I should like to suggest to you that these local cultures are the bricks with 
which a North Atlantic Community could be built, over time, The society with its 
distinctive culture is, as far as the records go, the natural, the universal unit in 
which homo sapiens has always lived his life; and for the majority of mankind over 
recent millenia societies have nearly all had a specific geographical location. B,y 
contrast the nation-state is a relatively recent invention in the history of the 
human species, 

The first nation-states seem to have arisen around the great rivers of Asia and 
North Africa and may, as Dr. Wittfogel has suggested, have developed this form 
because of the need for large-scale organizations to deal with problems of flooding 
and irrigation; and this form of social organi;ation extended comparatively slowly 
to the rest of the world. Even two centuries ago, large areas of the inhabited world 
were not organized into nation-states; this was true of all the sparsely inhabited 
pGrtions of the globe : Australia and much of the Americas - and large sections of 
the more densely populated areas; over much of the world the local or tribal society 
was paramount. We can imagine human beings living full and adequate lives without 
the existence of nation-states, for we have ~simple examples; we cannot imagine 
human beings living full lives without a local or tribal society, even though it 
be politically submerged within a nation-state. 

The accretion and expansion of local societies has been a very gradual process, 
perhaps taking nearly as long a time as the history of homo sapiens. The very 
earliest men may have been organized into societies little larger than a single 
family and very gradually amalgamated into larger imits; but in the time-scale of 
recent history local societies and their cultures appear much more persistent than 
natioa-states. Examples can be found from many frequently fought-over areas of Europe 
or Asia; Alsatian culture, for example, or Sicilian, or Greek have persisted over 
centuries though the peoples have been included under a variety of national 
suzerainties, Nation-states change their frontiers, expand the contract, eyen 
disappear from the political scene; but, as far as the records go, the local 
societies and their cultures continue with a very slow natural rete Of change, even 
though their political life be modified according to which nation-state is paramount 
over them at a given period, 

The painful history of thia century has shown. that local societies and their 
cultures can be physically destroyed by extermination or forcible dispersal; but there 
are also many examples of the resilience and vitality of local cultures preserved · 
for generations, despite the tyranny of dominant nation-states, 

The resilience, vitality and persistence of local cultures are an asset which 
we would be unwise .to neglect. As I have said, there is no cultural ""'P of the 
North Atlantic area; but, did ane exist, I do not think there would be very _much 
difference between a cultural map of this area in 1800, and one made today (with 
the partial exception of those areas which were then very sparsely inhabited). But 
if one looks at a political map of 1800, ·showing the territories of nation-states, 
there are few portions of the map which are the same as those of today, apart 
from geographical areas with "natural" boundaries such as sea or mountains which 
arc also nation-states, Nation-states are unstable entities thOUIP this fact is 
disguised because political history is typically written from the view•point o~ 
the dominant culture, We in England think that the history of Britain extends over 
millenia - the late Hugh Gaitskell claimed that Britain's entry into the Common 
1-Brket would terminate "a thousand years of history"; but. over many centuries of this 
millenium England was not paramount over Wales or Scotland, and, for quite a few, 
was paramount over much of the territory which is now France. 

The major reason for the instability of nation-states is that the self
definition of all nation-states includes the claim to absolute sovereignty, tn the 
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whole history of this institution there are no examples known to me of nation-states 
willingly abrogating their sovereignty over any considerable perioi. There are 
temporary.alliances and treaties in plenty, but to date these have always been ad hoc 
arrangements, either a military alliance With a specific goal, or treaties with-
escape clauses or terminal dates. 

This seems to me inevitable; nation-states are designed as autonomous monads. 
Indeed, in the early history of this invention, nation-states seem to hsve conceived . 
of themselves as unique; the earliest states, China, Mohenjo-Daro, even Egypt did 
not (it would appear) need to acknowledge the existence of a rival or rivals; they 
were complete and absolute by themselves. 

Today, a nation-state which does not retain the autonomous right to nake or 
abstain from war and to regulate its own economic and fiscal policies is a contra
diction in terms. The fact thst the dominant societies of· nation-states do or do not 
belong to the same culture-area, hsve similar or contrasting definitions of upright 
behaviour and the other differences which 1 referred to earlier iB on the whole 
irrelevant. If they do not share the same predispositions and values, and ignore 
the differences hidden under similar words and actions this may exacerbate re~tions 
and lead to unnecessary misunderstandings; but however close the values of the 
dominant societies of nation-states nay be - and it would seem as though, during 
much of Europe' s monarchical history, the values of the dominant groups were very 
close - their relationship has always been at best an unstable equilibrium. 

It folloWs that I agree with what I understand to be the position of General 
de Gaulle that one cannot build a North Atlantic Community on an aggregation of 
nation-states. L'Europe des pe.tries -a Europe of sovereign states -would seem to 
be one more ad hoc alliance. But I do not for thst reason think thst a North Atlantic 
Community is:Lmpossible to achieve; I think it is essential as a preliminary to that 
world community which we must devise if the hUliBn race is to continue to exist. 
HUliBn beings invented the nation-state; it should not be beyond hUliBn wit to devise 
another form of organization DOW that the nation-state has become too dangerous. 

Although nation-states as we hsve known them have necessarily been incapable of 
long-term mutual accommodation, the submerged regional societies and their cultures 
have had long experience of this. In Europe I believe, though I could not demon
strate this, the regional cultures comprise a larger proportion of the population 
than do the dominant cultures. This would appear not to be the case on this side of 
the Atlantic; but even here they are no insignificant proportion of the total 
population. 

I should like to suggest to you that a North Atlantic Community might be able 
to be constructed if the. units were regional societies, rather than nation ·states. 
Regional societies hsve a quasi-biological permanence, compared with nation-states; 
the great majority have the historical experience of restricted sovereignty, of 
living peaceably enough under the domination of some superordinate national culture. 
True, a certain number of regional cultures in the past have revolted against the 
superordinate society which was felt as oppressive, as enjoying a national sovereignty 
to which the regional society felt it had an equal right; as a result we have had an 
ever-increasing proliferation of nation-states. Such regions had never submitted 
willingly to subordination by the dominant culture; typically they were dominated 
by conquest. 

With the changed technologies of communications, production of power, and 
weaponry the role of nation-states could easily be diminished; and the role of regions 
comparably enhallced. Regional areas Would need to be sociologically demarcated, for 
in nearly every modern nation-state the regions have been quite arbitrarily broken 
down into administrative units - counties, departments, states, provinces and so on -
which are only casually related to the local culture of the inhabitants. It is 111¥ 
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belief however :thil.t, with the partial exception of the metropolitan conurbations, 
the adult 1nh8.bitants of the countries of the North Atlantic nations are quite clear 
(in the vast majority of cases) about their identification with a specific regional 
culture; -and thil.t consequently it would not need much more work than is entailed in a 
national census or referendum to produce a map of the local societies and their 
cultures in any technologically advanced area. 

Orice the areas of the local societies have been determined, they should be 
granted the greatest amount of autonomy possible. -They Will not be military units, 
for in most cases they will not hil.ve the necessary ecbnomic base; but I presume tbil.t 
a North Atlantic community would aim at the disappearance of national armed forces in 
favour of a supra-national or multi~ut101111l. force. They will not be economically 
self-sufficient; but here again mOdern technology is already evolving multi-national 
and supra-national industrial and power complexes , There would be a need for a COIIIlllOn 
currency throughout the area, and for a minimum legal basis, for entrenched clauses 
which could not be repealed by a single local society. But these provisos apart, each 
region would be independent and encouraged to develop its own distinctive culture and 
view of the world and of upright conduct, -

Among the rights which I should like to see assigned to every region is thil.t of 
determining its adherence or relationship to a metropolis; and this right would include 
double adherence, of which we have a prototype in the constitution of the state of -
Andorra. If double adherence of a region were allowed, it would clear away most of the 
major causes of dispute and discontent which perpetually vex the old world. There is 
a very considerable number of regional cultures over which two or more nation-states 
claim paramountcy: I will give as examples the Tyrolese, the Saarlanders, the 
Transylvanians, the Kurds, the Armenians, the Somali. If regional cultures were 
autonomous, within the limits I have outlined, one of the major causes for dispute 
and war would be eliminated. 

I had better state that, in this context, I am not advocating the enhancement of 
States Rights, as this is understood in the U .s .A, The boundaries of the several 
states are political and are often as arbitrary, from the cultural point of view, as 
most of the frontiers of the ex-colonies of Africa. I would think however that there 
are distinctive cultural areas within the United States that would properly qualify 
as autonomous regional societies. 

The autonomous regional societies of the North Atlarrtic area would constitute 
the units who would determine the shape and actions of the North Atlantic Community, 
If I am right in discerning three najor culture-areas in the North Atlantic area, 
there might well be three subordinate groupings for government and religion between 
which the autonomous societies could choose their adherence. But I am deeply con
vinced that a North Atlantic cultural community can only be solidly built by allowing 
for, and emphasizing, the cultural diversity which distinguishes mankind and not by 
Wishing it awy and seeking to impose a single cultural pattern. Cultural diversity 
is the richest of our inheritances, and the one most fraught with possibilities of 
human development and invention; ve must preserve this with all our best efforts as 
earnestly as we strive to preserve the human race from annihil.&'\:l.on. 
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• I. • INTRODUCTION 

The creation of e. gJ."ea.t international school in the capital of the United 
States, the center of attraction of the free world, would answer a real 
necessity. 

To be sure, the United States aan put American schools at the disposal of 
its guests, but these schools are unable to meet e. number of noteworthy situa
tions. 

Diplomats from every country in the world, of all races and colors, foreign 
journalists and businessmen and so many others very often come to Washington 
for a limited time, but take up residence there with their families. 

The problem of educating their children is all the more pressing as the 
standards of local schools vary considerably and private schools involve 
tuition fees too high for the average budget to bear. 

The crux of the problem, moreover, is that families arriving in Washington 
with school-age children have the greatest difficulty in integrating them into 
the American cycle of studies and encounter the same difficulty on returning to 
their home countries. The problem of the equivalence of e. diploma received in 
the United States arises, in particular, with regard to admission to univer
sities in most countries. 

It is noted that a private French school and a German school have been 
opened recently in \'lashington. It appears, hm;ever, that they are unable to 
solve the problems cont:ronting them, because of their operating costs, the 
quality of the teaching or for other reasons. 

A solution could certainly be found if all those interested - for various 
reasons - joined forces to open a great international school in Washington. 

In addition to these reasons of opportuneness, there are others which are 
no doubt of overriding impol~ance to the United States, whose world-wide 
responsibilities are gradually extending to every field of human activity. 

The problem of teaching and education is becoming increasingly e. problem 
of prime importance for all countries in the world. The developed countries 
se~ ~o adapt teaching to the new requirements of the modern world: development 
of technical, scientific and mathematical knowledge, the learning of languages 
and, above all, the maintenance of e. vast pool of knowledge and of e. vast 
general culture. The developing countries seek to create an educational system 
and network in which the example and experience of the West play a leading part. 

EVerywhere the problem of educational reform is posed, in the u. S. as 
elsewhere. 

It would, then, be extremelY desirable for the United States to seize the 
present opportunity of meeting a local need in Washington to initiate an educa
tional experiment based on a combination of various systems and capable of 
serving as a "pilot school" or, one might· say, "pedagogical laboratory'' from 
which both national and foreign educators coUld draw inspiration. 
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· For that purpose, it would be absolute}¥ necessary to associate with it 
other countries, particularly those whose cultUl·al contribution to the world 
has been and is essential and whose way of life derives from a common inspiration 
and origin. 

Such an experiment, to have a chance of success, must be based on a 
definite concept and must not aim at solving all problems at once. The experi
ment, therefore, must be bold, but prudent, so that all chances of success will 
be on its side. 

In reality, one cannot forget that what is at stake is e.n experiment in 
education in which the responsibility of those who undertake it is so great 
that they are obliged to succeed. Otherwise, the education of a generation of 
young people would be compromised. · 

The author of this note admires the financial effort being made by the 
United States to develop throughout the world a system of scholarships and he 
is familiar with the generous welcome extended to scholarship holders who have 
the good fortune to complete their education in that great country. But this 
effort is concentl'!Lted essentialJ.¥ at the university level. 

The Washington International School would constitute a.n example at the 
primary and secondary school levels. 

It appears, by the way, that the United States intends to create a network 
of American schools abroad, following the example of other countries, such as 
France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy, etc. 

In view of these projects, it would seem desirable first to create a 
prototype, which could then serve as a model for other schools to be created, 
or at least as a guide and example for them. 

n. BASIC PRINCIPI£8 OF THE Il!iTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

It is proposed tl~t the International School be established on the 
follmnng bas~s: 

a) Taking advantage of an intern"l.tiona.l environment to cor.centre.te 
teaching on the studc' of modern languagGs and enriching the curri:!ulum with the 
culture of the countries where theGe languages are spoken. 

b) Elaborating a. curriculum constituting a broad corepromise among the 
curricula of the coun-tries having an educational sys-tem of intenmtiona.l 
renown a.n6., perba.ps, constituting a. synthesis of these. The high level of this 
instruct:t.:>n will thus be assured and the recognition of diplomas will be 
facilitated. 

c) Dispensing instruction in deference to individual conscience and 
faith: neu:tral instruction respectful of religions and permitting them to be 
taught to the pupils. 

d) Educating students towards mutual understanding, opening their minds 
widely to world problems and prepal·ing them to be good world citizens, while 
retaining their pride in their fatherlands. 
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III,· THE LANGUAGE PROBLEM 

A distinction should be ruade bet1~een the languages of instruction and the 
languages taught. 

1anguages of Instruction 

To give the International School a truly inte:rnatior.al character, it would 
be essential for the basic instruction to be given in several languages, 
permitting most students to get this instruction in their mother tongue or in 
a closely related language. 

But, in order to succeed in the experiment and to assure the unity of the 
School, it is essential to limit the number of languages so that the preparation 
of a uniform curriculum for all linguistic sections is possible and class 
scheduling problems are still soluble. 

It 1.s :proposed, therefore, that 3 or, at the most, 4 language sections be 
opened fnm the start, viz. those which make it possible to meet the most 
evident lo~al needs while remaining within the fraJnework of the same cultural 
inspiratlcn, to wit: 

- An English language section 

- A French language section 

- A Spanish language section 

- and, perhaps also, a German language s.ection - in order to include the 
existing German school in the common effort. 

The basic instruction would be given in these languages and students 
would enroll in the section of their choice. 

Second Language 

From their youngest age, the students would be trained by the most active 
methods in the fluent and thorough practice of a second language, so that they 
could use this as a language of instruction from the secondary level on. This 
would be the "vehicular language" • 

Certain branches would be taught compulsorily in this language, e.g. from 
the 7th grade on. The branches which seem to lend themselves best to this are 
history, geography, history of art, geology, etc. But, even before the 7th 
grade, this language would have been currently used in singing lessons, manual 
training, physical culture, drawing, etc. 

Thus, the branches taught in the vehicular language would be given either 
in French or in Spanish to students choosing English as their first language 
and in English or Spanish to students whose first language was French, etc. 

Third Language 

All students would be required to learn a "third language", e.g.· from the 
8th grade on. 
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·' This third language would have "to be learned so e.s to be used fluently at 
the end of the secondary stud:i.es''. The most active methods should be employed 
to this end, but the students should also have acquired by then a literary 
culture in that language. 

Thus, students who chose the "English" or "French" section would take 
Spanish as the third langllage. Those 'Who chose the "English" or "Spanish" 
section, would take French, and those in the French fl.nd Spanish sections, 
English. 

Other Languages 

'VTithin the framework of the American political perspective, one would be 
tempted to consider the foregoing insufficient. 

VThy not teach Russian, Chinese, Arabic, Italian, Portuguese or Dutch, 
not to mention African and Asian languages. 

Great caution is imperative. The opening of linguistic sections in those 
languages is certainly not to be excluded. Still, it would be necessary for 
the number of students to justify them and for those countries to be prepared 
to cooperate in the experiment. 

A solution can be sought in two directions: 

a) Students whos.e mothel· tongue was not English, French or Spanish could 
receive instruction in their mother tongue if their country supplied the 
required teacher to the school. 

b) Students who chose a course of studies without Latin could be 
required to choose the study of a 4th language, e.g. from the 9th grade on. 
This language could be one of those mentioned above, subject to the availability 
of a teacher and the possibility of solving the problem of scheduling classes. 

N.B. To conclude this point, it is essential to note that the teaching 
of languages, hm~ever desirable, is limited both by the student's capacity of 
absorption and by the necessity of establishing a balanced curriculum covering 
a whole group of subjects. · 

rl. CURRICULUM 

1·Tithin the framework of an international school such as the one envisaged, 
it can be considered that the objective is preparation for university studies. 
The curriculum, therefore, must be conceived accordingly. 

Now, every .country has developed a curriculum in keeping with its own 
traditions in the field of education, taking national contingencies into account. 

A simple comparison among the curricula of cou.~tries with great traditions 
in the field of education shows, however, that these curricula are everywhere 
identical or comparable for at least 70 percent of their content: Teaching 
everywhere includes the mother tongue, arithmetic and, later, mathematics and 
science, history, geography, literature, classical and modern languages, manual 
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training, physical culture, sports, music and the arts; in some countries, 
philosophy in secondary school. 

It is all a question of intensity or orientation toward an extended general 
culture or more or less early specialization. 

This concrete problem of a compromise among the curricula of different 
countries arose in the ~trepean Schools created by the European Communities at 
the seat of their institutions. There are at the moment 5 such schools - 6 
soon -with 4,000 students. 

The solution -was found on the basis of. mutual concessions made by each of 
.the countries • They reached unanimous agreement, preserving what each of them 
considered indispensable to permit the recognition of the school diploma for 
all civil purposes and for admission to the universities of the six countries. 

The diploma issued by the Schools has since been recognized by Austria and 
by the Swiss and English universities, and this recognition has, in addition, 
been inserted into the Agreement on Equivalence of Diplomas that has just been 
negotiated by the Council of Europe in Strasbourg. 

It is obviously not indispensable for the \Iashington International School 
to adopt the same curriculum. But it can be recommended as a basis for negotia
tion on the curriculum to be established, since it already constitutes a 
compromise in the sense of what has been said above. 

The above proposal in regard to languages is, moreover, inspired by the 
practice and experience of the European Schools, which use the 4 official 
languages of the Community (French, German, Italian, Dutch) and English. 

V, ORGANIZATION OF STUDI:ES 

On the basis of the same experience of the European Schools, it is pro
posed that the.Washington International School adopt a primary and secondary 
study cycle covering 12 years, viz. : 

a) a kindergarten for children from 4 to 6 (outside the cycle). 

b) Five years of primary studies (minimum age for admission, between 
5 1/2 and 6·years). 

c) Seven years of secondary studies validated by a high-level final 
examination. 

During the 5 years of primary school, a sufficient knowledge of the second 
language should be acquired. 

The secondary cycle should assure a balanced preparation, in particular: 

- A broad general and humanistic culture; 

- A thorough knowledge of languages; 

- A reasonable YJlO'Wledge of mathematics and science; 
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- A course of college preparatory studies; 

- A civic educatton receptive to world problems; 

- A physical and athletic education assuring a balance beti~een spiritual 
and physical development. 

These problems were solved as follows in the European Schools: 

The second&"Y cycle is divided into a 3-year "co=n trunk" followed by 
4 years of specialization, 

a) ·The same instruction is given to all students during the 3-year 
"CO!IlDlOn trunk" , 

The first year centers on an intensive study of the second (vehicular) 
language: 7 hours a week, 

T'ne second and third years are still characterized by the fact that all 
students le>.a.:-u Latin, even those who drop this language during the last 4 years· 

The thirC'. :;'".ar is characterized by the introduction of a third language 
(English), in ;;:,ich classes are held 4 and, later, 3 hours a week until the 
end of the studies. 

b) The last 4 years e.llo'W several choices: 

- A classical· section, based on Latin and Greel~:, with more limited 
mathematics and science program than in the other sections; 

-A W.tin section (without Greek), with e. highly developed mathe
matics e.nd science program; 

- A "modern-language" section with e. highly developed mathematics 
and science program. In this section, e. fourth modern language is 
mandatory. 

Experience shows, however, that it would be desirable to have also a 
modern language section with the mathematics and science program of the 
classice.i section and in ·which part of the program would be devoted to human 
sciences (economy, sociology, statistics, etc.). 

It is proposed that ~onsidere.tion be given to this organization of 
studies, which has proved its worth, as a basis for discussion on the creation 

"of the Washington International School. 

VI, PARTICIPATION OF OTHER COUNrRIES IN THE INrERN.I\.TIONAL SCHOOL 

It is possible to admit foreigners to national schools. It is also 
possible to allow other countries to open national schools abroad. But an 
international school presupposes e. joint effort by several countries. 
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·Regardless of. the juridical statute of the School (considered below), it 
is proposed that other countries be assoCiated with its operation, 

On the basis of the linguistic sections proposed, it is suggested that a. 
request be made from the start for the cooperation of Great Britain, France 
and organizations of Latin American co\tntries, which could not fail to appre
ciate the possibility of cultural diffusion which such a School would offer. 

The cooperation of these countries could be exercised in the following 
a.rea.s: 

Pedagogicallll8ll~g?~fit of the School: These countries could be invited· 
to sit on the ·Peda.gogj.'cal Council" .of the SChool charged with: 

- Curriculum planning; 

- Organizing the supervision of the level of studies; 

- Assisting the director and teaching corps; 

- C:>:>e;mizing the final examination. 

Pecia.g':>F":'.'l9.l supervision of the School: These countries could be invited 
to desisruite!. school inspector entitled to visit all the classes, who would 
then sit ·in the "Council of Inspectors" with his colleagues from the other 
countries. 

Providing the teaching staff: These countries could be invited to desig
nate professors and school nJasters from among their national teaching corps to 
assure the teaching of subjects to be given in their language and to teach 
languages. 

In the same connection, other governments showing an interest in having 
their national language taught could also provide teachers for the School. 

In this way, the eA-periment would be truly international and would 
constitute a major contribution to the study of pedagogical problems in various 
fields: 

- Direct cultural cooperation among countries; 

- Joint solutions prepared by renowned international pedagogues with 
responsibilities in their home countries within the framework of 
the .Pedagogical Council and the Council of Inspectors; 

- Cooperation among teachers of various nationalities and baclq;rounds; 

- Students from every corner of the world living together. 

It would be a truly exciting a'periment, enriching and profitable to all. 
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· VII.· ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUlXIElrARY PROBLEM3 

Jurid.ica.l Statute of the School 

Several opinions may be envisaged.: 

a) . Creation of an international school based. on an international 
agreement negotiated. by a number of countries and. ratified. by the parliaments. 

This formula appears need.lessly complicated. and. could. have political 
inconveniences. It could, in particular, give rise to reactions of wound.ed 
prid.e on the IBrt of countries not invited. to negotiate. 

b) Direct creation by American authorities of a school having, accord
ingly, an "official" inspector, 

The initiative could. be taken by the State Department or the Department 
of Health, Ed.ucation tmd. Welfare or again by the District of Columbia or the 
State of Virginia ( d.epending on location of the school buildings), 

This "official" formula wuld. und.oubtedly be the best, since it ~rould. give 
the ped.a.gogical experiment undertaken its full value and the character of a 
governmental commitment. 

c) Creation of a "private' school having the status of a. private lAv 
cultural associa·t;ion, b-at sponsored by the American authorities. 

Orga.ns of the International School · 

The International School should. be end.owed. 'With the following organs: 

a) A Pedagogical Council, referred. to u.,a.er VI, responsible for all 
fund.amental d.ecisions, including approval of the bud.get. 

It could. consist: 

- Of representatives of the American authorities (State Department, 
Department of Health, Ed.ucation and. Welfare and. others); 

- Of e. pedagogue d.esignated by each of the countries participating in a 
major way in the school's life; 

- Of pedagogues selected especially for their well-known competence 
either in the United. States or abroad.. 

The Council should. never exceed. 9 or 12 members • It would. meet once a. 
year. 

b) A Council of Inspectors consisting of the inspectors referred to 
und.er VI and. charged. 'With preparing ped.agogical decisions to be taken by the 
Ped.agogical Council, e.g. a.d.a.ptation of curricula, need. for professors and. 
school masters, etc. 
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,This Council should consist of no more than 5 members and would meet 
twice a year, or possibly three times in the beginning, on the occasion of 
their inspections •. 

c) A Board of Directors responsible for preparing and administering the 
budget, and in addition, for all aspects of school life. 

It could consist of: 

- A member representing the American authorities, as chairman; 

- The school principal; 

- Two representatives of the teaching staff; 

-Two representatives of the Association of Pupils' Parents. 

Special emphasis is laid on the importance of the cooperation of teachers 
and parents on this Board. This cooperation contributes greatly to the 
creation of a favorable atmosphere and harmonious cooperation, which is 
always harder to achieve in an international environment. 

The Board could be completed, in case of need, by a. member (or observer) 
from the Embassies of the contributing countries. 

d) It goes 'Without saying that the School would need a principal whose 
pedagogical standing was up to the difficult and delicate task that awaits him. 

He could be of American nationality and assisted by a "deputy" from each 
linguistic section. 

School Buildings 

The school buildings should be placed at the disposal of the School 
gratuitously by the American authorities, and would remain Government property. 

Being a "pilot school", it would be desirable for it to have enough land 
to develop the desired athletic activities. A 25-a.cre area. is offered as a 
suggestion. 

It 'Will no doubt be hard to find this land in Hashington itself. A 
corrolary of building the School at a distance from the city would be the 
necessity of organizing a. pupil transportation system. 

Financial Mee.ris 

It would be highly desirable for students to be admitted free of tuition 
or upon payment of a very moderate fee. 

By way of example, European School students whose parents are officials 
of the Communities or of a. Hember State enjoy tuition-free instruction. Others 
pay a registration fee of $15 to $60 a. year, from which the Board of Directors 
may, moreover, exempt needy fa.mi lies • 
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- • • This aspect of the problem is particularly important in order to prevent 
a school already so privileged from becoming a "caste school" to boot. 

The consequence is, hmiever, that the budgetary expenses would have to be 
borne by the public authorities. 

Teaching Staff 

If other countries consented to assign professors and school masters, it 
could be proposed that these countries pay their salaries and allowances.· 

It would be highly desirable, at any rate, to establish a statute for the 
teaching staff assuring all teachers equal living conditione (with foreign 
teachers possibly enjoying a special allowance and the right to an annual trip 
to their home country). 

It should be fully realized that the worl~ of the teachers in such a new 
type of school will be particularly arduous. They should be selected with 
utmost care. They would deserve the best living conditions, for the success 
of the School would ultimately depend on them. 

Admission of Students 

It would be of prime importance that the International School not con
stitute an "exclusive circle", 

It is essential that, in addition to the foreigners applying for 
enrollment, there be a proportion of American students (e.g. 25 to 35 percent). 

vThile it is to the interest of foreign students to have their ~ school 
for the reasons stated above, it is just as much to their interest to live an 
American life and to adapt themselves to it. Contacts with American comrades 
are very important in this respect, just as it is for the parents to know and 
associate with each other. Here, the Association of Pupils' Parents can play 
a very useful part. -

It is also to the interest of young Americans to associate with and lmow 
foreigners. 

This note is nothing more than a "worl;:ing paper" and the proposals made 
should be considered only as bases for discussion. 

The main thing is that an international - t~1ly international - school 
be created in Washington and that it serve the great objectives which the 
United States pursues for the diffusion of its culture, understanding among men 
and peace in the world. 
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I readily accepted the invitation of the United States National 
Commission for UNESCO, requesting me, as the director of a private exchange 
organization, to say something of the reasons why these exchanges had 
increased so considerably in the last years. 

It was my first reason for accepting, for it gave me the opportunity 
to explain how the exchange of persons supplements, in a way, the historical 
work accomplished when they sign treaties, come to trade agreements or 
alter the economic course of things. 

But my second reason for satisfaction was even greater: I was asked 
if such exchanges could contribute to better understanding between Americans 
and Europeans. 

Naturally, my reply is affirmative. · But it will not be limited to a 
simple affirmation. I want to say~rfght"awyrthat. in my opinion these 
exchanges are not only desirable but ar~ necessary • .... , 

I believe profoundly_ in th~ v~ue of exchanges of persons. In a 
Continent where national egoism has O.cine.Lso much harm~-I refer to Europe--! 
believe exchanges of persons to be one of the surest means of combatting 
mistrust, intolerance or simple antipathy. 

Ignorance o:t~he·. life pf .others is one Of the fun'damerital elements of a 
reserved or hostile att:i:':.ude. Kno.(;ledge· of· the condhions· of their life, 
in particular of their working and family life, is, to my mind, essential. 

In view of the special ties, both political and economic, linking 
Europeans and Americans, and taking into account that in the natural· order 
of things, in the interests of those on both sides of the Atlantic, such ties 
will continue to increase, it is not enough, in order to be able to say that 
Americans and Europeans know each other well, for a Il!.llllber of tourists, 
however considerable, to cross the ocean. 

We will come back to this problem later, after we have examined certain 
aspects of the present situation in interOQtional exchanges. 

The exchange of persons is a topic of the day 

For years the big_ interre.tional organizations, both intergovernmental and 
voluntary, have been attemptL1e; ·to lay the basis of a technique, pedagogy 
and even sociology, of exchange's. 

· .• In this, field we 0~ several specific achievements to UNESCO. In 1954 
UNESCJ cilled a·number. ·of spedlilists together in order to study the tech
niqt;.es of training thOse ,respbnsible for journeys and exchanges. In 1956 they 
exa:l':~ned the tecr.niques 6i: recsiving young foreigners. In 1959 the 
pecc:.;_;,;gical insti•;ute in Hambt:rg studied the pedagogical problems of the 
progrsm of internationc..l exch211ges for ym.'!lg peo;,Jle anrl adults. Finally, 
in Ma.y 1960, the lJ.iiESCO Institu.te for the Young at Gauting-Munich brought 
together travel technicians and sociologists to analyse the influence of 
international exchange programs and. travel. 
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During the same period, the co®tries of-the Western Europe Union 
officially set up a study group tor the coordination of the exchange of 
young people, and the Couricil of Europe, wh:Lab.·.aoon took the matter up within 
its cultural and social sector, waa to render extremely jmportant services. 

Finally, it is very symptoiQatic to not:l.ce that at t.1e officiaJ. ~peni~g 
of the Experimental European Ceqter for the Training of loung Execut.1ves .1t 
was the problem of international exchanges tb,at formed the subject of the 
inaugural session. 

·All tb.at proves that we are r:j.ght to re-examine th<se problems together. 

'Pouring 

Within Europe the possibility of organizing charter plane flights has 
entirely changed-the way of relat;Loriships, 

Together with this, more spare time is available. The 5-day week has 
been generalized; countries where the workers have only two weeks'holiday 
are behind the times;' many have 3 weeks .ap.d a very large number of :big 
French firms have just started· giving 4 weeks 1 holiday .• 

Radio and T.V. networks systematically exchanging programs and relays 
on an international scale, .cominercial ·di·sk·•distribution and, of. recent years, 
the· multiplication of transistors, have all enabled the masses tp.make 
themselves acquainted with programs of international activities. 

A veritable leisure and travel industry has sprung up.· But one may 
wnder whether these millions of men, women .and children who travel about in 
other countries go back home with any more understanding of the people and 
the problems of the countries visited. One. may even imagine that some of 
them even return to their O'\ill countriE;:S w;ictb, their former prejudices 
strengthened, 

Let us, then, pose the problem. 

Exchanges in Europe 

Those reponsible for internati_onal exchanges .must be abreast of the 
times, i.e. they must lead those under their administration to a natural 
conscience of the shrinking·of the world and the widening of the common 
destiny. T'ae young people of today, whether manual wo.rl;:ers or intellectuals, 
will carry the responsibilities of a world linked toge~;r.er in economic and 
cultural communities much more closely than it :!.s tod;;:y, Ths worlc. of the 
next thirty .years will have nothing in common wj.th ou;,-s, L'n -Gllai; world 
mus.t remain man-size • I mean by that that it must reta.in s;;ructures. 
finalizing in the development of everyone. 

The object of any cultural effort, of any "exchange" policy, indeed of 
any policy whatsover, is mankind--what has been called its "eminent dignity". 
This pre-supposes respect for the individual, a respect which is in a certain 
amount of danger frpm.mass civilizations. 
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·. •· , · ·~eli, ·.the Th)ropean problem .{~ tnat of 'th:i:s :personal. ·development pare:ilel 
-with·-the• achieve;ment .. o.f a community ,Elirope. necessitated 'oy world· evolution. 

" . . .. -- . ' ,... . ' . . 

, '····.After the -war> .the. ma~s of, ind,iyidu~s. had· ;to ·understand, follow, accept 
arid ·recognize the necessities _of :E¥:'qpean reconst:ru,c'tion. An immense task 
was und.ertaken• It. still eJi:'ist_!}• .. .. · ,;, · .. . 

I would ask my American friends to .. understand our difficulties in ·· 
Thlrope; m1:1l tipl,;ied by lOO ;j,n rell).tion to the ;irs. 

We do not have the-equivalent of their federal government. We have an 
historical afterbirth: my young compatriots are taught from the cradle tliil.t 
Caesar said; the, j3elgianl! .wer.e the.:mc;>st- gallant; of. all the peoples of Gaul; 
the little Germans take their bott:i.~ to. tM sound of a famous national. , 
Anthem; the French youngsters are dazzled by the meteors that made ·France, 
from Richelieu to Napoleo_n. 

-Add to that the'fact,t(lat t~e~e,peopie speak innumerabie languages, that 
they keep up former· an:f/l!!;onisms · and ·;ti:m,:;;;J.on.s '-lhich, .have: never been given ,tl;le 
direct lie since the Treaty of Verdlin and the dividing u:p of Charlemagne's 
Empire. ,. , . , .-.•· 

The Different pqpul~ti~~s · do . not have. the c OlJllllOn imd:~ent of sp'i'ecih 
constituted, bY; -hav~& one:, s.ol.e. lapguage, . as is the_ caf!e .Jn tqe Upi:ted States 
for English, which brings togeth-er '8.11 the citizens of tile c·ountry; Whether 
their families be .Italian, FJ::epch or,.Scandinavian • 

. . ·'- - :- '· . " ' c.. .- ,, .. '·. 4 ' ' • . . 

· F~ly, ou;r olt} rei;igiohe; differences, th~ugh· ~uch less sppke~ o:t:'today, 
. ne;vertheless remain _lli:esent )n 'ittmly minds. •. ',And tlle great difference in the 
level of existence between i?he peasants of Cala,bria; Greece or. $Jrkey BlJ.d. 
the English or Dutch working class means: that .it is difficult to find a · 
common denominator. 

' 
All that had, and has, to be overcome. Apart from treaties, which are 

··~ 

the affair of the clinicians of political life, we can only dO this on an 
individual basis, by a long effort over a whole generation;·-by 'the' appll·ciation 
of a new, aqtive and non,.scholast,ic .pedagogy, essentially based on direct 
contact, on bringing people face to face and on the establ:i.sbtlent "o-f .. · 
spontaneou:s"conv~rsation:. .. · ·· · · · · . .' 

, Without preparatiori~ tqo many NOUI)g people aet off ;n thei~ tr~,:,el~ ];n 
a· permanent-State of nationalist comparison. ActuBll.y, ma~t.of them.set.off 
With the id'i'a of looking for $at they have left behind. them,, .instead o:e ' 
seeking someth:Wg new •. · When theY,_98n't find it, they. become· irritated .• .. 
and return further from Un.derstandipg ·:others than they •were whEjn • they l_e.f't. 
Travel is an article of everyday consumption and must be imade to yield its 
maximum for the comprehension •. · Yet the technique of modern comm),Ul:j.cations, 
whicq would seem tq '\le .. our princiJ?.a.l all,y, often rounds on us .and.our _effort. 

• ' ' '. - • • ~ ·• ,. ' • • • - -~· _I· ~ 

It is, in fact;. a''s~rious and trou:b:Lesom~ paradoi ~hat tbe, speed and·.· 
ease of modern means of communication prevent the trayeller·from getting. to 
know people and things, replace, to the detriment of men's knowledge, human 
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~ontacts by a quick .glance at maste!Pieces, bring about a su£erficial attitude, 
skin~deep knowledge, The need to feel secure when travelling, means that 
the traveller does not real~ze the extraordinary isolation.in.which he is made 
to move.· 

. Yet we· have traditions in. Europe with which we can link up, although 
these traditions left their.mark only on.miriorities. From the times of 
Athens and ·Rome we have had international universities. We have seen 
Roman~ learn Greek to go ~d study· at Athens university. We have seen.North 
Africans speaking Latin ~d Greek, learned at the great. universities of their 
titne. · · · 

Since the Middle Ages, and mcire previsely sinhe 12th century, great 
European universities have been set up. From SalillllaDca to Louvain, from Paris 
to Heidelberg or Oxford, ploughing their track over the roads of Europe 
·came these bands of ''errant scholars" 'hurrying to take their degrees with the 
most famous masters of' the day~. 

Then came the glorious blossoming~out of the R~naissance. Latin again 
became the current language. Erasmus was a man from everywhere, knowing 
everything, 'his influence was enormous. arid thousands of intellectuals did 
not know· whether they were Dutch, French, Belgian, or German: they were of 
Europe. · · · · 

The great nationalist crises of the 19th century_ and the atrocious wars 
of the 20th were to break all that .. 

It is against that history, those prejudices, frontiers and language 
barriers that we have for 10 years already, undertaken--that hundred.s of 
private and public organizations have undertaken--to react by means of 
exchanges and especially by human contact With the native. But by what 
methOd? · · · 

·Exchanges ·on an occupational basis 

All technicians find that most of these prejudices melt away when the 
journey is not merely a passive one, when the individual has a role to play, 
his o'wn job and responsibilities in the group travelling. Success is even 
more likely to be ensured by directing centers ·of interest, during the journey, 
towards the only stable elements of present day special life, namely salaries 
and success in one's occupation. There is no doubt at all that exchanges 
based on the desire to learn foreign languages or on the exercise of a 
profession do away not only with the isolation and insecurity of the contacts 
but give rise to conversation on a· lasting basis. 

It is even nOticed that this beneficial influence i.s exerted not only 
on the traveller but also on his host, on his family circle when he gets back, 
and o:t'ten On his office or factory friends, who attach far more iinportance 
to what. he tells them than to any talk given by an employer, teacher, or 
foreign technician. That is where we see a real change in the attitude towards 
the "host" country; we also find that the individual revises his opinion 
and attitude in regard to his own country. 
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.. The)neth6d -i;~±cl:i'''l;here:(ore!'s:ietns f,6 "1;;; to:'b,e;msst.bemef~diaJ. :t~ to bring 
· together; · undei' ·the" most" favorable · cdilai tions, men having basic~ commo;n 
occupational interests. They compare their salaries, their standara o·f living, 
the comfort of their homes, their social security system, their tra<le .. union 
membe:rship, :-th~ S:c~~ss o;f,·we.!r c:ii.:iJ.dr~i:( to }~~1;\cati<;Jnai:faciii~~es, and so. 
on, an~ th1~ apprentic:e~Q.n(oy recipro(;lj.l .c;oini?ar:tson. qan be fol.il(dEid olij-Y on 
.what ~~ be . seen to. be .tp.~ -rrot!i ~11 . ever:YM;Y, li;ff:l. · • 'Jllese )vorkers ~.·become 
·aware of the s:iliiila:tity·or their destinies ana 'idll soon be wo;ndering how it 
·W.s possibie, f6r insta:!i6e, that the i.o:i-raine ste~iworker and the DUsseldoJ;f 
steelworker could have been set one against the other till the end of their 
days. They have the same difficulties in their work, the same .bosses, the 
same· houses, "the same ~'tety for .the±r qhutJl:im • s rq.tute. · l!'rom an a~eness 

.. 'of the s:tini;l.a.:tity 'in their 'destinies ill quickly borii an' awareness' of. the .. 
. '' --. - • ' :- . -;- ... : .. - .. ,. ., ' . . . "\ ' . ~ ' .· t 

community·· of theil' destinies. BUt :tor. tha"& a certain number. of techD.J.cal.. 
• ' ' ,.. - ' . ' ' • I , _. • '}" • ' . ,, ' -' , ,, ' 

and pedagogical 'coiidit1ons 'are· indispensable. · · . . . · 
. ' .... , . 

Fil'st .of all, the exchanges must be prenared •. The motives ... and .. 
expecttitions of' the participtiDts mut;;t. correspond 'to the rea.i:j.tfes .oi' the pro-

' I . , -··"' • . . . •, , • . . . - . . .J' ' • 
gr~:' · Iilter~st must be oriented beforehand 'towards a·~ nU!nber __ of es!5en-
1;iat 'po:intci that. will be' g6ne irito more thoroughly. ·. The factb. ties of' working 
e.,;; a.·'t'eal'li arid the sen'se of t:esponsibint:f must be developed; some SinB.ll. ~
knowledge of geography and languages must be given and existing stereotyped 
attitudes and Pr:Etjv.dices must be skillfully ~rised. off. . 

•·, ~ •',o) ; )·: • ,: ,· : '• I • ·.•. • ~ . . ' . ' ;'.' ... ' ' : . , ' .. : ' , . -· 

This is the price that must be paid· if 'the wo~k~r is to leave with a 
relative feelipg of se~]!Xity and tb,e cqmmencement of an attitt<de that will 
give_ ·hilJi q1,1ickei:: identf:f'ic::atiotl and 'conse'qu,ently' qUicker liking for the new 
surrb\mdiri<ls ·or partner. : ' ' .. - :;; ... : . . ' ' . .. ·: -~. 

•I · •· ; • , ~; ; ·- ' ·; : \ , '., ~- ' ' ' 'f . __'. , . . • •, , .· 

Th~s implJ.es a sort of travel philosophy and also the trainJ.ng of 
technicians responsible for the exchange groups. All cultural and travel 
organizations are unanimous that the capacity of i;he.person respo;nsibl,e.f9r 
the groups constitute the essential element~for~the success &.f' tne6:perati6n. 
The resp,onsible J?erson is the key p<;rson. Therefore. he lllUSt always .be well 
tra'ine'd.". The importance of ·this .is' s1ich that it must be given p:i-:l.ofity o,Yfilr 
·Obstacles:' . All educ!ators airee that 'it 'is better ,tq have. a (!;Ood res~oU,s:ij;>l,e 
per~on 'Chan a good ·prOgram. 1\iid that a .group ·is B.s ·good as the person . · .. 

·resporis'ible 'for it'; · · · · · · · ' · · · · 
. . : 

,·_, . 

' Finally, and it is dtl this note that I shall ~hd this 'chapter., 'tl:ie follow
up of the eX;Jediiion'.Iriust be' organized •.. This. 'i,s .whe;re'thepig cUitural .. :. 
'6rgailizati'ons still have the most progress to 111ake. I me&:! tb.at tecluiical· .'·. 
means must be found of keeping ib cdntact w.l.th the worker AFTER his return 'to 
hi.s country, in order to keep .up and prolpng the,.beneficial eff~cts of his 
journey for as lopg 'as possible;':· :· · · · ·' · ··· .· · · .. · . . · . . 

~ .:·· ~ .· ._ ;'' ·_ -~-- ~ .,.· ·--,~ ... _., .'.. .:.· .. ' ·' ·'"' .... 
. . . . t· ~ . ' ' ., ' - . . . ' ' '·, ·, 1" ' • ~ . • ,. • i ' . ', 

In this respec'C,, the exchang~f\ .we o.rgah~ze ·bE):tWEJeJi boroughs· of diffe:rent 
c ountriesj ~n the· form' of "borouSh t'dnning; '' hav~. 'py 'periodiclllly :r.enewtng 
conta~t's "'With certain el~~n:ts of. tbe gtooups e~cl:ianged, ce\·t.aitliy. eontributed 
to mairita'ining ari excellent 'spirit oi', friendsh~I> which ha:s ))een adde_d :toan 
interest which might have lost its keeriness. The habit of enjoying' joint 
activities at regular intervals is an essential element of rapprochement. 
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.I must say that, except under exceptional circumstances, this kind of 
activity can only be conce:ived between tomls imd boroughs 'that are not too far 
from each other. Official association between to~ms and boroughs in Europe 
have been. created and_ are flourishing.· Exceptions apart, however, they are 
never more than 100 :to.~50 mile;> from each other. An experiment it would be 
difficult to apply to exchanges b7tween Europeans and Americans. 

The Necessity for Exchanges Between the Vnited States and Europe 

.In conclusion, I wish, to _speak of .relations between the United States 
and Europe. 

As the French say, "There is 
open". Let us recognize at once 

no point in~reaking down a door if it is 
that exchanges exist 'and are numerous. 

For example l shall only mention the immense effort undertaken in the 
granting of Ful.bright Scholarships. in order. to pay tribute to it as one of 
the.most useful. a,n_d most generous o:i:.initiative.s. · · 

Nor shall I enlarge on ·the numerous foUndations existing· in the United 
States and those set up in Europe, which enable quite a number of people to 
cross the Atlantic each year, · · '' 

' ' .. ,.[, '· ' . '•' 

My .plea is for. a particular sort, of· e:x;cihange~-that of persons exercising 
the same profession and not having the f'inanCia:I possibility to visit the· 
other side of the Atlantic. 

I have aJ.ready said \-Ill;' exchBnges pf
1
persons having the same occupatio11 

bad made their appearance ili Europe. It ap'pears to me that they are today 
necessary between the United States and Europe'. · 

Why? Becau;:;e that, s~ems to me to be oiie of the best ways for impressipns 
and inf'luences.that hi>.ve to contribute-to a·bettilr Understanding of each·other 
to be reflected b13-ck into family and occupational surroundings. These fa:rilily 
and occupational circles _must be reached· if we, who live on either ilide of· 
the Atlantic, wish .to fight the ignorance. and ·prejildi~es liable to cause 
faltering .in a,quick·marcl:J; towards our interdependence. 

We must realize one thing: it is that in the years to come, Europeans 
and Americans are going to have to live together more and more. We have tasks 
to accomplish in common •. The institutions .that may be created Will be but 
instruments. The commercial, economic, financial imd even political agree• 
ments will be the _superstructure. Intendance will follow with Understanding, 
with interest, with the desire to cooperate, only if' it is made·clear why 
one way has been chosen rather than another and why one must contribute 
towards attaining the objective proposed. 

I- am not going to make a speech on the misunderstandings that exist 
between us. It is not only the military that have bad to learn that the 
word CONTROL has a different meaning. There are our girls and boys who must 
learn that vicar and curate mean the opposite according to "'hether you pronounce 
these words in French or in English. And. semantic misunderstandings are the 
least serious. 
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. Need·I recall that it was the Americans who in 1948 encour,aged the. 
Europeans to create: mass. movements to ·.sl.tstain the ·European idea?' 

. ''' . . ~ 

It is not quite the saine'thing that has·to.be done, . But ho:w u.seful. it 
wou.19- be i:t' Amer'ican subway workers csme to.Uve.in European fsmilies:Where they 
WOUl.d meet men cloing the ssme' jOb aS themselves·~ • Jlnd·Why COUl.d they J;lOt dO .the 
ssme as the eillployees' o£ the :Berlin· subway; wham -we. sent to p\IIlch tickets in the 
Paris su.bway,-·and vice-versa1. Why: shoUl.d not i>O!lle American c:i.vU servants--
those who .fill out. forms every dey, ___ or JllBke others iiu,them ciut:..-ccime. to ., 
Eu.rope on an exchange· 'basis, as -we have· done in EUrope, "so toot they wal.il.a 
u.nderstand th8.t· both their jcibs are the· ssme and: that;•nationa1 regUl.ations woUl.d 
have to be changed? And that they can hel.p to see that those changes . take place 
harmqniou.sly in the. interests of evecyone? 

• '. •' • • ' > 

A xhu.1t:i.tude of ex&in:Ples coUld. be given. 

He shoUld 'set':u:P a ·vasti pre<::ise pr.ogrsm ~f exchanges •between the u.s.A. 
and Mope, in favour cif the different categories of worker.. The .prOgJ;'sm 
woUl.d ,be financed by ;private_'.lilitiative and. the governments. "· 

.·It shoUld not be' developed· 'behind dosed doors,· 
~ • • ~ .. .' .. I ! " . 1" ,·._·.· 

. On the contrary, it shoUl.d be made pu.blic, -be ··surrou.nded by the pu.bltc:ity 
· necessary to niake it appear as the indispensable complement decisions of policy 
tnade by the governments: · , :. · · · ' .. ' · - . 1 . 

.·' .' .,.!, -,. : ,; . : ,} ·;-

}lhat I propose is that a new mission--the cot~sequence of a situ.ati9n :that 
is_go:l.pg to develop rapidly--shoUld be 'fulfilled. In a word, let u.s help 
otirselves tolearn.to-Uile togetaer,' 

" . ' . . ' 
-: '• •' "'- ,. 

That, Mr. Chai;rJnan, Ladies' ai:ld Gentlemen,- is the: coocrete .proposal . 
I, su.bmit for you.r deliberation, in conclu.ding my address; ·It is for a 

· )lpm:Pl;emimtary natlll'e t6 wh8.tiis. already being done-r pil.rticUl.arly' in .fa.vou.r of 
stu.qents.· .My' proposli.l is,' o:r ·course~ ohly a· basis for· diilcu.ssion. ••The aim 
td_ be reached is to set'1lp a.ild'gu.ide between c11ir ·two· Continents·:a· cultu.ra1· 
cu.rrent that will be 'the support ·and tcimcirrow the->drivlng fo!'ce· bf ou.r . c 
Atlantic COIIllllilliity'• My ptoposa1 wi;;t not; o·f courSe];· 'preju.dice exchanges 
between ou.r two Continents ·and the rest of the world·,' .. '' ' 

' The tru.tl:i .is that"exc.hanges -of persons are becoming··increasingly 
111dispensabl.e, for ·we· must' and· >Till tend to-wards• u.ni versa1ism. . It .is for 
the ed)lcato~s ,to ca.Ii.a1:i_ze and master' the enormou:S means .that technique has ' 
placed at .their Q.ispqsa),, so that this cu.rrent shall' prevail' over. all other.s. t 

' ' . .. . 

·' •'t _._, 

·li', 

· ..• , .. ..,, .--. 

' ., ·.•. :"': 
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Mr. Kitztitger, Fellow of Nuffielil. College, Oxford, said that the pace of 

technology had niade the nation s"liate as obsolete il.s the D:>do. The 

question was what best to put in hs place. 

The dangers of :l:'egional gro,lpings ; lie in their potentially raci~ o~rtones; 

th~ aax\gers of i.deolog:i.eal groupings lie :L"l theJ:r pet lrltia.liy fanatical 

exclusiveness; but that functional groupiugs. relatively free from the 

mystical en~rustations of nation states, continents and ideologies 

show a much more promie:t.ng path to world survival. 

There are two ana. only two main problems in the world today: the 

population, poverty and race issue raised by the terrible economic 

and social inequalities in the world today, and the ideological issue 

posed by the opposition of Marxist and liberal ph:Llosophies now 

entrenched in power-political blocs. Of taese the North-South issue 

would soon be more important than th; East-West issue, but both demand 

a mature and sophisticated response. It is against these problems 

that the new Europe and the organization of Atlantic defenee and 

economics have to be judged .• 

His conclusions were not just to make Japan an integral member of the 

Atlantic Alliance, but te go beyond the Alliance, beyond even an ill

defined "partnership" 1 to the partial surrender not just of European 

but also Uuited States sovereig;:1ty in clearly defined domains: to deal 

by the "Community Method" with defense and space research of. eour'ile, 

but also with the C.emands of science and educat:ton, with freer trade 

in industrial pNdv.cts,with world agriculture, the world monetary 

system, and aid to the developing countries. But instead of creating 

new European or Atlantic superstates, and giving them all but 

!?:1;l.~.i?.~.P..~l~ over . ..!!:...h,¥.u-i.ted ar~, we should corrode the 'Whole 

concept of nation states and power blocs by subtracting from the state 
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A major project of our center fo~ :feace' Re~earch a..t·,Cre:J,gb.ypn University 
in Oniaha. has been a rigorous historical review o1' the sb-called· "traditio.nal 
just war doc~ine." We undertook this project two years ago in the hop~'· of 
offering sQD)~_,guidance to Catholic and non-Ca~hol~c scholars who are attempting, 
with scant. success u11 to date, to relate that ij6ctrine•'to the problem Of 
nucle.ar 'Wll.rfare ~ · · ' · ' '· :· '" · ',, .... 

We have concentrated largely on the viritfug_s of'Vit.6r~a (1487(? ):.1546) . 
and Suarez (1548-1617) on "peace," "we,.r, ". '\u1just warfare," tYI>es 61' '.'war,". 
the "human community," and "jus ~entium" '(iaw of nations). :):n neither Vitoria 
and Suarez have we found that. '~wa.r." ... ·is used as the name of any particular 
histori<;al.·event e.!>·; ROmili'i·WarSi .feudal. Wars, Spanish wars. .War is almost 
exclusively discussed within the·generP.l framework set by Thomas· Aquinas. 
War can be the name of a deliberate .ho'st;Lle act or sequence of acts which 
infringe .upon "eJct;erp.al peace;" it can also be the' nai!le for acts which · 
result in destruction and death but which "defend" the peace. The first 
meaning of peace refers. to the condition of .a human :Person who is joined to 
God PY Divine Charity. In principle, this internaLpeace finds outward 
expression in one's ordinary acts and in the.behavior of persons and groups 
of persons toward each other. 

. ... , ';t. 

Ho£;tile. actions, 'disruptive of external peace, are divided by V'itoria 
an<j. Suarez Anto t\W ki.t;lils; either armed attack. \Ipon a .peac~fu1 people, or 
"injurious,act:j.ons" ·of. some' other kind, generally· an infrinli;ement,pf rights, 
CUStoms Or laws~ ! An iojt\red people C()~(i mdra1:ly "d.efend the pea~e;" .~.hat is, 
they might respond in an appropriate manner. ···such response. could take :the 
form of armed resistance to armed attack. The name of this response (for 
both Vitoria and Suarez) was "defensive war" (bellum defensivum) •. It is 
important to note that they conceived this "defensive war" as being different 
in type from hostile armed response to all other kinds of injurious action. 

I suppose you have all heard of the celebrated conditions of a "just 
war" which make up the so-called traditional just wix doctrine. Very briefly, 
they are: 1) the war must be declared by a legitimate authority; 2) for a 
just cause; 3) fought with a right intention, and 4) "debito modo," that is, 
principly, the innocent should. not be attacked. Many barnacles-have attached 
themselves to this doctrine through the centuries. For example, one modern 
Catholic writer lists no fewer than nine conditions, one being that you must 
be certain that your opponent is in the state of mortal sin. Now, Vitoria 
and Suarez did not apply these famous conditions to "defensive war," Neither 
believed that "defensive war" required special moral justification since they 
believed that such action was consistent with a human being's love of God and 
his personal. condition of "internal peace." As I have described it, "defensive 
war" was "forced" upon an. innocent Community. Fighting such an engagement, 
therefore, was considered to be "an involuntary act." 

On the other hand, Vitoria and Suarez taught that procuring destruction 
and death in response to "injurious action" of other kinds was a totally 
different undertaking, !They called war of this kind "offensive" or 
"aggressive" war. It was this type of war which, it appeared to them, 
required special moral justification. · Offensive or aggressive war was the 
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"jUS~~'. :O::.:'unJ~st" ~ar'{ ~ ~(k inat~~r ~(fact, only 'this type ~Pllld properly 
be. called !'war" .... ·' Ati.i! •it '·'wds 'in connection with- this. war that the "conditions" 
wer.e conceived and stat~a':_ .· ' · · . . · , · · 

As Vitoria and Sua.rez saw the problem, it was concerned with discovering 
just how the human will cou1d );le .said to·1ove. peace '\lhile: to;Lunta.ri1Y 

. procuring .destruction a:na··death.' Since the :tnj'llrious action'to.>bich-Offen
. sive war was the respons.e ,WOl.\l.d !!2i. involve 'destruction and,,!J.~ath, how might 
,the . Christian wi11 voluntarily embrace ·~war'' as a means of re~essing, 

·· . preventing and punishing injuripus. actiont , ' ·· · · ·· 
. - .. . . ' ·. . ' ,-: 

. . ·.The conditions·,o:f "just ~fa:z.e" ~r~:intend~d to descrilie.ranges of 

. l).osti1e humB.n-'action' in such a way as to leave intact the Christilpl1 s ·constant 
atllierence .to God 'and his unbroken de~ication to peace •.. The condit:tons, • 

·therefore, are. "outer limits" of .human behavior -and-choice • .. . 

. . . Both Vitoria ~d S~ez regard~~ of;t'ertsive -war ~s e.rl ·:institution" as 
ha"#ng been brOUght in by the "..i!!s Sent'ium!\ as·a.- niei9ns"to '':Protect the peace. 
Hence it was a product of human ingenuity, not a "built-in" device of the 
natural law. · Should human ingen1,lity ever find a successf'Ul device .in its 

... , . -stead, the· institution of ()ff~~slve- WaJ;' wou.'Ld. (and shou.'Ld) cpass away. 

. ,If' we' .apply thls 'teaChing' to the passage. in question, it seems perfectly 
. ' cle.a.r that Pope 'J'ohn·.was referring -only to the belltim' offensiVUm or ' 

. _agg;.essivum;; '·'It seems l;tkewise, gle~ that he. lei't -intac;t, thE;r ;whoJ.E!; problem, 
, . , : anii a .. filtick;y:· one it,' is; 'of 'th£!.- ll)Orality of a •def~~sive ·. nup1ea.z:-·res:j;stance. 
-., 't .. 
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Comparat-ive Taxts for 
"After Six Months --A Trustworthy Translation of The Encyclical Pacem in Terris" 

America Press Translation 
("(This English version) has been re

viewed and collated with the official 
Latin text ••• Careful review of various 
modern-language versions reveals that 
they are free from any gross defects, 
Early criticisms of the Vatican-released 
translation seem to have rested prin
cipally on differences of literary judg~ 
ment. 9 Editor's note.) 

44. On the contrary, the conviction that 
all men are equal by reason of their 

'''" .,natura_l dignity has been generally ac
cepted~ Hence, ·ractal discrimination 
can in no way be justified, at least 
doctrinally or in theory. 

1_11, And one must bear in mind that, 
even though the monstrous power of 

,;.odern we.opons acts as a deterrent, it 
lS to be feBred that the mere continuance 
of nuclear tests, undertaken with war in 

"'i.nd, will have fatal consequences for 
life on ea.rth, 

Official Latin Text "The Pope Speaks" Translation 

{Acta Apost.clicae Sedis, Vol. LV 1 

20 April, 1963) ( "•••a translation prepared directly froi• 
the oi'fi<i"'.d text, To our knowledge, al: 
other t:c·c:nslations circulating in this 
country are based on the Italian version 
of the Encyclical, though in manycases 
the off:: :;j_a::. Latin was taken into accoun 
to a greater or lesser degree." Editor's 
note,) 

Latissime e contrario ea opinio 
pervasit et obtinuit, omnes horr~nes 
esse naturae dignitate inter se ae
quales, Quam ob rem, saltem in ra
tione disciplinaque, nullo modo pro
batur hominum discrimen, causaJ 

Ac praeterea, -1uamvis ·imnanis mil
itaris apparatus potentia hodie homines 
a bello suscipiendo deterreat, nihil
ominus tamen est cur timeatuJ:>, Pe ipsa 
atomicorum instrumentorum exp€J.':imenta 
belli causa suscepta, nisi cessent, 
varia vitae genera in terris grave in 
discrimen possint adducere. 

Today, on the contrary, the convicti 
is wid€spread that all men are equal in 
natural dignity~ and so, on the doctrina: 
and theoretical level, at least, no form 
of approval is being given to racial dis 
crimination0 

FloreoYeJ:' ,, even though th6tmonstrous 
poHer of modern weapons does indeed act 
as a deterrent, there is reason to fear 
that tlw ·1ery testing of nuclear device 
for orar purposes can, if continued, lea 
to serious danger for various forms of 
life on earth, 

113. All must reelize that there is no Omnibus tamen persuasum es~e debet, Everyone, however, must realize tha~ 
hope of putting an end to the buili:Jing non posse neque rei rr.ilitaris at:.gcmdae unless this process of disarmament be 
up of a:maments, nor of reducing the intermitti studia, neque arma immin- thoroughgoing and complete, and reach 
present stocks, nor still less of abol- ui, neque --- quod caput est -- usque- menl s wy:y soulsp it is impossible to 
ishing t:1em altogetrer, unless the pro- quaque armaments ®'medic tolli, nisi stop t:1c arms race, or to reduce arma-
cess is complete and thorough and unless huiusmodi ab armis discessus plenus ments ~~-and this is the main thing-
it proceeds from im:er conviction; un- expletusque sit atque ipsos attingat ultimately to abolish them entirely, 
less, th<it is, everyone sincerely co-o!1Jressed. animos; nisi scilicet omnes con- Ever.;rr.ne must sincerely co-operate in 
erates to banish the fear and anxious cordem sinceracoq.ce operam_dent ut_ex _ .the effort to banish fear and the anx ... 

·expectation of ;1ar·\·ith--w!rich·rnerfare · -· animis metus atque anxia belli expectatio pellantur, expectation of war. 



America Press Translatim 
127 And for this reason it is hardly 
possible to imagine that in the atomic 
era war could be used as an instrument 
of justice. 

Official Latifi.Text 
Quare aetate haec nostra, quae vi atom

ica gloriatur, alienum est a ratione, bellum 
iam aptum esse ad violata iura sarcienda. 

137. Today the universal coiiBilon good Cum autem hodie COIIBilune omnium gentium 
poses problems of wcrld-wide dimensions bonum quaestiones proponat, omnes contingen-
which cannot be adequately tackled or tes populos, cumque huiusmodi quaestiones 
solved except by the efforts of public nonnisi publica quaedam auctoritas explicare 
authorities endowed with a breadth of possit, cuius et potestas, et forma, et 
powers, structure a~d means of the same instruments qequa sint amplitudine, cuius
proportiors; that is, of public authori- que actio tam late pateat quantum terrarum 
ties which are in a position to act in orbis; tum exinde sequitur, ut ipso morali 
an effective manner on a world-wide basisgrdine cogente, publica quaedam generalis 
The moral order itself, therefore, demands auctoritas constituenda sit. 
that such a form of public authority be Haec autem generalis auctoritas, 
established cuius 1mperium ubique terrarum Vim habeat, 
138. A public authority, haVing world- idoneisque instrumentis ad commune bonum 
wide power and endowed with the propoer universale conducat, omnium utique popu
means for the efficacious pursuit of its lorum consansione condenda est, non vero vi 
objective, which is the universal com- imponenda. 
mon good in concrete form, must be set 
up by coiiBilon accord and not imposed by 
force. 

• I, 

11The Pope Speaks" Translation • 
Thus, in this age which boasts of 

its atomic power, it no longer makes 
sense to maintain that war is a fit 
instrument with which to repair the 
violation of justice. 

Today the universal common good 
presents us with problems which are 
~orld-wide in their dimensions; prob
lems, therefore, which cannot be 
solved except by a public authority 
with power, organization and means 
co-extensive with these problems, and 
with a world-wide sphere of activity. 

Consequently, the moral order itself 
demands the establishment of some such 
general form of public authority. 

But this general authority equipp
ed with world-wide power and adequate 
means for achieVing the universal col11111 
mon good cannot be imposed by force. 

N.B. Extract from America editorial, 25 May, 1963, p. 732: "Some widely publicized criticisms of the English 
translation issued by the Vatican had caused many to ask whether the English-speaking world had been misled as to the 
the Pope's real thought. The Cardinal's (Suenen of Belgium at the United Nations) words should settle all such doubts. 
Reading from an English text that was obviously the product of painstaking preparation, he quoted at length one of 
the very passages quoted by critics. Since he cited without change the Vatican's English version, it is clear that 
Cardinal Suerens, for one, is satisfied that the disputed translation (of paragraph lll) accurately conveys Pope Johns 
thought." C~rdinal Suenens departed from the America translation of paragraph 137: " In our time (the Pope writes), 
the universal common good poses problems of worldwide scope. They can only be resolved by a public authority whose 
power organj zation, and means of action also have worldwide scope and which can take action throughout the ,P,ft.IJ 
whole' world. It is. thus the moral order itself which requires the organization of a public authority of universal 
jurisdiction• This organization of a general character, whose quthority extends throughout the world, and which 
possesses efiective means for the promotion of the universal good, must be established by unanimous agreement and 
not imposed by force." 




